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Written Testimony for Chief Jim Bueermann (Ret.) 
President, Police Foundation, Washington, D.C. 

Senate Judiciary Committee Hearing 
on Gun-related Violence 

Wednesday, January 30, 2013 
 
 
I write to you in my capacity as both President of the Police Foundation and the former Chief of 
Police of the Redlands, CA Police Department. The Police Foundation, established in 1970 by 
the Ford Foundation, is a non-partisan, non-constituency research organization. Our mission is to 
advance policing through innovation and scientific research. The Foundation is committed to 
disseminating science and evidence-based practices to the field. My written testimony reflects 
these principles and my personal experience after 33 years as a police officer during which time I 
witnessed countless acts of violence. I urge the passage of the Assault Weapons Ban Act of 2013 
and ask Congress to consider funding additional scientific research to help this country 
implement evidence-based approaches to reducing gun violence in our communities and schools. 
 
The most recent available data reveal this alarming picture of America’s experience with gun-
related violence: in 2011, of the 32,163 deaths from firearms, 19,766 were suicides and 11,101 
were homicides.1 Additionally, there were 467,321 non-fatal violent crimes committed with a 
firearm.2 These numbers all reflect the unique position of the United States in relation to other 
high-income nations: our homicide rate is 6.9 times higher than the combined homicide rate of 
22 other high-income countries.3 We all know that gun violence must be stemmed. The Police 
Foundation supports a comprehensive and holistic approach to preventing and reducing gun 
violence that includes:  
 

• Legislation that bans assault weapons, requires universal background checks for all 
firearm purchases and limits high capacity ammunition feeding devices to ten rounds; 

• Enhanced funding for research on the availability of firearms, the causes and prevention 
of gun violence and the connection between mental health and gun violence;  

• Specific funding to replicate the 1996 US DOJ, National Institute of Justice study Guns 
in America that provided a comprehensive view of guns in our society; 

• Increased funding to states for community-based mental health treatment; and, 
• Sustained funding and support of the Justice and Mental Health Collaboration Program 

Act, which allows for collaborative efforts between law enforcement, criminal justice and 
mental health professionals. 

 
Gun violence, especially violence that is mental health-related, is a complex social, cultural, 
health and safety issue. It is one that we do not know enough about. As the leader of a research 
organization that focuses on policing crime and disorder, I stress the need for scientific research 
and an evidence-based approach to understanding important societal issues. As a country, we 
                                                
1 Ibid. 
2 Bureau of Justice Statistics. Number of violent victimizations by weapons category. Generated using the NCVS 
Victimization Analysis Tool at www.bjs.gov. 29-Jan-13. 
3 Richardson EG, Hemenway D. Homicide, suicide, and unintentional firearm mortality: comparing the United 
States with other high-income countries, 2003. Journal of Trauma 2011; 70:238-243. 
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need a robust and rigorous agenda on the causes of gun violence, effective, community-based 
prevention and intervention strategies and the link between mental illness and gun violence. 
Lifting the freeze on gun violence research at the Centers for Disease Control is heartening, and I 
hope Congress will support additional funding for interdisciplinary, scientific research and 
collaboration across government agencies, including the Department of Justice and the 
Department of Health and Human Services.  
 
Mental health-related gun violence has been brought to the fore with the shootings in Newtown, 
CT, Aurora, CO and Tucson, AZ. While these tragic incidents are statistically rare, when 
combined with the number of gun-related suicides each year, the necessity of addressing the 
mental health needs of individuals, and the availability of firearms in our communities, is 
paramount.  
 
We do not want to stigmatize individuals with mental illness nor solely focus the current 
dialogue on gun violence on the role of mental illness. The best available data on violence 
attributable to mental illness shows that 3-5% of violent acts are committed by individuals with 
mental illness4 and most of these acts do not involve guns.5 Yet, we cannot ignore the number of 
gun-involved suicides each year and the connection between mass shootings and mental illness. 
Increased scientific research across the fields of medicine, public health, criminal justice and law 
will help us understand how to prevent mental health-related gun violence. This requires both 
robust funding and time. 
 
As a former chief of police, I recognize that local law enforcement agencies require immediate 
strategies to prevent another incident of mass violence. Earlier this month, the Police Foundation 
convened a roundtable meeting of expert researchers and practitioners from the fields of law 
enforcement, mental health, public health, criminal justice and policy. The group discussed how 
available interdisciplinary research might be used to develop practical strategies for law 
enforcement that prevent mental health-related gun violence. Existing research establishes the 
difficulty in predicting a violent act,6 but the group committed to three strategies that law 
enforcement can adopt now. Based on innovative practices defined in the literature, the group 
proposed that law enforcement executives: 
 

• Create local partnerships with mental health service providers, school officials and 
appropriate community groups to develop a mental health crisis response capacity; 

• Advocate for increased mental health services in their communities. Law enforcement 
executives should convene local service providers and community members to assess 
local mental health services and community needs and increase community members’ 
knowledge of the exiting science on mental health and gun violence; 

                                                
4 Swanson JW: Mental disorder, substance abuse, and community violence: an epidemiological approach; in 
Violence and Mental Disorder. Edited by Monahan J, Steadman H. Chicago, University of Chicago Press,1994. 
Cited in Appelbaum, PS and JW Swanson. Gun laws and mental illness: How sensible are current restrictions? 
Psychiatric Services 2010, 61: 652-654. 
5 Monahan J, Steadman H, Silver E, et al: Rethinking Risk Assessment: The MacArthur 
Study of Mental Disorder and Violence. New York, Oxford University Press, 2001. Cited in Appelbaum, PS and JW 
Swanson. Gun laws and mental illness: How sensible are current restrictions? Psychiatric Services 2010, 61: 652-
654. 
6  
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• Adopt specific policies and practices that reduce the availability of guns to people in 
mental health crisis, institutionalize mental health training for their officers and facilitate 
community-wide “mental health first aid” training for all community members. 

 
Clearly, more work needs to be done in this area so police departments can effectively 
operationalize these ideas. With additional Congressional support, strategies like these can be 
supported by legislation such as the Justice and Mental Health Collaboration Act or through an 
enhancement of programs at the Department of Justice and the Departments of Health and 
Human Services and Education. The JMHC Act has bipartisan support across the House of 
Representatives and Senate, and I ask that Congress sustain funding for these important ideas as 
part of a targeted approach to specifically reducing gun violence. 
 
Charting a path to respond to gun violence will not be easy, but I encourage Congress to rely on 
the police, community leaders and science to guide that path. The Police Foundation, along with 
law enforcement leaders across the country, support reducing the availability of assault weapons 
and high capacity ammunition feeding device as a first step to reducing gun violence. However, 
to effectively reduce gun violence, there must be more comprehensive action. Congress should 
prioritize funding to better understand guns in America, research on the causes and prevention of 
gun violence and the connection between mental illness and gun violence. It should also enhance 
the funding and availability of mental health services in communities, and support programs that 
increase local collaboration between law enforcement, criminal justice and mental health 
professionals. 
 
Thank you for your consideration of this written testimony. 
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Written Testimony 

 

Submitted for the record by  

 

Sheldon Greenberg, Ph.D. 

Associate Dean 

Johns Hopkins University, School of Education, Division of Public Safety Leadership 

Former Associate Director, Police Executive Research Forum 

Former Officer, Supervisor, and Bureau Commander, Howard County (MD) Police Department 

Past President, Maryland Crime Prevention Association 

 

For the hearing before the 

Senate Committee on the Judiciary 

 

on 

 

“What Should American Do About Gun Violence?” 

 

Wednesday, January 30, 2013 

 

 

Two months ago, Johns Hopkins University co-sponsored the National Summit on Multiple Casualty 

Shootings, in partnership with the Department of Justice, Office of Community Oriented Policing 

Services (COPS), and the Department of Homeland Security, Federal Law Enforcement Training Center 

(FLETC).  While much attention is being given to multiple casualty shootings, the nation’s public safety 

personnel are equally concerned about the violence and trauma resulting from gun-related acts of 

domestic violence, street crime, and suicide that occur every day.  These incidents devastating and disrupt 

neighborhood and community well-being.  

 

We can do more to tend to the public’s safety and provide people with a greater sense of peace and safety 

where they live, work, shop, and recreate.  We believe, and evidence supports, that much of the gun-

related violence and subsequent suffering that occurs in our nation’s homes, neighborhoods, small 

businesses, and schools can be prevented.  One of the most effective ways to prevent tragic events from 

occurring is to do more to control access to guns. 

     

In seeking new and better ways to prevent gun violence, the Division of Public Safety Leadership 

embraces the principles established by the National Law Enforcement Partnership to Prevent Gun 

Violence and with Mayors Against Illegal Guns.  These principles were embraced by the Ad Hoc 

Committee of the Maryland Chiefs of Police Association last week. They are: 

 

 The level of gun violence in the United States, specifically firearm-related injuries and deaths 

including homicides, suicides, and accidental shootings, is unacceptable and demands immediate 

attention. 

 

 The level and lethality of gun violence directed at police officers requires an organized and 

aggressive response from policy makers at the federal, state, and local levels. 

 

 Elected officials must close the gaps in the current regulatory system, including those that enable 

felons, minors, persons with mental illness, and other prohibited persons to access firearms, and 

those that allow the trafficking of illegal guns. 
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 Law enforcement plays a critical role in preventing gun violence and solving crime.  

 

 Effective strategies for the strict enforcement of laws concerning the illegal possession, 

trafficking, and criminal use of firearms are vital, and need to be supported by data, research, 

technology, training, and best practices. 

 

 Because the public’s health and safety depends on the efforts of law enforcement, agencies must 

have resources sufficient to prioritize the protection of officers and communities against illegal 

guns and firearm violence. 

 

 The crisis of gun violence in our nation necessitates a sustained, coordinated, and collaborative 

effort involving citizens, elected officials, law enforcement, and the entire criminal justice 

system. 

In response, we join the above cited organizations in calling upon the President of the United States and 

members of Congress to: 

1. Require background checks for all firearm purchasers. 

2. Improve background checks by ensuring that the National Instant Criminal Background Check 

System (NICS), which maintains records of those who are legally prohibited from purchasing 

guns, be complete and accurate. 

3. Ban new semi-automatic assault weapons. 

4. Limit high-capacity ammunition magazines to ten rounds. 

5. Oppose federal preemption of state laws governing the carrying of concealed weapons. 

In January, the Johns Hopkins University, School of Education, Division of Public Safety Leadership 

hosted the second national Summit on Campus Public Safety for the Department of Justice, Bureau of 

Justice Assistance and facilitated the meeting of the Maryland Chiefs of Police Association Ad Hoc 

Committee on Gun Violence. We have a legacy of scholarship and leadership in this area and welcome 

the opportunity to support all reasonable efforts to prevent gun violence.   

 

 

The Johns Hopkins University, School of Education, Division of Public Safety Leadership (DPSL) 

provides education, research, and technical assistance to the fields of law enforcement, fire/EMS, 

intelligence analysis, emergency management, public health, security, corrections, and the military.  

DPSL cultivates viable communities by developing and disseminating educational and technical 

assistance programs that foster the ethical, social, operational and intellectual development of 

professionals who serve public safety and related fields.  The Division provides graduate, undergraduate, 

certificate, and noncredit education designed to advance and sustain the well-being of people and their 

neighborhoods and communities. All students in PSL are active public safety practitioners. Over 1,000 

PSL graduates hold leadership positions nationwide in federal, state, and local agencies and play a 

significant role in shaping the future of American public safety.  PSL graduates currently serve as chiefs 

of police in Denver, San Antonio, Washington, D.C., and Prince George’s Counties in Maryland.  They 

also serve as senior executives in federal agencies, such as the U.S. Secret Service, U.S. Bureau of 

Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives, and Immigration and Customs Enforcement.    
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Written Testimony 

 

Submitted for the record by  

 

Daniel W. Webster, ScD, MPH 

Professor and Director 

Johns Hopkins Center for Gun Policy and Research 

 

For the hearing before the  

Senate Committee on the Judiciary 

 

on 

 

“What Should American Do About Gun Violence?” 

 

Wednesday, January 30, 2013 

 

 

On January 14-15, 2013, more than twenty of the top researchers and gun policy experts gathered to 

participate in a Summit on Reducing Gun Violence in America at Johns Hopkins, and presented findings 

and analyses that were just published in a book.
1
  These leading scholars identified numerous weaknesses 

in current federal firearms policy which enable criminals, those with severe mental illness, perpetrators of 

domestic violence, and underage youth to obtain firearms.  These weaknesses in our firearms policies 

play an important role in explaining why the United States’ homicide rate is seven times higher than the 

average rate among other high-income countries.
2
 

 

A recent national survey we conducted found very broad support – among gun owners and non-gun-

owners and across political party affiliation – for laws prohibiting these and other high-risk groups from 

possessing firearms.  There was similarly broad support for measures to keep guns from these groups, 

 such as requiring background checks for all gun sales and stronger laws governing licensed gun dealers.
 3
  

Importantly, research shows that prohibiting high-risk groups from possessing firearms reduces violence 

and saves lives,
4,5

 especially if necessary records are available for law enforcement to deny prohibited 

individuals.
6
 

 

Opponents of stronger gun laws often claim that we simply need to do a better job of enforcing current 

gun laws. But current federal laws are written in ways that make it very difficult to hold firearm sellers, 

whether licensed dealers or private sellers, accountable if they sell firearms to criminals or traffickers.
7,8

  

Non-licensed sellers of firearms have no obligation to ensure that the prospective purchasers have passed 

a background check and can legally possess firearms.   

 

Such a policy is indefensible and is commonly exploited by criminals and traffickers. It is not surprising 

that nearly eighty percent of handguns used by offenders incarcerated in state prisons report that they 

acquired their handguns from non-licensed sellers – friends, family, and sellers in the underground 

market.
9
  Nor is it surprising that states that fail to regulate private handgun transactions export guns to 

criminals in states that do regulate private handgun sales.  If you follow the logic of arguments that 

requiring background checks for private gun sales is pointless because criminals won’t obey the law, then 

laws against drunk driving are pointless because drunks will always disobey those laws.  Just as drunk 
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driving laws provide law enforcement with the tools to arrest individuals who break those laws and deter 

others from driving drunk, requiring background checks for all sales will provide law enforcement with 

the tools it needs to combat illegal gun trafficking and keep guns from prohibited individuals. 

Unfortunately, Congress has enacted several laws that shield scofflaw gun dealers from scrutiny, civil 

penalties, and criminal prosecution.  The 1986 Firearm owners Protection Act weakened penalties for gun 

sales violations, increased standards of proof for prosecutions and actions against licensed gun dealers, 

and limited ATF law compliance inspections.  The Protection of Lawful Commerce in Arms Act provided 

special immunity from lawsuits for negligent practices which enable criminals and other prohibited 

individuals to obtain guns.  The Tiahrt amendments provided further protections to licensed gun dealers 

who sell many guns that subsequently are recovered from criminals.
8 

 

There is a growing body of research that has consistently demonstrated that laws which increase gun 

seller accountability and increase the risk to those involved in illegal gun transactions significantly reduce 

the number of guns diverted for criminal use.  Whereas the federal Tiahrt amendments have been shown 

to increase the diversion of guns to criminals from suspect gun dealers,
10

 strong regulation and oversight 

of gun dealers reduces guns diverted to criminals,
11

 as does being vulnerable to lawsuits for making 

illegal sales.
12,13

  Research has also shown that regulation of private sales of handguns,
8  

mandatory 

reporting of loss or theft of firearms from private owners, and permit-to-purchase licensing for handguns 

reduces the diversion of guns to criminals.
9
  

 

By adopting many laws shown to be effective at that the state level, Congress could significantly reduce 

the availability of guns to dangerous individuals, which would translate into fewer lives lost, safer streets 

and homes, increased quality of life, and reduced government expenditures on health care, disability 

payments, criminal justice, and corrections. 

 

 

                                                           
Research Cited 
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Here’s a complete transcript of testimony from the Senate Judiciary Committee hearing on gun-related violence on Jan. 30,Here’s a complete transcript of testimony from the Senate Judiciary Committee hearing on gun-related violence on Jan. 30,

2013.2013.

SEN. PATRICK LEAHY: We have more than 200 people here today and hundreds more watching on our committee web cast.SEN. PATRICK LEAHY: We have more than 200 people here today and hundreds more watching on our committee web cast.

I expect everybody in this room to be respectful of the senators and the witnesses speaking about this very serious subject.I expect everybody in this room to be respectful of the senators and the witnesses speaking about this very serious subject.

That means I do not want applause for or against any position I might take or anybody else takes. The Capitol Police have beenThat means I do not want applause for or against any position I might take or anybody else takes. The Capitol Police have been

notified to remove any audience member who interferes with the orderly conduct of this important hearing.notified to remove any audience member who interferes with the orderly conduct of this important hearing.

This incidentally, is a warning I give at many hearings.This incidentally, is a warning I give at many hearings.

We’re going to hear a lot of different perspectives on gun violence.We’re going to hear a lot of different perspectives on gun violence.

And both Senator Grassley and I will give opening statements . But we have a former member of Congress here, GabbyAnd both Senator Grassley and I will give opening statements . But we have a former member of Congress here, Gabby

Giffords, who’s going to give a brief message and -- and leave.Giffords, who’s going to give a brief message and -- and leave.

And Captain Kelly, thank you for your help in bringing your wife here.And Captain Kelly, thank you for your help in bringing your wife here.

Ms. Giffords?Ms. Giffords?

GIFFORDS: OK . Thank you for inviting me here today. This is an important conversation for our children, for ourGIFFORDS: OK . Thank you for inviting me here today. This is an important conversation for our children, for our

communities, for Democrats and Republicans.communities, for Democrats and Republicans.

Senate Judiciary Committee hearing on gun violence on Jan. 30, 2013 (T... https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/senate-judiciary-committee-he...

1 of 73 6/1/17, 10:29 AM
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Speaking is difficult. But I need to say something important. Violence is a big problem. Too many children are dying. TooSpeaking is difficult. But I need to say something important. Violence is a big problem. Too many children are dying. Too

many children. We must do something.many children. We must do something.

It will be hard, but the time is now. You must act. Be bold, be courageous, Americans are counting on you.It will be hard, but the time is now. You must act. Be bold, be courageous, Americans are counting on you.

Thank you.Thank you.

LEAHY: Captain Kelly, do you want to help Ms. Giffords out? And we’ll give you a few moments and then...LEAHY: Captain Kelly, do you want to help Ms. Giffords out? And we’ll give you a few moments and then...

(RECESS)(RECESS)

LEAHY: We return to the hearing.LEAHY: We return to the hearing.

LEAHY: And I -- I thank former Congressman (sic) Giffords and -- and her husband. We will be calling up the witnessesLEAHY: And I -- I thank former Congressman (sic) Giffords and -- and her husband. We will be calling up the witnesses

shortly. And Senator Grassley and I will give our opening statements.shortly. And Senator Grassley and I will give our opening statements.

You know, on December 14th, America’s heart was broken when 20 young children and six dedicated educators wereYou know, on December 14th, America’s heart was broken when 20 young children and six dedicated educators were

murdered. This is the first Judiciary Committee hearing of the 113th Congress. And I want everybody here to join themurdered. This is the first Judiciary Committee hearing of the 113th Congress. And I want everybody here to join the

discussion as part of a collective effort to find solutions, to help ensure that no family, no school, no community ever has todiscussion as part of a collective effort to find solutions, to help ensure that no family, no school, no community ever has to

endure such a grievous tragedy again.endure such a grievous tragedy again.

We have to come together today as Americans seeking common cause. I hope we can forego sloganeering and demagogueryWe have to come together today as Americans seeking common cause. I hope we can forego sloganeering and demagoguery

and partisan recrimination. It’s too important for that. We should all be here as Americans. Every American abhors the recentand partisan recrimination. It’s too important for that. We should all be here as Americans. Every American abhors the recent

tragedies. In just the last two years, an elementary school in Connecticut; a movie theater in Colorado; in a sacred place oftragedies. In just the last two years, an elementary school in Connecticut; a movie theater in Colorado; in a sacred place of

worship in Wisconsin; in front of a shopping mall in Arizona. And Americans are looking to us for solutions and for action.worship in Wisconsin; in front of a shopping mall in Arizona. And Americans are looking to us for solutions and for action.

This committee is a focal point for that process.This committee is a focal point for that process.

I’ve introduced a measure to provide law enforcement agencies with stronger tools against illegal gun trafficking. Others haveI’ve introduced a measure to provide law enforcement agencies with stronger tools against illegal gun trafficking. Others have

proposed restrictions on military-style weapons and the size of ammunition clips. Others have proposed modifications to theproposed restrictions on military-style weapons and the size of ammunition clips. Others have proposed modifications to the

background check system to keep guns out of the wrong hands while not unnecessarily burdening law-abiding citizens.background check system to keep guns out of the wrong hands while not unnecessarily burdening law-abiding citizens.

I’m a lifelong Vermonter. I know gun store owners in Vermont. They follow the law. They conduct background checks to blockI’m a lifelong Vermonter. I know gun store owners in Vermont. They follow the law. They conduct background checks to block

the conveyance of guns to those who should not have them. And they wonder why others who sell guns do not have to followthe conveyance of guns to those who should not have them. And they wonder why others who sell guns do not have to follow

these same protective rules. And I agree with these responsible business owners.these same protective rules. And I agree with these responsible business owners.

If we could all agree that criminals and those adjudicated as mentally ill should not buy firearms, why should we not try toIf we could all agree that criminals and those adjudicated as mentally ill should not buy firearms, why should we not try to

plug the loopholes in the law that allows them to buy guns without background checks? It’s a simple matter of common sense.plug the loopholes in the law that allows them to buy guns without background checks? It’s a simple matter of common sense.

And if we agree that the background check system is worthwhile, shouldn’t we try to improve its content and use it so it couldAnd if we agree that the background check system is worthwhile, shouldn’t we try to improve its content and use it so it could

be more effective? What responsible gun owner objects to improving the background check system? When I buy firearms inbe more effective? What responsible gun owner objects to improving the background check system? When I buy firearms in

Vermont, I go through the background check. I would expect everybody else to.Vermont, I go through the background check. I would expect everybody else to.

Senate Judiciary Committee hearing on gun violence on Jan. 30, 2013 (T... https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/senate-judiciary-committee-he...

2 of 73 6/1/17, 10:29 AM
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Now, at the outset of this hearing, I note that the Second Amendment is secure and will remain secure and protected. In twoNow, at the outset of this hearing, I note that the Second Amendment is secure and will remain secure and protected. In two

recent cases, the Supreme Court has confirmed that the Second Amendment, like the other aspects of our Bill of Rights,recent cases, the Supreme Court has confirmed that the Second Amendment, like the other aspects of our Bill of Rights,

secures a fundamental individual right. Americans have the right to self- defense; as the court has said, to have guns in theirsecures a fundamental individual right. Americans have the right to self- defense; as the court has said, to have guns in their

homes to protect their families. No one can take away those rights or their guns.homes to protect their families. No one can take away those rights or their guns.

Second Amendment rights are the foundation on which our discussion rests. They’re not at risk. What is at risk are lives. LivesSecond Amendment rights are the foundation on which our discussion rests. They’re not at risk. What is at risk are lives. Lives

are at risk when responsible people fail to stand up for laws that will keep guns out of the hands of those who use them toare at risk when responsible people fail to stand up for laws that will keep guns out of the hands of those who use them to

commit murder, especially mass murders. I ask that we focus our discussion on additional statutory measures to better protectcommit murder, especially mass murders. I ask that we focus our discussion on additional statutory measures to better protect

our children and all Americans. I say this as a parent and as a grandparent.our children and all Americans. I say this as a parent and as a grandparent.

Ours is a free society, an open society. We come together today to consider how to become a safer and more secure society. NoOurs is a free society, an open society. We come together today to consider how to become a safer and more secure society. No

one begrudges the government assistance provided to victims of mass tragedies made possible by the law we passed after theone begrudges the government assistance provided to victims of mass tragedies made possible by the law we passed after the

bombing in Oklahoma City. The bill introduced last week against gun trafficking will similarly prove helpful, and I believe willbombing in Oklahoma City. The bill introduced last week against gun trafficking will similarly prove helpful, and I believe will

become an accepted part of our crime control framework.become an accepted part of our crime control framework.

LEAHY: It, too, is common-sense reform. It fills a hole in our law enforcement arsenal so that straw purchasers who acquireLEAHY: It, too, is common-sense reform. It fills a hole in our law enforcement arsenal so that straw purchasers who acquire

weapons for criminals can be prosecuted more effectively. Last Thursday, the president nominated the U.S. attorney forweapons for criminals can be prosecuted more effectively. Last Thursday, the president nominated the U.S. attorney for

Minnesota -- and we have two from his state here on this committee -- nominated the U.S. attorney to direct the FederalMinnesota -- and we have two from his state here on this committee -- nominated the U.S. attorney to direct the Federal

Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives. And I trust that all the senators will cooperate in a prompt hearing inBureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives. And I trust that all the senators will cooperate in a prompt hearing in

action on that nomination. We will join (ph) good faith to strengthen our law enforcement efforts against gun violence and toaction on that nomination. We will join (ph) good faith to strengthen our law enforcement efforts against gun violence and to

protect public safety.protect public safety.

As a responsible governor and someone who cherishes all of our constitutional rights, as a senator who has sworn an oath toAs a responsible governor and someone who cherishes all of our constitutional rights, as a senator who has sworn an oath to

uphold those rights, as a father and a grandfather, and as a former prosecutor who has seen the results of gun violenceuphold those rights, as a father and a grandfather, and as a former prosecutor who has seen the results of gun violence

firsthand in graphic detail, I undertake these efforts with the hope that this hearing can build consensus around commonfirsthand in graphic detail, I undertake these efforts with the hope that this hearing can build consensus around common

sense solutions.sense solutions.

Previous measures to close the gun show loophole or to improve the background check system have been bipartisan. And IPrevious measures to close the gun show loophole or to improve the background check system have been bipartisan. And I

hope in this new Congress, further improvements will also become bipartisan. We could act together as Americans. I have saidhope in this new Congress, further improvements will also become bipartisan. We could act together as Americans. I have said

what kind of measures I can support. Now I ask other senators to come forward and do, as well. I will ask our witnesses whatwhat kind of measures I can support. Now I ask other senators to come forward and do, as well. I will ask our witnesses what

legislative proposals they support to make America safer, and I thank everybody here for joining in today’s discussion.legislative proposals they support to make America safer, and I thank everybody here for joining in today’s discussion.

Senator Grassley?Senator Grassley?

GRASSLEY: Mr. Chairman, and thank you, as well, for this hearing. And thanks to everybody who is here, and, particularly,GRASSLEY: Mr. Chairman, and thank you, as well, for this hearing. And thanks to everybody who is here, and, particularly,

our witnesses.our witnesses.

What happened at Newtown shocks our nation. We will never forget where we were or how we reacted when we learned thatWhat happened at Newtown shocks our nation. We will never forget where we were or how we reacted when we learned that

20 very young children and six adults were killed that day, or if we forgot about that specific incident, you don’t forget about20 very young children and six adults were killed that day, or if we forgot about that specific incident, you don’t forget about

all the tragedies that have happened recently.all the tragedies that have happened recently.
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As a grandfather and great- grandfather, I cannot imagine how anyone would commit an evil act like that. And I cannot everAs a grandfather and great- grandfather, I cannot imagine how anyone would commit an evil act like that. And I cannot ever

begin to know what it would be like to be a relative of one of those slain children. We pray for the families who continue tobegin to know what it would be like to be a relative of one of those slain children. We pray for the families who continue to

mourn the loss of loved ones. We pay for -- pray for all victims of violence and guns, by guns and otherwise. Clearly, violentmourn the loss of loved ones. We pay for -- pray for all victims of violence and guns, by guns and otherwise. Clearly, violent

crimes and those who commit them are a plague on our society, one that has been with us for far too long. We have looked atcrimes and those who commit them are a plague on our society, one that has been with us for far too long. We have looked at

these issues before, but I welcome this renewed discussion. I think the need for the judiciary committee to hold hearings afterthese issues before, but I welcome this renewed discussion. I think the need for the judiciary committee to hold hearings after

Newtown is very clear. All over America, people were appalled by what happened to those vulnerable and precious victims.Newtown is very clear. All over America, people were appalled by what happened to those vulnerable and precious victims.

And we all want to exam (ph) sensible actions that could reduce the likelihood of future crimes.And we all want to exam (ph) sensible actions that could reduce the likelihood of future crimes.

And we’ve extended a special welcome to former Congresswoman Giffords. She was doing what a conscientious representativeAnd we’ve extended a special welcome to former Congresswoman Giffords. She was doing what a conscientious representative

should do, but I hope all of us do, taking the pulse of constituents to represent them in Congress. She was representing theshould do, but I hope all of us do, taking the pulse of constituents to represent them in Congress. She was representing the

people of her congressional district when a gunman opened fire. The shooting was a horrible tragedy, but her determination topeople of her congressional district when a gunman opened fire. The shooting was a horrible tragedy, but her determination to

overcome her injuries, progress through rehabilitation, and continued contribution to society are an inspiration, or at leastovercome her injuries, progress through rehabilitation, and continued contribution to society are an inspiration, or at least

should be an inspiration to all of us. I thank her for being here today and with her husband, Captain Kelly.should be an inspiration to all of us. I thank her for being here today and with her husband, Captain Kelly.

Although Newtown and Tucson are terrible tragedies, the deaths in Newtown should not be used to put forward every gunAlthough Newtown and Tucson are terrible tragedies, the deaths in Newtown should not be used to put forward every gun

control measure that’s been floating around for years. Because the problem is greater than just guns alone, and I think thecontrol measure that’s been floating around for years. Because the problem is greater than just guns alone, and I think the

chairman’s speech indicates that, as well. Any serious discussion of the causes of gun violence must include a complexchairman’s speech indicates that, as well. Any serious discussion of the causes of gun violence must include a complex

re-examination of mental health as it relates to mass shootings. Society, as a whole, has changed as well, and that statement’sre-examination of mental health as it relates to mass shootings. Society, as a whole, has changed as well, and that statement’s

made. It’s difficult for remeasure, (ph) but I think you see a lack of civility in American society has grown considerably in themade. It’s difficult for remeasure, (ph) but I think you see a lack of civility in American society has grown considerably in the

last couple decades.last couple decades.

GRASSLEY: You see it here on the -- in the Congress, as well, when we are partisan and don’t treat each other with the respectGRASSLEY: You see it here on the -- in the Congress, as well, when we are partisan and don’t treat each other with the respect

that we ought to. There are too many video games that celebrate the mass killing of innocent people, games that, despitethat we ought to. There are too many video games that celebrate the mass killing of innocent people, games that, despite

attempts at industry’s self-regulation, find their way into the hands of children.attempts at industry’s self-regulation, find their way into the hands of children.

An example: One video game released November 2009, which has sold over 22 million copies in the U.S. and U.K., was forAn example: One video game released November 2009, which has sold over 22 million copies in the U.S. and U.K., was for

foreign distribution because the opening level depicted shooting innocent civilians in an airport security line.foreign distribution because the opening level depicted shooting innocent civilians in an airport security line.

This game was specifically cited in a manifesto of the Norway mass shooter as, quote, “part of my training simulation,” end ofThis game was specifically cited in a manifesto of the Norway mass shooter as, quote, “part of my training simulation,” end of

quote, for carrying out his attacks.quote, for carrying out his attacks.

Where is the artistic value of shooting innocent victims? I share of vice president Joe Biden’s disbelief of manufacturer denialWhere is the artistic value of shooting innocent victims? I share of vice president Joe Biden’s disbelief of manufacturer denial

that these games have no affect on real-world violence.that these games have no affect on real-world violence.

Above all, we should not rush to pass legislation that will not reduce mass killings. Banning guns based on their appearanceAbove all, we should not rush to pass legislation that will not reduce mass killings. Banning guns based on their appearance

does not make sense. The 1994 assault weapon ban did not stop Columbine. The Justice Department found the ban ineffective.does not make sense. The 1994 assault weapon ban did not stop Columbine. The Justice Department found the ban ineffective.

Scholars have indicated that refining or expanding such legislation will not cut gun violence.Scholars have indicated that refining or expanding such legislation will not cut gun violence.

I also question the limitation on magazine capacities. Those can be circumvented by carrying multiple guns, as many killersI also question the limitation on magazine capacities. Those can be circumvented by carrying multiple guns, as many killers

have done.have done.
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We hear that no one needs to carry larger magazines than those that hunters used to shoot deers (sic), but an attackingWe hear that no one needs to carry larger magazines than those that hunters used to shoot deers (sic), but an attacking

criminal, unlike a deer, shoots back.criminal, unlike a deer, shoots back.

I do not think that we may be able -- I do think that we may be able to work together to prevent straw purchasers fromI do not think that we may be able -- I do think that we may be able to work together to prevent straw purchasers from

trafficking in guns.trafficking in guns.

The oversight work I conducted on illegal Operation Fast and Furious shows that there are some gaps in this area of law thatThe oversight work I conducted on illegal Operation Fast and Furious shows that there are some gaps in this area of law that

should be closed.should be closed.

Besides legislative proposals, the presently -- president recently took 23 executive actions on guns. And without knowingBesides legislative proposals, the presently -- president recently took 23 executive actions on guns. And without knowing

exactly how they’re worded, we don’t -- can’t find fault with them. And probably should not find fault with a lot of his actions.exactly how they’re worded, we don’t -- can’t find fault with them. And probably should not find fault with a lot of his actions.

Despite this administration’s claim to be the most transparent in history, the text of these actions is still not posted on theDespite this administration’s claim to be the most transparent in history, the text of these actions is still not posted on the

White House website, only very brief statements about what they do.White House website, only very brief statements about what they do.

But all of those executive actions could have been issued years ago or after the Tucson shooting or after Aurora. Why onlyBut all of those executive actions could have been issued years ago or after the Tucson shooting or after Aurora. Why only

now?now?

One order directs the Center for Disease Control to research causes of gun violence. Contrary to what you may have heard,One order directs the Center for Disease Control to research causes of gun violence. Contrary to what you may have heard,

Congress has never prohibited CDC from researching gun violence rather.Congress has never prohibited CDC from researching gun violence rather.

Rather, Congress prevented federal research to, quote, “advocate or promote gun control,” which some governmentRather, Congress prevented federal research to, quote, “advocate or promote gun control,” which some government

researchers had been doing under the guise of taxpayer-supported science.researchers had been doing under the guise of taxpayer-supported science.

Had Congress actually prohibited gun violence research, the president could not legally have directed CDC to conduct thatHad Congress actually prohibited gun violence research, the president could not legally have directed CDC to conduct that

research.research.

I was taken aback when the president cited the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution as sources of governmentI was taken aback when the president cited the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution as sources of government

power to restrict gun ownership rights.power to restrict gun ownership rights.

The Constitution, in fact, creates a limited federal government. It separates powers among branches of the federal governmentThe Constitution, in fact, creates a limited federal government. It separates powers among branches of the federal government

and preserves state power against federal power.and preserves state power against federal power.

The framers believed that these structures would adequately control the government so as to protect individual liberty. But theThe framers believed that these structures would adequately control the government so as to protect individual liberty. But the

American people disagreed. They feared that the Constitution gave the federal government so much power that it could beAmerican people disagreed. They feared that the Constitution gave the federal government so much power that it could be

tyrannical and violate individual rights. So the Bill of Rights was added.tyrannical and violate individual rights. So the Bill of Rights was added.

Each of those rights, including the Second Amendment, was adopted to further limit government power and protect individualEach of those rights, including the Second Amendment, was adopted to further limit government power and protect individual

rights.rights.
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President Obama’s remarks turned the Constitution on its head. He said, quote, “The right to worship freely and safely, thatPresident Obama’s remarks turned the Constitution on its head. He said, quote, “The right to worship freely and safely, that

right was denied to Sikhs in Oak Creek, Wisconsin.”right was denied to Sikhs in Oak Creek, Wisconsin.”

Quote, “the right to assemble peacefully, that right was denied shoppers in Clackmas, Oregon, and moviegoers in Aurora,Quote, “the right to assemble peacefully, that right was denied shoppers in Clackmas, Oregon, and moviegoers in Aurora,

Colorado. That most fundamental set of rights to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness are fundamental rights that wereColorado. That most fundamental set of rights to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness are fundamental rights that were

denied to college students at Virginia Tech and high school students at Columbine and elementary school students indenied to college students at Virginia Tech and high school students at Columbine and elementary school students in

Newtown,” end of quote.Newtown,” end of quote.

But this is not so. Except for its prohibition on slavery, the Constitution limits only actions of government, not individuals.But this is not so. Except for its prohibition on slavery, the Constitution limits only actions of government, not individuals.

So, for instance, the right to peacefully assemble protects individual rights to organize, to protest, and seek to change toSo, for instance, the right to peacefully assemble protects individual rights to organize, to protest, and seek to change to

government action. That right is trivialized and mischaracterized as protecting shopping and watching movies.government action. That right is trivialized and mischaracterized as protecting shopping and watching movies.

GRASSLEY: And those constitutional rights are not the source of governmental power to enact legislation, as the presidentGRASSLEY: And those constitutional rights are not the source of governmental power to enact legislation, as the president

suggested. In fact, just the opposite: They were included in the Bill of Rights because throughout history, governments havesuggested. In fact, just the opposite: They were included in the Bill of Rights because throughout history, governments have

wanted to shut up those who would criticize government, to suppress unpopular religions, or to disarm people.wanted to shut up those who would criticize government, to suppress unpopular religions, or to disarm people.

The president’s citing of constitutional protections of individual rights is the basis for expanding federal power over the lives ofThe president’s citing of constitutional protections of individual rights is the basis for expanding federal power over the lives of

private individuals. This is the same president who exceeded his power under the Constitution to appoint recessprivate individuals. This is the same president who exceeded his power under the Constitution to appoint recess

appointments. So, no wonder millions of Americans fear that the president might take executive action and Congress mayappointments. So, no wonder millions of Americans fear that the president might take executive action and Congress may

enact legislation that could lead to tyrannical federal government.enact legislation that could lead to tyrannical federal government.

So, I cannot accept the president’s claim that, quote, “There will be politicians and special interest lobbyists publicly warningSo, I cannot accept the president’s claim that, quote, “There will be politicians and special interest lobbyists publicly warning

of tyrannical all-out assault on liberty, not because that’s true, but because they want to gin up fear,” end of quote. Thisof tyrannical all-out assault on liberty, not because that’s true, but because they want to gin up fear,” end of quote. This

necessarily and understandably leads many citizens to fear that their individual rights will be violated. And that extends wellnecessarily and understandably leads many citizens to fear that their individual rights will be violated. And that extends well

beyond the Second Amendment. It should be a matter of deep concern to all of us. The Constitution for 225 years hasbeyond the Second Amendment. It should be a matter of deep concern to all of us. The Constitution for 225 years has

established a government that is the servant of the people, not the master.established a government that is the servant of the people, not the master.

So, Mr. Chairman, as we consider and debate legislation arising from these tragedies, I hope that we will proceed with properSo, Mr. Chairman, as we consider and debate legislation arising from these tragedies, I hope that we will proceed with proper

understanding of the relationship that the Constitution establishes between government power and individual liberty, and Iunderstanding of the relationship that the Constitution establishes between government power and individual liberty, and I

hope we will pass those bills that would actually be effective in reducing gun violence.hope we will pass those bills that would actually be effective in reducing gun violence.

I welcome the witnesses and look forward to this hearing. Thank you very much.I welcome the witnesses and look forward to this hearing. Thank you very much.

LEAHY: Thank you.LEAHY: Thank you.

I’d ask that Captain Mark Kelly, Professor David Kopel, Chief James Johnson, Ms. Gayle Trotter and Mr. Wayne LaPierre stepI’d ask that Captain Mark Kelly, Professor David Kopel, Chief James Johnson, Ms. Gayle Trotter and Mr. Wayne LaPierre step

forward. Just stand behind your chairs for the moment and I can swear in the panel at one time.forward. Just stand behind your chairs for the moment and I can swear in the panel at one time.

Please raise your right hand. Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you’re giving us is the truth, the whole truth andPlease raise your right hand. Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you’re giving us is the truth, the whole truth and
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nothing but the truth, so help you God?nothing but the truth, so help you God?

Let the record show that all witnesses have been sworn in.Let the record show that all witnesses have been sworn in.

Please take your -- take your seat. What I’m going to suggest we do, I’m going to call on each witness. We’re going to try toPlease take your -- take your seat. What I’m going to suggest we do, I’m going to call on each witness. We’re going to try to

keep to fairly strict time and call on each one to give their testimony. Then, we’ll open it to questions in the usual way,keep to fairly strict time and call on each one to give their testimony. Then, we’ll open it to questions in the usual way,

alternating on both sides.alternating on both sides.

Our first witness is Mark Kelly. He’s -- our first witness is Mark Kelly. He’s a retired astronaut and U.S. Navy captain. CaptainOur first witness is Mark Kelly. He’s -- our first witness is Mark Kelly. He’s a retired astronaut and U.S. Navy captain. Captain

Kelly recently co-founded Americans for Responsible Solutions. This is an advocacy group that promotes solutions to preventKelly recently co-founded Americans for Responsible Solutions. This is an advocacy group that promotes solutions to prevent

gun violence and protect responsible gun ownership. He is with his wife, former Congresswoman Gabrielle Giffords.gun violence and protect responsible gun ownership. He is with his wife, former Congresswoman Gabrielle Giffords.

So Captain Kelly, please go ahead, sir.So Captain Kelly, please go ahead, sir.

KELLY: Thank you, Chairman Leahy and Ranking Member Grassley for inviting me here today. I look forward to aKELLY: Thank you, Chairman Leahy and Ranking Member Grassley for inviting me here today. I look forward to a

constructive dialogue with your committee.constructive dialogue with your committee.

I also want to take the opportunity to congratulate Gabby’s friend and much-respected former colleague, Jeff Flake, on his newI also want to take the opportunity to congratulate Gabby’s friend and much-respected former colleague, Jeff Flake, on his new

role as Arizona’s junior senator.role as Arizona’s junior senator.

As you know, our family has been immeasurably affected by gun violence. Gabby’s gift for speech is a distant memory. SheAs you know, our family has been immeasurably affected by gun violence. Gabby’s gift for speech is a distant memory. She

struggles to walk and she is partially blind. And a year ago, she left a job she loves, serving the people of Arizona.struggles to walk and she is partially blind. And a year ago, she left a job she loves, serving the people of Arizona.

But in the past two years, we have watched Gabby’s determination, spirit and intellect conquer her disabilities. We aren’t hereBut in the past two years, we have watched Gabby’s determination, spirit and intellect conquer her disabilities. We aren’t here

as victims. We’re speaking to you today as Americans. We’re a lot like many of our fellow citizens following this debate aboutas victims. We’re speaking to you today as Americans. We’re a lot like many of our fellow citizens following this debate about

gun violence. We’re moderates. Gabby was a Republican long before she was a Democrat.gun violence. We’re moderates. Gabby was a Republican long before she was a Democrat.

We’re both gun owners and we take that right and the responsibilities that come with it very seriously. And we watch withWe’re both gun owners and we take that right and the responsibilities that come with it very seriously. And we watch with

horror when the news breaks to yet another tragic shooting. After 20 kids and six of their teachers were gunned down in theirhorror when the news breaks to yet another tragic shooting. After 20 kids and six of their teachers were gunned down in their

classrooms at Sandy Hook Elementary, we said: “This time must be different; something needs to be done.” We are simply twoclassrooms at Sandy Hook Elementary, we said: “This time must be different; something needs to be done.” We are simply two

reasonable Americans who have said “enough.”reasonable Americans who have said “enough.”

On January 8th of 2011, a young men walked up to Gabby at her constituent event in Tucson, leveled his gun and shot herOn January 8th of 2011, a young men walked up to Gabby at her constituent event in Tucson, leveled his gun and shot her

through the head. He then turned down the line and continued firing. In 15 seconds, he emptied his magazine. It contained 33through the head. He then turned down the line and continued firing. In 15 seconds, he emptied his magazine. It contained 33

bullets and there were 33 wounds.bullets and there were 33 wounds.

KELLY: As the shooter attempted to reload, he fumbled. A woman grabbed the next magazine and others restrained him.KELLY: As the shooter attempted to reload, he fumbled. A woman grabbed the next magazine and others restrained him.

Gabby was the first victim. Christina Taylor Green, nine years old, born on 9/11 of 2001, was shot with the 13th bullet or after.Gabby was the first victim. Christina Taylor Green, nine years old, born on 9/11 of 2001, was shot with the 13th bullet or after.

And others followed.And others followed.
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The killer in the Tucson shooting suffered from severe mental illness, but even after being -- even after being deemedThe killer in the Tucson shooting suffered from severe mental illness, but even after being -- even after being deemed

unqualified for service in the Army and expulsion from Pima (ph) Community College, he was never reported to mental healthunqualified for service in the Army and expulsion from Pima (ph) Community College, he was never reported to mental health

authorities.authorities.

On November 30, 2010, he walked into a sporting goods store, passed the background check, and walked out with aOn November 30, 2010, he walked into a sporting goods store, passed the background check, and walked out with a

semiautomatic handgun. He had never been legally adjudicated as mentally ill, and even if he had, Arizona, at the time, hadsemiautomatic handgun. He had never been legally adjudicated as mentally ill, and even if he had, Arizona, at the time, had

over 121,000 records of disqualifying mental illness that it had not submitted into the system.over 121,000 records of disqualifying mental illness that it had not submitted into the system.

Looking back, we can’t say with certainly -- with certainty, “Only if we had done this, this would never have happened.” ThereLooking back, we can’t say with certainly -- with certainty, “Only if we had done this, this would never have happened.” There

is not just one thing that would have prevented the Tucson shooting from being written into the history books. Gabby is one ofis not just one thing that would have prevented the Tucson shooting from being written into the history books. Gabby is one of

roughly 100,000 victims of gun violence in America each and every year. Behind every victim lays a matrix of failure androughly 100,000 victims of gun violence in America each and every year. Behind every victim lays a matrix of failure and

inadequacy in our families, in our communities, in our values, in our society’s approach to poverty, violence, and mentalinadequacy in our families, in our communities, in our values, in our society’s approach to poverty, violence, and mental

illness and yes, also in our politics and in our gun laws.illness and yes, also in our politics and in our gun laws.

One of our messages is simple, the breadth and complexity of gun violence is great, but it is not an excuse for inaction. There’sOne of our messages is simple, the breadth and complexity of gun violence is great, but it is not an excuse for inaction. There’s

another side to our story, Gabby is a gun owner and I am a gun owner. We have our firearms for the same reasons thatanother side to our story, Gabby is a gun owner and I am a gun owner. We have our firearms for the same reasons that

millions of Americans just like us have guns, to defend ourselves, to defend our families, for hunting, and for target shooting.millions of Americans just like us have guns, to defend ourselves, to defend our families, for hunting, and for target shooting.

We believe wholly and completely in the second amendment and that it confers upon all Americans the right to own a firearmWe believe wholly and completely in the second amendment and that it confers upon all Americans the right to own a firearm

for protection, collection, and recreation. We take that right very seriously and we would never, ever give it up, just like Gabbyfor protection, collection, and recreation. We take that right very seriously and we would never, ever give it up, just like Gabby

with never relinquish her gun and I would never relinquish mine. But rights demand responsibility and this right does notwith never relinquish her gun and I would never relinquish mine. But rights demand responsibility and this right does not

extend to terrorists, it does not extend to criminals, and it does not extend to the mentally ill.extend to terrorists, it does not extend to criminals, and it does not extend to the mentally ill.

When dangerous people get guns, we are all vulnerable at the movies, at church, conducting our everyday business, meetingWhen dangerous people get guns, we are all vulnerable at the movies, at church, conducting our everyday business, meeting

with a government official. And time after time after time, at school, on our campuses, and in our children’s classrooms. Whenwith a government official. And time after time after time, at school, on our campuses, and in our children’s classrooms. When

dangerous people get dangerous guns, we are all the more vulnerable. Dangerous people with weapons specifically designed todangerous people get dangerous guns, we are all the more vulnerable. Dangerous people with weapons specifically designed to

inflict maximum lethality upon others have turned every single corner of our society into places of carnage and gross humaninflict maximum lethality upon others have turned every single corner of our society into places of carnage and gross human

loss. Our rights are paramount, but our responsibilities are serious. And as a nation, we’re not take responsibility for the gunloss. Our rights are paramount, but our responsibilities are serious. And as a nation, we’re not take responsibility for the gun

rights that our founding fathers have conferred upon us.rights that our founding fathers have conferred upon us.

Now we have some ideas on how we can take responsibility. First, fixed on background checks. The holes and our laws make aNow we have some ideas on how we can take responsibility. First, fixed on background checks. The holes and our laws make a

mockery of the background check system. Congress should close the private sales loophole, and the dangers people enteredmockery of the background check system. Congress should close the private sales loophole, and the dangers people entered

into that system. Second, remove the limitations on collecting data and conducting scientific research on gun violence. Enactinto that system. Second, remove the limitations on collecting data and conducting scientific research on gun violence. Enact

-- enact a tough federal gun trafficking statute, this is really important . And finally, let’s have a careful and civil conversation-- enact a tough federal gun trafficking statute, this is really important . And finally, let’s have a careful and civil conversation

about the lethality of fire arms we permit to be legally bought and sold in this country.about the lethality of fire arms we permit to be legally bought and sold in this country.

Gabby and I are pro-gun ownership. We are also anti-gun violence, and we believe that in this debate, Congress should lookGabby and I are pro-gun ownership. We are also anti-gun violence, and we believe that in this debate, Congress should look

not toward special interests and ideology, which push us apart, but towards compromise which brings us together. We believenot toward special interests and ideology, which push us apart, but towards compromise which brings us together. We believe

whether you call yourself protest gun, or anti-gun violence, or both, that you can work together to pass laws that save lives.whether you call yourself protest gun, or anti-gun violence, or both, that you can work together to pass laws that save lives.
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KELLY: Thank you.KELLY: Thank you.

LEAHY: Thank you.LEAHY: Thank you.

Next witness, David Kopel is the research director for the Independence Institute as well an associate policy analyst with theNext witness, David Kopel is the research director for the Independence Institute as well an associate policy analyst with the

Cato Institute, an adjunct professor of advance constitutional law at Denver University’s Sturm College of Law. Did I get thatCato Institute, an adjunct professor of advance constitutional law at Denver University’s Sturm College of Law. Did I get that

all correct?all correct?

(OFF-MIKE)(OFF-MIKE)

LEAHY: Thank you. Go ahead, please.LEAHY: Thank you. Go ahead, please.

KOPEL: Thank you, Chairman Leahy and then Senator Grassley.KOPEL: Thank you, Chairman Leahy and then Senator Grassley.

I think, to -- to continue the themes that the Captain Kelly so eloquently spoken about, gun rights and gun control don’t haveI think, to -- to continue the themes that the Captain Kelly so eloquently spoken about, gun rights and gun control don’t have

to be culture-war enemies. Properly conceived, they can work together and reinforce each other. It’s important to recognizeto be culture-war enemies. Properly conceived, they can work together and reinforce each other. It’s important to recognize

that the Second Amendment is not absolute any more than the First Amendment is. It certainly has an absolute core that can’tthat the Second Amendment is not absolute any more than the First Amendment is. It certainly has an absolute core that can’t

be violated under any circumstances, but that doesn’t prohibit all firearms controls.be violated under any circumstances, but that doesn’t prohibit all firearms controls.

LEAHY: Excuse me, and this won’t come out of your time.LEAHY: Excuse me, and this won’t come out of your time.

KOPEL: OK.KOPEL: OK.

LEAHY: All of the statements will be put in the record in full so we can keep close to the time.LEAHY: All of the statements will be put in the record in full so we can keep close to the time.

Go ahead.Go ahead.

KOPEL: Thank you, I will keep very close to the time.KOPEL: Thank you, I will keep very close to the time.

And, likewise, gun controls don’t violate the Second Amendment if they are constructed so they don’t violate the rights ofAnd, likewise, gun controls don’t violate the Second Amendment if they are constructed so they don’t violate the rights of

law-abiding citizens, and they actually do something constructive, significant, and effective to protect law-abiding citizens.law-abiding citizens, and they actually do something constructive, significant, and effective to protect law-abiding citizens.

Captain Kelly talked about the matrix of failure. 20 years ago, I testified before this committee -- some of the senators are stillCaptain Kelly talked about the matrix of failure. 20 years ago, I testified before this committee -- some of the senators are still

here -- about one thing that turned out to be part of that matrix of failure. And that was the ban on so-called assault weapons. Ihere -- about one thing that turned out to be part of that matrix of failure. And that was the ban on so-called assault weapons. I

warned during that testimony then that it was based, not on the function of guns, or how fast they fired, or how powerful theywarned during that testimony then that it was based, not on the function of guns, or how fast they fired, or how powerful they

were, but on superficial, cosmetic characteristics and accessories. As part of the compromise that eventually led to that billwere, but on superficial, cosmetic characteristics and accessories. As part of the compromise that eventually led to that bill

being mistakenly passed by Congress, the bill had a 10-year sunset in it and a requirement that the Department of Justicebeing mistakenly passed by Congress, the bill had a 10-year sunset in it and a requirement that the Department of Justice

supervise a study of the effectiveness of that law. That study was -- the people to carry out that study were chosen by Attorneysupervise a study of the effectiveness of that law. That study was -- the people to carry out that study were chosen by Attorney

General Reno at the Department of Justice. They did several interim studies, and then a final study. And they concluded thatGeneral Reno at the Department of Justice. They did several interim studies, and then a final study. And they concluded that

the law had done nothing. It had not save lives. It had did not reduced the number of bullets that were fired in crimes. It hadthe law had done nothing. It had not save lives. It had did not reduced the number of bullets that were fired in crimes. It had
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been a failure. It had -- to some minor degree, switched the types of guns that were used in crimes, so you had a gun with onebeen a failure. It had -- to some minor degree, switched the types of guns that were used in crimes, so you had a gun with one

name instead of another name, but it didn’t -- it didn’t reduce crime overall.name instead of another name, but it didn’t -- it didn’t reduce crime overall.

And indeed, it was a dangerous bill in the sense that so much political attention was distracted by the focus on this that it tookAnd indeed, it was a dangerous bill in the sense that so much political attention was distracted by the focus on this that it took

public attention away from debate on measures that might have been more constructive and life-saving.public attention away from debate on measures that might have been more constructive and life-saving.

Today, police and law-abiding citizens choose semi-automatic handguns and rifles such as the AR-15 for the same reason.Today, police and law-abiding citizens choose semi-automatic handguns and rifles such as the AR-15 for the same reason.

They are often the best choice for the lawful defense of self and others. To assert that such firearms, and their standardThey are often the best choice for the lawful defense of self and others. To assert that such firearms, and their standard

capacity factory magazines, are only meant for mass murder, is truly to libel law- abiding citizens and the manycapacity factory magazines, are only meant for mass murder, is truly to libel law- abiding citizens and the many

law-enforcement officers who choose these guns, not for hunting, not for collecting, but for the purpose for which policelaw-enforcement officers who choose these guns, not for hunting, not for collecting, but for the purpose for which police

officers always carry firearms, for the lawful defense of self and others.officers always carry firearms, for the lawful defense of self and others.

Great Britain shows the perils of mass gun -- gun confiscation that some people have proposed. It has a hire violent crime rateGreat Britain shows the perils of mass gun -- gun confiscation that some people have proposed. It has a hire violent crime rate

than the United States, and especially high rate of home invasion burglaries. Congress has repeatedly outlawed gunthan the United States, and especially high rate of home invasion burglaries. Congress has repeatedly outlawed gun

registration because of the accurate recognition that another country’s, and in the United States -- in New York city, gunregistration because of the accurate recognition that another country’s, and in the United States -- in New York city, gun

registration has been used as a tool for confiscation. These 1941, 1986, and 1993 congressional statutes are one way that gunregistration has been used as a tool for confiscation. These 1941, 1986, and 1993 congressional statutes are one way that gun

rights can be protected against future abuses.rights can be protected against future abuses.

Unfortunately, the bill’s that -- about universal background checks that have been proposed in recent Congresses, with theUnfortunately, the bill’s that -- about universal background checks that have been proposed in recent Congresses, with the

support of mayor -- New York City Michael Bloomberg, have often been -- had provisions in them for gun registration and forsupport of mayor -- New York City Michael Bloomberg, have often been -- had provisions in them for gun registration and for

many other violations of the civil liberties of law-abiding persons, such as allowing gun bans for people accused but acquittedmany other violations of the civil liberties of law-abiding persons, such as allowing gun bans for people accused but acquitted

of drug crimes.of drug crimes.

KOPEL: Universal background checks should be available. It was a wise move by President Obama in his January 16th pressKOPEL: Universal background checks should be available. It was a wise move by President Obama in his January 16th press

conference to begin changes in federal regulations and their interpretation to allow private sellers to access the backgroundconference to begin changes in federal regulations and their interpretation to allow private sellers to access the background

check system via federally licensed firearms dealer. Many people will choose to take advantage of that, and I commend them.check system via federally licensed firearms dealer. Many people will choose to take advantage of that, and I commend them.

But mandating universal checks can only be enforceable if there is universal gun registration, and we know that universal gunBut mandating universal checks can only be enforceable if there is universal gun registration, and we know that universal gun

registration, in every country in the world where it’s existed, has been a serious peril to gun ownership.registration, in every country in the world where it’s existed, has been a serious peril to gun ownership.

Universal gun registration was imposed by Canada in 1995 and was later repealed in 2012 by the Canadian Parliament becauseUniversal gun registration was imposed by Canada in 1995 and was later repealed in 2012 by the Canadian Parliament because

it was such a fiasco.it was such a fiasco.

If we want to save lives right now, not with constructive reforms that might do some good in the future, there is only one thingIf we want to save lives right now, not with constructive reforms that might do some good in the future, there is only one thing

that will stop the next copycat killer and that is lawful armed self- defense in the schools not only by armed guards, but also bythat will stop the next copycat killer and that is lawful armed self- defense in the schools not only by armed guards, but also by

teachers.teachers.

Utah provides the successful model. There, a teacher who has a permit to carry after a background check and a safety trainingUtah provides the successful model. There, a teacher who has a permit to carry after a background check and a safety training

class everywhere else in the state is not prohibited from carrying at the schools.class everywhere else in the state is not prohibited from carrying at the schools.

Gun prohibition lobbies come up with all kinds of fantastic scenarios about what -- the harms that these would cause -- andGun prohibition lobbies come up with all kinds of fantastic scenarios about what -- the harms that these would cause -- and
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teachers will shoot each other or threaten students, or the students will steal the guns.teachers will shoot each other or threaten students, or the students will steal the guns.

But we’ve had this policy in practice in Utah for many years, and we’ve never had been a single problem. And, quite notably,But we’ve had this policy in practice in Utah for many years, and we’ve never had been a single problem. And, quite notably,

we’ve never had an attack on a Utah school.we’ve never had an attack on a Utah school.

If we want to save lives, armed defense in schools is the immediate and best choice, while other constructive solutions mayIf we want to save lives, armed defense in schools is the immediate and best choice, while other constructive solutions may

take longer to have an effect.take longer to have an effect.

Thank you.Thank you.

LEAHY: Thank you very much. As I said, the full statement will be placed in the record.LEAHY: Thank you very much. As I said, the full statement will be placed in the record.

Chief James Johnson is the police chief of the Baltimore County Police Department. He started his career as a police cadet atChief James Johnson is the police chief of the Baltimore County Police Department. He started his career as a police cadet at

the age of 18. He has more than 30 years of experience with the department. He’s also the chair of the National Lawthe age of 18. He has more than 30 years of experience with the department. He’s also the chair of the National Law

Enforcement Partnership to Prevent Gun Violence and represents nine national law enforcement organizations.Enforcement Partnership to Prevent Gun Violence and represents nine national law enforcement organizations.

Chief, thank you for taking the time to be here. Please go ahead, sir.Chief, thank you for taking the time to be here. Please go ahead, sir.

J. JOHNSON: Thank you.J. JOHNSON: Thank you.

Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member and members of the committee, thank you for the opportunity to testify. I am here on behalfMr. Chairman, Ranking Member and members of the committee, thank you for the opportunity to testify. I am here on behalf

of the National Law Enforcement Partnership to Prevent Gun Violence .of the National Law Enforcement Partnership to Prevent Gun Violence .

Yes, sir, it is.Yes, sir, it is.

I’m here on behalf of the National Law Enforcement Partnership to Prevent Gun Violence. It aligns to the nation’s lawI’m here on behalf of the National Law Enforcement Partnership to Prevent Gun Violence. It aligns to the nation’s law

enforcement leadership organizations concerned about the unacceptable level of gun violence in the United States.enforcement leadership organizations concerned about the unacceptable level of gun violence in the United States.

We mourn the loss of gun violence victims including the 20 children and six adults in Newtown whose lives were cut short byWe mourn the loss of gun violence victims including the 20 children and six adults in Newtown whose lives were cut short by

an individual armed with firepower originally designed for combat.an individual armed with firepower originally designed for combat.

More than 30 homicides occur in America each day, 2,000 children and six adults, certainly, in Newtown are amongst thoseMore than 30 homicides occur in America each day, 2,000 children and six adults, certainly, in Newtown are amongst those

individuals. Folks 18 and under die from fire-related (ph) violence and deaths every year.individuals. Folks 18 and under die from fire-related (ph) violence and deaths every year.

In 2011, for the first time in 14 years, firearms was the leading cause of death for police officers killed in the line of duty. In aIn 2011, for the first time in 14 years, firearms was the leading cause of death for police officers killed in the line of duty. In a

one-week period in 2011, the Police Executive Research Forum found that gun crime in six cities had cost more than $38one-week period in 2011, the Police Executive Research Forum found that gun crime in six cities had cost more than $38

million. And in the year 2010, the cost in the entire country was more than $57 billion.million. And in the year 2010, the cost in the entire country was more than $57 billion.

We urgently need Congress to address the rising epidemic of gun violence in this nation.We urgently need Congress to address the rising epidemic of gun violence in this nation.
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Law enforcement leaders support the president’s comprehensive approach which includes enhancing safety in educationalLaw enforcement leaders support the president’s comprehensive approach which includes enhancing safety in educational

institutions and addressing mental health issues.institutions and addressing mental health issues.

On behalf of my colleagues across the nation, I’m here today to tell you that we are long overdue in strengthening our nation’sOn behalf of my colleagues across the nation, I’m here today to tell you that we are long overdue in strengthening our nation’s

gun laws. Doing so must be a priority for Congress.gun laws. Doing so must be a priority for Congress.

The organizations in the National Law Enforcement Partnership to Prevent Gun Violence urgently call on you to requireThe organizations in the National Law Enforcement Partnership to Prevent Gun Violence urgently call on you to require

background checks for all firearms purchases, ensure that prohibited purchasers’ records in a National Instant Criminalbackground checks for all firearms purchases, ensure that prohibited purchasers’ records in a National Instant Criminal

Background Check System, NICS, are complete, and limit high-capacity-ammunition-feeding devices to 10 rounds.Background Check System, NICS, are complete, and limit high-capacity-ammunition-feeding devices to 10 rounds.

Seven of our nine groups, including the largest among us, also support Senator Feinstein’s assault weapons ban legislation.Seven of our nine groups, including the largest among us, also support Senator Feinstein’s assault weapons ban legislation.

Federal law prohibits dangerous individuals, such as convicted felons and those with mental health disqualifiers fromFederal law prohibits dangerous individuals, such as convicted felons and those with mental health disqualifiers from

possessing firearms. While background checks are required for purchases through licensed gun dealers, no check is requiredpossessing firearms. While background checks are required for purchases through licensed gun dealers, no check is required

for private sales, such as those through online or print ads or gun shows. It’s a major problem.for private sales, such as those through online or print ads or gun shows. It’s a major problem.

J. JOHNSON: From November 2011 to November 2012, an estimated 6.6 million gun transactions occurred without aJ. JOHNSON: From November 2011 to November 2012, an estimated 6.6 million gun transactions occurred without a

background check. Up to 40 percent of firearm transactions occur through private individuals rather than licensed gunbackground check. Up to 40 percent of firearm transactions occur through private individuals rather than licensed gun

dealers. Allowing 40 percent of those acquiring to bypass checks is like allowing 40 percent of passengers to board a planedealers. Allowing 40 percent of those acquiring to bypass checks is like allowing 40 percent of passengers to board a plane

without going through security. Would we do this? Last October in Brookfield, Wisconsin, seven women were shot by awithout going through security. Would we do this? Last October in Brookfield, Wisconsin, seven women were shot by a

prohibited purchaser who as under a domestic violence restraining order.prohibited purchaser who as under a domestic violence restraining order.

The shooter answered an online ad, was able to buy a gun without a check very quickly. He had -- had the sale been -- or saleThe shooter answered an online ad, was able to buy a gun without a check very quickly. He had -- had the sale been -- or sale

required to have a check, this tragedy could have been prevented. Background checks work. They stopped nearly 2 millionrequired to have a check, this tragedy could have been prevented. Background checks work. They stopped nearly 2 million

prohibited purchasers between 1994, and 2009. We already have a national background check system in place. Therefore,prohibited purchasers between 1994, and 2009. We already have a national background check system in place. Therefore,

extending a background check to all firearms purchases can easily be implemented, and it should be without delay.extending a background check to all firearms purchases can easily be implemented, and it should be without delay.

States can’t do it alone. Interstate firearms trafficking is a -- a rampant problem, and it must be addressed federally. AccordingStates can’t do it alone. Interstate firearms trafficking is a -- a rampant problem, and it must be addressed federally. According

to ATF, in 2009, 30 percent of guns recovered at crime scenes crossed state lines. Maryland recovered nearly 2,000 last yearto ATF, in 2009, 30 percent of guns recovered at crime scenes crossed state lines. Maryland recovered nearly 2,000 last year

from outside the state. Submissions to NICS must be approved, especially mental health and drug abuse records. The 2009 --from outside the state. Submissions to NICS must be approved, especially mental health and drug abuse records. The 2009 --

a 2007 massacre at Virginia Tech is a great example of a prohibited purchaser slipping through the cracks due to incompletea 2007 massacre at Virginia Tech is a great example of a prohibited purchaser slipping through the cracks due to incomplete

NICS background check.NICS background check.

The ban on assault weapons, and high-capacity ammunition must be reinstated. Like assault weapons, high-capacityThe ban on assault weapons, and high-capacity ammunition must be reinstated. Like assault weapons, high-capacity

magazines are not used for hunting, and they do not belong in our homes. And they reek havoc on our communities. Banningmagazines are not used for hunting, and they do not belong in our homes. And they reek havoc on our communities. Banning

these magazines will limit the number of rounds a shooter can discharge before he has to reload. Reloading can provide athese magazines will limit the number of rounds a shooter can discharge before he has to reload. Reloading can provide a

window to escape, to seek cover, or concealment, or attack the adversary to take down the shooter, as we have heard inwindow to escape, to seek cover, or concealment, or attack the adversary to take down the shooter, as we have heard in

Tuscon.Tuscon.

In 1998, four years after the assault weapons and high-capacity magazine ban was enacted, the percentage of firearms withIn 1998, four years after the assault weapons and high-capacity magazine ban was enacted, the percentage of firearms with
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large capacity magazines recovered by Virginia police decreased, and continued to drop until it hit a low of 9 percent of thelarge capacity magazines recovered by Virginia police decreased, and continued to drop until it hit a low of 9 percent of the

weapons recovered in 2004. The year the ban expired, it hit a high of 20 percent in 2010. I’ve been in law enforcement forweapons recovered in 2004. The year the ban expired, it hit a high of 20 percent in 2010. I’ve been in law enforcement for

nearly 35 years, and I’ve seen an explosion of fire power since the assault weapons ban expired. It is common to find manynearly 35 years, and I’ve seen an explosion of fire power since the assault weapons ban expired. It is common to find many

shell casings at crime scenes when you go out, and you investigate these days. Victims are being riddled with multipleshell casings at crime scenes when you go out, and you investigate these days. Victims are being riddled with multiple

gunshots. The common-sense measures we call for will not infringe on the Second Amendment rights, but will keep guns outgunshots. The common-sense measures we call for will not infringe on the Second Amendment rights, but will keep guns out

of the dangerous hands of -- of people who are out there to commit danger in our society, and excessive firepower out of ourof the dangerous hands of -- of people who are out there to commit danger in our society, and excessive firepower out of our

communities.communities.

Generations of Americans, including our youngest ones are depending on you to ensure that they will grow up, and fill theirGenerations of Americans, including our youngest ones are depending on you to ensure that they will grow up, and fill their

roles in the great human experience. None of us can fail them and I urge you to follow the will of the American people on thisroles in the great human experience. None of us can fail them and I urge you to follow the will of the American people on this

issue, and stand with law enforcement on these common-sense public safety measures. Thank you.issue, and stand with law enforcement on these common-sense public safety measures. Thank you.

LEAHY: Thank you, Chief. Our next witnesses is Gayle Trotter. She was in the co-founder, Shaffer and Trotter, PLC. It’s a lawLEAHY: Thank you, Chief. Our next witnesses is Gayle Trotter. She was in the co-founder, Shaffer and Trotter, PLC. It’s a law

firm here in Washington. She’s also a senior fellow with the Independent Women’s Forum. Attorney Trotter,, good to have youfirm here in Washington. She’s also a senior fellow with the Independent Women’s Forum. Attorney Trotter,, good to have you

here. Go ahead, please?here. Go ahead, please?

TROTTER: Chairman Leahy, Ranking Member Grassley, and members of this committee, thank you for inviting me to appearTROTTER: Chairman Leahy, Ranking Member Grassley, and members of this committee, thank you for inviting me to appear

before you today.before you today.

We all want a safer society. We differ on how to make our society safer, and we differ whether some proposals will actuallyWe all want a safer society. We differ on how to make our society safer, and we differ whether some proposals will actually

increase public safety. I urge you to reject any actions that will fail to make American’s safer, and in particular, harm womenincrease public safety. I urge you to reject any actions that will fail to make American’s safer, and in particular, harm women

the most. I would like to begin with the compelling story of Sara McKinley.the most. I would like to begin with the compelling story of Sara McKinley.

Home alone with her baby, she called 911 when two violent intruders began to break down her front door. These men wereHome alone with her baby, she called 911 when two violent intruders began to break down her front door. These men were

forcing their way into her home to steal the prescription medication of her recently deceased husband. Before police couldforcing their way into her home to steal the prescription medication of her recently deceased husband. Before police could

arrive, while Ms. McKinley was still on the phone with 911, these violent intruders broke down her door. One of the men had aarrive, while Ms. McKinley was still on the phone with 911, these violent intruders broke down her door. One of the men had a

foot-long hunting knife.foot-long hunting knife.

TROTTER: As the intruders forced their way into their home, Ms. McKinley fired her weapon, fatally wounding one of theTROTTER: As the intruders forced their way into their home, Ms. McKinley fired her weapon, fatally wounding one of the

violent attackers. The other fled. Later Ms McKinley explained; “It was either going to be him, or my son. And it wasn’t goingviolent attackers. The other fled. Later Ms McKinley explained; “It was either going to be him, or my son. And it wasn’t going

to be my son.” Guns make women safer. Over 90 percent of violent crimes occur without a firearm which makes guns the greatto be my son.” Guns make women safer. Over 90 percent of violent crimes occur without a firearm which makes guns the great

equalizer for women. The vast majority of violent criminals use their size and their physical strength to prey on women whoequalizer for women. The vast majority of violent criminals use their size and their physical strength to prey on women who

are at a severe disadvantage. In a violent confrontation guns reverse the balance of power. An armed woman does not needare at a severe disadvantage. In a violent confrontation guns reverse the balance of power. An armed woman does not need

superior strength or the proximity of a hand-to- hand struggle.superior strength or the proximity of a hand-to- hand struggle.

Concealed carry laws reverse that balance of power even before a violent confrontation occurs. For a would-be criminalConcealed carry laws reverse that balance of power even before a violent confrontation occurs. For a would-be criminal

concealed carry laws dramatically increase the risk of committing a crime. This indirectly benefits even those who do notconcealed carry laws dramatically increase the risk of committing a crime. This indirectly benefits even those who do not

carry. Research shows that in jurisdictions with concealed carry laws, women are less likely to be raped or murdered than theycarry. Research shows that in jurisdictions with concealed carry laws, women are less likely to be raped or murdered than they

are in states with more restrictions on gun ownership. Armed security works.are in states with more restrictions on gun ownership. Armed security works.
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Brave men and women stand guard over Capitol Hill, including this building where we are now. Armed guards protectBrave men and women stand guard over Capitol Hill, including this building where we are now. Armed guards protect

high-profile individuals including prominent gun-control advocates, some of whom also rely on personal gun permits.high-profile individuals including prominent gun-control advocates, some of whom also rely on personal gun permits.

While armed security works, gun bans do not. Anti-gun legislation keep guns away from the sane and the law-abiding but notWhile armed security works, gun bans do not. Anti-gun legislation keep guns away from the sane and the law-abiding but not

criminals. No sober minded person would advocate a gun ban instead of armed security to protect banks, airports, orcriminals. No sober minded person would advocate a gun ban instead of armed security to protect banks, airports, or

government buildings. We need sensible enforcement of laws that are already on the books.government buildings. We need sensible enforcement of laws that are already on the books.

Currently, we have thousands, thousands of under-enforced or selectively enforce gun laws, and we fail to prosecute seriousCurrently, we have thousands, thousands of under-enforced or selectively enforce gun laws, and we fail to prosecute serious

gun violations and impose meaningful, consistent penalties for violent felonies involving firearms.gun violations and impose meaningful, consistent penalties for violent felonies involving firearms.

Instead of self-defeating gestures, we should address the gun violence based on what works. Guns make women safer. TheInstead of self-defeating gestures, we should address the gun violence based on what works. Guns make women safer. The

Supreme Court has recognized that lawful self-defense is a central component of the Second Amendment’s guarantee of theSupreme Court has recognized that lawful self-defense is a central component of the Second Amendment’s guarantee of the

right to keep and bear arms. For women, the ability to arm ourselves for our protection is even more consequential than forright to keep and bear arms. For women, the ability to arm ourselves for our protection is even more consequential than for

men. Because guns are the great equalizer in a violent confrontation. As a result, we protect women by safeguarding ourmen. Because guns are the great equalizer in a violent confrontation. As a result, we protect women by safeguarding our

Second Amendment rights. Every woman deserves a fighting chance.Second Amendment rights. Every woman deserves a fighting chance.

Thank you.Thank you.

LEAHY (?): Excuse me, thank you very much, Ms. Trotter.LEAHY (?): Excuse me, thank you very much, Ms. Trotter.

Our last witness, then we’ll go to questions.Our last witness, then we’ll go to questions.

Wayne La Pierre the executive vice president CEO of the National Rifle Association. I believe, Mr. La Pierre you have beenWayne La Pierre the executive vice president CEO of the National Rifle Association. I believe, Mr. La Pierre you have been

there since 1970?there since 1970?

Is that correct?Is that correct?

LAPIERRE: That is correct.LAPIERRE: That is correct.

LEAHY (?): Please go ahead.LEAHY (?): Please go ahead.

LAPIERRE: Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee. It’s an honor to here today on behalf of the more thanLAPIERRE: Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee. It’s an honor to here today on behalf of the more than

4.5 million moms and dads and sons and daughters...4.5 million moms and dads and sons and daughters...

(UNKNOWN): Press that white button.(UNKNOWN): Press that white button.

LAPIERRE: Thank you.LAPIERRE: Thank you.

It is an honor to be here today on behalf of the more than 4.5 million moms and dads, sons and daughters in every state acrossIt is an honor to be here today on behalf of the more than 4.5 million moms and dads, sons and daughters in every state across

our nation who make up the National Rifle Association of America. There are 4.5 million active members of the NRA, andour nation who make up the National Rifle Association of America. There are 4.5 million active members of the NRA, and
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they’re joined by tens of millions of supporters throughout the country. It’s on behalf of those millions of decent, hard-they’re joined by tens of millions of supporters throughout the country. It’s on behalf of those millions of decent, hard-

working, law-abiding citizens that I am here today to give voice to their concerns.working, law-abiding citizens that I am here today to give voice to their concerns.

The title of today’s hearing is “What Should America Do About Gun Violence?” We believe the answer is to be honest aboutThe title of today’s hearing is “What Should America Do About Gun Violence?” We believe the answer is to be honest about

what works and honest about what doesn’t work.what works and honest about what doesn’t work.

Teaching safe and responsible gun ownership works, and the NRA has a long and proud history of doing exactly that. OurTeaching safe and responsible gun ownership works, and the NRA has a long and proud history of doing exactly that. Our

Eddy Eagle Child Safety Program has taught 25 million young people that if they see a gun, they should do four things: stop,Eddy Eagle Child Safety Program has taught 25 million young people that if they see a gun, they should do four things: stop,

don’t touch it, leave the area, and call an adult. As a result of this and other private- sector programs, fatal fire arms accidentsdon’t touch it, leave the area, and call an adult. As a result of this and other private- sector programs, fatal fire arms accidents

are at the lowest level in 100 years.are at the lowest level in 100 years.

LAPIERRE: The NRA has over 80,000 certified instructors to teach our military personnel, law enforcement officers, andLAPIERRE: The NRA has over 80,000 certified instructors to teach our military personnel, law enforcement officers, and

hundreds of thousands of other American men and women how to safely use firearms.hundreds of thousands of other American men and women how to safely use firearms.

We do more and spend more than anyone else on teaching safe and responsible gun ownership. We join the nation in sorrowWe do more and spend more than anyone else on teaching safe and responsible gun ownership. We join the nation in sorrow

over the tragedy that occurred in Newtown, Connecticut. There is nothing more precious than our children and we have noover the tragedy that occurred in Newtown, Connecticut. There is nothing more precious than our children and we have no

more sacred duty than to protect our children and to keep them safe.more sacred duty than to protect our children and to keep them safe.

That’s why we asked former congressman and under secretary of homeland security, Asa Hutchinson, to bring in everyThat’s why we asked former congressman and under secretary of homeland security, Asa Hutchinson, to bring in every

available expert to develop a model school shield program, one that can be individually tailored to make our schools as safe asavailable expert to develop a model school shield program, one that can be individually tailored to make our schools as safe as

possible.possible.

It’s time to throw an immediate blanket of security around our children. About a third of our schools right now have armedIt’s time to throw an immediate blanket of security around our children. About a third of our schools right now have armed

security already because it works, and that number if growing every day. Right now, state officials, local authorities and schoolsecurity already because it works, and that number if growing every day. Right now, state officials, local authorities and school

districts in 50 states are considering their own plans to protect children in schools.districts in 50 states are considering their own plans to protect children in schools.

In addition, we need to enforce the thousands of gun laws already on the books. Prosecuting criminals who misuse firearmsIn addition, we need to enforce the thousands of gun laws already on the books. Prosecuting criminals who misuse firearms

works. Unfortunately, we’ve seen a dramatic collapse in federal gun prosecutions in recent years. Overall in 2011, federalworks. Unfortunately, we’ve seen a dramatic collapse in federal gun prosecutions in recent years. Overall in 2011, federal

firearms prosecutions per capita were down 35 percent from their peak in the previous administration. That means violentfirearms prosecutions per capita were down 35 percent from their peak in the previous administration. That means violent

felons, violent gangmembers and drug dealers with guns, and the mentally ill who possess firearms are not being prosecuted.felons, violent gangmembers and drug dealers with guns, and the mentally ill who possess firearms are not being prosecuted.

And that is completely and totally unacceptable.And that is completely and totally unacceptable.

And out of more than 76,000 firearms purchases supposedly denied by the federal instant check system, only 62 were referredAnd out of more than 76,000 firearms purchases supposedly denied by the federal instant check system, only 62 were referred

for prosecution and only 44 were actually prosecuted. Proposing more gun laws while failing to enforce the thousands wefor prosecution and only 44 were actually prosecuted. Proposing more gun laws while failing to enforce the thousands we

already have, it’s not a serious solution for reducing crime.already have, it’s not a serious solution for reducing crime.

I think we can also agree that our mental health system is broken. We need to look at the full range of mental health issuesI think we can also agree that our mental health system is broken. We need to look at the full range of mental health issues

from early detection to treatment to civil commitment laws to privacy laws that needlessly prevent mental health records fromfrom early detection to treatment to civil commitment laws to privacy laws that needlessly prevent mental health records from

being included in the national instant check system.being included in the national instant check system.
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While we’re ready to participate in a meaningful effort to solve these pressing problems, we must respectively (sic), butWhile we’re ready to participate in a meaningful effort to solve these pressing problems, we must respectively (sic), but

honestly and firmly disagree with some members of the committee and many in the media, and all the gun control groups, onhonestly and firmly disagree with some members of the committee and many in the media, and all the gun control groups, on

what will keep our kids and keep our streets safe. Law-abiding gun owners will not accept blame for the acts of violent orwhat will keep our kids and keep our streets safe. Law-abiding gun owners will not accept blame for the acts of violent or

deranged criminals, nor do we believe that government should dictate what we can lawfully own and use to protect ourderanged criminals, nor do we believe that government should dictate what we can lawfully own and use to protect our

families.families.

As I said earlier, we need to be honest about what works and what does not work. Proposals that would only serve to burdenAs I said earlier, we need to be honest about what works and what does not work. Proposals that would only serve to burden

the law- abiding have failed in the past and they’ll fail again in the future. Semi-automatic firearms technology has beenthe law- abiding have failed in the past and they’ll fail again in the future. Semi-automatic firearms technology has been

around for 100 years. They’re the most popular guns for hunting, target-shooting, self- defense.around for 100 years. They’re the most popular guns for hunting, target-shooting, self- defense.

Despite this fact, Congress banned the manufacture and sale of hundreds of semi-automatic firearms and magazines from ‘94Despite this fact, Congress banned the manufacture and sale of hundreds of semi-automatic firearms and magazines from ‘94

to 2004. And independent studies, including one from the Clinton Justice Department, proved that it had no impact onto 2004. And independent studies, including one from the Clinton Justice Department, proved that it had no impact on

lowering crime. And when it comes to background checks, let’s be honest. Background checks will never be universal becauselowering crime. And when it comes to background checks, let’s be honest. Background checks will never be universal because

criminals will never submit to them.criminals will never submit to them.

There are a lot of things that can be done and we ask you to join with us. The NRA is made up of millions of Americans whoThere are a lot of things that can be done and we ask you to join with us. The NRA is made up of millions of Americans who

support what works. The immediate protection for all, not just some of our school children is what’s needed, and swift, certainsupport what works. The immediate protection for all, not just some of our school children is what’s needed, and swift, certain

punishment of criminals who misuse guns, and fixing our mental health system.punishment of criminals who misuse guns, and fixing our mental health system.

We love our families. We love our country. We believe in freedom. And we’re the millions from all walks of life who takeWe love our families. We love our country. We believe in freedom. And we’re the millions from all walks of life who take

responsibility for our safety and protection as a God-given fundamental American right.responsibility for our safety and protection as a God-given fundamental American right.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

LEAHY: Thank you.LEAHY: Thank you.

Now, Chief Johnson, let me begin with you, sir, if I could. I’ve found in my experience that many criminals are able to get gunsNow, Chief Johnson, let me begin with you, sir, if I could. I’ve found in my experience that many criminals are able to get guns

illegally because they use straw purchasers. In other words, the person who has no criminal record can easily pass backgroundillegally because they use straw purchasers. In other words, the person who has no criminal record can easily pass background

check, goes in and buys the guns, and turns around and gives them to criminals.check, goes in and buys the guns, and turns around and gives them to criminals.

LEAHY: There’s no federal law that makes it illegal to act as a straw purchaser of firearms. So last week I -- I introduced a billLEAHY: There’s no federal law that makes it illegal to act as a straw purchaser of firearms. So last week I -- I introduced a bill

that will strengthen federal law to combat firearms trafficking. It would specifically target straw purchasers.that will strengthen federal law to combat firearms trafficking. It would specifically target straw purchasers.

Do you think there should be such a law?Do you think there should be such a law?

J. JOHNSON: The background procedures in this nation are seriously in need of -- of modification. Again, 40 percent of thoseJ. JOHNSON: The background procedures in this nation are seriously in need of -- of modification. Again, 40 percent of those

acquiring firearms tried to do it outside that background procedure.acquiring firearms tried to do it outside that background procedure.

Senator, you are absolutely correct, many will use a straw purchaser to go in and acquire these firearms. It happens each andSenator, you are absolutely correct, many will use a straw purchaser to go in and acquire these firearms. It happens each and

every day across America. It is a serious problem. And the National Law Enforcement Partnership To Prevent Gun Violenceevery day across America. It is a serious problem. And the National Law Enforcement Partnership To Prevent Gun Violence
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supports your initiative to address that issue.supports your initiative to address that issue.

LEAHY: Thank you, chief. We also heard testimony about the safety of women and gun violence. Now I’m seeking immediateLEAHY: Thank you, chief. We also heard testimony about the safety of women and gun violence. Now I’m seeking immediate

consideration of the Leahy-Crapo Violence Against Women Reauthorization Act. I was told yesterday that sometime in theconsideration of the Leahy-Crapo Violence Against Women Reauthorization Act. I was told yesterday that sometime in the

next couple weeks we’ll have it on the floor of the Senate for a vote.next couple weeks we’ll have it on the floor of the Senate for a vote.

I do this out of concern for domestic violence victims. We -- we have statistics that show women in this country are killed atI do this out of concern for domestic violence victims. We -- we have statistics that show women in this country are killed at

alarming rates by domestic abusers with guns. Fortunately if a woman has a protective order against her abuser, if he is able toalarming rates by domestic abusers with guns. Fortunately if a woman has a protective order against her abuser, if he is able to

get a gun with a straw purchaser, of course, he still gets it, but he is not going to be able to purchase a gun and a backgroundget a gun with a straw purchaser, of course, he still gets it, but he is not going to be able to purchase a gun and a background

check is conducted. And we have at least one side that says in states that require a background check for every handgun sale,check is conducted. And we have at least one side that says in states that require a background check for every handgun sale,

38 percent fewer women are shot by their partners (inaudible).38 percent fewer women are shot by their partners (inaudible).

Do you agree that if we want to keep firearms away from domestic abusers, who are not supposed to have them anyway, weDo you agree that if we want to keep firearms away from domestic abusers, who are not supposed to have them anyway, we

have to have to improve the background check system and require a background check for every firearm purchasers?have to have to improve the background check system and require a background check for every firearm purchasers?

J. JOHNSON: Absolutely.J. JOHNSON: Absolutely.

I’d like to stand before this group today and say, I’ve spent my years of chasing down violent armed robbers each and everyI’d like to stand before this group today and say, I’ve spent my years of chasing down violent armed robbers each and every

day. The fact of the matter is, as a young patrol officer, most of my day was one domestic to another it was the post that I had.day. The fact of the matter is, as a young patrol officer, most of my day was one domestic to another it was the post that I had.

Statistics show that when females are killed, it’s more likely -- over 50 percent of the time to be by a spouse or householdStatistics show that when females are killed, it’s more likely -- over 50 percent of the time to be by a spouse or household

member. A gun and a home where there is a history of domestic violence, statistics show that there is a 500 percent increase ofmember. A gun and a home where there is a history of domestic violence, statistics show that there is a 500 percent increase of

chance that, that person will be victimized by gun violence.chance that, that person will be victimized by gun violence.

The state of Maryland in the last several years enacted legislation to address this domestic violence issue to allow us to go outThe state of Maryland in the last several years enacted legislation to address this domestic violence issue to allow us to go out

and seize the guns of domestic violence abusers where the spouse has won and obtained a protective order. This has been veryand seize the guns of domestic violence abusers where the spouse has won and obtained a protective order. This has been very

effective. And in my jurisdiction, which averages generally about 35 homicides a year, unfortunately most being domesticeffective. And in my jurisdiction, which averages generally about 35 homicides a year, unfortunately most being domestic

violence related, this has had a significant impact in reducing the amount of those domestics.violence related, this has had a significant impact in reducing the amount of those domestics.

Two of the last three years, the statistic was below the 41 year homicide rate. And I credit, in this case, lieutenant governorTwo of the last three years, the statistic was below the 41 year homicide rate. And I credit, in this case, lieutenant governor

state of Maryland, Lieutenant Governor Brown for this initiative, and it’s helped us tremendously.state of Maryland, Lieutenant Governor Brown for this initiative, and it’s helped us tremendously.

LEAHY:LEAHY:

Thank you.Thank you.

Captain Kelly Mr. La Pierre has testified that universal background checks won’t work because criminals would never submitCaptain Kelly Mr. La Pierre has testified that universal background checks won’t work because criminals would never submit

to them. And I understand that, but under current law, criminals don’t have to go through background checks because thereto them. And I understand that, but under current law, criminals don’t have to go through background checks because there

are so many loopholes, gun show loophole, no real punishment for straw purchasers.are so many loopholes, gun show loophole, no real punishment for straw purchasers.

Do you agree that there is nothing that we can do to strengthen our background checks?Do you agree that there is nothing that we can do to strengthen our background checks?
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KELLY: Chairman Leahy, I disagree. There is a lot we can do.KELLY: Chairman Leahy, I disagree. There is a lot we can do.

The situation that I know best is what happened in Tucson, January 8th, 2011. Jared Loughner (ph), the shooter in this case,The situation that I know best is what happened in Tucson, January 8th, 2011. Jared Loughner (ph), the shooter in this case,

when he purchased a gun, he did purchased it through a background check. But there was a lot of evidence that could possiblywhen he purchased a gun, he did purchased it through a background check. But there was a lot of evidence that could possibly

been in the national instant criminal background check system about him that would have prevented him from buying a gunbeen in the national instant criminal background check system about him that would have prevented him from buying a gun

through a background check. So that’s part of the solution.through a background check. So that’s part of the solution.

KELLY: Now, the other problem is, let’s say, he was denied, denied the purchase of the gun which he purchased in NovemberKELLY: Now, the other problem is, let’s say, he was denied, denied the purchase of the gun which he purchased in November

of 2010. It would have been very easy for him to go to a gun show and purchase a gun without a background check.of 2010. It would have been very easy for him to go to a gun show and purchase a gun without a background check.

So, you know, there are several things that need to be done. And in my opinion, and in Gabby’s opinion, this is one of the mostSo, you know, there are several things that need to be done. And in my opinion, and in Gabby’s opinion, this is one of the most

important things that we must do to prevent criminals, terrorists and the mentally ill from having easy access to guns, I mean,important things that we must do to prevent criminals, terrorists and the mentally ill from having easy access to guns, I mean,

closing the gun-show loopholes and requiring private sellers to require a background check before they transfer a gun is -- Iclosing the gun-show loopholes and requiring private sellers to require a background check before they transfer a gun is -- I

mean -- I mean, for us, I mean, I can’t think of something that would make our country safer than doing just that .mean -- I mean, for us, I mean, I can’t think of something that would make our country safer than doing just that .

LEAHY: Thank you.LEAHY: Thank you.

And, Mr. LaPierre, in 1999, you testified before the House Judiciary Committee. And you testified, quote, “Nobody is moreAnd, Mr. LaPierre, in 1999, you testified before the House Judiciary Committee. And you testified, quote, “Nobody is more

committed than we are to keeping guns out of criminals’ hands. That’s obviously in our best interest,” close quote.committed than we are to keeping guns out of criminals’ hands. That’s obviously in our best interest,” close quote.

I assume you are still just as committed to keeping guns out of the hands of criminals. Is that correct?I assume you are still just as committed to keeping guns out of the hands of criminals. Is that correct?

LAPIERRE: Yes, sir.LAPIERRE: Yes, sir.

LEAHY: And would you agree that we should prosecute and punish those who help criminals get guns?LEAHY: And would you agree that we should prosecute and punish those who help criminals get guns?

LAPIERRE: If you’re talking about strawman sales, we’ve said strawman sales should be prosecuted for years. There are aboutLAPIERRE: If you’re talking about strawman sales, we’ve said strawman sales should be prosecuted for years. There are about

six to eight statutes on the books right now...six to eight statutes on the books right now...

LEAHY: So you agree that we should prosecute and punish those who help criminals get guns?LEAHY: So you agree that we should prosecute and punish those who help criminals get guns?

LAPIERRE: Absolutely. If someone is doing a strawman sale, they should be prosecuted. Absolutely.LAPIERRE: Absolutely. If someone is doing a strawman sale, they should be prosecuted. Absolutely.

LEAHY: And in your testimony in ‘99, you supported mandatory instant criminal background checks for every sale and everyLEAHY: And in your testimony in ‘99, you supported mandatory instant criminal background checks for every sale and every

gun show. You said, quote, “No loopholes anywhere, for anyone.”gun show. You said, quote, “No loopholes anywhere, for anyone.”

Now, today, of course, you say criminals would never submit to background checks. Statistics show that plenty of them do.Now, today, of course, you say criminals would never submit to background checks. Statistics show that plenty of them do.

Nearly 2 million convicted criminals and other dangerous people have tried to buy firearms and (inaudible), as Chief JohnsonNearly 2 million convicted criminals and other dangerous people have tried to buy firearms and (inaudible), as Chief Johnson

said, were prevented.said, were prevented.
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So let me ask you this: Do you still, as you did in 1999, still support mandatory background checks at gun shows? Yes or no?So let me ask you this: Do you still, as you did in 1999, still support mandatory background checks at gun shows? Yes or no?

LAPIERRE: We supported the National Instant Check System on dealers. I -- we were here when Senator Birch Bayh, one ofLAPIERRE: We supported the National Instant Check System on dealers. I -- we were here when Senator Birch Bayh, one of

your colleagues, held the hearings in terms of who would be a dealer and who would be required to have a license. If you did ityour colleagues, held the hearings in terms of who would be a dealer and who would be required to have a license. If you did it

for livelihood and profit, yes. If you were a hobbyist, then no.for livelihood and profit, yes. If you were a hobbyist, then no.

LEAHY: Let’s make -- let’s make it easier, though. I’m talking about gun shows. Should we have mandatory background checksLEAHY: Let’s make -- let’s make it easier, though. I’m talking about gun shows. Should we have mandatory background checks

at gun shows for sales of weapons?at gun shows for sales of weapons?

LAPIERRE: If you’re a dealer, that’s already the law. If you’re talking...LAPIERRE: If you’re a dealer, that’s already the law. If you’re talking...

LEAHY: That’s not my question. Please, Mr. LaPierre, I’m not trying to play games here. But, if you could, (inaudible) justLEAHY: That’s not my question. Please, Mr. LaPierre, I’m not trying to play games here. But, if you could, (inaudible) just

answer my question.answer my question.

LAPIERRE: Senator, I do not believe the way the law is working now, unfortunately, that it does any good to extend the law toLAPIERRE: Senator, I do not believe the way the law is working now, unfortunately, that it does any good to extend the law to

private sales between hobbyists and collectors.private sales between hobbyists and collectors.

LEAHY: OK, so you do not support...LEAHY: OK, so you do not support...

(CROSSTALK)(CROSSTALK)

LEAHY: ... mandatory background checks in all instances at gun shows?LEAHY: ... mandatory background checks in all instances at gun shows?

LAPIERRE: We do not, because the fact is, the law right now is a failure the way it’s working. The fact is, you haveLAPIERRE: We do not, because the fact is, the law right now is a failure the way it’s working. The fact is, you have

76,000-some people that have been denied under the present law. Only 44 were prosecuted. You’re letting them go. They’re76,000-some people that have been denied under the present law. Only 44 were prosecuted. You’re letting them go. They’re

walking the streets...walking the streets...

(CROSSTALK)(CROSSTALK)

LEAHY: And do you -- then, I understand, back in 1999, you said no loopholes anywhere for anyone. But now you do notLEAHY: And do you -- then, I understand, back in 1999, you said no loopholes anywhere for anyone. But now you do not

support background checks for all buyers of firearms?support background checks for all buyers of firearms?

LAPIERRE: I think the National Instant Check System, the way it’s working now, is a failure. Because this administration isLAPIERRE: I think the National Instant Check System, the way it’s working now, is a failure. Because this administration is

not prosecuting the people that they catch.not prosecuting the people that they catch.

They’re not -- 23 states are not even putting the mental records of those adjudicated mentally incompetent into the system.They’re not -- 23 states are not even putting the mental records of those adjudicated mentally incompetent into the system.

Now, assume that if you don’t prosecute and they try to buy a gun, even if you catch ‘em, and you let ‘em walk away, to assumeNow, assume that if you don’t prosecute and they try to buy a gun, even if you catch ‘em, and you let ‘em walk away, to assume

they’re not going to get a gun -- they’re criminals, they’re homicidal maniacs, and they’re mentally ill.they’re not going to get a gun -- they’re criminals, they’re homicidal maniacs, and they’re mentally ill.

I mean, we all know that homicidal maniacs, criminals and the insane don’t -- don’t -- don’t -- don’t... LEAHY: Mr. LaPierre...I mean, we all know that homicidal maniacs, criminals and the insane don’t -- don’t -- don’t -- don’t... LEAHY: Mr. LaPierre...
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LAPIERRE: ... don’t abide by the law.LAPIERRE: ... don’t abide by the law.

LEAHY: Mr. LaPierre, my time is up. With all due respect, that was not the question I asked. Nor did you answer it.LEAHY: Mr. LaPierre, my time is up. With all due respect, that was not the question I asked. Nor did you answer it.

LAPIERRE: But I think it is the answer. I honestly do. I -- the fact...LAPIERRE: But I think it is the answer. I honestly do. I -- the fact...

LEAHY: All right. It’s your testimony.LEAHY: All right. It’s your testimony.

Senator Grassley?Senator Grassley?

GRASSLEY: Yes.GRASSLEY: Yes.

Before I ask questions, Senator Hatch asked if I would explain to everybody here why he left. He’s ranking member FinanceBefore I ask questions, Senator Hatch asked if I would explain to everybody here why he left. He’s ranking member Finance

Committee, and Senator Baucus has scheduled a hearing for 10:45 and he has to be there for that.Committee, and Senator Baucus has scheduled a hearing for 10:45 and he has to be there for that.

Professor -- Professor Kopel, was the 1994 assault weapons ban a sensible and effective means of reducing gun violence?Professor -- Professor Kopel, was the 1994 assault weapons ban a sensible and effective means of reducing gun violence?

And, secondly, is there any reason to re-enact a more extensive assault weapons ban?And, secondly, is there any reason to re-enact a more extensive assault weapons ban?

KOPEL: (OFF-MIKE)KOPEL: (OFF-MIKE)

GRASSLEY: Turn it up. Turn...GRASSLEY: Turn it up. Turn...

KOPEL: Sorry.KOPEL: Sorry.

Based on the Department of Justice study, the answer was no, that it was something that was tried with great sincerity. A lot ofBased on the Department of Justice study, the answer was no, that it was something that was tried with great sincerity. A lot of

people thought it would be a good idea, but it didn’t seem to save any lives -- that the researchers could -- could find.people thought it would be a good idea, but it didn’t seem to save any lives -- that the researchers could -- could find.

The revised law is just more of the same, but it suffers from the same fundamental problem. You can have a 1994 law that listsThe revised law is just more of the same, but it suffers from the same fundamental problem. You can have a 1994 law that lists

some guns by name and a 2013 law that lists more guns by name. But the very fact that you’re banning guns by name, what’s --some guns by name and a 2013 law that lists more guns by name. But the very fact that you’re banning guns by name, what’s --

that’s just an example of how the law doesn’t address the guns firepower or their rate of fire. It simply -- if there’s somethingthat’s just an example of how the law doesn’t address the guns firepower or their rate of fire. It simply -- if there’s something

that makes these guns more dangerous then legislation ought to be able to describe it in neutral terms. So all these -- thesethat makes these guns more dangerous then legislation ought to be able to describe it in neutral terms. So all these -- these

names, I think, are a sign of exactly what’s wrong with the bill.names, I think, are a sign of exactly what’s wrong with the bill.

Now, the -- the present bill, like its 1994 predecessor, also has outlaws that is based on various features. But, again, these are --Now, the -- the present bill, like its 1994 predecessor, also has outlaws that is based on various features. But, again, these are --

there aren’t things that have to do with internal mechanics of the gun, how fast it fires or how powerful the bullets are.there aren’t things that have to do with internal mechanics of the gun, how fast it fires or how powerful the bullets are.

There’re things like whether a rifle has a forward grip. Well, a forward grip on a rifle helps the user stabilize it and make theThere’re things like whether a rifle has a forward grip. Well, a forward grip on a rifle helps the user stabilize it and make the

gun more accurate. So that if you’re deer hunting the second shot is almost as accurate as the first, or if you’re target shooting,gun more accurate. So that if you’re deer hunting the second shot is almost as accurate as the first, or if you’re target shooting,

or more importantly -- most importantly, if you’re engaged in lawful self- defense.or more importantly -- most importantly, if you’re engaged in lawful self- defense.
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And that’s why you see guns like the AR-15 with their standard, factory-issued 30-round magazines in police cars all over theAnd that’s why you see guns like the AR-15 with their standard, factory-issued 30-round magazines in police cars all over the

country, is because they make the gun more accurate for the core purpose of the Second Amendment, which is lawfulcountry, is because they make the gun more accurate for the core purpose of the Second Amendment, which is lawful

self-defense.self-defense.

GRASSLEY: OK.GRASSLEY: OK.

Chief Johnson and Professor Kopel, listen while I read, and I’ll ask each of you a question. Recently, Iowa law enforcementChief Johnson and Professor Kopel, listen while I read, and I’ll ask each of you a question. Recently, Iowa law enforcement

officials were quoted in an article -- that I ask consent to include in the record -- entitled, “Law Officers Tell Congressmenofficials were quoted in an article -- that I ask consent to include in the record -- entitled, “Law Officers Tell Congressmen

Mental Health Issues More Important than Gun Ban,” end of quote.Mental Health Issues More Important than Gun Ban,” end of quote.

In it, a bipartisan group of elected sheriffs and police chiefs offered candid assessments of current legislative proposals. OneIn it, a bipartisan group of elected sheriffs and police chiefs offered candid assessments of current legislative proposals. One

chief of police stated, quote, “I think banning assault weapons and high-capacity magazines is strictly a feel-good measure. It’schief of police stated, quote, “I think banning assault weapons and high-capacity magazines is strictly a feel-good measure. It’s

not going to accomplish anything,” end of quote.not going to accomplish anything,” end of quote.

Instead, they asked for options for getting mentally ill individuals treatment. Chief Jim Clark, Ottumwa, Iowa, added, quote,Instead, they asked for options for getting mentally ill individuals treatment. Chief Jim Clark, Ottumwa, Iowa, added, quote,

“We identify some that are mentally ill. They need treatment. But we can’t access the system.”“We identify some that are mentally ill. They need treatment. But we can’t access the system.”

So Chief Johnson, what options do your officers have, from your experience -- because I quoted in Iowa -- (inaudible)So Chief Johnson, what options do your officers have, from your experience -- because I quoted in Iowa -- (inaudible)

currently have in dealing with individuals they believe to have untreated mental illness?currently have in dealing with individuals they believe to have untreated mental illness?

J. JOHNSON: It is a major problem in America today, in my jurisdiction. I’m here today to talk about guns and ways to stopJ. JOHNSON: It is a major problem in America today, in my jurisdiction. I’m here today to talk about guns and ways to stop

gun violence. We know a comprehensive background check that picks up these mental health issue disqualifiers will make ourgun violence. We know a comprehensive background check that picks up these mental health issue disqualifiers will make our

nation a safer place.nation a safer place.

We know that banning high-capacity magazines will make our police officers safer. We’ve lost dozens of police officers inWe know that banning high-capacity magazines will make our police officers safer. We’ve lost dozens of police officers in

America due to assault weapons. And we’ve seen tragedies all across this great nation (inaudible) Newtown, in Webster, NewAmerica due to assault weapons. And we’ve seen tragedies all across this great nation (inaudible) Newtown, in Webster, New

York -- an off-duty police officer -- we’re never off duty, he’s a police officer -- shot down by an assault weapon. It’s a seriousYork -- an off-duty police officer -- we’re never off duty, he’s a police officer -- shot down by an assault weapon. It’s a serious

problem, and it must be addressed.problem, and it must be addressed.

GRASSLEY: Professor Kopel, you authored an article, Wall Street Journal, last month entitled, “Guns, Mental Illness,GRASSLEY: Professor Kopel, you authored an article, Wall Street Journal, last month entitled, “Guns, Mental Illness,

Newtown.” And I would also like to have that included in the record.Newtown.” And I would also like to have that included in the record.

Is there evidence that mental illness and changes to civil commitment laws that play a part in mass shootings? And what canIs there evidence that mental illness and changes to civil commitment laws that play a part in mass shootings? And what can

we do to keep guns away from mentally ill consistent with our Second Amendment?we do to keep guns away from mentally ill consistent with our Second Amendment?

KOPEL: Well, certainly, they play quite a major role in -- in homicides in general, probably about -- according to theKOPEL: Well, certainly, they play quite a major role in -- in homicides in general, probably about -- according to the

Department of Justice research, about one-sixth of the people in state prisons for homicide are mentally ill. If you look at theDepartment of Justice research, about one-sixth of the people in state prisons for homicide are mentally ill. If you look at the

-- these mass murders where suicidal people try to end their lives in the most infamous way possible -- in -- in Tucson,-- these mass murders where suicidal people try to end their lives in the most infamous way possible -- in -- in Tucson,

Virginia Tech, Newtown, Aurora, you have a very strong threat of mental illness running through that.Virginia Tech, Newtown, Aurora, you have a very strong threat of mental illness running through that.
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And certainly, improving the background -- the data about mental health adjudications, not just a psychiatristAnd certainly, improving the background -- the data about mental health adjudications, not just a psychiatrist

recommendation or something like that, but what due process and the Constitution require, which is an adjudication, a fairrecommendation or something like that, but what due process and the Constitution require, which is an adjudication, a fair

decision by a neutral decision-maker. Getting those into the background check system is something that Congress starteddecision by a neutral decision-maker. Getting those into the background check system is something that Congress started

working on after Virginia Tech, and there’s -- there’s more progress to be made.working on after Virginia Tech, and there’s -- there’s more progress to be made.

But that’s -- it’s not just a matter of checks. It’s -- even if you have the most ideal check system in the world, at the least -- andBut that’s -- it’s not just a matter of checks. It’s -- even if you have the most ideal check system in the world, at the least -- and

imagine these criminals, violently insane criminals could never get a gun anywhere else. You know, Adam Lanza at Newtownimagine these criminals, violently insane criminals could never get a gun anywhere else. You know, Adam Lanza at Newtown

didn’t have background checks. He stole the guns after murdering his mother.didn’t have background checks. He stole the guns after murdering his mother.

So, the long-term solution is not just about background checks. It’s about why are these people on the streets in the first place.So, the long-term solution is not just about background checks. It’s about why are these people on the streets in the first place.

All of these killers I’ve just mentioned could have been civilly committed under the civil commitment laws we had severalAll of these killers I’ve just mentioned could have been civilly committed under the civil commitment laws we had several

decades ago. Those laws were changed. Sometimes -- because they were sometimes abused, but I think we can move back to adecades ago. Those laws were changed. Sometimes -- because they were sometimes abused, but I think we can move back to a

more sensible position that strongly protects the due process rights of people against involuntary commitment, but also getsmore sensible position that strongly protects the due process rights of people against involuntary commitment, but also gets

dangerous people off the streets. And that will cost money at the state level, but it’s money that will be greatly saved in the longdangerous people off the streets. And that will cost money at the state level, but it’s money that will be greatly saved in the long

term through reduced incarceration costs for crimes.term through reduced incarceration costs for crimes.

GRASSLEY: OK.GRASSLEY: OK.

Ms. Trotter, your testimony discussed the need for women to be able to use firearms to defend themselves and their families.Ms. Trotter, your testimony discussed the need for women to be able to use firearms to defend themselves and their families.

The law currently permits the lawful possession of semi-automatic rifles such as AR-15s. Can you tell us why you believe aThe law currently permits the lawful possession of semi-automatic rifles such as AR-15s. Can you tell us why you believe a

semi-automatic rifle such as AR-15 has value as a weapon of self-defense? And does banning weapons -- banning guns whichsemi-automatic rifle such as AR-15 has value as a weapon of self-defense? And does banning weapons -- banning guns which

feature designed to improve accuracy disproportionately burden women?feature designed to improve accuracy disproportionately burden women?

TROTTER: I believe it does. Young women are speaking out as to why AR-15 weapons are their weapon of choice. The guns areTROTTER: I believe it does. Young women are speaking out as to why AR-15 weapons are their weapon of choice. The guns are

accurate. They have good handling. They’re light. They’re easy for women to whole. And most importantly, their appearance.accurate. They have good handling. They’re light. They’re easy for women to whole. And most importantly, their appearance.

An assault weapon in the hands of a young woman defending her babies in her home becomes a defense weapon. And theAn assault weapon in the hands of a young woman defending her babies in her home becomes a defense weapon. And the

peace of mind that a woman has as she’s facing three, four, five violent attackers, intruders in her home with her childrenpeace of mind that a woman has as she’s facing three, four, five violent attackers, intruders in her home with her children

screaming in the background -- the peace of mind that she has knowing that she has a scary-looking gun gives her morescreaming in the background -- the peace of mind that she has knowing that she has a scary-looking gun gives her more

courage when she’s fighting hardened violent criminals.courage when she’s fighting hardened violent criminals.

And if we ban these types of assault weapons, you are putting women at a great disadvantage, more so than men, because theyAnd if we ban these types of assault weapons, you are putting women at a great disadvantage, more so than men, because they

do not have the same type of physical strength and opportunity to defend themselves in a hand-to-hand struggle. And they’redo not have the same type of physical strength and opportunity to defend themselves in a hand-to-hand struggle. And they’re

-- they’re not criminals. They’re moms. They’re young women. And they’re not used to violent confrontations.-- they’re not criminals. They’re moms. They’re young women. And they’re not used to violent confrontations.

So, I absolutely urge -- I -- I speak on behalf of millions of American women across the country who urge you to defend ourSo, I absolutely urge -- I -- I speak on behalf of millions of American women across the country who urge you to defend our

Second Amendment right to choose to defend ourself.Second Amendment right to choose to defend ourself.

GRASSLEY: Thank you.GRASSLEY: Thank you.

LEAHY: Thank you.LEAHY: Thank you.
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Senator Feinstein?Senator Feinstein?

FEINSTEIN: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, for holding this hearing. And I want to thank everybody for being here,FEINSTEIN: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, for holding this hearing. And I want to thank everybody for being here,

particularly our witnesses. Even you, Mr. LaPierre -- it’s good to see you again.particularly our witnesses. Even you, Mr. LaPierre -- it’s good to see you again.

(LAUGHTER)(LAUGHTER)

I guess we tangled...I guess we tangled...

LAPIERRE: We have.LAPIERRE: We have.

FEINSTEIN: ... we tangled, what was it? Eighteen years ago. You look pretty good, actually.FEINSTEIN: ... we tangled, what was it? Eighteen years ago. You look pretty good, actually.

(LAUGHTER)(LAUGHTER)

LEAHY: I will give a little prerogative to the laughter.LEAHY: I will give a little prerogative to the laughter.

(CROSSTALK)(CROSSTALK)

FEINSTEIN: I’d like to add something to the record, Mr. Chairman -- page 44 of the Department of Justice report, “AssaultFEINSTEIN: I’d like to add something to the record, Mr. Chairman -- page 44 of the Department of Justice report, “Assault

Weapons As A Percentage of Gun -- of Gun Traces,” which shows a 70 percent decline from ‘92-’93 to 2001-2002.Weapons As A Percentage of Gun -- of Gun Traces,” which shows a 70 percent decline from ‘92-’93 to 2001-2002.

LEAHY: Without objection, so ordered.LEAHY: Without objection, so ordered.

FEINSTEIN: Thank you. Thank you very much.FEINSTEIN: Thank you. Thank you very much.

Chief Johnson, I’d like to talk with you. First of all, I am very grateful for the support of your organization, of the major chiefs,Chief Johnson, I’d like to talk with you. First of all, I am very grateful for the support of your organization, of the major chiefs,

and the International Association of Chiefs of Police, as well as trauma surgeons who see what these guns do in tearing apartand the International Association of Chiefs of Police, as well as trauma surgeons who see what these guns do in tearing apart

bodies.bodies.

FEINSTEIN: I have become very concerned as I looked at the bill before, in ‘93, at the technological improvement in theseFEINSTEIN: I have become very concerned as I looked at the bill before, in ‘93, at the technological improvement in these

weapons over this -- these years. And one of the things that we’ve tried to do in this new bill is prevent that from happening inweapons over this -- these years. And one of the things that we’ve tried to do in this new bill is prevent that from happening in

the future. In looking at the AR-15 magazine on a device, which is legal, called a slide fire, I note that with practice, a shooterthe future. In looking at the AR-15 magazine on a device, which is legal, called a slide fire, I note that with practice, a shooter

may control his rate of fire from 400 to 800 rounds per minute, or shoot two, three, or four rounds at a time, and just as easilymay control his rate of fire from 400 to 800 rounds per minute, or shoot two, three, or four rounds at a time, and just as easily

fire single shots. So this is a weapon, and I think Ms. Trotter’s right, it apparently is versatile. It apparently is rather easy tofire single shots. So this is a weapon, and I think Ms. Trotter’s right, it apparently is versatile. It apparently is rather easy to

use, but it has tremendous philosophy -- velocity, and tremendous killing power,and I suspect tears young bodies apart.use, but it has tremendous philosophy -- velocity, and tremendous killing power,and I suspect tears young bodies apart.

Additionally, it’s my understanding that Mrs. Lanza actually gave this gun to her son. Is that correct?Additionally, it’s my understanding that Mrs. Lanza actually gave this gun to her son. Is that correct?

J. JOHNSON: These guns used in Newtown were not stolen, Professor. They were in the home, accessible to the shooter.J. JOHNSON: These guns used in Newtown were not stolen, Professor. They were in the home, accessible to the shooter.
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FEINSTEIN: Thank you.FEINSTEIN: Thank you.

J. JOHNSON: It’s a major problem, safety and security of weapons. In my jurisdiction, two school shootings, safety andJ. JOHNSON: It’s a major problem, safety and security of weapons. In my jurisdiction, two school shootings, safety and

security of weapons would have made a difference in that case. And Senator, you bill, I salute, and applaud you for including asecurity of weapons would have made a difference in that case. And Senator, you bill, I salute, and applaud you for including a

safety and security measure.safety and security measure.

FEINSTEIN: Well, thank you very much, Chief. This is such a hard debate because people have such fixed positions. Police, IFEINSTEIN: Well, thank you very much, Chief. This is such a hard debate because people have such fixed positions. Police, I

think see killings as they are. Many people do not. So in a sense, the streets speak about this issue. The more you add highlythink see killings as they are. Many people do not. So in a sense, the streets speak about this issue. The more you add highly

technologically efficient weapons, which are originally designed to kill people in close combat, and they fall in the hands of thetechnologically efficient weapons, which are originally designed to kill people in close combat, and they fall in the hands of the

wrong people.wrong people.

It’s my understanding that Mrs. Lanza’s son, the shooter in this case, had no mental health record. Is that correct?It’s my understanding that Mrs. Lanza’s son, the shooter in this case, had no mental health record. Is that correct?

J. JOHNSON: It is my understanding that no record exists. It is my understanding that there was ample evidence though,J. JOHNSON: It is my understanding that no record exists. It is my understanding that there was ample evidence though,

amongst those close to him, that there was a serious problem.amongst those close to him, that there was a serious problem.

FEINSTEIN: Which is really something that I think we need to tackle today. Mental health laws are usually the preserve of theFEINSTEIN: Which is really something that I think we need to tackle today. Mental health laws are usually the preserve of the

state, and the local governments. They provide the facilities. Do you have any suggestions there with respect to anything thatstate, and the local governments. They provide the facilities. Do you have any suggestions there with respect to anything that

we might be able to do, to improve mental health laws nationally, which might catch people who are a danger to themselves, orwe might be able to do, to improve mental health laws nationally, which might catch people who are a danger to themselves, or

others in this area?others in this area?

J. JOHNSON: It’s a -- a major problem for law enforcement. Citizens, police officers, doctors, parents, can petition for anJ. JOHNSON: It’s a -- a major problem for law enforcement. Citizens, police officers, doctors, parents, can petition for an

emergency evaluation when they see behavior that presents an individual as being a danger to themselves, or others. It’s reallyemergency evaluation when they see behavior that presents an individual as being a danger to themselves, or others. It’s really

important that we all do this. It’s a tough decision, but sometimes you have to make it against your own son. Very, very hard. Itimportant that we all do this. It’s a tough decision, but sometimes you have to make it against your own son. Very, very hard. It

could affect their entire life, but it has to be done.could affect their entire life, but it has to be done.

The improvement that needs to be made is, we need to have this information entered instantly into a data system in the eventThe improvement that needs to be made is, we need to have this information entered instantly into a data system in the event

that the -- the individual tries to go out within 24 hours to get a gun. The fellow in Wisconsin who went into the salon to shootthat the -- the individual tries to go out within 24 hours to get a gun. The fellow in Wisconsin who went into the salon to shoot

his wife, he wanted a gun fast. He wanted it fast. He as hot, he was emotional, he was out of control. And he wanted to get ahis wife, he wanted a gun fast. He wanted it fast. He as hot, he was emotional, he was out of control. And he wanted to get a

gun fast.gun fast.

And the way you do that, is you reach outside the established background check system and acquire it. If that record wouldAnd the way you do that, is you reach outside the established background check system and acquire it. If that record would

have been entered into the system’s domestic violence order, it would have been entered instantly, like we can do today allhave been entered into the system’s domestic violence order, it would have been entered instantly, like we can do today all

right? In many areas. That gun could have been -- a gun could have been prevented from getting in the hands of a person whoright? In many areas. That gun could have been -- a gun could have been prevented from getting in the hands of a person who

is going to carry it out when they’re in a high emotional stage. This is really, really important.is going to carry it out when they’re in a high emotional stage. This is really, really important.

FEINSTEIN: We have millions and millions of big clips. The Aurora shooter used a 100 round drum. Fortunately it jammed.FEINSTEIN: We have millions and millions of big clips. The Aurora shooter used a 100 round drum. Fortunately it jammed.

Otherwise he would have killed more people. I think most people believe that, sure we can have guards at schools. I’m wellOtherwise he would have killed more people. I think most people believe that, sure we can have guards at schools. I’m well

aware that at Columbine there was a deputy sheriff who was armed, who actually took a shot, but couldn’t hit the shooteraware that at Columbine there was a deputy sheriff who was armed, who actually took a shot, but couldn’t hit the shooter

there.there.
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FEINSTEIN: The question comes, what do you do about the malls then? What do you do about our movie theaters? What doFEINSTEIN: The question comes, what do you do about the malls then? What do you do about our movie theaters? What do

you do about businesses? We can’t have a totally armed society. And that’s my feeling in terms of the need to say that there areyou do about businesses? We can’t have a totally armed society. And that’s my feeling in terms of the need to say that there are

certain categories of guns. We actually exempt over 2,000 specific weapons by make and model name to create and then bancertain categories of guns. We actually exempt over 2,000 specific weapons by make and model name to create and then ban

about 158 assault weapons, and then go to a one-characteristic test.about 158 assault weapons, and then go to a one-characteristic test.

You have looked at this bill. Do you believe it will be effective?You have looked at this bill. Do you believe it will be effective?

J. JOHNSON: Yes, ma’am, I do. I believe that holistically addressing all of the issues in the president’s plan, as well as aJ. JOHNSON: Yes, ma’am, I do. I believe that holistically addressing all of the issues in the president’s plan, as well as a

comprehensive, universal background check procedure, banning high- capacity magazines, and banning the sale of assaultcomprehensive, universal background check procedure, banning high- capacity magazines, and banning the sale of assault

weapons, frankly, collectively all these together will create a system. The best way to stop a bad guy from getting a gun in theweapons, frankly, collectively all these together will create a system. The best way to stop a bad guy from getting a gun in the

first place is a good background check.first place is a good background check.

FEINSTEIN: Thank you, very much.FEINSTEIN: Thank you, very much.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

LEAHY: Thank -- thank you.LEAHY: Thank -- thank you.

As Senator Grassley noted, Senator Hatch has to be at other thing. Recognize him when he comes back. I’m gonna go back andAs Senator Grassley noted, Senator Hatch has to be at other thing. Recognize him when he comes back. I’m gonna go back and

forth, go in seniority. We’ll go to Senator Sessions. But I’ll talk -- announce that all members can put statements in the recordforth, go in seniority. We’ll go to Senator Sessions. But I’ll talk -- announce that all members can put statements in the record

by the close of business today as -- as (inaudible) read (ph).by the close of business today as -- as (inaudible) read (ph).

Senator Sessions?Senator Sessions?

SESSIONS: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.SESSIONS: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I’ve spent the better part of our career, I guess, prosecuting cases, 12 years as a United States attorney, and during that time II’ve spent the better part of our career, I guess, prosecuting cases, 12 years as a United States attorney, and during that time I

gave a high emphasis to prosecutions of gun violations. We were one of the top prosecuting districts in the country. I note, ingave a high emphasis to prosecutions of gun violations. We were one of the top prosecuting districts in the country. I note, in

the latest University of Syracuse report, they list my district, the southern district of Alabama as number one in the nation stillthe latest University of Syracuse report, they list my district, the southern district of Alabama as number one in the nation still

today in prosecutions of gun violations.today in prosecutions of gun violations.

This is what the University of Syracuse study said, however, in its lead comment, “Weapons prosecution’s declined to theThis is what the University of Syracuse study said, however, in its lead comment, “Weapons prosecution’s declined to the

lowest level in a decade,” quote, “The latest available data from the Justice Department shows that during January of 2011, thelowest level in a decade,” quote, “The latest available data from the Justice Department shows that during January of 2011, the

government reported 484 new weapons prosecutions. This is the lowest level to which prosecutions federally have fallen sincegovernment reported 484 new weapons prosecutions. This is the lowest level to which prosecutions federally have fallen since

January of 2001, when 445 at the time that President Bush assumed office,” close quote.January of 2001, when 445 at the time that President Bush assumed office,” close quote.

They go on to note some of the declines in various categories. And so first and foremost, I would say to you, as someone whoThey go on to note some of the declines in various categories. And so first and foremost, I would say to you, as someone who

has personally tried a lot of these cases before a jury, written appellate briefs on these cases, that these -- the bread and butterhas personally tried a lot of these cases before a jury, written appellate briefs on these cases, that these -- the bread and butter

criminal cases are felons in possession of a firearm, and carrying a firearm during a crime, both of which are serious offenses.criminal cases are felons in possession of a firearm, and carrying a firearm during a crime, both of which are serious offenses.

Carrying a firearm during a crime, drug crime, or crime of violence, or other serious crimes is a mandatory five-year sentenceCarrying a firearm during a crime, drug crime, or crime of violence, or other serious crimes is a mandatory five-year sentence
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without parole.without parole.

Those prosecutions have declined, unfortunately, substantially, under President Obama’s presidency. Chief, does it concernThose prosecutions have declined, unfortunately, substantially, under President Obama’s presidency. Chief, does it concern

you that in -- comparing total prosecutions per month for guns in federal court with those for a month in , with those for theyou that in -- comparing total prosecutions per month for guns in federal court with those for a month in , with those for the

same period in 2010, the number of filings went down 7.9 percent and were down 28.8 percent from 2006 in federal court.same period in 2010, the number of filings went down 7.9 percent and were down 28.8 percent from 2006 in federal court.

Does that concern you?Does that concern you?

J. JOHNSON: Senator, I can tell you that in the Baltimore County Police Department...J. JOHNSON: Senator, I can tell you that in the Baltimore County Police Department...

SESSIONS: I’m asking if those are the numbers, did that concern you?SESSIONS: I’m asking if those are the numbers, did that concern you?

J. JOHNSON: No, because you don’t -- sir, you’re...J. JOHNSON: No, because you don’t -- sir, you’re...

SESSIONS: It doesn’t concern you?SESSIONS: It doesn’t concern you?

J. JOHNSON: ... not including local prosecutions. I can’t stand before you today and tell you of a single case in BaltimoreJ. JOHNSON: ... not including local prosecutions. I can’t stand before you today and tell you of a single case in Baltimore

County of an illegal possessed gun that was not prosecuted...County of an illegal possessed gun that was not prosecuted...

SESSIONS: Are we trying to pass a state or federal law today?SESSIONS: Are we trying to pass a state or federal law today?

J. JOHNSON: Certainly, background checks...J. JOHNSON: Certainly, background checks...

SESSIONS: That’s what you guys call a federal law. We’d like to see the federal laws that are on the books enforced. I suggestSESSIONS: That’s what you guys call a federal law. We’d like to see the federal laws that are on the books enforced. I suggest

and with with regard to the crimes of -- of carrying a firearm during the furtherance of a violence or drug trafficking offense,and with with regard to the crimes of -- of carrying a firearm during the furtherance of a violence or drug trafficking offense,

those prosecutions declined 28.5 percent between 2007 and 2011.those prosecutions declined 28.5 percent between 2007 and 2011.

SESSIONS: So I would say that, first of all, we need to make sure we are doing our job there. I would also note that althoughSESSIONS: So I would say that, first of all, we need to make sure we are doing our job there. I would also note that although

crime is a very, very important matter, we should never lose our emphasis on bringing down crime -- the murder rate incrime is a very, very important matter, we should never lose our emphasis on bringing down crime -- the murder rate in

America today is half what it was in 1993. We have made progress on that. And -- and we can continue to drive those numbersAmerica today is half what it was in 1993. We have made progress on that. And -- and we can continue to drive those numbers

down. It’s not as if we have an unusual surge in violent crime in America.down. It’s not as if we have an unusual surge in violent crime in America.

Now, with regard to the background checks and straw purchases, let’s -- let’s be frank: Straw purchases are a problem andNow, with regard to the background checks and straw purchases, let’s -- let’s be frank: Straw purchases are a problem and

should be prosecuted. I have prosecuted those cases before on a number of occasions. I’ve prosecuted gun dealers who fail toshould be prosecuted. I have prosecuted those cases before on a number of occasions. I’ve prosecuted gun dealers who fail to

keep records as required by the law.keep records as required by the law.

But the number of defendants charged under 18 USC 922(a)(6), making material misrepresentations under the federalBut the number of defendants charged under 18 USC 922(a)(6), making material misrepresentations under the federal

firearms law regarding the lawfulness of a transfer, have declined from 459 in 2004 to 218 in 2010. That’s -- that’s about half,firearms law regarding the lawfulness of a transfer, have declined from 459 in 2004 to 218 in 2010. That’s -- that’s about half,

52 percent decline under this administration’s leadership.52 percent decline under this administration’s leadership.
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And I -- I would just say to you, mathematically speaking, violence in America is impacted mostly when you’re enforcing theseAnd I -- I would just say to you, mathematically speaking, violence in America is impacted mostly when you’re enforcing these

bread-and-butter violations that are effective, they’re proven and they work. They have support of Mr. LaPierre, I think -- Ibread-and-butter violations that are effective, they’re proven and they work. They have support of Mr. LaPierre, I think -- I

know that group (inaudible) support ‘em. I think everybody supports these strong laws. And that’s where the rubber meets theknow that group (inaudible) support ‘em. I think everybody supports these strong laws. And that’s where the rubber meets the

road. That’s where you really begin to impact crime.road. That’s where you really begin to impact crime.

If you can intimidate -- and I believe the word is getting out -- it did in our district -- that if you carry a gun in a crime, a drugIf you can intimidate -- and I believe the word is getting out -- it did in our district -- that if you carry a gun in a crime, a drug

dealing offense, you could be prosecuted in federal court, given five years in jail without parole. And I believe we saw a declinedealing offense, you could be prosecuted in federal court, given five years in jail without parole. And I believe we saw a decline

in the violent rate -- violence rate and the number of drug dealers and criminals carrying guns. But you have to prosecutein the violent rate -- violence rate and the number of drug dealers and criminals carrying guns. But you have to prosecute

those cases.those cases.

Mr. LaPierre, it does appear that the straw purchase prohibition that’s out there, that prohibition seems to me to be legitimate.Mr. LaPierre, it does appear that the straw purchase prohibition that’s out there, that prohibition seems to me to be legitimate.

And I support -- and you said you support the prosecutions of it. But if we expand the number of people covered (inaudible)And I support -- and you said you support the prosecutions of it. But if we expand the number of people covered (inaudible)

we don’t have any prosecutions -- I believe you used the number 44, was all. There’re 90 United States attorneys in America.we don’t have any prosecutions -- I believe you used the number 44, was all. There’re 90 United States attorneys in America.

Only 44, only one out of every two, apparently, is prosecuting a single case in a single year. That’s the weakness in the system.Only 44, only one out of every two, apparently, is prosecuting a single case in a single year. That’s the weakness in the system.

LAPIERRE: Senator, there needs to be a change in the culture of prosecution at the entire federal level. It’s a national disgrace.LAPIERRE: Senator, there needs to be a change in the culture of prosecution at the entire federal level. It’s a national disgrace.

The fact is, we could dramatically cut crime in this country with guns and save lives all over this country if we would startThe fact is, we could dramatically cut crime in this country with guns and save lives all over this country if we would start

enforcing the 9,000 federal laws we have on the books.enforcing the 9,000 federal laws we have on the books.

I’m talking about drug dealers with guns, gangs with guns and felons with guns. There’re simply not being enforced. TheI’m talking about drug dealers with guns, gangs with guns and felons with guns. There’re simply not being enforced. The

numbers are shocking. I mean, in Chicago, one of the worst areas in the country in gun violence by criminals, it is 89 of 90 innumbers are shocking. I mean, in Chicago, one of the worst areas in the country in gun violence by criminals, it is 89 of 90 in

terms of federal prosecutions in the entire United States; 62 people prosecuted under all of the federal gun laws.terms of federal prosecutions in the entire United States; 62 people prosecuted under all of the federal gun laws.

I mean (inaudible) Dave Schiller and Project Exile cleaned up Richmond years ago, they did 350 cases in Richmond. I mean, ifI mean (inaudible) Dave Schiller and Project Exile cleaned up Richmond years ago, they did 350 cases in Richmond. I mean, if

you want to stop crime, interdict violent criminals, incarcerate ‘em and get ‘em off the street before they get to the next crime...you want to stop crime, interdict violent criminals, incarcerate ‘em and get ‘em off the street before they get to the next crime...

(CROSSTALK)(CROSSTALK)

SESSIONS: Well, I -- I agree. My time is up.SESSIONS: Well, I -- I agree. My time is up.

LAPIERRE: ... or worse.LAPIERRE: ... or worse.

SESSIONS. And I -- Richmond was a great model. And I would just say, I would call on President Obama to call in AttorneySESSIONS. And I -- Richmond was a great model. And I would just say, I would call on President Obama to call in Attorney

General Eric Holder and ask him why the prosecutions have dropped dramatically across all categories of federal gun laws.General Eric Holder and ask him why the prosecutions have dropped dramatically across all categories of federal gun laws.

And he should call in his U.S. attorneys and tell them, you need to look at your numbers and get them up and emphasize theseAnd he should call in his U.S. attorneys and tell them, you need to look at your numbers and get them up and emphasize these

prosecutions.prosecutions.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

LEAHY: Senator Schumer?LEAHY: Senator Schumer?
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SCHUMER: Well, thank you.SCHUMER: Well, thank you.

First, let me apologize to the witnesses. At the end -- we have a Finance Committee meeting on reconciliation, which probablyFirst, let me apologize to the witnesses. At the end -- we have a Finance Committee meeting on reconciliation, which probably

affects our police chief anyway. And so I had to be there.affects our police chief anyway. And so I had to be there.

And I want to thank you, Chairman Leahy, for organizing this important hearing.And I want to thank you, Chairman Leahy, for organizing this important hearing.

Thank all the witnesses for being here, particularly Congresswoman Giffords and Captain Kelly for your testimony. We’ve beenThank all the witnesses for being here, particularly Congresswoman Giffords and Captain Kelly for your testimony. We’ve been

moved by your strength, your courage that your family has demonstrated in this face of unspeakable tragedy.moved by your strength, your courage that your family has demonstrated in this face of unspeakable tragedy.

By being here instead of cursing the darkness you’re lighting a candle. Thank you.By being here instead of cursing the darkness you’re lighting a candle. Thank you.

Now, I do believe today we have a chance to do something reasonable in the aftermath of the Sandy Hook tragedy. But whenNow, I do believe today we have a chance to do something reasonable in the aftermath of the Sandy Hook tragedy. But when

we discuss ways to stop violence, guns must be included in that discussion.we discuss ways to stop violence, guns must be included in that discussion.

SCHUMER: I heard Ranking Member Grassley say that we must go beyond guns. That’s true. But we must include guns asSCHUMER: I heard Ranking Member Grassley say that we must go beyond guns. That’s true. But we must include guns as

well. Not including guns when discussing mass killings is like not including cigarettes when discussing lung cancer.well. Not including guns when discussing mass killings is like not including cigarettes when discussing lung cancer.

But at the same time, I agree. We can’t simply replay the usual sum zero political game on guns, or the moment’ll pass us by.But at the same time, I agree. We can’t simply replay the usual sum zero political game on guns, or the moment’ll pass us by.

The Supreme Court ruling in Heller, which struck down the District of Columbia’s ban on handguns laid out a goodThe Supreme Court ruling in Heller, which struck down the District of Columbia’s ban on handguns laid out a good

framework. It said an individual right to bear arms does exist, but it comes with limitations, like very amendment.framework. It said an individual right to bear arms does exist, but it comes with limitations, like very amendment.

In other words, it is now settled law that the government is never going to take away America’s guns -- Americans’ guns.In other words, it is now settled law that the government is never going to take away America’s guns -- Americans’ guns.

Progressives need not to accept this decision, but to endorse it. We’ve got to follow it, not just de jure, but de facto. And itProgressives need not to accept this decision, but to endorse it. We’ve got to follow it, not just de jure, but de facto. And it

makes sense. You can’t argue for an expansive reading of amendments like the First, Fourth and Fifth, but see the Secondmakes sense. You can’t argue for an expansive reading of amendments like the First, Fourth and Fifth, but see the Second

Amendment through the pinhole of saying it only affects militias.Amendment through the pinhole of saying it only affects militias.

At the same time, those on the pro-gun side must recognize no amendment is absolute. The First Amendment protectsAt the same time, those on the pro-gun side must recognize no amendment is absolute. The First Amendment protects

freedom of speech. It’s hallowed. But you still can’t falsely shouts fire in a crowded theater or traffic in child pornography.freedom of speech. It’s hallowed. But you still can’t falsely shouts fire in a crowded theater or traffic in child pornography.

Those are reasonable limits on the First Amendment.Those are reasonable limits on the First Amendment.

The Second Amendment has sensible limits, too. My colleagues have offered a range of impressive and thoughtful proposalsThe Second Amendment has sensible limits, too. My colleagues have offered a range of impressive and thoughtful proposals

on the topic of gun violence.on the topic of gun violence.

For example, Chairman Leahy has introduced a bill on trafficking. Senator Feinstein has introduced one of assault weapons.For example, Chairman Leahy has introduced a bill on trafficking. Senator Feinstein has introduced one of assault weapons.

Senator Blumenthal on ammunition.Senator Blumenthal on ammunition.

But for the last several years, my particular focus in the area of gun safety has been on responsible gun ownership andBut for the last several years, my particular focus in the area of gun safety has been on responsible gun ownership and
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background checks. Universal background checks is a proven, effective step we can take to reduce gun violence. And I believebackground checks. Universal background checks is a proven, effective step we can take to reduce gun violence. And I believe

it has a good chance of passing.it has a good chance of passing.

Federally licensed firearm dealers have been required to conduct background checks on prospective gun purchasers since weFederally licensed firearm dealers have been required to conduct background checks on prospective gun purchasers since we

passed the Brady bill. And we’ve that they work. Since 1999, the federal background check system has blocked 1.7 millionpassed the Brady bill. And we’ve that they work. Since 1999, the federal background check system has blocked 1.7 million

prohibited purchasers from buying firearms at federally licensed dealers.prohibited purchasers from buying firearms at federally licensed dealers.

Yes, we should prosecute them. But the number one goal is to prevent a felon from getting a gun in the first place. That’s whatYes, we should prosecute them. But the number one goal is to prevent a felon from getting a gun in the first place. That’s what

this did 1.7 million times.this did 1.7 million times.

The current system works well. But there are some glaring holes.The current system works well. But there are some glaring holes.

First of all, not all gun sales are covered by a background check. The problem, sometimes referred to as the gun-showFirst of all, not all gun sales are covered by a background check. The problem, sometimes referred to as the gun-show

loophole, means that a private seller could set up a tent at a gun show or somewhere else and not have to conduct backgroundloophole, means that a private seller could set up a tent at a gun show or somewhere else and not have to conduct background

check on his purchasers.check on his purchasers.

Current estimates show because of these loopholes 48 percent of gun sales are made without a background check. If you’re aCurrent estimates show because of these loopholes 48 percent of gun sales are made without a background check. If you’re a

felon, if you’re a gun trafficker, if you’re a -- a mentally ill person, you know that you can go to a gun show and not have anyfelon, if you’re a gun trafficker, if you’re a -- a mentally ill person, you know that you can go to a gun show and not have any

check. So, of course, that’s what they do.check. So, of course, that’s what they do.

This isn’t fair, also, to dealers who follow the rules and conduct checks. The registered dealers at their gun stores have to obeyThis isn’t fair, also, to dealers who follow the rules and conduct checks. The registered dealers at their gun stores have to obey

the rules. Why should someone going to a gun show have a different rule? There’s no logic to it. None.the rules. Why should someone going to a gun show have a different rule? There’s no logic to it. None.

I was there. I was the author of the Brady bill, and that was something that we were forced to put in the bill, those of us whoI was there. I was the author of the Brady bill, and that was something that we were forced to put in the bill, those of us who

weren’t for it, as a way to get the bill passed. But the last 15 years has proven it doesn’t make sense.weren’t for it, as a way to get the bill passed. But the last 15 years has proven it doesn’t make sense.

The second problem with the current system is that not all records are fed into the system. This is especially true with mentalThe second problem with the current system is that not all records are fed into the system. This is especially true with mental

health records. Nineteen states have submitted fewer than 100 mental health records to NICS.health records. Nineteen states have submitted fewer than 100 mental health records to NICS.

I think we can get bipartisan agreement on a bill that solves these problems by doing two things. One, it’ll prevent felons andI think we can get bipartisan agreement on a bill that solves these problems by doing two things. One, it’ll prevent felons and

mentally ill from getting guns by requiring a background check before all purchases. And, two, it will get relevant records intomentally ill from getting guns by requiring a background check before all purchases. And, two, it will get relevant records into

the system.the system.

Now, at the moment, right now, as we meet here today, I am having productive conversations with colleagues on both sides ofNow, at the moment, right now, as we meet here today, I am having productive conversations with colleagues on both sides of

the aisle, including a good number with high NRA ratings. And I’m hopeful that we are close to having legislation we canthe aisle, including a good number with high NRA ratings. And I’m hopeful that we are close to having legislation we can

introduce.introduce.

And I would urge the NRA, Mr. LaPierre, and other gun advocacy groups to work with us on this proposal. The NRA supportedAnd I would urge the NRA, Mr. LaPierre, and other gun advocacy groups to work with us on this proposal. The NRA supported

our 2007 legislation that improved the NICS background check system. And I hope they’ll reconsider and try to do that again.our 2007 legislation that improved the NICS background check system. And I hope they’ll reconsider and try to do that again.
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It’s a simple, straightforward solution. It’s one the American people support. A recent survey by the New England Journal ofIt’s a simple, straightforward solution. It’s one the American people support. A recent survey by the New England Journal of

Medicine found 90 percent of Republicans, 74 percent of NRA members support requiring background checks for all gunMedicine found 90 percent of Republicans, 74 percent of NRA members support requiring background checks for all gun

sales.sales.

SCHUMER: I understand, because we haven’t introduced it, I can’t ask the witnesses about it, but I want to tell you what itSCHUMER: I understand, because we haven’t introduced it, I can’t ask the witnesses about it, but I want to tell you what it

won’t do.won’t do.

It won’t create any gun registry. That is already illegal and it will be repeated as illegal in our law. That’s particularly for Mr.It won’t create any gun registry. That is already illegal and it will be repeated as illegal in our law. That’s particularly for Mr.

Kopel. And it will not limit your ability to borrow your Uncle Willy’s hunting rifle or share a gun with your friend at a shootingKopel. And it will not limit your ability to borrow your Uncle Willy’s hunting rifle or share a gun with your friend at a shooting

range.range.

It will include reasonable exceptions to make sure we’re only requiring background checks for bona fide sales and transfers. SoIt will include reasonable exceptions to make sure we’re only requiring background checks for bona fide sales and transfers. So

specious claims about background checks are a tactic made by those who can’t argue with the facts.specious claims about background checks are a tactic made by those who can’t argue with the facts.

Now, I’d like to ask Chief Johnson a question or two about those checks. Do you agree with the logic that even -- you know,Now, I’d like to ask Chief Johnson a question or two about those checks. Do you agree with the logic that even -- you know,

that we should prosecute people who illegally try to buy guns, but even without that, the law has done a whole lot of goodthat we should prosecute people who illegally try to buy guns, but even without that, the law has done a whole lot of good

because people who are felons or adjudicated mentally ill, millions have been stopped from buying guns and getting guns?because people who are felons or adjudicated mentally ill, millions have been stopped from buying guns and getting guns?

J. JOHNSON: Yes, since 1994 to 2009, the record is very clear. It is a fact that nearly 2 million prohibited purchases wereJ. JOHNSON: Yes, since 1994 to 2009, the record is very clear. It is a fact that nearly 2 million prohibited purchases were

stopped. God only knows what they would have done with those weapons had it not been for that particular law.stopped. God only knows what they would have done with those weapons had it not been for that particular law.

SCHUMER: And from a law enforcement point of view, wouldn’t we rather -- we want to do both, but wouldn’t we rather stopSCHUMER: And from a law enforcement point of view, wouldn’t we rather -- we want to do both, but wouldn’t we rather stop

them from having a gun than after they shoot somebody or buy a gun illegally, then arrest them and put them in jail for thatthem from having a gun than after they shoot somebody or buy a gun illegally, then arrest them and put them in jail for that

crime?crime?

J. JOHNSON: Yes, sir. You have to address the pathology -- how you get the gun in the first place. And that is what we’reJ. JOHNSON: Yes, sir. You have to address the pathology -- how you get the gun in the first place. And that is what we’re

trying to achieve here by a universal background check. And I’m very proud to stand before you this morning and let you knowtrying to achieve here by a universal background check. And I’m very proud to stand before you this morning and let you know

that the entire national law enforcement partnership to prevent gun violence, every member of our organization supportsthat the entire national law enforcement partnership to prevent gun violence, every member of our organization supports

background checks.background checks.

SCHUMER: Right. And does it make any sense to exclude the same people who sell them in a gun shop or others, to go to aSCHUMER: Right. And does it make any sense to exclude the same people who sell them in a gun shop or others, to go to a

gun show, and now have any background check at all?gun show, and now have any background check at all?

J. JOHNSON: It’s absolutely insane. Again, it’s like letting 40 percent of people just pass a TSA checkpoint at an airport. It’sJ. JOHNSON: It’s absolutely insane. Again, it’s like letting 40 percent of people just pass a TSA checkpoint at an airport. It’s

not an inconvenience. The record shows that nearly 92 percent of the individuals that go in to try to do a background check atnot an inconvenience. The record shows that nearly 92 percent of the individuals that go in to try to do a background check at

a gun shop, in minute-and-a-half, they’re done. I can’t write a ticket, a citation in a minute-and-a-half. Even with e-ticka gun shop, in minute-and-a-half, they’re done. I can’t write a ticket, a citation in a minute-and-a-half. Even with e-tick

technology, I can’t do it that fast.technology, I can’t do it that fast.

It’s not inconvenient. And it’s fair to the gun owner and the shop owner, too. Why impose on a shop owner, a gun dealer, aIt’s not inconvenient. And it’s fair to the gun owner and the shop owner, too. Why impose on a shop owner, a gun dealer, a

federally licensed dealer, more restrictions than you do on anyone else? And if you think for a minute you can sell your gun tofederally licensed dealer, more restrictions than you do on anyone else? And if you think for a minute you can sell your gun to
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your neighbor that you’ve known for 10 years, you don’t know your neighbor. You do not know your neighbor. And the onlyyour neighbor that you’ve known for 10 years, you don’t know your neighbor. You do not know your neighbor. And the only

way to make sure that you’re safe in what you’re doing is a comprehensive background check.way to make sure that you’re safe in what you’re doing is a comprehensive background check.

SCHUMER: One final quick question. Many police officers are avid sportsmen. They, you know, enjoy shooting, not in theirSCHUMER: One final quick question. Many police officers are avid sportsmen. They, you know, enjoy shooting, not in their

official professional duties. The surveys show the overwhelming majority of gun owners are for background checks. Does yourofficial professional duties. The surveys show the overwhelming majority of gun owners are for background checks. Does your

personal experience corroborate that?personal experience corroborate that?

J. JOHNSON: It’s my understanding that 74 percent of NRA members support a background check. I am a hunter. I love toJ. JOHNSON: It’s my understanding that 74 percent of NRA members support a background check. I am a hunter. I love to

hunt. I own several guns. I love going to the range with my son who is a police officer today. It’s enjoyable. I’ve met many greathunt. I own several guns. I love going to the range with my son who is a police officer today. It’s enjoyable. I’ve met many great

people.people.

SCHUMER: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.SCHUMER: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

LEAHY: Thank you.LEAHY: Thank you.

I understand (inaudible) quite the order we’d said before, but Senator Graham has graciously said for Senator Cornyn to go. SoI understand (inaudible) quite the order we’d said before, but Senator Graham has graciously said for Senator Cornyn to go. So

please, Senator Cornyn?please, Senator Cornyn?

CORNYN: Well, thank you, Mr. Chairman. And thanks to all of the witnesses for being here today and sharing yourCORNYN: Well, thank you, Mr. Chairman. And thanks to all of the witnesses for being here today and sharing your

observations and testimony. I’m particularly gratified to see Congresswoman Giffords here doing so well and speaking soobservations and testimony. I’m particularly gratified to see Congresswoman Giffords here doing so well and speaking so

forcefully.forcefully.

I hope this hearing serves as a starting point for us to consider a range of ideas on this topic. Anything that falls short ofI hope this hearing serves as a starting point for us to consider a range of ideas on this topic. Anything that falls short of

serious examination and discussion is just window dressing, just symbolism over substance. I have a hard time telling myserious examination and discussion is just window dressing, just symbolism over substance. I have a hard time telling my

constituents in Texas that Congress is looking at passing a whole raft of new laws, when the laws that we currently have on theconstituents in Texas that Congress is looking at passing a whole raft of new laws, when the laws that we currently have on the

books are so woefully unenforced.books are so woefully unenforced.

I think we can and we should come together to address shortcomings in mental health care, both in the general response toI think we can and we should come together to address shortcomings in mental health care, both in the general response to

mental illness and also in the background checks mechanisms we use to screen out prohibited gun buyers.mental illness and also in the background checks mechanisms we use to screen out prohibited gun buyers.

CORNYN: We need to ask whether years of de-institutionalization of the mental health population have left America moreCORNYN: We need to ask whether years of de-institutionalization of the mental health population have left America more

vulnerable. Perhaps it’s time to consider our background checks laws to see if they need to be updated to screen out thevulnerable. Perhaps it’s time to consider our background checks laws to see if they need to be updated to screen out the

growing number of people who are subjected to court-ordered outpatient mental health treatment.growing number of people who are subjected to court-ordered outpatient mental health treatment.

It’s unclear whether the tens of thousands of committed outpatients in this country are falling through the cracks, and surely,It’s unclear whether the tens of thousands of committed outpatients in this country are falling through the cracks, and surely,

we can agree that more needs to be done to enforce existing gun laws as I said a moment ago.we can agree that more needs to be done to enforce existing gun laws as I said a moment ago.

Gun crime prosecutions are down across the board, including enforcement of laws against lying on background checks. AndGun crime prosecutions are down across the board, including enforcement of laws against lying on background checks. And

Mr. Chairman, I hope -- I hope you -- we will have a follow-on hearing where we’ll ask administration witnesses to comeMr. Chairman, I hope -- I hope you -- we will have a follow-on hearing where we’ll ask administration witnesses to come

before the panel and to testify why the Department of Justice and other law enforcement agencies of the federal governmentbefore the panel and to testify why the Department of Justice and other law enforcement agencies of the federal government
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are not enforcing laws that Congress has already passed.are not enforcing laws that Congress has already passed.

It’s worth noting that five years ago, Congress was asking the same questions we are asking right now. In 2008, there was anIt’s worth noting that five years ago, Congress was asking the same questions we are asking right now. In 2008, there was an

attempt made to strengthen the background check laws following the murders at Virginia Tech. Looking back, we have to askattempt made to strengthen the background check laws following the murders at Virginia Tech. Looking back, we have to ask

ourself, did those laws work. Well, the department -- the Government Accountability Office just last July gave it mixedourself, did those laws work. Well, the department -- the Government Accountability Office just last July gave it mixed

reviews.reviews.

The GAO reports that only a handful of states have taken seriously the responsibility to share mental health records. And I’mThe GAO reports that only a handful of states have taken seriously the responsibility to share mental health records. And I’m

pleased that Texas is highlighted by the GAO as outperforming other states in this area, but we have a lot -- we have a long waypleased that Texas is highlighted by the GAO as outperforming other states in this area, but we have a lot -- we have a long way

to go.to go.

So I think there are areas where Congress can come together right now, examine the nexus between gun crime, violence, andSo I think there are areas where Congress can come together right now, examine the nexus between gun crime, violence, and

mental health care. and I’m willing to listen to serious ideas, not just window dressing, to try to come up with solutions.mental health care. and I’m willing to listen to serious ideas, not just window dressing, to try to come up with solutions.

Captain Kelly, I noticed in your testimony you alluded to the -- part of what I talked about, which is the fact that at the time inCaptain Kelly, I noticed in your testimony you alluded to the -- part of what I talked about, which is the fact that at the time in

Arizona there were 121,000 records of disqualifying mental illness for people in Arizona that had not been subjected toArizona there were 121,000 records of disqualifying mental illness for people in Arizona that had not been subjected to

background checks, because the state hadn’t send that information to the federal government.background checks, because the state hadn’t send that information to the federal government.

Could you expand on the significance of that?Could you expand on the significance of that?

KELLY: Yes sir. So, in the case of Jared Loughner, the person who shot my wife and murdered six of her constituents, he wasKELLY: Yes sir. So, in the case of Jared Loughner, the person who shot my wife and murdered six of her constituents, he was

clearly mentally ill. He was expelled from Pima -- Pima Community College because of that. There was nowhere for -- or hisclearly mentally ill. He was expelled from Pima -- Pima Community College because of that. There was nowhere for -- or his

parents and the school did not send him anywhere to be adjudicated or evaluated with regards to his mental illness.parents and the school did not send him anywhere to be adjudicated or evaluated with regards to his mental illness.

Now Mr. LaPierre earlier tried to make the point that criminals do not submit to the background checks. Well, Mr. -- JaredNow Mr. LaPierre earlier tried to make the point that criminals do not submit to the background checks. Well, Mr. -- Jared

Loughner, the guy -- the Tucson shooter, was -- was an admitted drug user. He was rejected from the U.S. Army because of hisLoughner, the guy -- the Tucson shooter, was -- was an admitted drug user. He was rejected from the U.S. Army because of his

drug use. He was clearly mentally ill. And when he purchased the gun in November, his plan was to assassinate my wife anddrug use. He was clearly mentally ill. And when he purchased the gun in November, his plan was to assassinate my wife and

commit mass murder at that Safeway in Tucson. He was a criminal. Because of his drug use and because of what he wascommit mass murder at that Safeway in Tucson. He was a criminal. Because of his drug use and because of what he was

planning on doing.planning on doing.

But he -- because of these gaps in the mental health system -- now, in this case, those 121,000 records, I admit, did not includeBut he -- because of these gaps in the mental health system -- now, in this case, those 121,000 records, I admit, did not include

a record on him. But it could have. And if it did, he would have failed that background check.a record on him. But it could have. And if it did, he would have failed that background check.

Now, obviously, in this case, he would have likely have gone to a gun show or a private seller and avoided a background check.Now, obviously, in this case, he would have likely have gone to a gun show or a private seller and avoided a background check.

But if we close the gun show loophole, if we require private sellers to complete a background check, and we get those 121,000But if we close the gun show loophole, if we require private sellers to complete a background check, and we get those 121,000

records and others into the systems, we will prevent gun crimes. That is an absolute truth. It would have happened in Tucson .records and others into the systems, we will prevent gun crimes. That is an absolute truth. It would have happened in Tucson .

My wife would not be sitting in this seat. She would not have been sitting here today if we had a strong background checks.My wife would not be sitting in this seat. She would not have been sitting here today if we had a strong background checks.

CORNYN: Mr. LaPierre, you talk about a laws already on the books and the fact that the federal government has a poor recordCORNYN: Mr. LaPierre, you talk about a laws already on the books and the fact that the federal government has a poor record

of enforcing current laws. And I fail to see out that the Department of Justice will not in force will is gonna make America anyof enforcing current laws. And I fail to see out that the Department of Justice will not in force will is gonna make America any
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safer.safer.

But let me just ask you to react briefly to these statistics. From 2007-2011, the Department of Justice charged 13 percent fewerBut let me just ask you to react briefly to these statistics. From 2007-2011, the Department of Justice charged 13 percent fewer

total firearms cases. In each of the years during that span, the current administration’s brought fewer firearms prosecution’stotal firearms cases. In each of the years during that span, the current administration’s brought fewer firearms prosecution’s

than the year before.than the year before.

CORNYN: In January, 2011, only 484 new firearm prosecutions were initiated by the Department of Justice, the fewestCORNYN: In January, 2011, only 484 new firearm prosecutions were initiated by the Department of Justice, the fewest

number of prosecutions in 10 years. As far as background check prosecutions 2006-2010, the number of investigations fornumber of prosecutions in 10 years. As far as background check prosecutions 2006-2010, the number of investigations for

unlawful possession decreased 26 percent. During the same period, 77 percent fewer NICS denials were referred by the Bureauunlawful possession decreased 26 percent. During the same period, 77 percent fewer NICS denials were referred by the Bureau

of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms for prosecution. Federal prosecutors declined 82 percent more cases over the same period.of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms for prosecution. Federal prosecutors declined 82 percent more cases over the same period.

In 2010, out of the 76,125 denied background checks, the FBI referred to the ATF, a verdict or plea was reached in just 13In 2010, out of the 76,125 denied background checks, the FBI referred to the ATF, a verdict or plea was reached in just 13

cases.cases.

Would you give us your reaction to that -- that record?Would you give us your reaction to that -- that record?

LAPIERRE: I think -- I think it’s tragic, Senator.LAPIERRE: I think -- I think it’s tragic, Senator.

I mean, the fact is, in the shadow of this Capitol, right under everyone’s noses, in this building, right now there are drugI mean, the fact is, in the shadow of this Capitol, right under everyone’s noses, in this building, right now there are drug

dealers out in the street with guns, violating federal law, illegal. There’s all kinds of drugs and cocaine being sold. By God,dealers out in the street with guns, violating federal law, illegal. There’s all kinds of drugs and cocaine being sold. By God,

gangs are trafficking 13-year-old girls. And it goes on day, after day, after day.gangs are trafficking 13-year-old girls. And it goes on day, after day, after day.

What we’ve got to do is interdict these people. Get them off the street before they get to the next crime scene. I mean -- and getWhat we’ve got to do is interdict these people. Get them off the street before they get to the next crime scene. I mean -- and get

in the real world in terms of checks. I mean the fact is, the NRA has been trying for 20-some years -- Senator Schumer and Iin the real world in terms of checks. I mean the fact is, the NRA has been trying for 20-some years -- Senator Schumer and I

went back and forth on “Face the Nation” where I asked him if he’d help get those adjudicated mentally incompetent into thewent back and forth on “Face the Nation” where I asked him if he’d help get those adjudicated mentally incompetent into the

system 20 years ago. He said yes, and they’re still not in the system. And my point is, even if you turn up someone on ansystem 20 years ago. He said yes, and they’re still not in the system. And my point is, even if you turn up someone on an

instant check that’s a mentally ill person, or a felon, as long as you let them go, you’re not keeping them from getting a gun.instant check that’s a mentally ill person, or a felon, as long as you let them go, you’re not keeping them from getting a gun.

And you’re not preventing them from getting to the next crime scene. I mean we’ve got to get in the real world of thisAnd you’re not preventing them from getting to the next crime scene. I mean we’ve got to get in the real world of this

discussion. The problem with gun laws is, criminals don’t cooperate with them. The -- the mentally ill don’t cooperate withdiscussion. The problem with gun laws is, criminals don’t cooperate with them. The -- the mentally ill don’t cooperate with

them. So you’ve got to interdict, incarcerate, interdict, get in treatment, and do things that matter. And then you’ve got to putthem. So you’ve got to interdict, incarcerate, interdict, get in treatment, and do things that matter. And then you’ve got to put

police officers in schools, armed security in schools. But let’s do the things that work. Let’s get serious about this.police officers in schools, armed security in schools. But let’s do the things that work. Let’s get serious about this.

I mean this discussion -- I mean I sit here and listen to it and my reaction is, how little it has to do with making the countryI mean this discussion -- I mean I sit here and listen to it and my reaction is, how little it has to do with making the country

and our kids safe. And how much it has to do with this decade long, or two decade long gun ban agenda that -- that we don’tand our kids safe. And how much it has to do with this decade long, or two decade long gun ban agenda that -- that we don’t

enforce the laws even when they’re on the books. The attorney general of the United States -- Attorney General Eric Holderenforce the laws even when they’re on the books. The attorney general of the United States -- Attorney General Eric Holder

during the Richmond Program, called it a cookie-cutter approach to solving crime that, you know he really didn’t have a lot ofduring the Richmond Program, called it a cookie-cutter approach to solving crime that, you know he really didn’t have a lot of

enthusiasm about.enthusiasm about.

I remember Senator Sessions held a hearing and they -- the Department of Justice testified, well a drug dealer with a gun is aI remember Senator Sessions held a hearing and they -- the Department of Justice testified, well a drug dealer with a gun is a

guppy, and we can’t really concentrate on guppies. Those guppies are what is ruining neighborhoods, destroying lives, andguppy, and we can’t really concentrate on guppies. Those guppies are what is ruining neighborhoods, destroying lives, and
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killing people. And we’ve got to confront their behavior, take them off the street because they don’t obey by all the laws wekilling people. And we’ve got to confront their behavior, take them off the street because they don’t obey by all the laws we

have right now. We’ve got to get in the real world on what works, and what doesn’t work.have right now. We’ve got to get in the real world on what works, and what doesn’t work.

My problem with back -- background checks is, you’re never going to get criminals to go through universal background checks.My problem with back -- background checks is, you’re never going to get criminals to go through universal background checks.

I mean they’re -- all the law abiding people, you’ll create an enormous federal bureaucracy, unfunded, hitting -- all of the littleI mean they’re -- all the law abiding people, you’ll create an enormous federal bureaucracy, unfunded, hitting -- all of the little

people in the country will have to go through it, pay the fees, pay the taxes. We don’t even prosecute anybody right now whopeople in the country will have to go through it, pay the fees, pay the taxes. We don’t even prosecute anybody right now who

goes through the system we have.goes through the system we have.

So, we’re going to make all those law abiding people go through the system, and then we aren’t going to prosecute any of theSo, we’re going to make all those law abiding people go through the system, and then we aren’t going to prosecute any of the

bad guys if they do catch one. And it -- none of it makes any sense in the real world. We have 80,000 police families in thebad guys if they do catch one. And it -- none of it makes any sense in the real world. We have 80,000 police families in the

NRA. We care about safety. We’ll support what works.NRA. We care about safety. We’ll support what works.

LEAHY: I’m trying to be fair to everybody here, and certainly you’re going to have a lot more chance to speak. Senator Durbin?LEAHY: I’m trying to be fair to everybody here, and certainly you’re going to have a lot more chance to speak. Senator Durbin?

DURBIN: Mr. LaPierre, that’s the point. The criminals won’t go to purchase the guns because there will be a backgroundDURBIN: Mr. LaPierre, that’s the point. The criminals won’t go to purchase the guns because there will be a background

check. We’ll stop them from the original purchase. You miss that point completely.check. We’ll stop them from the original purchase. You miss that point completely.

LAPIERRE: Senator...LAPIERRE: Senator...

DURBIN: I think it’s -- it’s basic.DURBIN: I think it’s -- it’s basic.

LAPIERRE: Senator, I think you missed...LAPIERRE: Senator, I think you missed...

(CROSSTALK)(CROSSTALK)

LEAHY: Let there be order.LEAHY: Let there be order.

LAPIERRE: I think you’re missing...LAPIERRE: I think you’re missing...

(CROSSTALK)(CROSSTALK)

LEAHY: Let there be order.LEAHY: Let there be order.

(CROSSTALK)(CROSSTALK)

LAPIERRE: If you don’t prosecute them, you’re not stopping them.LAPIERRE: If you don’t prosecute them, you’re not stopping them.

(CROSSTALK)(CROSSTALK)

LEAHY: Please wait -- everybody for a moment. (CROSSTALK)LEAHY: Please wait -- everybody for a moment. (CROSSTALK)
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LEAHY: I said earlier, there will be order in the committee room. Senator Durbin, and then...LEAHY: I said earlier, there will be order in the committee room. Senator Durbin, and then...

DURBIN: I -- I’m going to give you a chance, but let me just say at the outset, Captain Kelly thank you. Thank you for bringingDURBIN: I -- I’m going to give you a chance, but let me just say at the outset, Captain Kelly thank you. Thank you for bringing

that wonderful, brave wife of yours today to remind us what victims suffer from gun violence. What a heroic figure she is, andthat wonderful, brave wife of yours today to remind us what victims suffer from gun violence. What a heroic figure she is, and

what a great pillar of strength you are, to stand by her during this entire ordeal, and her rehabilitation. We’re so proud of her,what a great pillar of strength you are, to stand by her during this entire ordeal, and her rehabilitation. We’re so proud of her,

and of you.and of you.

KELLY: Thank you.KELLY: Thank you.

DURBIN: And I say with some regret, there should have been a hearing just like this right after your wife, one of our own, aDURBIN: And I say with some regret, there should have been a hearing just like this right after your wife, one of our own, a

member of Congress, was shot point-blank in the face at a town meeting in Tuscon, Arizona.member of Congress, was shot point-blank in the face at a town meeting in Tuscon, Arizona.

I’m sorry it’s taken two years for us to convene this hearing, but it took Newtown, Connecticut to finally bring us to our sensesI’m sorry it’s taken two years for us to convene this hearing, but it took Newtown, Connecticut to finally bring us to our senses

and to open this national conversation. But I hope that you will extend to her our best wishes, our love and our support forand to open this national conversation. But I hope that you will extend to her our best wishes, our love and our support for

what she is doing today and what she has meant to all of us for this long period of time.what she is doing today and what she has meant to all of us for this long period of time.

I also want to say a word about an incident. There was a young lady from Chicago, Illinois, 15 years old. She attended theI also want to say a word about an incident. There was a young lady from Chicago, Illinois, 15 years old. She attended the

University Prep School in Chicago. She was an honor student and a majorette. And she marched in the inaugural parade lastUniversity Prep School in Chicago. She was an honor student and a majorette. And she marched in the inaugural parade last

week here in Chicago. It was the highlight of her young 15-year-old life.week here in Chicago. It was the highlight of her young 15-year-old life.

Yesterday, in a rainstorm after school she raced to a shelter. A gunman came in and shot her dead. Just a matter of days afterYesterday, in a rainstorm after school she raced to a shelter. A gunman came in and shot her dead. Just a matter of days after

the happiest day of her life she’s gone.the happiest day of her life she’s gone.

A lot has been said about the city of Chicago, and I want to say a few words too. The biggest problem in Chicago, according toA lot has been said about the city of Chicago, and I want to say a few words too. The biggest problem in Chicago, according to

Superintendent McCarthy, who came to Chicago from New York, we are awash in guns.Superintendent McCarthy, who came to Chicago from New York, we are awash in guns.

The confiscation of guns per capita in Chicago is six times the number of New York City. We have guns everywhere. And someThe confiscation of guns per capita in Chicago is six times the number of New York City. We have guns everywhere. And some

believe the solution to this is more guns. I disagree.believe the solution to this is more guns. I disagree.

When you take a look at where these guns come from, 25 percent plus are sold in the surrounding towns around the city ofWhen you take a look at where these guns come from, 25 percent plus are sold in the surrounding towns around the city of

Chicago, not in the city.Chicago, not in the city.

And you look over the last 10 or 12 years, of the 50,000 guns confiscated in crimes, almost one out of 10 crime guns in ChicagoAnd you look over the last 10 or 12 years, of the 50,000 guns confiscated in crimes, almost one out of 10 crime guns in Chicago

came to that city from Mississippi -- Mississippi. Why? Because the background checks there, the gun dealers there are a lotcame to that city from Mississippi -- Mississippi. Why? Because the background checks there, the gun dealers there are a lot

easier than they are in other places. And they end up selling these guns in volume and they come up the interstate and killeasier than they are in other places. And they end up selling these guns in volume and they come up the interstate and kill

wantonly on the way.wantonly on the way.

Here’s the basics. I think we all agree -- I hope we all agree that the Supreme Court decision in Heller said we can haveHere’s the basics. I think we all agree -- I hope we all agree that the Supreme Court decision in Heller said we can have

reasonable limitations on a Second Amendment right in terms of the type of weapon and the people who own them and thereasonable limitations on a Second Amendment right in terms of the type of weapon and the people who own them and the

background checks on those people.background checks on those people.
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It’s something we desperately need to do.It’s something we desperately need to do.

But we know now that 40 percent of the sales are not going through the background checks. That’s a huge problem. It’sBut we know now that 40 percent of the sales are not going through the background checks. That’s a huge problem. It’s

created this abundance of weapons that are available.created this abundance of weapons that are available.

And the straw purchasers -- I salute the chairman for addressing this issue on straw purchasers. It’s one of the worst situationsAnd the straw purchasers -- I salute the chairman for addressing this issue on straw purchasers. It’s one of the worst situations

in our state and in the city of Chicago.in our state and in the city of Chicago.

I can point to one gun store -- one gun store in Riverdale, Illinois, that accounts for more than 20 percent of the crime guns inI can point to one gun store -- one gun store in Riverdale, Illinois, that accounts for more than 20 percent of the crime guns in

Chicago. Straw purchasers buy the guns there and they end up in the hands of criminals in the city of Chicago. We got to putChicago. Straw purchasers buy the guns there and they end up in the hands of criminals in the city of Chicago. We got to put

an end to this.an end to this.

Chairman, thank you for your bill.Chairman, thank you for your bill.

And let me ask -- I’m gonna ask a question here of some of the panelists.And let me ask -- I’m gonna ask a question here of some of the panelists.

Mr. LaPierre, I run into some of your members in Illinois and here’s what they tell me, “Senator, you don’t get the SecondMr. LaPierre, I run into some of your members in Illinois and here’s what they tell me, “Senator, you don’t get the Second

Amendment.” Your NRA members say, “You just don’t get it. It’s not just about hunting. It’s not just about sports. It’s not justAmendment.” Your NRA members say, “You just don’t get it. It’s not just about hunting. It’s not just about sports. It’s not just

about shooting targets. It’s not just about defending ourselves from criminals,” as Ms. Trotter testified. “We need theabout shooting targets. It’s not just about defending ourselves from criminals,” as Ms. Trotter testified. “We need the

firepower and the ability to protect ourselves from our government” -- from our government, from the police -- “if they knockfirepower and the ability to protect ourselves from our government” -- from our government, from the police -- “if they knock

on our doors and we need to fight back.”on our doors and we need to fight back.”

Do you agree with that point of view?Do you agree with that point of view?

LAPIERRE: Senator, I think without any doubt, if you look at why our founding fathers put it there, they had lived under theLAPIERRE: Senator, I think without any doubt, if you look at why our founding fathers put it there, they had lived under the

tyranny of King George and they wanted to make sure that these free people in this new country would never be subjugatedtyranny of King George and they wanted to make sure that these free people in this new country would never be subjugated

again and have to live under tyranny.again and have to live under tyranny.

I also think, though, that what people all over the country fear today is being abandoned by their government. If a tornadoI also think, though, that what people all over the country fear today is being abandoned by their government. If a tornado

hits, if a hurricane hits, if a riot occurs that they’re gonna be out there alone. And the only way they’re gonna protect themselfhits, if a hurricane hits, if a riot occurs that they’re gonna be out there alone. And the only way they’re gonna protect themself

(ph) in the cold and the dark, when they’re vulnerable is with a fire arm. And I think that indicates how relevant and essential(ph) in the cold and the dark, when they’re vulnerable is with a fire arm. And I think that indicates how relevant and essential

the Second Amendment is in today’s society to fundamental human survival.the Second Amendment is in today’s society to fundamental human survival.

DURBIN: Well, Chief Johnson, you’ve heard it.DURBIN: Well, Chief Johnson, you’ve heard it.

The belief of NRA is the Second Amendment has to give American citizens the firepower to fight back against you, against ourThe belief of NRA is the Second Amendment has to give American citizens the firepower to fight back against you, against our

government.government.

LAPIERRE: That’s not (OFF-MIKE)LAPIERRE: That’s not (OFF-MIKE)
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DURBIN: So how do you conduct your business in enforcing the law and not knowing what is behind that door?DURBIN: So how do you conduct your business in enforcing the law and not knowing what is behind that door?

J. JOHNSON: I find it to be scary, creepy. And it’s simply just not based on logic. Certainly, law enforcement across this nationJ. JOHNSON: I find it to be scary, creepy. And it’s simply just not based on logic. Certainly, law enforcement across this nation

is well-prepared to deal with any natural or man-made disaster that will occur. And, frankly, I just -- I can’t relate to that kindis well-prepared to deal with any natural or man-made disaster that will occur. And, frankly, I just -- I can’t relate to that kind

of thinking.of thinking.

DURBIN: I can’t either. I can’t relate to the need of that man in Aurora. Colorado, to have a 100-round drum, 100 cartridges.DURBIN: I can’t either. I can’t relate to the need of that man in Aurora. Colorado, to have a 100-round drum, 100 cartridges.

Professor Kopel, do you think that’s necessary for hunting, sports, target practice, even self defense?Professor Kopel, do you think that’s necessary for hunting, sports, target practice, even self defense?

KOPEL: I -- it would be not legal for hunting in most states, where there are limits on how many rounds you can have in aKOPEL: I -- it would be not legal for hunting in most states, where there are limits on how many rounds you can have in a

magazine.magazine.

But, as I think you’ve recognized, the Second Amendment is not primarily about hunting. What I’ve been talking about is whatBut, as I think you’ve recognized, the Second Amendment is not primarily about hunting. What I’ve been talking about is what

the Supreme Court said in District of Columbia v. Heller, which is what is core of the Second Amendment, which is thethe Supreme Court said in District of Columbia v. Heller, which is what is core of the Second Amendment, which is the

firearms and their accessories which are commonly owned by law-abiding people for legitimate purposes.firearms and their accessories which are commonly owned by law-abiding people for legitimate purposes.

DURBIN: But, let me tell you -- let me ask...DURBIN: But, let me tell you -- let me ask...

(CROSSTALK)(CROSSTALK)

KOPEL: And -- and -- and those are not, I’m not talking about 100-round magazines. I’m talking about what police officersKOPEL: And -- and -- and those are not, I’m not talking about 100-round magazines. I’m talking about what police officers

carry, what citizens carry, semi-automatic handguns, typically with magazines of below 19 rounds...carry, what citizens carry, semi-automatic handguns, typically with magazines of below 19 rounds...

DURBIN: But those are police officers.DURBIN: But those are police officers.

KOPEL: ... and rifles.KOPEL: ... and rifles.

DURBIN: But those are police officers. Those are members of our military.DURBIN: But those are police officers. Those are members of our military.

(CROSSTALK)(CROSSTALK)

KOPEL: No, they’re not -- they’re not military men. They’re not coming to attack people, They’re coming to protect people.KOPEL: No, they’re not -- they’re not military men. They’re not coming to attack people, They’re coming to protect people.

And they want to protect -- and citizens protect themselves the same way that police officers do.And they want to protect -- and citizens protect themselves the same way that police officers do.

DURBIN: What I’m trying to get to is this, if you can rationalize a 100-round drum that someone can strap onto an automaticDURBIN: What I’m trying to get to is this, if you can rationalize a 100-round drum that someone can strap onto an automatic

-- semi-automatic weapon, as did in Aurora, Colorado, and turn it loose, killing dozens of people there, and saving lives only-- semi-automatic weapon, as did in Aurora, Colorado, and turn it loose, killing dozens of people there, and saving lives only

because it jammed, then you certainly ought to object to the laws that have been on the books for 80 years about machinebecause it jammed, then you certainly ought to object to the laws that have been on the books for 80 years about machine

guns. Why aren’t they allowed under the Second Amendment?guns. Why aren’t they allowed under the Second Amendment?
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KOPEL: Because, as the -- because, according to Heller, because they are not commonly used by law-abiding citizens forKOPEL: Because, as the -- because, according to Heller, because they are not commonly used by law-abiding citizens for

legitimate purposes.legitimate purposes.

DURBIN: But 100-round magazines are?DURBIN: But 100-round magazines are?

KOPEL: You’re the one who wants to talk about 100-round magazines.KOPEL: You’re the one who wants to talk about 100-round magazines.

DURBIN: I sure do.DURBIN: I sure do.

KOPEL: And thank goodness -- thank goodness he had a piece of junk like that that jammed, instead of something betterKOPEL: And thank goodness -- thank goodness he had a piece of junk like that that jammed, instead of something better

made, where he could have killed more people with it.made, where he could have killed more people with it.

(CROSSTALK)(CROSSTALK)

DURBIN: Well, we -- that’s what it’s all about, then?DURBIN: Well, we -- that’s what it’s all about, then?

KOPEL: It’s about saving...KOPEL: It’s about saving...

DURBIN: We’re playing God here?DURBIN: We’re playing God here?

KOPEL: It’s about saving lives -- it’s about saving lives with ordinary magazines. Hundred magazines are novelties that are notKOPEL: It’s about saving lives -- it’s about saving lives with ordinary magazines. Hundred magazines are novelties that are not

used by police officers or hunters or most other people.used by police officers or hunters or most other people.

(CROSSTALK)(CROSSTALK)

KOPEL: But what you’re talking about banning, Senator, is normal magazines.KOPEL: But what you’re talking about banning, Senator, is normal magazines.

DURBIN: Tell us about -- tell us about the lives that were saved in Tucson and what it had to do with magazines.DURBIN: Tell us about -- tell us about the lives that were saved in Tucson and what it had to do with magazines.

KELLY: The shooter in Tucson showed up with two 33-round magazines, one of which was in his 9 millimeter. He unloadedKELLY: The shooter in Tucson showed up with two 33-round magazines, one of which was in his 9 millimeter. He unloaded

the contents of that magazine in 15 seconds. Very quickly. It all happened very, very fast.the contents of that magazine in 15 seconds. Very quickly. It all happened very, very fast.

The first bullet went into Gabby’s head. Bullet number 13 went into a nine-year old girl named Christina Taylor Green, whoThe first bullet went into Gabby’s head. Bullet number 13 went into a nine-year old girl named Christina Taylor Green, who

was very interested in democracy and our government, and really deserved a full life committed to advancing those ideas.was very interested in democracy and our government, and really deserved a full life committed to advancing those ideas.

If he had a 10-round magazine -- well, let me back up. When he tried to reload one 33-round magazine with another 33-roundIf he had a 10-round magazine -- well, let me back up. When he tried to reload one 33-round magazine with another 33-round

magazine, he dropped it. And a woman named Patricia Maisch grabbed it, and it gave bystanders a time to tackle him. Imagazine, he dropped it. And a woman named Patricia Maisch grabbed it, and it gave bystanders a time to tackle him. I

contend if that same thing happened when he was trying to reload one 10-round magazine with another 10-round magazine,contend if that same thing happened when he was trying to reload one 10-round magazine with another 10-round magazine,

meaning he did not have access to a high-capacity magazine, and the same thing happened, Christina Taylor Green would bemeaning he did not have access to a high-capacity magazine, and the same thing happened, Christina Taylor Green would be

alive today.alive today.
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I certainly am willing to give up my right to own a high-capacity magazine to bring that young woman back, that young girl.I certainly am willing to give up my right to own a high-capacity magazine to bring that young woman back, that young girl.

Now, let me -- let me -- let me continue with what happened that day. In that 15 seconds -- or, actually, with the first shot, aNow, let me -- let me -- let me continue with what happened that day. In that 15 seconds -- or, actually, with the first shot, a

man ran out of Walgreen’s, a good guy with a gun, with the intent to do the right thing, An armed citizen.man ran out of Walgreen’s, a good guy with a gun, with the intent to do the right thing, An armed citizen.

He came within -- he admits that he came within about a half a second of shooting the man who tackled during JaredHe came within -- he admits that he came within about a half a second of shooting the man who tackled during Jared

Loughner and nearly killing him.Loughner and nearly killing him.

I mean, we almost had this horrific mass murder followed up with a horrific accident. The horrific mass murder because of theI mean, we almost had this horrific mass murder followed up with a horrific accident. The horrific mass murder because of the

high- capacity magazine and the horrific accident because of the -- the armed person there who, with good intention, wantedhigh- capacity magazine and the horrific accident because of the -- the armed person there who, with good intention, wanted

to end the something that was -- that was going really bad.to end the something that was -- that was going really bad.

DURBIN: Thank you.DURBIN: Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

LEAHY: Senator Graham?LEAHY: Senator Graham?

GRAHAM: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.GRAHAM: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I think I’m speaking for a lot of people when they say we’re heartbroken when a family member is taken through an act of gunI think I’m speaking for a lot of people when they say we’re heartbroken when a family member is taken through an act of gun

violence, whether it be a child or anyone else, but particularly children. That’s just a heartbreaking episode in society. And Iviolence, whether it be a child or anyone else, but particularly children. That’s just a heartbreaking episode in society. And I

think most people would -- would appreciate the fact that there are thousands, it not millions of Americans who saved theirthink most people would -- would appreciate the fact that there are thousands, it not millions of Americans who saved their

families from home invasions or violent assault because they had a gun to protect themselves. And most of us are glad it endedfamilies from home invasions or violent assault because they had a gun to protect themselves. And most of us are glad it ended

well for you.well for you.

So, those are the two bookends. And you mentioned, Captain Kelly, and I very much appreciate your being here and yourSo, those are the two bookends. And you mentioned, Captain Kelly, and I very much appreciate your being here and your

service to the country, about you and your wife are reasonable Americans. I don’t doubt that one bit. I’m sure you are. Theservice to the country, about you and your wife are reasonable Americans. I don’t doubt that one bit. I’m sure you are. The

question is, am I a reasonable American if I oppose this bill? Am I a reasonable American believing that the Constitution saysquestion is, am I a reasonable American if I oppose this bill? Am I a reasonable American believing that the Constitution says

guns commonly used by the population (inaudible) for legitimate purposes?guns commonly used by the population (inaudible) for legitimate purposes?

(inaudible) the Second Amendment, I don’t want to own a gun to attack my government. That’s just not what I think a(inaudible) the Second Amendment, I don’t want to own a gun to attack my government. That’s just not what I think a

legitimate purpose is.legitimate purpose is.

Let’s talk about a real-world incident that happened in Loganville, Georgia on January 4th, 2013. My basic premise is that oneLet’s talk about a real-world incident that happened in Loganville, Georgia on January 4th, 2013. My basic premise is that one

bullet in the hand of a mentally unstable person or a convicted felon is one too many. Six bullets in the hands of a motherbullet in the hand of a mentally unstable person or a convicted felon is one too many. Six bullets in the hands of a mother

protecting her twin 9-year-olds may not be enough. So, I’ve got a chart here. At the very top is a .38 revolver and on the right isprotecting her twin 9-year-olds may not be enough. So, I’ve got a chart here. At the very top is a .38 revolver and on the right is

a 9-millimeter pistol that holds 15 rounds.a 9-millimeter pistol that holds 15 rounds.

Does everybody on the panel agree that a convicted felon should not have either one of those guns? Does everybody agree thatDoes everybody on the panel agree that a convicted felon should not have either one of those guns? Does everybody agree that
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a mentally unstable person shouldn’t have either one of those pistols? OK, common ground there.a mentally unstable person shouldn’t have either one of those pistols? OK, common ground there.

Put yourself in the shoes of the mother. The guy broke into the home. She ran upstairs. She hid in a closet. She got on thePut yourself in the shoes of the mother. The guy broke into the home. She ran upstairs. She hid in a closet. She got on the

phone to the police. And she was talking to her husband in real time. The intruder broke into the home, had a crowbar, and hephone to the police. And she was talking to her husband in real time. The intruder broke into the home, had a crowbar, and he

found them in the closet. And they were confronted -- confronted face to face. According to media report, her husband said,found them in the closet. And they were confronted -- confronted face to face. According to media report, her husband said,

“shoot, shoot.” She emptied the gun, a six-shot revolver. The guy was hit five of the six times. He was able still to get up and“shoot, shoot.” She emptied the gun, a six-shot revolver. The guy was hit five of the six times. He was able still to get up and

drive away. My question is: Put your family member in that situation. Would I be a reasonable American to want my family todrive away. My question is: Put your family member in that situation. Would I be a reasonable American to want my family to

have the 15-round magazine in a semi-automatic weapon to make sure that if there’s two intruders, she doesn’t run out ofhave the 15-round magazine in a semi-automatic weapon to make sure that if there’s two intruders, she doesn’t run out of

bullets? Am I an unreasonable person for saying that in that situation, the 15-round magazine makes sense?bullets? Am I an unreasonable person for saying that in that situation, the 15-round magazine makes sense?

Well, I’ll say I don’t believe I am. So I can give you an example of where a 15-round magazine could make the differenceWell, I’ll say I don’t believe I am. So I can give you an example of where a 15-round magazine could make the difference

between protecting a family if there’s more than one attacker.between protecting a family if there’s more than one attacker.

Now, back to your point, Captain Kelly. In the situation you described, I don’t want that person to have one bullet or one gun.Now, back to your point, Captain Kelly. In the situation you described, I don’t want that person to have one bullet or one gun.

And the point of regulating magazines is to interrupt the shooter. That’s the point of all this.And the point of regulating magazines is to interrupt the shooter. That’s the point of all this.

And I guess what I’m saying is that we live in a world where there are 4 million high-capacity magazines out there or more. IAnd I guess what I’m saying is that we live in a world where there are 4 million high-capacity magazines out there or more. I

think the best way to interrupt the shooter if they come to a schoolhouse is not to try to deny the woman in Atlanta the abilitythink the best way to interrupt the shooter if they come to a schoolhouse is not to try to deny the woman in Atlanta the ability

to have more than 10 rounds, but to have somebody like you, Chief Johnson, meet them when they come into the door. I thinkto have more than 10 rounds, but to have somebody like you, Chief Johnson, meet them when they come into the door. I think

that’s the best way to do it.that’s the best way to do it.

Now, my good friend Joe Biden, who we have very spirited conversations about a lot of things, was online recently talking toNow, my good friend Joe Biden, who we have very spirited conversations about a lot of things, was online recently talking to

someone in California who mentioned the fact, what is there’s an earthquake out here -- out here and there’s a lawlesssomeone in California who mentioned the fact, what is there’s an earthquake out here -- out here and there’s a lawless

situation? In 1992, you had the riots in Los Angeles. I think it was the King event. But you could find yourself in this country insituation? In 1992, you had the riots in Los Angeles. I think it was the King event. But you could find yourself in this country in

a lawless environment through a natural disaster or a riot, and the story was about a place called Koreatown. There werea lawless environment through a natural disaster or a riot, and the story was about a place called Koreatown. There were

marauding gangs going throughout the area burning stores, looting and robbing and raping. And the vice president said inmarauding gangs going throughout the area burning stores, looting and robbing and raping. And the vice president said in

response to “that’s why I want my AR- 15,” he said, “No, you would be better off with a 12-gauge shotgun.”response to “that’s why I want my AR- 15,” he said, “No, you would be better off with a 12-gauge shotgun.”

GRAHAM: Well, that’s his opinion and I respect it. I have an AR-15 at home and I haven’t hurt anybody and I don’t intend toGRAHAM: Well, that’s his opinion and I respect it. I have an AR-15 at home and I haven’t hurt anybody and I don’t intend to

do it. But I think I would be better off protecting my business or my family if there was law-and-order breakdown in mydo it. But I think I would be better off protecting my business or my family if there was law-and-order breakdown in my

community, people roaming around my neighborhood to have the AR-15, and I don’t think that makes me and on reasonablecommunity, people roaming around my neighborhood to have the AR-15, and I don’t think that makes me and on reasonable

person.person.

Now, Ms. Trotter when you mention that you’re speaking on behalf of millions of women out there who believe an AR-15Now, Ms. Trotter when you mention that you’re speaking on behalf of millions of women out there who believe an AR-15

makes them safer, there were a lot of giggles and the room, and I think that explains the dilemma we have.makes them safer, there were a lot of giggles and the room, and I think that explains the dilemma we have.

The people who were giggling were saying to you, that is crazy. Nobody I know thinks that way. Which reminds me of theThe people who were giggling were saying to you, that is crazy. Nobody I know thinks that way. Which reminds me of the

Harvard professor who said, “I cannot believe Mcgovern lost. Everyone I know voted for him.” And I bet there are people onHarvard professor who said, “I cannot believe Mcgovern lost. Everyone I know voted for him.” And I bet there are people on

our side that can’t believe Obama won, because everyone they know voted against him.our side that can’t believe Obama won, because everyone they know voted against him.
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The point is that we have different perspectives on this. And the reason I’m going to oppose the legislation, Chief Johnston, isThe point is that we have different perspectives on this. And the reason I’m going to oppose the legislation, Chief Johnston, is

because I respect what your do as a law enforcement officer.because I respect what your do as a law enforcement officer.

Has your budget been cut?Has your budget been cut?

J. JOHNSON: Yes.J. JOHNSON: Yes.

GRAHAM: Will it be cut in the future?GRAHAM: Will it be cut in the future?

J. JOHNSON: I am optimistic that it is not.J. JOHNSON: I am optimistic that it is not.

GRAHAM: Well I hope you’re right, but I can tell people, throughout this land, because of the fiscal state of affairs we have,GRAHAM: Well I hope you’re right, but I can tell people, throughout this land, because of the fiscal state of affairs we have,

there will be less police officers, not more, over the next decade. Response time are gonna be less, not more.there will be less police officers, not more, over the next decade. Response time are gonna be less, not more.

So, Captain Kelly I really do want to get guns out of the hands of the wrong people. I honest to God believe that if we arbitrarilySo, Captain Kelly I really do want to get guns out of the hands of the wrong people. I honest to God believe that if we arbitrarily

say nobody in this country can own a 10-round magazine in the future, the people who own them are the people we’re trying tosay nobody in this country can own a 10-round magazine in the future, the people who own them are the people we’re trying to

combat to begin with, and they (sic) could be a situation where a mother runs out of bullets because of something we do here.combat to begin with, and they (sic) could be a situation where a mother runs out of bullets because of something we do here.

I can’t prevent every bad outcome, but I do know and I do believe in the bottom of my heart I am not an unreasonable personI can’t prevent every bad outcome, but I do know and I do believe in the bottom of my heart I am not an unreasonable person

for saying that in some circumstances the 15-round magazine makes perfect sense and in some circumstances the AR-15for saying that in some circumstances the 15-round magazine makes perfect sense and in some circumstances the AR-15

makes perfect sense. And I think our efforts to solve a problem that exists in the real world out there from Washington bymakes perfect sense. And I think our efforts to solve a problem that exists in the real world out there from Washington by

having more gun laws that really do not hit the mark so to speak, politically, or situationally, that we’re all face, but this is whyhaving more gun laws that really do not hit the mark so to speak, politically, or situationally, that we’re all face, but this is why

we have these hearings. And I really do appreciate the fact that we have these hearings.we have these hearings. And I really do appreciate the fact that we have these hearings.

Professor Kopel -- Kopel, Kopel?Professor Kopel -- Kopel, Kopel?

KOPEL: Either one.KOPEL: Either one.

GRAHAM: OK.GRAHAM: OK.

Some people on our side say -- and I’ll wrap this up, Mr. Chairman -- that it is unconstitutional to put a limit on magazine size.Some people on our side say -- and I’ll wrap this up, Mr. Chairman -- that it is unconstitutional to put a limit on magazine size.

Do you agree with that?Do you agree with that?

KOPEL: I think if we follow Senator Schumer’s approach and say we’re gonna follow what the District of Columbia v. HellerKOPEL: I think if we follow Senator Schumer’s approach and say we’re gonna follow what the District of Columbia v. Heller

Supreme Court decision says, what that tells you is the core of the Second Amendment is the firearms and accessories that areSupreme Court decision says, what that tells you is the core of the Second Amendment is the firearms and accessories that are

commonly owned by law abiding people for legitimate purposes.commonly owned by law abiding people for legitimate purposes.

GRAHAM: Is it constitutional to say 10 rounds versus 15?GRAHAM: Is it constitutional to say 10 rounds versus 15?
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KOPEL: Ten is plainly unconstitutional, because, as I was trying to explain to Senator Durbin, magazines of up to 19 areKOPEL: Ten is plainly unconstitutional, because, as I was trying to explain to Senator Durbin, magazines of up to 19 are

common on semiautomatic handguns.common on semiautomatic handguns.

GRAHAM: (inaudible) I do not know if 10 versus 19 is common or uncommon. I do know that 10 versus 19 in the hands of theGRAHAM: (inaudible) I do not know if 10 versus 19 is common or uncommon. I do know that 10 versus 19 in the hands of the

wrong person is a complete disaster. I do know that six bullets in that hands of a woman trying to defend her children may notwrong person is a complete disaster. I do know that six bullets in that hands of a woman trying to defend her children may not

be enough. So I don’t look at it from some academic debate.be enough. So I don’t look at it from some academic debate.

Let’s agree on one thing. One bullet in the hands of the wrong person we should all try to prevent. But when you start tellingLet’s agree on one thing. One bullet in the hands of the wrong person we should all try to prevent. But when you start telling

me that I am unreasonable for wanting that woman to have more than six bullets, or to have an AR-15 if people roamingme that I am unreasonable for wanting that woman to have more than six bullets, or to have an AR-15 if people roaming

around my neighborhood, I reject the concept.around my neighborhood, I reject the concept.

LEAHY: Thank you, Senator.LEAHY: Thank you, Senator.

Senator Whitehouse? And then after Senator Whitehouse, Senator Lee.Senator Whitehouse? And then after Senator Whitehouse, Senator Lee.

Senator Whitehouse?Senator Whitehouse?

WHITEHOUSE: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.WHITEHOUSE: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman, I’ve heard testimony in this hearing that the federal gun crime prosecutions number 62 per year, and that, “WeMr. Chairman, I’ve heard testimony in this hearing that the federal gun crime prosecutions number 62 per year, and that, “We

don’t prosecute any.” And I was surprised to hear that testimony because I was a United States attorney. And in my time that Idon’t prosecute any.” And I was surprised to hear that testimony because I was a United States attorney. And in my time that I

was United States attorney it became an absolute priority of the Department of Justice to prosecute firearms.was United States attorney it became an absolute priority of the Department of Justice to prosecute firearms.

WHITEHOUSE: So I went to every police department in my state to talk up what we could do with gun criminals. We set up aWHITEHOUSE: So I went to every police department in my state to talk up what we could do with gun criminals. We set up a

special procedure where the attorney general’s office, which has criminal jurisdiction in Rhode Island, and our office viewedspecial procedure where the attorney general’s office, which has criminal jurisdiction in Rhode Island, and our office viewed

gun crimes together to make sure they were sent to the place where they could get the most effective treatment. And I believegun crimes together to make sure they were sent to the place where they could get the most effective treatment. And I believe

that, that continues, although I’m no longer a U.S. attorney. So I hold up some quick statistics, and according to the executivethat, that continues, although I’m no longer a U.S. attorney. So I hold up some quick statistics, and according to the executive

office at United States attorneys, in 2012 more than 11,700 defendants were charged with federal gun crimes, which is a lotoffice at United States attorneys, in 2012 more than 11,700 defendants were charged with federal gun crimes, which is a lot

more than not doing it, and a lot more than 62.more than not doing it, and a lot more than 62.

And the numbers are up at the Department of Justice since 2000 and 2001 by more than 3,000 prosecutions. So, we may haveAnd the numbers are up at the Department of Justice since 2000 and 2001 by more than 3,000 prosecutions. So, we may have

a debate about whether more should be done, and who at the witness table actually wants more to be done in the way of guna debate about whether more should be done, and who at the witness table actually wants more to be done in the way of gun

prosecutions, but I think to pretend that the number is in double digits, or the number is zero, is flagrantly wrong, and I thinkprosecutions, but I think to pretend that the number is in double digits, or the number is zero, is flagrantly wrong, and I think

inconsistent with the type of testimony that Senators should rely on in a situation like this.inconsistent with the type of testimony that Senators should rely on in a situation like this.

I’d also add that there’s been repeated testimony, also mentioned by Senator Durbin that criminals won’t subject themselvesI’d also add that there’s been repeated testimony, also mentioned by Senator Durbin that criminals won’t subject themselves

to a background check. And my response to that is, that’s exactly the point. Criminals won’t subject themselves to ato a background check. And my response to that is, that’s exactly the point. Criminals won’t subject themselves to a

background check, so they won’t go into the gun shops. And if they do, they get prevented from buying a gun. So instead, theybackground check, so they won’t go into the gun shops. And if they do, they get prevented from buying a gun. So instead, they

go to illegal means. They go primarily to the way we distribute guns without a gun check -- a background check, which is to thego to illegal means. They go primarily to the way we distribute guns without a gun check -- a background check, which is to the

gun shows.gun shows.
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And so I think to the extent we can expand the background check, the very fact that the criminals won’t subject themselves to aAnd so I think to the extent we can expand the background check, the very fact that the criminals won’t subject themselves to a

background check provides the kind of prevention that Senator Graham was talking about, to keep the guns out of the handsbackground check provides the kind of prevention that Senator Graham was talking about, to keep the guns out of the hands

of criminals in the very first case. Chief Johnson, tell me a little bit about the men and women with whom you serve in lawof criminals in the very first case. Chief Johnson, tell me a little bit about the men and women with whom you serve in law

enforcement, and the type of training, and screening that is important both in gun use, in gun safety, in situational awareness,enforcement, and the type of training, and screening that is important both in gun use, in gun safety, in situational awareness,

before they are put in a position where they are expected to defend the public with firearms?before they are put in a position where they are expected to defend the public with firearms?

Is that just something you just give somebody a gun and say, get in there, and go defend the -- the community? Or how -- howIs that just something you just give somebody a gun and say, get in there, and go defend the -- the community? Or how -- how

rigorous, and how cautious are you about the training required?rigorous, and how cautious are you about the training required?

J. JOHNSON: The process starts well before we even offer you a badge. And it is a very robust, in depth, psychological reviewJ. JOHNSON: The process starts well before we even offer you a badge. And it is a very robust, in depth, psychological review

of whether or not we’re even going to allow you to enter the force itself. All departments are universal in this issue. It includesof whether or not we’re even going to allow you to enter the force itself. All departments are universal in this issue. It includes

psychological, polygraph, and other means to determine whether or not you have the fiber to have that awesome responsibilitypsychological, polygraph, and other means to determine whether or not you have the fiber to have that awesome responsibility

to carry a gun. The training is exhaustive. Weeks and weeks of training on how to use the weapon, and tactically how to dealto carry a gun. The training is exhaustive. Weeks and weeks of training on how to use the weapon, and tactically how to deal

with it, how to care for it, and how to safeguard that weapon.with it, how to care for it, and how to safeguard that weapon.

But it doesn’t stop there. Once you’re out in the field, a very robust psychological services section, yearly training and otherBut it doesn’t stop there. Once you’re out in the field, a very robust psychological services section, yearly training and other

safety equipment that must be carried. This talk about teachers having guns...safety equipment that must be carried. This talk about teachers having guns...

WHITEHOUSE: That’s actually where I was going to go. But before we get to teachers, to your knowledge, does the militaryWHITEHOUSE: That’s actually where I was going to go. But before we get to teachers, to your knowledge, does the military

have the -- similar types of concerns and programs with respect to arming men and women who serve in our armed forces?have the -- similar types of concerns and programs with respect to arming men and women who serve in our armed forces?

J. JOHNSON: It is my understanding talking with my associates in the military, that public policing mirrors much of what theJ. JOHNSON: It is my understanding talking with my associates in the military, that public policing mirrors much of what the

military does.military does.

WHITEHOUSE: So against that background, tell me how much sense you think it makes to have our line of defense be armedWHITEHOUSE: So against that background, tell me how much sense you think it makes to have our line of defense be armed

teachers?teachers?

J. JOHNSON: Certainly when we have this discussion, you have to -- does a teacher have the -- the -- the inner fiber to carryJ. JOHNSON: Certainly when we have this discussion, you have to -- does a teacher have the -- the -- the inner fiber to carry

that weapon? The awesome responsibility? You’re a teacher in a classroom. You’re an educator. You dedicated your entire lifethat weapon? The awesome responsibility? You’re a teacher in a classroom. You’re an educator. You dedicated your entire life

to that pursuit, but you’ve got a sidearm strapped to yourself? You’d better have it all the time. Because if you put it in yourto that pursuit, but you’ve got a sidearm strapped to yourself? You’d better have it all the time. Because if you put it in your

desk drawer, your purse, or your briefcase -- and where you gonna leave it?desk drawer, your purse, or your briefcase -- and where you gonna leave it?

J. JOHNSON: Let me tell you something, carrying this weapon on my side has been a pain all these years. I’m glad I have it if IJ. JOHNSON: Let me tell you something, carrying this weapon on my side has been a pain all these years. I’m glad I have it if I

need it, but let me tell you, it’s an awesome responsibility. And what do you do in the summertime when you dress down? Howneed it, but let me tell you, it’s an awesome responsibility. And what do you do in the summertime when you dress down? How

are you going to safeguard that weapon from a classroom full of 16-year-old boys that want to touch it? How are you gonna doare you going to safeguard that weapon from a classroom full of 16-year-old boys that want to touch it? How are you gonna do

that?that?

And certainly -- the holsters. I’m spending $200 a piece just for the holsters. You can’t rip it from my side.And certainly -- the holsters. I’m spending $200 a piece just for the holsters. You can’t rip it from my side.

So these are all the factors that in a robust, psychological service section we all face catastrophic changes in our lives as we goSo these are all the factors that in a robust, psychological service section we all face catastrophic changes in our lives as we go
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through divorce and other things that bring us down. But you need people to step in, like we have in policing, that notice thosethrough divorce and other things that bring us down. But you need people to step in, like we have in policing, that notice those

things and deal with them. This is a major issue.things and deal with them. This is a major issue.

WHITEHOUSE: We’ve had cases, including a case in Rhode Island, in which trained police officers who were off dutyWHITEHOUSE: We’ve had cases, including a case in Rhode Island, in which trained police officers who were off duty

responded to a situation, because they hadn’t been adequately trained in how to respond off duty and because they were out ofresponded to a situation, because they hadn’t been adequately trained in how to respond off duty and because they were out of

uniform, it lead to tragic blue-on-blue events.uniform, it lead to tragic blue-on-blue events.

Presumably, that would have some bearing on armed police officers responding to an event in which a lot of armed andPresumably, that would have some bearing on armed police officers responding to an event in which a lot of armed and

untrained teachers are trying to defend students in a school.untrained teachers are trying to defend students in a school.

J. JOHNSON: Well, it’s a very important point. Two years ago in Baltimore City an on-duty officer in plain clothes was shot byJ. JOHNSON: Well, it’s a very important point. Two years ago in Baltimore City an on-duty officer in plain clothes was shot by

uniformed on-duty personnel, and they work the same shift. It’s just in the darkness of the night they couldn’t tell.uniformed on-duty personnel, and they work the same shift. It’s just in the darkness of the night they couldn’t tell.

And as Captain Kelly has pointed out, that’s a major issue in the Tucson shooting.And as Captain Kelly has pointed out, that’s a major issue in the Tucson shooting.

WHITEHOUSE: And Ms. Trotter, a quick question. Sarah McKinley, in defending her home, used a Remington 870 ExpressWHITEHOUSE: And Ms. Trotter, a quick question. Sarah McKinley, in defending her home, used a Remington 870 Express

12-gauge shotgun that would not be banned under this statute, correct -- under the proposed statute?12-gauge shotgun that would not be banned under this statute, correct -- under the proposed statute?

TROTTER: I don’t -- I don’t remember what type of weapon she used.TROTTER: I don’t -- I don’t remember what type of weapon she used.

WHITEHOUSE: Well, trust me, that’s what it was. And it would not be banned under the statute.WHITEHOUSE: Well, trust me, that’s what it was. And it would not be banned under the statute.

So it doesn’t -- I think it proves the point that with ordinary firearms not 100-magazine, peculiar types of artifacts people areSo it doesn’t -- I think it proves the point that with ordinary firearms not 100-magazine, peculiar types of artifacts people are

quite capable of defending themselves. In fact, that was your example.quite capable of defending themselves. In fact, that was your example.

TROTTER: I respectfully disagree. I understand that you are also a graduate from the University of Virginia School of Law,TROTTER: I respectfully disagree. I understand that you are also a graduate from the University of Virginia School of Law,

and you were close to Monticello where Thomas Jefferson penned our Declaration of Independence and close to Montpelierand you were close to Monticello where Thomas Jefferson penned our Declaration of Independence and close to Montpelier

where James Madison was instrumental in drafting the Bill of Rights. And I think you can understand that as a woman I thinkwhere James Madison was instrumental in drafting the Bill of Rights. And I think you can understand that as a woman I think

it’s very important not to place undue burdens on our Second Amendment right to choose to defend ourselves.it’s very important not to place undue burdens on our Second Amendment right to choose to defend ourselves.

WHITEHOUSE: Oh, I have...WHITEHOUSE: Oh, I have...

(CROSSTALK)(CROSSTALK)

TROTTER: I don’t know what -- I don’t know what weapon she used...TROTTER: I don’t know what -- I don’t know what weapon she used...

WHITEHOUSE: ... the point. My point is that the example you used is one that would not bear (ph) an argument against theWHITEHOUSE: ... the point. My point is that the example you used is one that would not bear (ph) an argument against the

proposal that is before us, because that Remington 870 Express is a weapon that would be perfectly allowed.proposal that is before us, because that Remington 870 Express is a weapon that would be perfectly allowed.

TROTTER: So would it have been unreasonable for her to use a different gun to protect her child?TROTTER: So would it have been unreasonable for her to use a different gun to protect her child?
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WHITEHOUSE: I think that if she was using a 100 weapon -- let me put it another way. She would clearly have an adequateWHITEHOUSE: I think that if she was using a 100 weapon -- let me put it another way. She would clearly have an adequate

ability to protect her family without the need for a 100-round piece.ability to protect her family without the need for a 100-round piece.

TROTTER: How can you say that?TROTTER: How can you say that?

You -- you are a large man, and you are not a teenage...You -- you are a large man, and you are not a teenage...

(CROSSTALK)(CROSSTALK)

TROTTER: a tall -- tall man. You are not a young mother who has a young child with her. And I am passionate about thisTROTTER: a tall -- tall man. You are not a young mother who has a young child with her. And I am passionate about this

position. Because you cannot understand. You are not a woman stuck in her house having to defend her children, not able toposition. Because you cannot understand. You are not a woman stuck in her house having to defend her children, not able to

leave her child, not able to seek safety, on the phone with 911. And she cannot get the police there fast enough to protect herleave her child, not able to seek safety, on the phone with 911. And she cannot get the police there fast enough to protect her

child...child...

(CROSSTALK)(CROSSTALK)

TROTTER: ... and she’s not used to being in a firefight.TROTTER: ... and she’s not used to being in a firefight.

WHITEHOUSE: And my point simply is that she did it adequately and safely with lawful firearms and without the kind ofWHITEHOUSE: And my point simply is that she did it adequately and safely with lawful firearms and without the kind of

firepower that was brought to bear so that the 12th, 13th, 14th shots could be fired by the man who shot...firepower that was brought to bear so that the 12th, 13th, 14th shots could be fired by the man who shot...

(CROSSTALK)(CROSSTALK)

LEAHY: I’m gonna have to acknowledge and (inaudible) another round.LEAHY: I’m gonna have to acknowledge and (inaudible) another round.

There are a number of things that I could say as a gun owner, but I won’t. Pass up on the opportunity, and go to Senator Lee.There are a number of things that I could say as a gun owner, but I won’t. Pass up on the opportunity, and go to Senator Lee.

LEE: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.LEE: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

And I -- I’d like to thank each of the distinguished members of our panel today for enduring now over two hours of thisAnd I -- I’d like to thank each of the distinguished members of our panel today for enduring now over two hours of this

hearing.hearing.

As -- as a more junior member of the committee who sometimes gets to ask questions last or second to last, I’m especiallyAs -- as a more junior member of the committee who sometimes gets to ask questions last or second to last, I’m especially

appreciative of your willingness to stay this long.appreciative of your willingness to stay this long.

LEE: I think every one of us, both here in this room and everyone watching on television, has been horrified by the incidentsLEE: I think every one of us, both here in this room and everyone watching on television, has been horrified by the incidents

that occurred in Newtown, in -- in Tucson and elsewhere. And I don’t think there is one of us that wouldn’t like us to find athat occurred in Newtown, in -- in Tucson and elsewhere. And I don’t think there is one of us that wouldn’t like us to find a

way as a society to put an end to events like this.way as a society to put an end to events like this.

It would be my preference, if we could find a way to put an end to events like this, without doing violence to the ConstitutionIt would be my preference, if we could find a way to put an end to events like this, without doing violence to the Constitution
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and also without leaving law-abiding citizens more vulnerable to crime.and also without leaving law-abiding citizens more vulnerable to crime.

There are a number of statistics on this, but one statistic I’ve read has indicated that about 2.5 million times a year in America,There are a number of statistics on this, but one statistic I’ve read has indicated that about 2.5 million times a year in America,

a gun is used to protect its owner, its possessor, from a crime. That’s -- that’s quite significant and that’s a fact that we need toa gun is used to protect its owner, its possessor, from a crime. That’s -- that’s quite significant and that’s a fact that we need to

take into account.take into account.

There’s been a lot of reference today to the fact that the protections of the Constitution -- the protections of the SecondThere’s been a lot of reference today to the fact that the protections of the Constitution -- the protections of the Second

Amendment right to bear arms -- are not unlimited. And I agree that they are not unlimited. There are limits. I think it’sAmendment right to bear arms -- are not unlimited. And I agree that they are not unlimited. There are limits. I think it’s

important for us from time to time to focus on what those limits are.important for us from time to time to focus on what those limits are.

The Supreme Court in District of Columbia v. Heller held that the guns that are within the zone of protection of the SecondThe Supreme Court in District of Columbia v. Heller held that the guns that are within the zone of protection of the Second

Amendment are those that are typically possessed by law-abiding citizens for lawful purposes.Amendment are those that are typically possessed by law-abiding citizens for lawful purposes.

Why don’t we start with you, Professor Kopel. Can you tell me, is a gun -- a semi-automatic weapon, whether a rifle or a handWhy don’t we start with you, Professor Kopel. Can you tell me, is a gun -- a semi-automatic weapon, whether a rifle or a hand

gun, that holds more than 10 rounds in its ammunition magazine, one that could fairly be characterized as one that’s typicallygun, that holds more than 10 rounds in its ammunition magazine, one that could fairly be characterized as one that’s typically

possessed by law-abiding citizens for lawful purposes?possessed by law-abiding citizens for lawful purposes?

KOPEL: In hand guns, semi-automatics are 81 percent of new hand guns sold. A very large percentage of those have asKOPEL: In hand guns, semi-automatics are 81 percent of new hand guns sold. A very large percentage of those have as

standard, not as high-capacity, but as standard factory magazines -- magazines between 11 and 19 rounds. Another thing thatstandard, not as high-capacity, but as standard factory magazines -- magazines between 11 and 19 rounds. Another thing that

is very common, to get back to Senator Whitehouse’s issue about the Remington 870 shotgun, is Senator Feinstein’s bill wouldis very common, to get back to Senator Whitehouse’s issue about the Remington 870 shotgun, is Senator Feinstein’s bill would

outlaw that shotgun if it has a seven-round magazine on it. It comes with a five-round magazine. You can extend it buy twooutlaw that shotgun if it has a seven-round magazine on it. It comes with a five-round magazine. You can extend it buy two

rounds. And the Feinstein bill would outlaw that very standard home defense shotgun if it simply has a seven-round magazine.rounds. And the Feinstein bill would outlaw that very standard home defense shotgun if it simply has a seven-round magazine.

So, it’s all fine to talk about novelty items on the fringe, like a 100-round drum, but in practice what is at threat of beingSo, it’s all fine to talk about novelty items on the fringe, like a 100-round drum, but in practice what is at threat of being

outlawed, that people are actually using, is their standard capacity hand gun magazines and standard capacity magazines foroutlawed, that people are actually using, is their standard capacity hand gun magazines and standard capacity magazines for

rifles and shotguns.rifles and shotguns.

LEE: And what are the law -- what are the law-abiding citizens doing with these? In other words, what are the lawful purposesLEE: And what are the law -- what are the law-abiding citizens doing with these? In other words, what are the lawful purposes

to which law-abiding citizens are putting these guns, who own them?to which law-abiding citizens are putting these guns, who own them?

KOPEL: Self-defense, target shooting -- all the purposes which is lawful to possess a firearm. And I would -- regarding whatKOPEL: Self-defense, target shooting -- all the purposes which is lawful to possess a firearm. And I would -- regarding what

the chief was talking about about all this extra training that police officers have. Well, since I represented the two leadingthe chief was talking about about all this extra training that police officers have. Well, since I represented the two leading

police training organizations in the U.S. Supreme Court, I would certainly agree that the police have more training for all kindspolice training organizations in the U.S. Supreme Court, I would certainly agree that the police have more training for all kinds

of reasons, including they have the power to effectuate arrests, which ordinary citizens don’t.of reasons, including they have the power to effectuate arrests, which ordinary citizens don’t.

But the training -- in the view of the police training organizations, the International Law Enforcement Educators and TrainersBut the training -- in the view of the police training organizations, the International Law Enforcement Educators and Trainers

Association, the International Association of Law Enforcement Firearms Instructors, they believe that the training that isAssociation, the International Association of Law Enforcement Firearms Instructors, they believe that the training that is

required in most states to obtain a permit to carry a hand gun for lawful protection of self -- only nine states currently violaterequired in most states to obtain a permit to carry a hand gun for lawful protection of self -- only nine states currently violate

that by not letting trained citizens carry -- that that is appropriate, sufficient for people to be able to protect themselves, notthat by not letting trained citizens carry -- that that is appropriate, sufficient for people to be able to protect themselves, not

necessarily to go out and do arrests, but to defend themselves. And that includes defending themselves in their place ofnecessarily to go out and do arrests, but to defend themselves. And that includes defending themselves in their place of
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employment, including if that place of employment happens to be a school.employment, including if that place of employment happens to be a school.

LEE: Well, one of the arguments that I’ve frequently heard for making this type of weapon illegal or making any weapon illegalLEE: Well, one of the arguments that I’ve frequently heard for making this type of weapon illegal or making any weapon illegal

if you’re using an ammunition magazine containing more than 10 rounds is that weapons like these are available on aif you’re using an ammunition magazine containing more than 10 rounds is that weapons like these are available on a

widespread basis; that -- that it’s relatively easy to buy them in the sense that, you know, most people may lawfully buy themwidespread basis; that -- that it’s relatively easy to buy them in the sense that, you know, most people may lawfully buy them

and own them. And that’s used as an argument in favor of restricting access to these weapons.and own them. And that’s used as an argument in favor of restricting access to these weapons.

In your opinion, does that make it more or less constitutionally permissible to restrict their sale?In your opinion, does that make it more or less constitutionally permissible to restrict their sale?

KOPEL: Well, I think you’ve hit exactly what District of Columbia v. Heller was all about, which, you know, you talk about howKOPEL: Well, I think you’ve hit exactly what District of Columbia v. Heller was all about, which, you know, you talk about how

often are 100-round magazines used in crimes. Pretty rarely. How often are they used in self-defense? Pretty rarely, too.often are 100-round magazines used in crimes. Pretty rarely. How often are they used in self-defense? Pretty rarely, too.

Hand guns are used -- they’re 70 percent of gun homicides are perpetrated with hand guns. And the Supreme Court said theHand guns are used -- they’re 70 percent of gun homicides are perpetrated with hand guns. And the Supreme Court said the

fact that these are very frequently used in crimes does not mean that under the Constitution, you can prohibit them.fact that these are very frequently used in crimes does not mean that under the Constitution, you can prohibit them.

KOPEL: So the point -- the fact that you can point to any particular crime where a gun was misused and say, “Oh, that provesKOPEL: So the point -- the fact that you can point to any particular crime where a gun was misused and say, “Oh, that proves

we have to ban this gun or this accessory,” is the opposite of what the Supreme Court is saying. The Supreme Court is saying,we have to ban this gun or this accessory,” is the opposite of what the Supreme Court is saying. The Supreme Court is saying,

“You don’t look only at the misuse of an arm or an accessory, you look at its lawful use. Does it have common, lawful use?”“You don’t look only at the misuse of an arm or an accessory, you look at its lawful use. Does it have common, lawful use?”

Yes, handguns have common, lawful use. Yes, handgun magazines in the standard size of 11 to 19 rounds have common, lawfulYes, handguns have common, lawful use. Yes, handgun magazines in the standard size of 11 to 19 rounds have common, lawful

use. And yes, the AR-15 rifle, the most popular, best-selling rifle in this country for years, has pervasive lawful use.use. And yes, the AR-15 rifle, the most popular, best-selling rifle in this country for years, has pervasive lawful use.

LEE: So, if we restrict access to these guns, we’re -- we’re limiting the ability of individual Americans, law-abiding Americans,LEE: So, if we restrict access to these guns, we’re -- we’re limiting the ability of individual Americans, law-abiding Americans,

to use them for lawful purposes?to use them for lawful purposes?

KOPEL: Yes, and the -- and the teaching of Heller is the fact that Criminals may misuse something, but that does notKOPEL: Yes, and the -- and the teaching of Heller is the fact that Criminals may misuse something, but that does not

constitute sufficient reason to prohibit law-abiding citizens from using a commonly used firearm.constitute sufficient reason to prohibit law-abiding citizens from using a commonly used firearm.

LEE: Ms. Trotter, do most of the gun-owning women that you know have an inclination to abide by the law in connection withLEE: Ms. Trotter, do most of the gun-owning women that you know have an inclination to abide by the law in connection with

a gun ownership?a gun ownership?

TROTTER: Yes, definitely.TROTTER: Yes, definitely.

LEE: If we were to ban all weapons that contained an ammunition magazine capable of accommodating more than 10 rounds,LEE: If we were to ban all weapons that contained an ammunition magazine capable of accommodating more than 10 rounds,

would most female gun owners abide by that law?would most female gun owners abide by that law?

TROTTER: Of course.TROTTER: Of course.

LEE: What about criminals, those who use weapons like these in connection with crimes? Do you think they are as likely toLEE: What about criminals, those who use weapons like these in connection with crimes? Do you think they are as likely to

abide by that law?abide by that law?
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TROTTER: By definition, criminal are not abiding by the law.TROTTER: By definition, criminal are not abiding by the law.

LEE: Where does that then put women like those that you described -- women like those that you represent, what kind ofLEE: Where does that then put women like those that you described -- women like those that you represent, what kind of

position does this put them in relative to their -- their current position, as their ability to defend themselves?position does this put them in relative to their -- their current position, as their ability to defend themselves?

TROTTER: It disarms the women, it puts them at a severe disadvantage and it not only affects them, but it affects anybodyTROTTER: It disarms the women, it puts them at a severe disadvantage and it not only affects them, but it affects anybody

they are responsible for, their children, elderly relatives, incapacitated family members.they are responsible for, their children, elderly relatives, incapacitated family members.

LEE: Mr. Chairman, I see my time’s expired. I have one question for Mr. Johnson, if I could have -- Mr. Johnson, according toLEE: Mr. Chairman, I see my time’s expired. I have one question for Mr. Johnson, if I could have -- Mr. Johnson, according to

FBI statistics, about 72 percent of the gun homicides that are committed each year in America are committed with handguns,FBI statistics, about 72 percent of the gun homicides that are committed each year in America are committed with handguns,

4 percent with rifles, 4 percent with shotguns, 1 percent with other types of -- of firearms, and then 18 percent that fit into the4 percent with rifles, 4 percent with shotguns, 1 percent with other types of -- of firearms, and then 18 percent that fit into the

category of unknown, but 72 percent classified as -- as handguns.category of unknown, but 72 percent classified as -- as handguns.

If 72 percent of gun homicides are being committed with handguns, would that suggest that you prefer banning handguns asIf 72 percent of gun homicides are being committed with handguns, would that suggest that you prefer banning handguns as

well?well?

J. JOHNSON: Our partnership -- and frankly I’ve been party to no discussion of banning handguns or restricting handgunsJ. JOHNSON: Our partnership -- and frankly I’ve been party to no discussion of banning handguns or restricting handguns

from women or any other group.from women or any other group.

I don’t want to give up my hand guns. We are here today to talk about a universal background check that would help make ourI don’t want to give up my hand guns. We are here today to talk about a universal background check that would help make our

nation safer and limit high-capacity magazines. They are used in crimes and violence across America.nation safer and limit high-capacity magazines. They are used in crimes and violence across America.

LEE: Even though far more people die each year from handgun- inflicted injury is an assault weapon-inflicted injuries.LEE: Even though far more people die each year from handgun- inflicted injury is an assault weapon-inflicted injuries.

J. JOHNSON: We believe the limit on high-capacity magazines, even in handguns is necessary. No more than 10.J. JOHNSON: We believe the limit on high-capacity magazines, even in handguns is necessary. No more than 10.

LEE: Thank you.LEE: Thank you.

LEAHY: Senator Klobuchar.LEAHY: Senator Klobuchar.

KLOBUCHAR: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.KLOBUCHAR: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

Thank you, I first wanted to just acknowledge all of the family out here who have lost loved ones in shootings. And I especiallyThank you, I first wanted to just acknowledge all of the family out here who have lost loved ones in shootings. And I especially

wanted to acknowledge Maya Ramin (ph) who’s here from Minnesota, who lost their dad, (inaudible), in a horrible shooting atwanted to acknowledge Maya Ramin (ph) who’s here from Minnesota, who lost their dad, (inaudible), in a horrible shooting at

the company that he built and loved, a small business in which he was killed along with four other employees and a UPS guythe company that he built and loved, a small business in which he was killed along with four other employees and a UPS guy

who just happened to be there by a coworker who was mentally unstable. And this just happened this fall.who just happened to be there by a coworker who was mentally unstable. And this just happened this fall.

So thank you.So thank you.

I also was listening to all the statistics here, which are very important. I am a former prosecutor, I believe in evidence. But theI also was listening to all the statistics here, which are very important. I am a former prosecutor, I believe in evidence. But the
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statistic that I will never forget is the one from Newtown, Connecticut, shared with me by a relative of one of the young victimsstatistic that I will never forget is the one from Newtown, Connecticut, shared with me by a relative of one of the young victims

in that tragedy.in that tragedy.

And that is that little Charlotte Bacon loved her Girl Scout troop. And her Girl Scout troop once had 10 girls, and now there areAnd that is that little Charlotte Bacon loved her Girl Scout troop. And her Girl Scout troop once had 10 girls, and now there are

only five left.only five left.

We have to remember what this is all about as we look at solutions.We have to remember what this is all about as we look at solutions.

KLOBUCHAR: For me, as a former prosecutor, I’ve always believed in enforcing the laws on the books. And, Mr. LaPierre, IKLOBUCHAR: For me, as a former prosecutor, I’ve always believed in enforcing the laws on the books. And, Mr. LaPierre, I

made it a major, major focus of our office to prosecute the (inaudible) and possession of guns. I think that is clearly part of themade it a major, major focus of our office to prosecute the (inaudible) and possession of guns. I think that is clearly part of the

solution. You cannot lessen the importance of that as we go forward.solution. You cannot lessen the importance of that as we go forward.

But there are other things as well, including the recommendations that have been made by Vice President Biden and that taskBut there are other things as well, including the recommendations that have been made by Vice President Biden and that task

force. And I think it’s very important that we explore those in addition to enforcing the laws on the books.force. And I think it’s very important that we explore those in addition to enforcing the laws on the books.

I have heard from my sheriffs -- Republican sheriffs from all over my state, that there are major issues with backgroundI have heard from my sheriffs -- Republican sheriffs from all over my state, that there are major issues with background

checks.checks.

And so, I think I would turn to that first, Chief Johnson. We have had -- we had a guy in Minnesota that just came our paper,And so, I think I would turn to that first, Chief Johnson. We have had -- we had a guy in Minnesota that just came our paper,

the Minneapolis paper, who had killed his parents as a juvenile. Got out. Somehow got a permit, and was able to obtain guns.the Minneapolis paper, who had killed his parents as a juvenile. Got out. Somehow got a permit, and was able to obtain guns.

In fact, when they found him, he had 13 guns in his house. And he had a note that he had written to the gunman in Newtown.In fact, when they found him, he had 13 guns in his house. And he had a note that he had written to the gunman in Newtown.

And he also said in the note, “I am so homicide, I think about killing all the time.”And he also said in the note, “I am so homicide, I think about killing all the time.”

He was able to get a permit and get those guns. This just came out in our local paper.He was able to get a permit and get those guns. This just came out in our local paper.

And I wondered what you see as some of the biggest loopholes. We’ve talked about gun shows, Internet, private sales, and --And I wondered what you see as some of the biggest loopholes. We’ve talked about gun shows, Internet, private sales, and --

and how you think that could help?and how you think that could help?

And then I want to get to the thing you talked about, about how you can get those background checks done quickly, because IAnd then I want to get to the thing you talked about, about how you can get those background checks done quickly, because I

come from a hunting state. The last thing I want to do is hurt my Uncle Dick in his deer stand. And I want to make sure thatcome from a hunting state. The last thing I want to do is hurt my Uncle Dick in his deer stand. And I want to make sure that

what we do works.what we do works.

And so, if you could address that.And so, if you could address that.

J. JOHNSON: There’s been great improvement in the nation. Some statistics show nearly 800 percent increase in data enteredJ. JOHNSON: There’s been great improvement in the nation. Some statistics show nearly 800 percent increase in data entered

into the National Instant Criminal Background Check System. That’s good, but it’s not good enough. And we’re really failinginto the National Instant Criminal Background Check System. That’s good, but it’s not good enough. And we’re really failing

miserably, nationally, entering that data.miserably, nationally, entering that data.

Statistics I’ve read indicate that nearly 18 states across the nation submit less than 100 records to the NICS system on a -- on aStatistics I’ve read indicate that nearly 18 states across the nation submit less than 100 records to the NICS system on a -- on a
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regular basis. We’ve to improve that. Maryland has to improve that, in fact. We’re not doing enough in Maryland.regular basis. We’ve to improve that. Maryland has to improve that, in fact. We’re not doing enough in Maryland.

KLOBUCHAR: And is it true that about 40 percent of gun sales take place at the gun shows?KLOBUCHAR: And is it true that about 40 percent of gun sales take place at the gun shows?

J. JOHNSON: Statistics reveal that 40 percent of gun sales take place at gun shows and other non-licensed dealer salesJ. JOHNSON: Statistics reveal that 40 percent of gun sales take place at gun shows and other non-licensed dealer sales

arrangements. Nearly 6.6 million guns through that process a year.arrangements. Nearly 6.6 million guns through that process a year.

KLOBUCHAR: And are more and more people now using the Internet to buy guns, as we see in other areas?KLOBUCHAR: And are more and more people now using the Internet to buy guns, as we see in other areas?

J. JOHNSON: I sat with my detectives in the gun squad for weeks before I had a chance to come -- the honor to come hereJ. JOHNSON: I sat with my detectives in the gun squad for weeks before I had a chance to come -- the honor to come here

today. And they regularly used Internet, PennySaver classified ads. They’ll go outside the state in many cases. A variety oftoday. And they regularly used Internet, PennySaver classified ads. They’ll go outside the state in many cases. A variety of

methods, including straw purchasers.methods, including straw purchasers.

KLOBUCHAR: And you talked a little bit earlier about how quickly these background checks can get done. You compared it toKLOBUCHAR: And you talked a little bit earlier about how quickly these background checks can get done. You compared it to

issuing a ticket. If you could answer that.issuing a ticket. If you could answer that.

J. JOHNSON: The analysis that we’ve conducted, the information I have, I believe it’s 92 percent of NICS background checksJ. JOHNSON: The analysis that we’ve conducted, the information I have, I believe it’s 92 percent of NICS background checks

come back in less than a minute and half when you go to a licensed federal dealer.come back in less than a minute and half when you go to a licensed federal dealer.

And, certainly, that’s much quicker than I can write a citation. And I think that should be universal. That’s what we’re callingAnd, certainly, that’s much quicker than I can write a citation. And I think that should be universal. That’s what we’re calling

for. That’s what’s gonna make our nation safer.for. That’s what’s gonna make our nation safer.

KLOBUCHAR: Mr. LaPierre, do you want to respond about the -- the timing on the checks?KLOBUCHAR: Mr. LaPierre, do you want to respond about the -- the timing on the checks?

LAPIERRE: Sure, I’ll respond to -- yes, Senator, a couple points. One, the chief’s talking about using the Internet to doLAPIERRE: Sure, I’ll respond to -- yes, Senator, a couple points. One, the chief’s talking about using the Internet to do

interstate sales. That is a federal crime and should be prosecuted. The only way you can do a sale, it would have to go throughinterstate sales. That is a federal crime and should be prosecuted. The only way you can do a sale, it would have to go through

a dealer and it would have to be cleared through a check.a dealer and it would have to be cleared through a check.

The senator from Rhode Island talked about the prosecution data. I get all that from the Syracuse University track data, whichThe senator from Rhode Island talked about the prosecution data. I get all that from the Syracuse University track data, which

is who tracks the initial -- the prosecution of the federal gun laws where that’s the initial charge.is who tracks the initial -- the prosecution of the federal gun laws where that’s the initial charge.

And why Project Exile worked in Richmond, Virginia, is what they started to is they caught a drug dealer with a gun. They putAnd why Project Exile worked in Richmond, Virginia, is what they started to is they caught a drug dealer with a gun. They put

signs up all over the city saying if you have an illegal gun in Richmond under federal law, you’re going to be prosecuted 100signs up all over the city saying if you have an illegal gun in Richmond under federal law, you’re going to be prosecuted 100

percent of the time. Drug dealers, gangs and felons stopped carrying guns.percent of the time. Drug dealers, gangs and felons stopped carrying guns.

So those -- the ‘62 (ph), Senator, statistic, was for Chicago alone, not for the entire country.So those -- the ‘62 (ph), Senator, statistic, was for Chicago alone, not for the entire country.

KLOBUCHAR: Mr. LaPierre, if you could...KLOBUCHAR: Mr. LaPierre, if you could...

LAPIERRE: Yeah. KLOBUCHAR: ... and I know you want to discuss this with Senator Whitehouse, but I have question aboutLAPIERRE: Yeah. KLOBUCHAR: ... and I know you want to discuss this with Senator Whitehouse, but I have question about
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the timing. Could -- do you agree with the chief here that we could do this quickly? And all we’re trying to do here is close somethe timing. Could -- do you agree with the chief here that we could do this quickly? And all we’re trying to do here is close some

of these loophole so we expand some of the background checks, but that it still could be done in a way that won’t interfere withof these loophole so we expand some of the background checks, but that it still could be done in a way that won’t interfere with

law-abiding gun owners.law-abiding gun owners.

LAPIERRE: Well, gun shows, right now are -- according to all the surveys, are not a source of crime guns, anyway. It’s 1.7LAPIERRE: Well, gun shows, right now are -- according to all the surveys, are not a source of crime guns, anyway. It’s 1.7

percent. Where criminals are guns, they’re -- the black market. They’re stealing them, They’re not getting them through gunpercent. Where criminals are guns, they’re -- the black market. They’re stealing them, They’re not getting them through gun

shows.shows.

But if you’re talking about expanding a system that is already overloaded, where they’re not doing any prosecutions, basically.But if you’re talking about expanding a system that is already overloaded, where they’re not doing any prosecutions, basically.

Even if they catch somebody, they’re saying -- it’s like Bonnie and Clyde. They catch Clyde, and he goes home and says,Even if they catch somebody, they’re saying -- it’s like Bonnie and Clyde. They catch Clyde, and he goes home and says,

“Bonnie, they didn’t do anything to me, so let’s go commit our crime and get a gun.”“Bonnie, they didn’t do anything to me, so let’s go commit our crime and get a gun.”

LAPIERRE: I mean, if -- if you’re talking about expanding that system to every hunter, to every family member, every relativeLAPIERRE: I mean, if -- if you’re talking about expanding that system to every hunter, to every family member, every relative

all over the United States, when the system already can’t handle what it has, you’re creating an enormous federal bureaucracy.all over the United States, when the system already can’t handle what it has, you’re creating an enormous federal bureaucracy.

It’s only going to hit the law-abiding people, not criminals.It’s only going to hit the law-abiding people, not criminals.

Honest people are going to be entrapped into committing crimes they had no intention to commit and it’s going to -- it’s anHonest people are going to be entrapped into committing crimes they had no intention to commit and it’s going to -- it’s an

unworkable universal federal nightmare bureaucracy being imposed under the federal government.unworkable universal federal nightmare bureaucracy being imposed under the federal government.

I just don’t think that law-abiding people want every gun sale in the country to be under the thumb of the federal government.I just don’t think that law-abiding people want every gun sale in the country to be under the thumb of the federal government.

KLOBUCHAR: But it’s my understanding that when people buy guns, they do undergo a background check. We know that andKLOBUCHAR: But it’s my understanding that when people buy guns, they do undergo a background check. We know that and

we’re just simply trying to close some of these loopholes.we’re just simply trying to close some of these loopholes.

Chief? Do you want to respond to this?Chief? Do you want to respond to this?

J. JOHNSON: Well, certainly when a weapon is purchased through a licensed federal dealer, they undergo a backgroundJ. JOHNSON: Well, certainly when a weapon is purchased through a licensed federal dealer, they undergo a background

check. But, as we’ve said many times here today 40 percent of these guns are being sold outside that process. This is notcheck. But, as we’ve said many times here today 40 percent of these guns are being sold outside that process. This is not

unreasonable. And certainly I don’t consider it a restriction. If I buy a gun next year, you know through a private seller, I’ll gounreasonable. And certainly I don’t consider it a restriction. If I buy a gun next year, you know through a private seller, I’ll go

to a licensed dealer to do it. This is not unreasonable.to a licensed dealer to do it. This is not unreasonable.

KLOBUCHAR: And Captain Kelly, I think you really said it best at the very beginning of this lengthy hearing when you talkedKLOBUCHAR: And Captain Kelly, I think you really said it best at the very beginning of this lengthy hearing when you talked

about your belief in the Second Amendment, and in those rights. But with those rights comes responsibility. And you talkedabout your belief in the Second Amendment, and in those rights. But with those rights comes responsibility. And you talked

about the responsibility to make sure that these guns do not get into the hands of criminals and terrorists, and those withabout the responsibility to make sure that these guns do not get into the hands of criminals and terrorists, and those with

mental illness. And do you see this, the background check, as a way to get at this problem?mental illness. And do you see this, the background check, as a way to get at this problem?

KELLY: Gabby and I are both responsible gun owners. I bought a hunting rifle from Walmart a few months ago, and I wentKELLY: Gabby and I are both responsible gun owners. I bought a hunting rifle from Walmart a few months ago, and I went

through a background check. It didn’t take very long. And they -- you know they were able to very clearly determine that, youthrough a background check. It didn’t take very long. And they -- you know they were able to very clearly determine that, you

know I was a responsible person. You know in -- in Tuscon, and in many of these cases there are people that either would haveknow I was a responsible person. You know in -- in Tuscon, and in many of these cases there are people that either would have

failed a background check if the right data was in the system, like in the case of Jared Loughner, and certainly in that case hefailed a background check if the right data was in the system, like in the case of Jared Loughner, and certainly in that case he
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would have the option to go to a gun show, or a private seller, and I imagine he would have gotten a weapon. You know he waswould have the option to go to a gun show, or a private seller, and I imagine he would have gotten a weapon. You know he was

a pretty marginalized person. I would imagine, and -- and quite mentally ill and didn’t have much of a community around him.a pretty marginalized person. I would imagine, and -- and quite mentally ill and didn’t have much of a community around him.

I imagine in that case, if he would have not been able to get -- not pass a background check, and -- if there was a universalI imagine in that case, if he would have not been able to get -- not pass a background check, and -- if there was a universal

background check, I actually don’t see him going on the black market to get a gun. And maybe if he did, maybe it would havebackground check, I actually don’t see him going on the black market to get a gun. And maybe if he did, maybe it would have

taken him a long time to do that. To find the right place to go.taken him a long time to do that. To find the right place to go.

And maybe in that period of time, just maybe his parents would have gotten him some treatment, got him on medication. AndAnd maybe in that period of time, just maybe his parents would have gotten him some treatment, got him on medication. And

if they did, from what his attorney and the prosecutors have told me, on medication he would have never done what he did onif they did, from what his attorney and the prosecutors have told me, on medication he would have never done what he did on

that day. I mean, so you might not be able to prevent every single criminal from getting a weapon, but a universal backgroundthat day. I mean, so you might not be able to prevent every single criminal from getting a weapon, but a universal background

check is a common-sense thing to do.check is a common-sense thing to do.

I mean if we do them for federal licensed dealers, why can’t we just do it at the gun show, and for a private sale?I mean if we do them for federal licensed dealers, why can’t we just do it at the gun show, and for a private sale?

KLOBUCHAR: Thank you very much. And I was thinking as I listened to you, about all the people in this room that haveKLOBUCHAR: Thank you very much. And I was thinking as I listened to you, about all the people in this room that have

thought those maybes too. Maybe if this had been in place, maybe if that had been in place. And I think your acknowledgmentthought those maybes too. Maybe if this had been in place, maybe if that had been in place. And I think your acknowledgment

that it’s not one solution for every person, for every case. That we have to enforce the laws, but we have to do better withthat it’s not one solution for every person, for every case. That we have to enforce the laws, but we have to do better with

background checks and the number of the proposals that recommended out there by Vice President Biden’s commission thatbackground checks and the number of the proposals that recommended out there by Vice President Biden’s commission that

we can do better. Thank you.we can do better. Thank you.

LEAHY: Thank you.LEAHY: Thank you.

I want to welcome one of our three new members to the committee, Senator Cruz of Texas. And Senator Cruz, you have theI want to welcome one of our three new members to the committee, Senator Cruz of Texas. And Senator Cruz, you have the

floor. I apologize that the allergies cause my voice to be so bad.floor. I apologize that the allergies cause my voice to be so bad.

CRUZ: I thank you Mr. Chairman and it is a pleasure to serve with you, and all the members of this committee. I want to beginCRUZ: I thank you Mr. Chairman and it is a pleasure to serve with you, and all the members of this committee. I want to begin

by thanking each of the distinguished witnesses who have come here today. Thank you for taking your time. In particular, Iby thanking each of the distinguished witnesses who have come here today. Thank you for taking your time. In particular, I

want to thank you Captain Kelly for your service to this country, and for your wife’s extraordinary journey, for her comingwant to thank you Captain Kelly for your service to this country, and for your wife’s extraordinary journey, for her coming

here.here.

CRUZ: Congresswoman Giffords has been lifted up in prayer by millions of Americans, and her heroic recovery isCRUZ: Congresswoman Giffords has been lifted up in prayer by millions of Americans, and her heroic recovery is

inspirational. And please know that you, and your family will continue in our prayers in the years to come.inspirational. And please know that you, and your family will continue in our prayers in the years to come.

My wife and I have two little girls. They are 4 and 2. I think no parent, and in particular no parent of young children could --My wife and I have two little girls. They are 4 and 2. I think no parent, and in particular no parent of young children could --

could watch what happened in Newtown without being utterly horrified -- utterly horrified at the depravity of a derangedcould watch what happened in Newtown without being utterly horrified -- utterly horrified at the depravity of a deranged

criminal who -- who -- who would senselessly murder 20 young children at an elementary school.criminal who -- who -- who would senselessly murder 20 young children at an elementary school.

Unfortunately in Washington, emotion often leads to bad policies. When a tragedy occurs, often this body rushes to act. And atUnfortunately in Washington, emotion often leads to bad policies. When a tragedy occurs, often this body rushes to act. And at

times it seems the considerations of this body operate in a fact-free zone. I will suggest a philosophy that I think should guidetimes it seems the considerations of this body operate in a fact-free zone. I will suggest a philosophy that I think should guide

this body in assessing gun violence, and then I would like to highlight and ask a few questions on a couple of points that I thinkthis body in assessing gun violence, and then I would like to highlight and ask a few questions on a couple of points that I think

are particularly salient to addressing this issue.are particularly salient to addressing this issue.
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The philosophy I would suggest makes sense is that we should be vigorous and unrelenting in working to prevent, to deter andThe philosophy I would suggest makes sense is that we should be vigorous and unrelenting in working to prevent, to deter and

to punish violent criminals. I have spent a substantial portion of my professional life working in law enforcement. And theto punish violent criminals. I have spent a substantial portion of my professional life working in law enforcement. And the

tragedies that are inflicted on innocent Americans every day by criminals are heartbreaking, and we need to do more totragedies that are inflicted on innocent Americans every day by criminals are heartbreaking, and we need to do more to

prevent them.prevent them.

At the same time, I think we should remain vigilant in protecting the constitutional rights of law-abiding citizens. And I thinkAt the same time, I think we should remain vigilant in protecting the constitutional rights of law-abiding citizens. And I think

far too often, the approaches that have been suggested by this Congress to the issue of gun violence restricts the liberties offar too often, the approaches that have been suggested by this Congress to the issue of gun violence restricts the liberties of

law-abiding citizens rather than targeting the violent criminals that we should be targeting.law-abiding citizens rather than targeting the violent criminals that we should be targeting.

And I would point out that I hope some of the passion we have seen from members of this committee with respect to the needAnd I would point out that I hope some of the passion we have seen from members of this committee with respect to the need

to prevent violent crime will be reflected equally should we find ourselves in a judicial confirmation hearing with a judicialto prevent violent crime will be reflected equally should we find ourselves in a judicial confirmation hearing with a judicial

nominee who has a record of abusing the exclusionary rule to exclude evidence that results in a violent criminal walking freenominee who has a record of abusing the exclusionary rule to exclude evidence that results in a violent criminal walking free

and being able to commit yet another crime. I hope we see exactly the same passion devoted to assessing whether judicialand being able to commit yet another crime. I hope we see exactly the same passion devoted to assessing whether judicial

nominees will enforce our criminal laws and not frustrate the administration of justice.nominees will enforce our criminal laws and not frustrate the administration of justice.

Three points I think are particularly salient. The first is, in my judgment, the proposed assault weapons ban is a singularlyThree points I think are particularly salient. The first is, in my judgment, the proposed assault weapons ban is a singularly

ineffective piece of legislation.ineffective piece of legislation.

I was having a conversation recently with a loved one in my family who asked a very reasonable question. She said, why doI was having a conversation recently with a loved one in my family who asked a very reasonable question. She said, why do

regular people need machine guns? And, you know, one of the things that happens in this debate is the phrase “assaultregular people need machine guns? And, you know, one of the things that happens in this debate is the phrase “assault

weapons ban” gets a lot of people really concerned, and they assume, much like the phrase “military-style weapons” that we’reweapons ban” gets a lot of people really concerned, and they assume, much like the phrase “military-style weapons” that we’re

talking about ordinary citizens walking around with M-16s and Uzis that are fully automatic.talking about ordinary citizens walking around with M-16s and Uzis that are fully automatic.

Fully automatic machine guns are already functionally illegal. Ordinary citizens cannot own them, absent very, very heavyFully automatic machine guns are already functionally illegal. Ordinary citizens cannot own them, absent very, very heavy

regulation. This entire discussion does not concern machine guns, and yet I would venture to say, a large percentage ofregulation. This entire discussion does not concern machine guns, and yet I would venture to say, a large percentage of

Americans do not understand that.Americans do not understand that.

I want to begin by talking about the assault weapons ban as it was enforced before. And I would ask for slide number 1.I want to begin by talking about the assault weapons ban as it was enforced before. And I would ask for slide number 1.

The assault weapons ban that used to be in effect, according to the Department of Justice, quote, “failed to reduce the averageThe assault weapons ban that used to be in effect, according to the Department of Justice, quote, “failed to reduce the average

number of victims per gun murder incident or multiple gunshot wound victims.” Now, that is the assessment of the Unitednumber of victims per gun murder incident or multiple gunshot wound victims.” Now, that is the assessment of the United

States Department of Justice, and that is in 1994. That was the Janet Reno Department of Justice under President Clinton thatStates Department of Justice, and that is in 1994. That was the Janet Reno Department of Justice under President Clinton that

said the assault weapons ban was singularly ineffective.said the assault weapons ban was singularly ineffective.

If we can move to the second slide.If we can move to the second slide.

The Department of Justice, likewise, concluded that the assault weapons ban, quote, “under it there has been no discernibleThe Department of Justice, likewise, concluded that the assault weapons ban, quote, “under it there has been no discernible

reduction in the lethality and injuriousness of gun violence.”reduction in the lethality and injuriousness of gun violence.”

So the reaction to this tragedy in Newtown is for a lot of elected officials in Washington to rush to re-enact a law that accordingSo the reaction to this tragedy in Newtown is for a lot of elected officials in Washington to rush to re-enact a law that according
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to the Department of Justice did absolutely nothing to reduce gun violence.to the Department of Justice did absolutely nothing to reduce gun violence.

Now, why is that? That’s not accidental. Because the assault weapons ban, if it doesn’t ban machine guns, what does it ban?Now, why is that? That’s not accidental. Because the assault weapons ban, if it doesn’t ban machine guns, what does it ban?

And what it bans, I would suggest to you, are scary-looking guns.And what it bans, I would suggest to you, are scary-looking guns.

If we can move to slide 3.If we can move to slide 3.

This is a photograph of a Remington 750. It is one of the most popular hunting rifles in America. This rifle would be entirelyThis is a photograph of a Remington 750. It is one of the most popular hunting rifles in America. This rifle would be entirely

legal under this so-called assault weapons ban.legal under this so-called assault weapons ban.

CRUZ: Now, I have a question for you, Mr. LaPierre. Functionally, in terms of the operation of this firearm -- this is aCRUZ: Now, I have a question for you, Mr. LaPierre. Functionally, in terms of the operation of this firearm -- this is a

semi-automatic firearm. You pull the trigger once, one bullet comes out. Is the operational firing mechanism in this firearmsemi-automatic firearm. You pull the trigger once, one bullet comes out. Is the operational firing mechanism in this firearm

materially different from the so-called assault weapons ban that this -- this bill is targeted at?materially different from the so-called assault weapons ban that this -- this bill is targeted at?

LAPIERRE: No, it’s not.LAPIERRE: No, it’s not.

CRUZ: Now, what the assault weapons ban instead targets are cosmetic features. So, for example, I am holding in my hand aCRUZ: Now, what the assault weapons ban instead targets are cosmetic features. So, for example, I am holding in my hand a

pistol grip. Under this proposed legislation, if this piece of plastic, this pistol grip were attached to this rifle, it would suddenlypistol grip. Under this proposed legislation, if this piece of plastic, this pistol grip were attached to this rifle, it would suddenly

become a banned assault weapon.become a banned assault weapon.

Now, I would ask you, Mr. LaPierre, are you aware of any evidence to suggest that attaching a piece of plastic to this rifleNow, I would ask you, Mr. LaPierre, are you aware of any evidence to suggest that attaching a piece of plastic to this rifle

would make it in any way whatsoever even slightly more dangerous?would make it in any way whatsoever even slightly more dangerous?

LAPIERRE: No, that -- that -- the problem with the whole bill that Senator Feinstein introduced is it’s based on falsehoods toLAPIERRE: No, that -- that -- the problem with the whole bill that Senator Feinstein introduced is it’s based on falsehoods to

people that do not understand firearms, to convince them that the performance characteristics of guns that they are trying topeople that do not understand firearms, to convince them that the performance characteristics of guns that they are trying to

ban through that bill are different than the performance characteristics that they’re not trying to ban.ban through that bill are different than the performance characteristics that they’re not trying to ban.

They make bigger holes. They’re rapid-fire. They spray bullets. They’re more powerful. They’re heavy armor. All of that isThey make bigger holes. They’re rapid-fire. They spray bullets. They’re more powerful. They’re heavy armor. All of that is

simply not true. I mean, the -- the AR-15 that people -- uses a .223s, and then I hear in the media all the time and people say,simply not true. I mean, the -- the AR-15 that people -- uses a .223s, and then I hear in the media all the time and people say,

“Well, no deer hunter would use something that powerful.” I mean, .243s, .270s, 25.06, 30.06, .308s -- dozens of other“Well, no deer hunter would use something that powerful.” I mean, .243s, .270s, 25.06, 30.06, .308s -- dozens of other

calibers used in hunting are more powerful.calibers used in hunting are more powerful.

I mean...I mean...

CRUZ: So let me make sure I understand that right. This deer rifle which is entirely legal and is used by millions of Americans,CRUZ: So let me make sure I understand that right. This deer rifle which is entirely legal and is used by millions of Americans,

is the -- is sold in the identical caliber as the so-called assault weapons ban, although those look scarier because they have ais the -- is sold in the identical caliber as the so-called assault weapons ban, although those look scarier because they have a

piece of plastic attached to them.piece of plastic attached to them.

LAPIERRE: And the Ruger Mini-14, which Senator Feinstein exempts in her bill, uses .223. The AR-15, which has the handleLAPIERRE: And the Ruger Mini-14, which Senator Feinstein exempts in her bill, uses .223. The AR-15, which has the handle

on the bottom, which she prohibits, also uses the exact same. CRUZ: I’m -- I’m out of time. I want to make one final point if Ion the bottom, which she prohibits, also uses the exact same. CRUZ: I’m -- I’m out of time. I want to make one final point if I
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may, which is there has been much attention drawn to gun shows. And indeed, the statistic of 40 percent has been bandiedmay, which is there has been much attention drawn to gun shows. And indeed, the statistic of 40 percent has been bandied

about. Now, that statistic is unfortunately based on a study that occurred before the background check went into effect. And soabout. Now, that statistic is unfortunately based on a study that occurred before the background check went into effect. And so

it is a highly dubious figure.it is a highly dubious figure.

But I do want to point to what the Department of Justice has said, which is in slide five. The Department of Justice has saidBut I do want to point to what the Department of Justice has said, which is in slide five. The Department of Justice has said

that firearms used in crimes, 1.9 percent of those firearms come from gun shows. So again, in response to this crime, this bodythat firearms used in crimes, 1.9 percent of those firearms come from gun shows. So again, in response to this crime, this body

does not act to enact anti-crime legislation to prevent violent crimes. Instead, it targets 1.9 percent of the guns, and adoes not act to enact anti-crime legislation to prevent violent crimes. Instead, it targets 1.9 percent of the guns, and a

substantial portion of those guns were sold by licensed firearms dealers who already conducted a background check. So evensubstantial portion of those guns were sold by licensed firearms dealers who already conducted a background check. So even

that 1.9 percent, a substantial portion area already subject to a background check.that 1.9 percent, a substantial portion area already subject to a background check.

I would ask, Mr. Chairman, if we have a second round, I would like to additionally get into the effectiveness or lack thereof ofI would ask, Mr. Chairman, if we have a second round, I would like to additionally get into the effectiveness or lack thereof of

gun controls.gun controls.

LEAHY: I’m -- I’m going to leave the record open for questions. I think, because of the Senate’s schedule this afternoon weLEAHY: I’m -- I’m going to leave the record open for questions. I think, because of the Senate’s schedule this afternoon we

probably will not have a second round. So, we will leave the record open so the senator -- and I have further questions. I won’tprobably will not have a second round. So, we will leave the record open so the senator -- and I have further questions. I won’t

have time either, so I can submit my questions.have time either, so I can submit my questions.

Senator Franken?Senator Franken?

FRANKEN: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.FRANKEN: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Thank you to all the witnesses, especially you, Captain Kelly, and thanks to your beautiful wife -- and beautiful in every, everyThank you to all the witnesses, especially you, Captain Kelly, and thanks to your beautiful wife -- and beautiful in every, every

way.way.

My wife Frannie and I were heartbroken for the families in Sandy Hook. We’re heartbroken for the families in Tucson. ForMy wife Frannie and I were heartbroken for the families in Sandy Hook. We’re heartbroken for the families in Tucson. For

those of you who are listening or watching this hearing in Newtown, I want you to know that Minnesotans have you in our --those of you who are listening or watching this hearing in Newtown, I want you to know that Minnesotans have you in our --

our thoughts and our prayers, and that we shared in your grief. We shared it when we lost lives at a sign factory -- Maya (ph) isour thoughts and our prayers, and that we shared in your grief. We shared it when we lost lives at a sign factory -- Maya (ph) is

here, lost her father. This was in Minneapolis in September.here, lost her father. This was in Minneapolis in September.

FRANKEN: We share it every time we hear gun shots and ambulance sirens interrupting an otherwise quiet school night. WeFRANKEN: We share it every time we hear gun shots and ambulance sirens interrupting an otherwise quiet school night. We

share it every time we bury one of our sons or daughters. I know that a group of students from Redlake Reservation inshare it every time we bury one of our sons or daughters. I know that a group of students from Redlake Reservation in

Minnesota, students who lost their classmates to gun violence, made 1,500-mile trip -- drive to Newtown just a few days beforeMinnesota, students who lost their classmates to gun violence, made 1,500-mile trip -- drive to Newtown just a few days before

Christmas just to let the people in Newtown know that they are not alone, we’re all in this together.Christmas just to let the people in Newtown know that they are not alone, we’re all in this together.

Over the past month or so, I’ve been talking to my constituents about their ideas on how to make our communities safer. IOver the past month or so, I’ve been talking to my constituents about their ideas on how to make our communities safer. I

traveled safely with hunters and school officials, with law enforcement officers , with mental health experts. I have convenedtraveled safely with hunters and school officials, with law enforcement officers , with mental health experts. I have convened

round table discussions and I have had many, many conversations. And what I’ve learned is that there is a balance to be struckround table discussions and I have had many, many conversations. And what I’ve learned is that there is a balance to be struck

here. We can honor the Second Amendment, and we can honor the Minnesota’s culture of responsible gun ownership whilehere. We can honor the Second Amendment, and we can honor the Minnesota’s culture of responsible gun ownership while

taking basic measures that will make our kids and our communities safer.taking basic measures that will make our kids and our communities safer.
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So I have co-sponsored a bill to limit the number of rounds in a magazine. I have co-sponsored a bill to require backgroundSo I have co-sponsored a bill to limit the number of rounds in a magazine. I have co-sponsored a bill to require background

checks at gun shows. I have co-sponsored Senator Feinstein’s bill to ban assault weapons. I am reviewing legislation to addresschecks at gun shows. I have co-sponsored Senator Feinstein’s bill to ban assault weapons. I am reviewing legislation to address

gun trafficking. I have supported funding for law enforcement programs and I work every day to carry out the work Paulgun trafficking. I have supported funding for law enforcement programs and I work every day to carry out the work Paul

Wellstone -- his unfinished work to improve our nation’s mental health system.Wellstone -- his unfinished work to improve our nation’s mental health system.

Tomorrow I will introduce the Mental Health In School Act which will improve access to mental health care for kids, becauseTomorrow I will introduce the Mental Health In School Act which will improve access to mental health care for kids, because

catching these issues at an early age is really important. And I want to be careful here that we don’t stigmatize mental illness.catching these issues at an early age is really important. And I want to be careful here that we don’t stigmatize mental illness.

The vast majority of people with mental illness are no more violent than the rest of the population. In fact, they are more likelyThe vast majority of people with mental illness are no more violent than the rest of the population. In fact, they are more likely

to be the victims of violence. But these recent events have caused us as a nation to scrutinize our failed mental health andto be the victims of violence. But these recent events have caused us as a nation to scrutinize our failed mental health and

system, and I’m glad we’re talking about this and a serious way.system, and I’m glad we’re talking about this and a serious way.

Police Chief Johnson, I -- I met with some mothers from the Mountain’s View school district in Minnesota whose children’sPolice Chief Johnson, I -- I met with some mothers from the Mountain’s View school district in Minnesota whose children’s

lives and their own lives were changed for the better, because their kids got access to mental health care that they needed at anlives and their own lives were changed for the better, because their kids got access to mental health care that they needed at an

early age. They got treatment. Their lives are improving, and their moms lives were improved.early age. They got treatment. Their lives are improving, and their moms lives were improved.

As a community leader and law enforcement official, do you think it will benefit our communities if we are able to use schoolsAs a community leader and law enforcement official, do you think it will benefit our communities if we are able to use schools

to improve access to mental health care?to improve access to mental health care?

J. JOHNSON: I applaud your -- your initiatives and your work Senator. And the answer is, absolutely. As a father with a childJ. JOHNSON: I applaud your -- your initiatives and your work Senator. And the answer is, absolutely. As a father with a child

that has mental health issues I think this is absolutely essential. And if my child has access to medical care that she needs, butthat has mental health issues I think this is absolutely essential. And if my child has access to medical care that she needs, but

the record shows and reflect that nearly half the children and adults in this nation who are diagnosed with mental healththe record shows and reflect that nearly half the children and adults in this nation who are diagnosed with mental health

issues do not have access to the care they need, and it gets even worse after the aged 18.issues do not have access to the care they need, and it gets even worse after the aged 18.

And we’re seeing this in crimes of violence, and we’re seeing this in crimes across our nation and in my jurisdiction. It’s aAnd we’re seeing this in crimes of violence, and we’re seeing this in crimes across our nation and in my jurisdiction. It’s a

major problem and I do recognize that most people with mental health issues do not go on to commit violent crimes. However,major problem and I do recognize that most people with mental health issues do not go on to commit violent crimes. However,

we have seen over and over again, it seems to be a common thread or theme or issue that we must deal with.we have seen over and over again, it seems to be a common thread or theme or issue that we must deal with.

FRANKEN: Again, Police Chief Johnson, I’ve heard from some gun owners who are worried that Congress is gonna outlawFRANKEN: Again, Police Chief Johnson, I’ve heard from some gun owners who are worried that Congress is gonna outlaw

features that they really like in guns, things like pistol grips and barrel shrouds and threaded barrels. Some say that thesefeatures that they really like in guns, things like pistol grips and barrel shrouds and threaded barrels. Some say that these

features are merely cosmetic, but it seems to me that a lot of these features are not just cosmetic, they are functional.features are merely cosmetic, but it seems to me that a lot of these features are not just cosmetic, they are functional.

Can you explain why a pistol grip in the right place makes a functional difference, why it isn’t just a piece of plastic? WhyCan you explain why a pistol grip in the right place makes a functional difference, why it isn’t just a piece of plastic? Why

collapsible stocks present a danger; bullet buttons and some of the other features are dangerous?collapsible stocks present a danger; bullet buttons and some of the other features are dangerous?

I think this is a crucial point.I think this is a crucial point.

J. JOHNSON: I -- I agree completely. It’s not just about the capacity of the weapon to handle numerous rounds, whichJ. JOHNSON: I -- I agree completely. It’s not just about the capacity of the weapon to handle numerous rounds, which

obviously is absolutely critical in this discussion. And, again, we believe no more than 10.obviously is absolutely critical in this discussion. And, again, we believe no more than 10.
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We use that weapon in (ph) police because of its technical capability, it’s ability to cool down and handle round after roundWe use that weapon in (ph) police because of its technical capability, it’s ability to cool down and handle round after round

after round; it’s ability -- it’s rugged, it’s ruggedized, it’s meant for a combat or environment that one would be placed in facingafter round; it’s ability -- it’s rugged, it’s ruggedized, it’s meant for a combat or environment that one would be placed in facing

adversaries, human beings, people. That weapon can be retrofitted with other devices to enhance your offensive capability.adversaries, human beings, people. That weapon can be retrofitted with other devices to enhance your offensive capability.

The weapon itself has features to adjust it; optics sights, for example, that can cost hundreds of dollars -- and I’ve shot thisThe weapon itself has features to adjust it; optics sights, for example, that can cost hundreds of dollars -- and I’ve shot this

weapon many times -- that would enhance our capability in various tactical maneuvers, whether it’s from the shoulder or theweapon many times -- that would enhance our capability in various tactical maneuvers, whether it’s from the shoulder or the

hip or whether you choose to spray fire that weapon or individually shoot from the shoulder. The optic sights are amazing, thehip or whether you choose to spray fire that weapon or individually shoot from the shoulder. The optic sights are amazing, the

technology advances that weapon has.technology advances that weapon has.

That weapon is the weapon of our time. It’s the place that we find ourselves in today. And, certainly, I believe it’s meant for theThat weapon is the weapon of our time. It’s the place that we find ourselves in today. And, certainly, I believe it’s meant for the

battlefield and in a public safety environment only.battlefield and in a public safety environment only.

FRANKEN: Thank you.FRANKEN: Thank you.

Mr. Chairman, before I yield my time, I just would like to submit testimony of Miya Rahamim (ph) who is here today. She lostMr. Chairman, before I yield my time, I just would like to submit testimony of Miya Rahamim (ph) who is here today. She lost

her father in a shooting in September in Minneapolis. And I’d just like unanimous consent to submit her testimony for theher father in a shooting in September in Minneapolis. And I’d just like unanimous consent to submit her testimony for the

record.record.

LEAHY: It will be. As Senator Grassley and I indicated earlier, each -- there will be other statements for the record, as thereLEAHY: It will be. As Senator Grassley and I indicated earlier, each -- there will be other statements for the record, as there

will be. The record kept open for questions.will be. The record kept open for questions.

As I indicated also earlier, Senator Hatch, a very senior member of this committee, had to be at two different committees. AndAs I indicated also earlier, Senator Hatch, a very senior member of this committee, had to be at two different committees. And

I yield now to his time, and then we’ll go to the next Republican. After we go back (inaudible) Senator Flake.I yield now to his time, and then we’ll go to the next Republican. After we go back (inaudible) Senator Flake.

Senator Hatch?Senator Hatch?

HATCH: Well, thank you so much, Mr. Chairman.HATCH: Well, thank you so much, Mr. Chairman.

And I thank all of you for being here today.And I thank all of you for being here today.

Captain Kelly, I appreciate you and your wife and your testimony and your feelings very much. And I appreciated much of yourCaptain Kelly, I appreciate you and your wife and your testimony and your feelings very much. And I appreciated much of your

testimony. And I’m grateful that you would take the time to be with us, and that was wonderful to see your wife again.testimony. And I’m grateful that you would take the time to be with us, and that was wonderful to see your wife again.

Let me go to you, Mr. LaPierre. President Obama’s issued 23 executive actions on gun violence. Can you please discuss theLet me go to you, Mr. LaPierre. President Obama’s issued 23 executive actions on gun violence. Can you please discuss the

commonalities between your organization, the NRA, and the Obama administration when it comes to finding ways to reducecommonalities between your organization, the NRA, and the Obama administration when it comes to finding ways to reduce

gun violence?gun violence?

LAPIERRE: Well, I mean, what we think works -- and we support what works, is what NRA’s done historically. I’ve talkedLAPIERRE: Well, I mean, what we think works -- and we support what works, is what NRA’s done historically. I’ve talked

about our Ready Eagle child safety program, which we put more money into than anybody in the country; that’s cut accident toabout our Ready Eagle child safety program, which we put more money into than anybody in the country; that’s cut accident to

the lowest level ever.the lowest level ever.
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We support enforcing the federal gun laws on the books 100 percent of the time against drug dealers with the guns, gangs withWe support enforcing the federal gun laws on the books 100 percent of the time against drug dealers with the guns, gangs with

guns, felons with guns. That -- that works.guns, felons with guns. That -- that works.

We’ve supported prison building. You’ve got states like California where they (inaudible) more than any other state in theWe’ve supported prison building. You’ve got states like California where they (inaudible) more than any other state in the

country they send more inmates back to the street and have to put more back in jail for new crimes committed against theircountry they send more inmates back to the street and have to put more back in jail for new crimes committed against their

citizens than any other country in the nation. New York state is too. I mean, the collapse of the fiscal situation in those statescitizens than any other country in the nation. New York state is too. I mean, the collapse of the fiscal situation in those states

has also collapsed the criminal justice system in those states.has also collapsed the criminal justice system in those states.

It -- I mean, NRA has always supported what works. We have 11,000 police instructors. And we represent honest people allIt -- I mean, NRA has always supported what works. We have 11,000 police instructors. And we represent honest people all

over this country.over this country.

There are 25,000 violent crimes a week in this country. The innocent are being preyed upon. The statistics are numbing. ThoseThere are 25,000 violent crimes a week in this country. The innocent are being preyed upon. The statistics are numbing. Those

911 calls are horrible.911 calls are horrible.

LAPIERRE: But at the scene of the crime, it’s the criminal and the victim. And victims all over the country want to be able toLAPIERRE: But at the scene of the crime, it’s the criminal and the victim. And victims all over the country want to be able to

protect themselves.protect themselves.

I mean, you know, this whole debate almost puts it into two different categories. If you’re in the elite, you get bodyguards, youI mean, you know, this whole debate almost puts it into two different categories. If you’re in the elite, you get bodyguards, you

get right here and you get high-cap mags with semi-automatics protecting this whole Capitol. The -- the titans of industry getget right here and you get high-cap mags with semi-automatics protecting this whole Capitol. The -- the titans of industry get

the bodyguards whenever they want. Criminals don’t obey the law at any -- anyway, they get what they want. And in thethe bodyguards whenever they want. Criminals don’t obey the law at any -- anyway, they get what they want. And in the

middle is the hardworking, law abiding, taxpaying American that we’re going to make the least capable of defendingmiddle is the hardworking, law abiding, taxpaying American that we’re going to make the least capable of defending

themselves.themselves.

We’re going to say, you can have a bolt action rifle, but boy you can’t have an AR-15. Or you can -- you can have a six shotWe’re going to say, you can have a bolt action rifle, but boy you can’t have an AR-15. Or you can -- you can have a six shot

revolver, but you can’t have a semi-automatic handgun. You can have a four, or five, or six rounds in your magazine, but ifrevolver, but you can’t have a semi-automatic handgun. You can have a four, or five, or six rounds in your magazine, but if

three intruders are breaking down your door, you can’t have 15 rounds because somebody thinks that’s reasonable in theirthree intruders are breaking down your door, you can’t have 15 rounds because somebody thinks that’s reasonable in their

opinion. I mean...opinion. I mean...

HATCH: Understood.HATCH: Understood.

LAPIERRE: People want to be able to protect themselves, that’s why people support the Second Amendment, and that’s whyLAPIERRE: People want to be able to protect themselves, that’s why people support the Second Amendment, and that’s why

these bills are so troubling. They hit the -- they don’t hit the elites. They don’t hit the criminal, they hit the average,these bills are so troubling. They hit the -- they don’t hit the elites. They don’t hit the criminal, they hit the average,

hardworking, taxpaying American that gets stuck with all the laws and regulations.hardworking, taxpaying American that gets stuck with all the laws and regulations.

HATCH: I understand that one of the bills will ban well over 2,000 guns? I mean talking about individual guns?HATCH: I understand that one of the bills will ban well over 2,000 guns? I mean talking about individual guns?

LAPIERRE: Senator Feinstein’s bill ban -- bans all kinds of guns, but the -- that are used for target shooting, hunting, personalLAPIERRE: Senator Feinstein’s bill ban -- bans all kinds of guns, but the -- that are used for target shooting, hunting, personal

protection. And yet on the other hand, she exempts guns that have the exact same performance characteristics as the guns sheprotection. And yet on the other hand, she exempts guns that have the exact same performance characteristics as the guns she

doesn’t ban. I mean -- and -- and gun owners know the truth, I mean that’s why gun owners in this country, the 100 milliondoesn’t ban. I mean -- and -- and gun owners know the truth, I mean that’s why gun owners in this country, the 100 million

gun owners get upset about this stuff.gun owners get upset about this stuff.
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They may be the victim of these lies. About taking the term, assault, and applying it to the civilian firearms, that military term,They may be the victim of these lies. About taking the term, assault, and applying it to the civilian firearms, that military term,

assault. But they know the truth inherently. They look at their hands, and they shake their head, and they go, none of thisassault. But they know the truth inherently. They look at their hands, and they shake their head, and they go, none of this

makes any sense.makes any sense.

HATCH: Well, I appreciate that. Ms. Trotter, let me just ask you this, in your testimony you state that all women inHATCH: Well, I appreciate that. Ms. Trotter, let me just ask you this, in your testimony you state that all women in

jurisdictions that have conceal-carry laws reap the benefits of increased safety, even if they choose not to carry a weaponjurisdictions that have conceal-carry laws reap the benefits of increased safety, even if they choose not to carry a weapon

themselves. Can you -- can you please explain why?themselves. Can you -- can you please explain why?

TROTTER: Yes. Mr. LaPierre mentioned that gun owners are very concerned about all these burdens that could be possiblyTROTTER: Yes. Mr. LaPierre mentioned that gun owners are very concerned about all these burdens that could be possibly

put on law abiding citizens. And I will tell you that non-gun owners are concerned about this too. Because you don’t have toput on law abiding citizens. And I will tell you that non-gun owners are concerned about this too. Because you don’t have to

choose to carry to be the beneficiary of laws that allow people to carry. And for women, you reap the benefit of fewer murders,choose to carry to be the beneficiary of laws that allow people to carry. And for women, you reap the benefit of fewer murders,

fewer rapes, fewer possibilities of being a victim of violence if your -- if the state that you live in does not ban anybody,fewer rapes, fewer possibilities of being a victim of violence if your -- if the state that you live in does not ban anybody,

particularly women from carrying weapons.particularly women from carrying weapons.

So it’s a matter of choice. We’re not saying that all women should, or need to carry weapons. But we need to protect the SecondSo it’s a matter of choice. We’re not saying that all women should, or need to carry weapons. But we need to protect the Second

Amendment right to choose to defend yourself.Amendment right to choose to defend yourself.

HATCH: Well, thank you, Mr. Kopel? Professor, you wrote an article that appears in the Wall Street Journal in December --HATCH: Well, thank you, Mr. Kopel? Professor, you wrote an article that appears in the Wall Street Journal in December --

appeared in the Wall Street Journal on December 18, 2012. In the article, you point out that -- that firearms are the mostappeared in the Wall Street Journal on December 18, 2012. In the article, you point out that -- that firearms are the most

heavily regulated consumer product in the United States. Gun control laws are more prevalent now than in the mid 1960’s,heavily regulated consumer product in the United States. Gun control laws are more prevalent now than in the mid 1960’s,

when you could walk into any store and buy a semi-automatic weapon with no questions asked.when you could walk into any store and buy a semi-automatic weapon with no questions asked.

Now in your opinion, the lack of firearms regulations is not a contributing factor to the recent rise in the random massNow in your opinion, the lack of firearms regulations is not a contributing factor to the recent rise in the random mass

shootings? So what factors have contributed to the rise in these random shootings? You may have answered this already but Ishootings? So what factors have contributed to the rise in these random shootings? You may have answered this already but I

-- I would like to hear it again if you haven’t?-- I would like to hear it again if you haven’t?

KOPEL: No.KOPEL: No.

HATCH: OK.HATCH: OK.

(OFF-MIKE)(OFF-MIKE)

KOPEL: For one thing there’s a copycat effect.KOPEL: For one thing there’s a copycat effect.

HATCH: Could you put your mike on?HATCH: Could you put your mike on?

KOPEL: Certainly. There’s a copycat effect, and lots of studies of the scholars of these -- of all kinds of criminals, but especiallyKOPEL: Certainly. There’s a copycat effect, and lots of studies of the scholars of these -- of all kinds of criminals, but especially

of these people seeking notoriety, show strong copycat effect. And that is something that makes me think we need immediateof these people seeking notoriety, show strong copycat effect. And that is something that makes me think we need immediate

protection for schools because of the -- the copycat danger right now. In addition, there’s been a -- there was a massprotection for schools because of the -- the copycat danger right now. In addition, there’s been a -- there was a mass

de-institutionalization of the mentally ill starting in the 1960s and going through the 1980s.de-institutionalization of the mentally ill starting in the 1960s and going through the 1980s.
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KOPEL: Some of that was because of budgetary issues, and a lot of the times the promise was, well we’ll put these people inKOPEL: Some of that was because of budgetary issues, and a lot of the times the promise was, well we’ll put these people in

halfway houses so they can be partially in the community, which is a great idea. But then there was never the funding for thehalfway houses so they can be partially in the community, which is a great idea. But then there was never the funding for the

halfway houses, and people walk away. Nothing -- nothing is done to follow up. The Jared Loughner, Adam Lanza, so many --halfway houses, and people walk away. Nothing -- nothing is done to follow up. The Jared Loughner, Adam Lanza, so many --

James Holmes -- so many of these perpetrators absolutely would have been civilly committed under the system we had 50James Holmes -- so many of these perpetrators absolutely would have been civilly committed under the system we had 50

years ago.years ago.

We need a -- we need to move back toward greater possibility for civil commitment for the dangerously violently mentally ill.We need a -- we need to move back toward greater possibility for civil commitment for the dangerously violently mentally ill.

It’s certainly right, as Ms. -- I think both senators from Minnesota were saying that mentally ill people, per se, are not anyIt’s certainly right, as Ms. -- I think both senators from Minnesota were saying that mentally ill people, per se, are not any

more dangerous or violent than -- than anyone else. In fact, sometimes less so.more dangerous or violent than -- than anyone else. In fact, sometimes less so.

But there is a subset of them that are dangerously violently mentally ill. and we -- we need to have them off the streets beforeBut there is a subset of them that are dangerously violently mentally ill. and we -- we need to have them off the streets before

so that -- before they -- so that they can’t endanger themselves or others.so that -- before they -- so that they can’t endanger themselves or others.

HATCH: Well, thank you so much.HATCH: Well, thank you so much.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to have a statement put into the record at the -- following yours and Senator...Mr. Chairman, I would like to have a statement put into the record at the -- following yours and Senator...

LEAHY: Without objection.LEAHY: Without objection.

HATCH: Thank you so much.HATCH: Thank you so much.

I want to thank all of you for being here. I think it’s been an enlightened hearing.I want to thank all of you for being here. I think it’s been an enlightened hearing.

And this isn’t a simple thing. And I’ve got to say there are some freedoms among the mentally ill that have to be considered,And this isn’t a simple thing. And I’ve got to say there are some freedoms among the mentally ill that have to be considered,

too. And this is -- this is complex. It’s not -- not easy.too. And this is -- this is complex. It’s not -- not easy.

But I can say this that -- that I think this has been a particularly good panel, and I just appreciate all of you for testifying.But I can say this that -- that I think this has been a particularly good panel, and I just appreciate all of you for testifying.

LEAHY: I thank -- I thank you for that, Senator Hatch.LEAHY: I thank -- I thank you for that, Senator Hatch.

And I yield now to Senator Coons.And I yield now to Senator Coons.

COONS: Thank you, Chairman Leahy. And thank you for convening this important hearing. To the panel, thank you for yourCOONS: Thank you, Chairman Leahy. And thank you for convening this important hearing. To the panel, thank you for your

testimony.testimony.

And to Captain Kelly and to your wonderful wife, Congresswoman Giffords, thank you for everything you’re doing to bring IAnd to Captain Kelly and to your wonderful wife, Congresswoman Giffords, thank you for everything you’re doing to bring I

think an important message.think an important message.

We, as a committee, are wrestling here today and we as a country are wrestling with how to respond appropriately andWe, as a committee, are wrestling here today and we as a country are wrestling with how to respond appropriately and

effectively to a whole string of horrific shootings, whether in Newtown or in Tucson, whether in a Sikh temple or at a stateeffectively to a whole string of horrific shootings, whether in Newtown or in Tucson, whether in a Sikh temple or at a state
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university like Virginia Tech, there are just too many of these incidents piled year upon year.university like Virginia Tech, there are just too many of these incidents piled year upon year.

And I’m grateful for all my colleagues who’ve engaged in this thorough discussion today about how do we balance things.And I’m grateful for all my colleagues who’ve engaged in this thorough discussion today about how do we balance things.

One of the most important things, I think, is for us to get our facts right. A number of my colleagues have made a great deal ofOne of the most important things, I think, is for us to get our facts right. A number of my colleagues have made a great deal of

the number of cases of federal gun prosecutions going down.the number of cases of federal gun prosecutions going down.

But my staff’s pulled the most recent report from the Executive Office of the United States Attorneys, and it turns out that theBut my staff’s pulled the most recent report from the Executive Office of the United States Attorneys, and it turns out that the

number of defendants charged with federal gun violations is actually steady.number of defendants charged with federal gun violations is actually steady.

In fact, in 2011, it was 46 percent higher than in 2000.In fact, in 2011, it was 46 percent higher than in 2000.

So I just encourage all who are paying attention to scoring at home the numbers, what matters is the number of defendantsSo I just encourage all who are paying attention to scoring at home the numbers, what matters is the number of defendants

actually prosecuted with federal gun violations.actually prosecuted with federal gun violations.

I’ve got lots of things I’d like to touch on. And I did want to say at the outset, I’m grateful that our vice-president, Joe Biden,I’ve got lots of things I’d like to touch on. And I did want to say at the outset, I’m grateful that our vice-president, Joe Biden,

has led, I think, a very broad and searching conversation, where he’s listened. as I have, to folks across the country and, in myhas led, I think, a very broad and searching conversation, where he’s listened. as I have, to folks across the country and, in my

masse, across my state of Delaware.masse, across my state of Delaware.

And I’ve heard from parents whose children suffer from mental illness and who are really struggling to provide the care thatAnd I’ve heard from parents whose children suffer from mental illness and who are really struggling to provide the care that

they deserve and need. Law-enforcement officials, educators, community leaders, gun owners, sportsmen, people who arethey deserve and need. Law-enforcement officials, educators, community leaders, gun owners, sportsmen, people who are

really concerned about how we strike the right balance and how we make our country safer.really concerned about how we strike the right balance and how we make our country safer.

If I could, to Captain Kelly, first, thank you for leading Americans for Responsible Solution.If I could, to Captain Kelly, first, thank you for leading Americans for Responsible Solution.

One of the main ideas you and your wife have advanced is expanded background checks. Could you just explain for me, again,One of the main ideas you and your wife have advanced is expanded background checks. Could you just explain for me, again,

how it is today that convicted felons are able to get their hands on weapons despite our current background check laws andhow it is today that convicted felons are able to get their hands on weapons despite our current background check laws and

how we might fix that?how we might fix that?

KELLY: Well, currently, certainly Senator Cruz mentioned earlier the statistic of, I think he said 1.9 percent of criminals thatKELLY: Well, currently, certainly Senator Cruz mentioned earlier the statistic of, I think he said 1.9 percent of criminals that

committed a crime with a gun...committed a crime with a gun...

(CROSSTALK)(CROSSTALK)

KELLY: Of prisoners. Well, I want to just look at that for a second.KELLY: Of prisoners. Well, I want to just look at that for a second.

There’s also a statistic that says 80 percent -- on a survey done of criminals, 80 percent of criminals got their guns from aThere’s also a statistic that says 80 percent -- on a survey done of criminals, 80 percent of criminals got their guns from a

private sale or a transfer.private sale or a transfer.

So by closing that part of the existing loophole, which is the fact that with a private sale or transfer, there is no requirement toSo by closing that part of the existing loophole, which is the fact that with a private sale or transfer, there is no requirement to
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get a background check, you could effectively reduce the number of guns in the hands of criminals.get a background check, you could effectively reduce the number of guns in the hands of criminals.

And we know from what happened in Tucson that if there was an effective background check, which includes having theAnd we know from what happened in Tucson that if there was an effective background check, which includes having the

mental health data and the person’s drug use, in the case of the Tucson shooter, into the system, and if, in fact, there was nomental health data and the person’s drug use, in the case of the Tucson shooter, into the system, and if, in fact, there was no

gun show loophole, I would contend that he would have had a very difficult time getting a gun.gun show loophole, I would contend that he would have had a very difficult time getting a gun.

KELLY: So the first thing that needs to be done is we certainly need to have a universal background check. If backgroundKELLY: So the first thing that needs to be done is we certainly need to have a universal background check. If background

checks are good enough for somebody who’s a federal firearms licensed dealer, like Wal-Mart, for instance, where I justchecks are good enough for somebody who’s a federal firearms licensed dealer, like Wal-Mart, for instance, where I just

purchased a gun a couple months ago, a hunting rifle, and I had to go through a background check, why isn’t that good forpurchased a gun a couple months ago, a hunting rifle, and I had to go through a background check, why isn’t that good for

other sales, sales from a private individual, or sales from somebody who is really kind of in business at a gun show?other sales, sales from a private individual, or sales from somebody who is really kind of in business at a gun show?

COONS: Captain Kelly, as a gun owner yourself, how do you feel that a thorough universe a background checks of the typesCOONS: Captain Kelly, as a gun owner yourself, how do you feel that a thorough universe a background checks of the types

that you describe either for purchase of weapons or large capacity magazines, how would that affect or infringe your Secondthat you describe either for purchase of weapons or large capacity magazines, how would that affect or infringe your Second

Amendment rights?Amendment rights?

KELLY: I don’t think it would infringe my Second Amendment rights at all. You know, I am -- I think I’m as -- a strong aKELLY: I don’t think it would infringe my Second Amendment rights at all. You know, I am -- I think I’m as -- a strong a

supporter of the Second Amendment as anybody on this panel. You know, I’ve flown 38 combat missions over Iraq and Kuwaitsupporter of the Second Amendment as anybody on this panel. You know, I’ve flown 38 combat missions over Iraq and Kuwait

defending what I believe is our -- defending our Constitution.defending what I believe is our -- defending our Constitution.

You know, I’ve flown in combat -- I’ve been shot at dozens of times. You know, I find it interesting that often, we talk aboutYou know, I’ve flown in combat -- I’ve been shot at dozens of times. You know, I find it interesting that often, we talk about

putting a security guard to school. That’s been brought up a lot. And, I -- I actually think, you know, that’s better than noputting a security guard to school. That’s been brought up a lot. And, I -- I actually think, you know, that’s better than no

security guard in the school, but from my experience of being shot at and what that actually feels like and how chaotic it is, andsecurity guard in the school, but from my experience of being shot at and what that actually feels like and how chaotic it is, and

with the exception of -- of Chief Johnson, I would suspect that not many members of this panel, or even in this room, for thatwith the exception of -- of Chief Johnson, I would suspect that not many members of this panel, or even in this room, for that

matter, have been in any kind of a fire fight.matter, have been in any kind of a fire fight.

It is -- it is chaos. I think there are really some very effective things we can do. And one is, Senator, the background check. Let’sIt is -- it is chaos. I think there are really some very effective things we can do. And one is, Senator, the background check. Let’s

make it difficult for the criminals, the terrorists, and the mentally ill to get a gun.make it difficult for the criminals, the terrorists, and the mentally ill to get a gun.

COONS: I agree with you, and I have agreed to co-sponsor legislation to this affect.COONS: I agree with you, and I have agreed to co-sponsor legislation to this affect.

But let me ask Mr. LaPierre. I, just at the outset, want to say I’, grateful for the work the NRA in providing training and safeBut let me ask Mr. LaPierre. I, just at the outset, want to say I’, grateful for the work the NRA in providing training and safe

gun ownership to millions of Americans. And I hope you’ll take into account the data I have offered gone prosecutions.gun ownership to millions of Americans. And I hope you’ll take into account the data I have offered gone prosecutions.

But I -- I disagree with a point you made your testimony. You said -- and I think I quote, that, “Background checks will neverBut I -- I disagree with a point you made your testimony. You said -- and I think I quote, that, “Background checks will never

be universal, because criminals will never submit to them. “ And while that may be true, I think the point that Captain Kellybe universal, because criminals will never submit to them. “ And while that may be true, I think the point that Captain Kelly

makes is telling. And if we in combination put in place tougher restrictions on straw purchases and tougher enforcement onmakes is telling. And if we in combination put in place tougher restrictions on straw purchases and tougher enforcement on

those who buy guns legally, but then sell them to those who shouldn’t have them, and we put in place universal backgroundthose who buy guns legally, but then sell them to those who shouldn’t have them, and we put in place universal background

checks and impose some responsibility on responsible gun owners to report lost or stolen weapons in combination, wouldn’tchecks and impose some responsibility on responsible gun owners to report lost or stolen weapons in combination, wouldn’t

all of these things effectively move us towards a country where the number of those who should not have weapons cannot getall of these things effectively move us towards a country where the number of those who should not have weapons cannot get

access?access?
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LAPIERRE: I think you will end up with a huge bureaucracy with a honestly a huge waste of police resources and money thatLAPIERRE: I think you will end up with a huge bureaucracy with a honestly a huge waste of police resources and money that

could go into doing things in the police criminal justice area that would actually save lives.could go into doing things in the police criminal justice area that would actually save lives.

You know, that study that you were talking about actually says where criminals get their guns, 39.5 percent from friends andYou know, that study that you were talking about actually says where criminals get their guns, 39.5 percent from friends and

family, 37 percent from street or black market, 11 percent from licensed dealers, 10 percent by theft, 1.7 percent at gun shows. Ifamily, 37 percent from street or black market, 11 percent from licensed dealers, 10 percent by theft, 1.7 percent at gun shows. I

just think that you’re gonna -- if you try to do this universal background check which sounds -- sounds -- whatever, it ends upjust think that you’re gonna -- if you try to do this universal background check which sounds -- sounds -- whatever, it ends up

being a universal federal nightmare imposed upon law-abiding people all over this country.being a universal federal nightmare imposed upon law-abiding people all over this country.

Criminals will ignore it. We -- the federal government won’t -- we already won’t prosecute. The senator -- the -- the viceCriminals will ignore it. We -- the federal government won’t -- we already won’t prosecute. The senator -- the -- the vice

president told at the meeting with our people said they didn’t have time to prosecute those types of cases. So what’s the pointpresident told at the meeting with our people said they didn’t have time to prosecute those types of cases. So what’s the point

of the whole thing?of the whole thing?

COONS: Mr. -- Mr. LaPierre, I’m almost out of time, forgive me for the brief cycle.COONS: Mr. -- Mr. LaPierre, I’m almost out of time, forgive me for the brief cycle.

Just to take at face value, the -- the data you just suggested is not just closing the gun show loophole. It is also thoroughlyJust to take at face value, the -- the data you just suggested is not just closing the gun show loophole. It is also thoroughly

enforcing those who transfer weapons bought legally to those who shouldn’t have them. And -- and awful lot of the folks youenforcing those who transfer weapons bought legally to those who shouldn’t have them. And -- and awful lot of the folks you

cited are getting their hands on weapons inappropriately through your so called straw purchases, or through illegal transfers.cited are getting their hands on weapons inappropriately through your so called straw purchases, or through illegal transfers.

I just want to ask a question of Chief Johnson, if I might, because I see Mr. Chairman, my time is almost up.I just want to ask a question of Chief Johnson, if I might, because I see Mr. Chairman, my time is almost up.

I think it’s valuable to have the input of law enforcement professionals. In your view, with this sort of a universal backgroundI think it’s valuable to have the input of law enforcement professionals. In your view, with this sort of a universal background

check combined with aggressive enforcement of the transfers to those who shouldn’t have them, would that be a waste ofcheck combined with aggressive enforcement of the transfers to those who shouldn’t have them, would that be a waste of

police resources, or might it make a difference on the street for those of you who put your lives on the line for us every day?police resources, or might it make a difference on the street for those of you who put your lives on the line for us every day?

J. JOHNSON: I have to respectfully disagree with Wayne on this issue. Public safety, police we -- we are ready. We are unifiedJ. JOHNSON: I have to respectfully disagree with Wayne on this issue. Public safety, police we -- we are ready. We are unified

on this issue that a universal background check will make our society a safer place, will make my police officer is safer. It’son this issue that a universal background check will make our society a safer place, will make my police officer is safer. It’s

absolutely essential.absolutely essential.

COONS: Well, thank you, Chief. Thank you to the panel. I’ll submit some more questions for the record. I see I’m out of time.COONS: Well, thank you, Chief. Thank you to the panel. I’ll submit some more questions for the record. I see I’m out of time.

LEAHY: Thank you.LEAHY: Thank you.

And again, another new member of this committee, Senator Flake of Arizona. I appreciate you being here, and your patience inAnd again, another new member of this committee, Senator Flake of Arizona. I appreciate you being here, and your patience in

waiting. If it’s any consolation, I had that seat years ago.waiting. If it’s any consolation, I had that seat years ago.

(LAUGHTER)(LAUGHTER)

FLAKE: It’s good to know.FLAKE: It’s good to know.

Thank you, Chairman, for convening this. And thank you to the panel for being here offering such excellent testimony and forThank you, Chairman, for convening this. And thank you to the panel for being here offering such excellent testimony and for
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staying so long. I’ll try not to take my full seven minutes. But I especially want to thank Mark for being here. I know thatstaying so long. I’ll try not to take my full seven minutes. But I especially want to thank Mark for being here. I know that

Gabby is watching the proceedings in a room in the back. I just visited here a while ago. And I -- I just want you to know,Gabby is watching the proceedings in a room in the back. I just visited here a while ago. And I -- I just want you to know,

Mark, and I want Gabby to know how much we miss her here.Mark, and I want Gabby to know how much we miss her here.

I was on a call this morning with a few dozen ranchers -- border ranchers in Arizona, and was reminded that this is a practiceI was on a call this morning with a few dozen ranchers -- border ranchers in Arizona, and was reminded that this is a practice

that she began years ago, to talk about immigration issues and to keep them up to speed and to seek their input. And I’vethat she began years ago, to talk about immigration issues and to keep them up to speed and to seek their input. And I’ve

continued that -- that practice. And I can tell you, she offered wonderful representation to the people of southern Arizona andcontinued that -- that practice. And I can tell you, she offered wonderful representation to the people of southern Arizona and

she is missed. And I am so grateful to you and to her for the public service that you’ve offered in the last year under difficultshe is missed. And I am so grateful to you and to her for the public service that you’ve offered in the last year under difficult

circumstances, and for taking up this new cause.circumstances, and for taking up this new cause.

So, thank you.So, thank you.

With regard to the Tucson shooting, you mentioned that Jared Loughner had had drug use in the past that might haveWith regard to the Tucson shooting, you mentioned that Jared Loughner had had drug use in the past that might have

triggered some kind of entry into a system that -- that he may have been checked, but also the mental health aspect. And thattriggered some kind of entry into a system that -- that he may have been checked, but also the mental health aspect. And that

seems to be the -- the difficult problem to solve here, listening to the testimony, is the nexus between mental illness and someseems to be the -- the difficult problem to solve here, listening to the testimony, is the nexus between mental illness and some

kind of entry into a background system.kind of entry into a background system.

In Maryland, I believe it is, there have only been like 56 mental health records provided to the NICS system. Arizona hasIn Maryland, I believe it is, there have only been like 56 mental health records provided to the NICS system. Arizona has

120,000 entries, but not interfaced with the system here. What are the major problems there? And I’ll take anybody who can120,000 entries, but not interfaced with the system here. What are the major problems there? And I’ll take anybody who can

comment on this. Perhaps Chief Johnson, you know? Or Mark, if you have any ideas? Is it solely privacy issues? Many of thosecomment on this. Perhaps Chief Johnson, you know? Or Mark, if you have any ideas? Is it solely privacy issues? Many of those

have a federal nexus, and that’s something that we can deal with here. So I’m interested in -- in why it is that it’s so difficult tohave a federal nexus, and that’s something that we can deal with here. So I’m interested in -- in why it is that it’s so difficult to

have some of the mental health records entered into the system?have some of the mental health records entered into the system?

Chief, first? Do you want to take this?Chief, first? Do you want to take this?

J. JOHNSON: Well, Governor O’Malley in the state of Maryland last week introduced his plans to increase significantly dataJ. JOHNSON: Well, Governor O’Malley in the state of Maryland last week introduced his plans to increase significantly data

into the national instant criminal background check system. Senator, you are right. Maryland could do much better in thisinto the national instant criminal background check system. Senator, you are right. Maryland could do much better in this

area, no question about it.area, no question about it.

FLAKE: Is -- is this an issue with Maryland or any other state? And I’m not trying to pick on Maryland at all. I -- I assume it’sFLAKE: Is -- is this an issue with Maryland or any other state? And I’m not trying to pick on Maryland at all. I -- I assume it’s

similar with every state out there. I just had the figures for Maryland. But is that an issue of just resources? Or are theresimilar with every state out there. I just had the figures for Maryland. But is that an issue of just resources? Or are there

privacy concerns that prevent them from offering this information?privacy concerns that prevent them from offering this information?

J. JOHNSON: I think there’s confusion. Data that I’ve seen indicates some 18 states submit less than 100 records to -- to theJ. JOHNSON: I think there’s confusion. Data that I’ve seen indicates some 18 states submit less than 100 records to -- to the

system. I think there’s confusion amongst -- amongst the medical community and even fear. Well, how does HIPPA affect thesystem. I think there’s confusion amongst -- amongst the medical community and even fear. Well, how does HIPPA affect the

release of this information and this data system? And I do believe, as the president’s plan has called for, incentive --release of this information and this data system? And I do believe, as the president’s plan has called for, incentive --

incentivize states to participate would drastically help this -- this problem.incentivize states to participate would drastically help this -- this problem.

FLAKE: Mark, do you want to comment on that?FLAKE: Mark, do you want to comment on that?
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KELLY: Yes, Senator. Thank you for your kind words. Gabby misses being here as well.KELLY: Yes, Senator. Thank you for your kind words. Gabby misses being here as well.

Of those 121,800 records that Arizona has not submitted to the background check system, I -- I don’t know why. I imagine itOf those 121,800 records that Arizona has not submitted to the background check system, I -- I don’t know why. I imagine it

could be something. It might be a matter of resources. You know, maybe the funding isn’t there to have the manpower to docould be something. It might be a matter of resources. You know, maybe the funding isn’t there to have the manpower to do

that. Possibly -- maybe there isn’t the will. Maybe for some reason in the state of Arizona, maybe they don’t have a desire tothat. Possibly -- maybe there isn’t the will. Maybe for some reason in the state of Arizona, maybe they don’t have a desire to

share that information.share that information.

I don’t know, but I can guarantee you after this hearing I’m going to try to find out.I don’t know, but I can guarantee you after this hearing I’m going to try to find out.

FLAKE: All right.FLAKE: All right.

KELLY: I’ll get back to you.KELLY: I’ll get back to you.

FLAKE: And so will I. I think that that’s an area from the testimony today and what we know of this situation where we canFLAKE: And so will I. I think that that’s an area from the testimony today and what we know of this situation where we can

have I think a real impact here. And so I thank you all for your testimony, especially Mark and Gabby for being here.have I think a real impact here. And so I thank you all for your testimony, especially Mark and Gabby for being here.

KELLY: Thank you.KELLY: Thank you.

LEAHY: Thank you, Senator Flake.LEAHY: Thank you, Senator Flake.

And Senator Blumenthal, I’ll recognize you next. And I would just note, as everybody probably assumes, you and I have had aAnd Senator Blumenthal, I’ll recognize you next. And I would just note, as everybody probably assumes, you and I have had a

number of discussions since the tragedy in Connecticut, including one phone call I recall when you were just about to meetnumber of discussions since the tragedy in Connecticut, including one phone call I recall when you were just about to meet

with some of the families.with some of the families.

And I have relied a great deal on your -- both your expertise, your law enforcement background but also the fact that you areAnd I have relied a great deal on your -- both your expertise, your law enforcement background but also the fact that you are

from Connecticut.from Connecticut.

Senator Blumenthal?Senator Blumenthal?

BLUMENTHAL: Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.BLUMENTHAL: Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I want to express my appreciation to you for your sensitivity and your condolences, and so many of my colleagues for theirs asI want to express my appreciation to you for your sensitivity and your condolences, and so many of my colleagues for theirs as

well and the expressions that we’ve had this morning and also, obviously, for convening this hearing, which is a beginning --well and the expressions that we’ve had this morning and also, obviously, for convening this hearing, which is a beginning --

hardly an end -- just a first step in what I hope will be a call to action that Newtown has begun and action that is reallyhardly an end -- just a first step in what I hope will be a call to action that Newtown has begun and action that is really

bipartisan.bipartisan.

Whatever the impressions that may be left by this morning’s proceedings, I think there is a real potential for bipartisanWhatever the impressions that may be left by this morning’s proceedings, I think there is a real potential for bipartisan

common ground on this issue, because we certainly have more in common than we have in conflict on this issue.common ground on this issue, because we certainly have more in common than we have in conflict on this issue.

And I speak as a former prosecutor, having served as attorney general in the state of Connecticut for 20 years, but also as aAnd I speak as a former prosecutor, having served as attorney general in the state of Connecticut for 20 years, but also as a
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United States attorney, a federal prosecutor for four and a half years.United States attorney, a federal prosecutor for four and a half years.

And I want to thank all of the members of the panel for your patience and your staying power today. It has been a veryAnd I want to thank all of the members of the panel for your patience and your staying power today. It has been a very

informative and worthwhile hearing.informative and worthwhile hearing.

But I want to say a particular thanks, as others have, to Captain Kelly and to Gabby Giffords for your courage and strength inBut I want to say a particular thanks, as others have, to Captain Kelly and to Gabby Giffords for your courage and strength in

being here today; and to all of the victims and their families -- Steve Barton, who is here from Connecticut, who was a victim inbeing here today; and to all of the victims and their families -- Steve Barton, who is here from Connecticut, who was a victim in

Aurora; many of the Sandy Hook families who are not here today, I know who are here in spirit.Aurora; many of the Sandy Hook families who are not here today, I know who are here in spirit.

Mark and Jackie Barden, who lost their wonderful son Daniel at Sandy Hook, wrote a profoundly moving and inspiring pieceMark and Jackie Barden, who lost their wonderful son Daniel at Sandy Hook, wrote a profoundly moving and inspiring piece

in today’s Washington Post.in today’s Washington Post.

And Mr. Chairman, if there’s no objection, I’d like to submit it for the record. It’s entitled, “Make the Debate Over GunsAnd Mr. Chairman, if there’s no objection, I’d like to submit it for the record. It’s entitled, “Make the Debate Over Guns

Worthy of Our Son.”Worthy of Our Son.”

LEAHY: Without objection.LEAHY: Without objection.

BLUMENTHAL: To Chief Johnson, you are here not only in a personal capacity but, in my view, as representing and reflectingBLUMENTHAL: To Chief Johnson, you are here not only in a personal capacity but, in my view, as representing and reflecting

the courage and heroism of the tens of thousands of law enforcement community, police and firefighters and first respondersthe courage and heroism of the tens of thousands of law enforcement community, police and firefighters and first responders

across the country who every day brave the threat of gunfire and are often outmanned or outgunned by criminals.across the country who every day brave the threat of gunfire and are often outmanned or outgunned by criminals.

And I want to thank you for your service to our nation, as I do Captain Kelly for his in our military.And I want to thank you for your service to our nation, as I do Captain Kelly for his in our military.

And just to say, you know, I was in Sandy Hook within hours of the shooting at the fire house where parents went to find outAnd just to say, you know, I was in Sandy Hook within hours of the shooting at the fire house where parents went to find out

whether their children were alive. And I will never forget the sights and sounds of that day when the grief and pain waswhether their children were alive. And I will never forget the sights and sounds of that day when the grief and pain was

expressed in the voices and faces of those parents.expressed in the voices and faces of those parents.

As much evil as there was on that day in Newtown, there was also a tremendous heroism and goodness: The heroism andAs much evil as there was on that day in Newtown, there was also a tremendous heroism and goodness: The heroism and

goodness of the educators who perished literally trying to save those children by putting themselves between the bullets andgoodness of the educators who perished literally trying to save those children by putting themselves between the bullets and

their children. And the heroism of those first responders and police who ran into that building to stop the shooter not knowingtheir children. And the heroism of those first responders and police who ran into that building to stop the shooter not knowing

that he was dead when they did. And their being there in fact stopped the tragedy.that he was dead when they did. And their being there in fact stopped the tragedy.

So I want to thank also the community of Sandy Hook. I’ve spent countless hours there, the better part of three weeks after theSo I want to thank also the community of Sandy Hook. I’ve spent countless hours there, the better part of three weeks after the

shooting and most recently this past weekend, the dedication of a memorial and then time with one of the families.shooting and most recently this past weekend, the dedication of a memorial and then time with one of the families.

And their strength and courage, I think, has been an inspiration to the country and very, very important to advancing anAnd their strength and courage, I think, has been an inspiration to the country and very, very important to advancing an

agenda of making our nation safer.agenda of making our nation safer.

And one way they’ve done it -- one way, not the exclusive or only way, has been through a pledge called the Sandy HookAnd one way they’ve done it -- one way, not the exclusive or only way, has been through a pledge called the Sandy Hook

Promise. This promise I would like to read. Have it on a chart here.Promise. This promise I would like to read. Have it on a chart here.
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BLUMENTHAL: It is, “I promise to honor the 26 lives lost at Sandy Hook Elementary School. I promise to do everything I canBLUMENTHAL: It is, “I promise to honor the 26 lives lost at Sandy Hook Elementary School. I promise to do everything I can

to encourage and support common-sense solutions that make my community and our country safer from similar acts ofto encourage and support common-sense solutions that make my community and our country safer from similar acts of

violence.violence.

I promise this time there will be change. I’m proud to say Steve Barton, Gabby Giffords and Mark Kelly have made the SandyI promise this time there will be change. I’m proud to say Steve Barton, Gabby Giffords and Mark Kelly have made the Sandy

Hook promise. Tens of thousands of Americans in Connecticut and across the country have made that promise, as have I.Hook promise. Tens of thousands of Americans in Connecticut and across the country have made that promise, as have I.

So I want to ask Mr. LaPierre, will you make the Sandy Hook promise?So I want to ask Mr. LaPierre, will you make the Sandy Hook promise?

LAPIERRE: Senator, our Sandy Hook promise is -- is always to make this country safer, which is why we’ve advocatedLAPIERRE: Senator, our Sandy Hook promise is -- is always to make this country safer, which is why we’ve advocated

immediately putting police, armed security in schools, fixing the mental health system, computerizing the records of thoseimmediately putting police, armed security in schools, fixing the mental health system, computerizing the records of those

mentally adjudicated. I would hope we could convince some of these companies that are just -- I’m not talking about Firstmentally adjudicated. I would hope we could convince some of these companies that are just -- I’m not talking about First

Amendment, I know they have a right to do it, to stop putting out such incredibly violent video games that desensitize.Amendment, I know they have a right to do it, to stop putting out such incredibly violent video games that desensitize.

And -- and finally we need to enforce the reasonable gun laws on the books and NRA support that -- that we do not do.And -- and finally we need to enforce the reasonable gun laws on the books and NRA support that -- that we do not do.

(CROSSTALK)(CROSSTALK)

BLUMENTHAL: I’ll take that as a yes?BLUMENTHAL: I’ll take that as a yes?

(CROSSTALK)(CROSSTALK)

LAPIERRE: That will make the country safer.LAPIERRE: That will make the country safer.

BLUMENTHAL: Can I take that as a yes?BLUMENTHAL: Can I take that as a yes?

LAPIERRE: Yes. That’s a yes.LAPIERRE: Yes. That’s a yes.

BLUMENTHAL: Thank you.BLUMENTHAL: Thank you.

LAPIERRE: We’re -- we have 11,000 police...LAPIERRE: We’re -- we have 11,000 police...

(CROSSTALK)(CROSSTALK)

BLUMENTHAL: And can I -- can I invite and urge you to advocate that your members, responsible gun owners, and I thankBLUMENTHAL: And can I -- can I invite and urge you to advocate that your members, responsible gun owners, and I thank

them for being responsible gun owners, also join in the Sandy Hook promise? LAPIERRE: Senator there is not a -- athem for being responsible gun owners, also join in the Sandy Hook promise? LAPIERRE: Senator there is not a -- a

law-abiding firearms owner across this United States that wasn’t torn to pieces by what happened in Sandy Hook. They justlaw-abiding firearms owner across this United States that wasn’t torn to pieces by what happened in Sandy Hook. They just

don’t believe that their constitutional right to own a firearm, and the fact that they can protect their family with a firearm is --don’t believe that their constitutional right to own a firearm, and the fact that they can protect their family with a firearm is --

is -- resulted in the problem.is -- resulted in the problem.
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(CROSSTALK)(CROSSTALK)

BLUMENTHAL: Let me ask you this, Mr. LaPierre. You and I agree there ought to be more prosecutions of illegal gunBLUMENTHAL: Let me ask you this, Mr. LaPierre. You and I agree there ought to be more prosecutions of illegal gun

possession, and illegal gun ownership.possession, and illegal gun ownership.

LAPIERRE: You know the problem, Senator is I’ve been up here on this Hill for 20-some years agreeing to that, and nobodyLAPIERRE: You know the problem, Senator is I’ve been up here on this Hill for 20-some years agreeing to that, and nobody

does it. And that’s the problem. Every time we say we’re going to do it -- I -- I make you this bet right now, when Presidentdoes it. And that’s the problem. Every time we say we’re going to do it -- I -- I make you this bet right now, when President

Obama leaves office four years from now, his prosecutions will not be much different than they are now. If each U.S. attorneyObama leaves office four years from now, his prosecutions will not be much different than they are now. If each U.S. attorney

did ten a month, they’d have 12,000. If they did 20 a month, they’d have 24,000. Let’s see if we get there.did ten a month, they’d have 12,000. If they did 20 a month, they’d have 24,000. Let’s see if we get there.

BLUMENTHAL: Chief Johnson, you’ve -- you’ve testified very persuasively on the need for better background checks. Do youBLUMENTHAL: Chief Johnson, you’ve -- you’ve testified very persuasively on the need for better background checks. Do you

believe those background checks ought to be applied to ammunition purchases, as well as firearms purchases?believe those background checks ought to be applied to ammunition purchases, as well as firearms purchases?

J. JOHNSON: Our organization supports background checks on ammunition sales.J. JOHNSON: Our organization supports background checks on ammunition sales.

BLUMENTHAL: Thank you. And Captain Kelly, I am just about out of time, but I -- I would like to ask you if you may, youBLUMENTHAL: Thank you. And Captain Kelly, I am just about out of time, but I -- I would like to ask you if you may, you

supported better background checks, as a -- an advocate of the Second Amendment, and I join you in believing that Americanssupported better background checks, as a -- an advocate of the Second Amendment, and I join you in believing that Americans

have a strong and robust right to possess firearms, it’s the law of the land. Do you also believe that better background checkshave a strong and robust right to possess firearms, it’s the law of the land. Do you also believe that better background checks

on firearms purchases would help make both Arizona, and our nation safer?on firearms purchases would help make both Arizona, and our nation safer?

KELLY: Absolutely, Senator. While we were having this hearing, and we certainly don’t know the details, but in Phoenix,KELLY: Absolutely, Senator. While we were having this hearing, and we certainly don’t know the details, but in Phoenix,

Arizona there is another, what seems to be possibly a -- a shooting with multiple victims. And it doesn’t seem like anybody hasArizona there is another, what seems to be possibly a -- a shooting with multiple victims. And it doesn’t seem like anybody has

been killed, but the initial reports are three people injured in Phoenix, Arizona with multiple shots fired. There’s 50 or sobeen killed, but the initial reports are three people injured in Phoenix, Arizona with multiple shots fired. There’s 50 or so

police cars on the scene. And I certainly agree with you, Sir that, you know a universal background check that’s effective, thatpolice cars on the scene. And I certainly agree with you, Sir that, you know a universal background check that’s effective, that

has the mental health records in it, that has the criminal records in it, will go a long way to saving and -- saving people’s lives.has the mental health records in it, that has the criminal records in it, will go a long way to saving and -- saving people’s lives.

BLUMENTHAL: And improving the quality of information in the...BLUMENTHAL: And improving the quality of information in the...

KELLY: Absolutely.KELLY: Absolutely.

BLUMENTHAL: ... checks would make a difference. Let me just again thank the panel. My hope is that Newtown will beBLUMENTHAL: ... checks would make a difference. Let me just again thank the panel. My hope is that Newtown will be

remembered, not just as a place, but as a promise. And that we use this tragedy as a means of transforming the debate, theremembered, not just as a place, but as a promise. And that we use this tragedy as a means of transforming the debate, the

discussion, the action that we need to make America safer. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.discussion, the action that we need to make America safer. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

LEAHY: Thank you.LEAHY: Thank you.

Just so everybody understands, we are coming to a close. I’ll make an exception to the normal rules. Senator Cruz said he hadJust so everybody understands, we are coming to a close. I’ll make an exception to the normal rules. Senator Cruz said he had

one more question, let him do that then we will -- then I’ll yield to Senator Hirono, the newest member of this committee, andone more question, let him do that then we will -- then I’ll yield to Senator Hirono, the newest member of this committee, and

she will have the final word. Senator Cruz?she will have the final word. Senator Cruz?
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CRUZ: Thank you, Mr. Chairman, I very much appreciate your -- your allowing me to ask an additional question.CRUZ: Thank you, Mr. Chairman, I very much appreciate your -- your allowing me to ask an additional question.

I wanted to ask a question of Chief Johnson. Your -- your testimony today was in -- in some tension with what I have heardI wanted to ask a question of Chief Johnson. Your -- your testimony today was in -- in some tension with what I have heard

from -- from police officer serving on the ground in the state of Texas, namely that your testimony, as I understand it, was,from -- from police officer serving on the ground in the state of Texas, namely that your testimony, as I understand it, was,

that in your judgment, stricter gun control laws would -- would prove effective in -- in limiting crime. And the data I have seenthat in your judgment, stricter gun control laws would -- would prove effective in -- in limiting crime. And the data I have seen

suggests that -- that the evidence doesn’t support it.suggests that -- that the evidence doesn’t support it.

If one looks in the District of Columbia which had district is gun-control laws in this country and banned firearms, we saw thatIf one looks in the District of Columbia which had district is gun-control laws in this country and banned firearms, we saw that

when the ban was implemented in 1976, there were fewer than 200 and homicides that rose to over 350 in 1988, and two overwhen the ban was implemented in 1976, there were fewer than 200 and homicides that rose to over 350 in 1988, and two over

450 in 1993. That pattern is reflected across major urban centers. Those urban centers that have the strictest gun bans, for450 in 1993. That pattern is reflected across major urban centers. Those urban centers that have the strictest gun bans, for

example, the city of Chicago unfortunately, suffers from according to the latest statistics 15.9 murders per hundred thousandexample, the city of Chicago unfortunately, suffers from according to the latest statistics 15.9 murders per hundred thousand

citizens.citizens.

Your city, the city of Baltimore, has 31.3 murders per 100,000 citizens. That contrasts with other major urban areas such asYour city, the city of Baltimore, has 31.3 murders per 100,000 citizens. That contrasts with other major urban areas such as

my home town of Houston which does not have strict gun-control laws like the -- the jurisdictions I was talking about, that hasmy home town of Houston which does not have strict gun-control laws like the -- the jurisdictions I was talking about, that has

a murder rate of 9.2 percent per 100,000, 1/3 of Baltimore’s. And in fact, the city of Austin, our capital, has a murder rate ofa murder rate of 9.2 percent per 100,000, 1/3 of Baltimore’s. And in fact, the city of Austin, our capital, has a murder rate of

3.5 per 100,000, 1/10 that of Baltimore.3.5 per 100,000, 1/10 that of Baltimore.

So, my question to you is, in light of the evidence, what -- what empirical data supports your contention that -- that restrictingSo, my question to you is, in light of the evidence, what -- what empirical data supports your contention that -- that restricting

the rights of law-abiding citizens to possess firearms would -- would decrease crime rather than making people morethe rights of law-abiding citizens to possess firearms would -- would decrease crime rather than making people more

vulnerable to violent criminals, which is what I would suggest the data indicates has happened when it’s been done?vulnerable to violent criminals, which is what I would suggest the data indicates has happened when it’s been done?

J. JOHNSON: We know that nearly 2 million prohibited purchases were stopped from obtaining their firearms sinceJ. JOHNSON: We know that nearly 2 million prohibited purchases were stopped from obtaining their firearms since

1994-2009. Senator, I would tell that your homicide statistics would be much greater and often missed from this conversation1994-2009. Senator, I would tell that your homicide statistics would be much greater and often missed from this conversation

is the medical intervention and takes place to day at the EMT in the field to the shock trauma facilities that are very robust inis the medical intervention and takes place to day at the EMT in the field to the shock trauma facilities that are very robust in

our nation today, these -- this data would be much higher.our nation today, these -- this data would be much higher.

I’m here today representing nine major police executive leadership organizations. For the sake of time, I’m not gonna read allI’m here today representing nine major police executive leadership organizations. For the sake of time, I’m not gonna read all

of those. I think they’re a matter of record.of those. I think they’re a matter of record.

The problem in areas like Baltimore, and New York, and Chicago with some of the toughest gun regulations and laws in theThe problem in areas like Baltimore, and New York, and Chicago with some of the toughest gun regulations and laws in the

nation is outside weapons coming in. It’s about the background check problem. It is about acquisition of these firearmsnation is outside weapons coming in. It’s about the background check problem. It is about acquisition of these firearms

outside of the normal firearms licensed dealer process. And that’s what we have to fix.outside of the normal firearms licensed dealer process. And that’s what we have to fix.

In addition, high-capacity magazines or a problem, and certainly we are seeing assault weapons used each and every day inIn addition, high-capacity magazines or a problem, and certainly we are seeing assault weapons used each and every day in

crimes and police are seizing these weapons each and every day. And the -- holistically with the plan that the president’s laidcrimes and police are seizing these weapons each and every day. And the -- holistically with the plan that the president’s laid

out and, frankly (ph), some of the bills that have been put forth, we can make our nation and much safer place.out and, frankly (ph), some of the bills that have been put forth, we can make our nation and much safer place.

LEAHY: Thank you.LEAHY: Thank you.
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We’ve been fortunate to have three new members of this committee, Senator Cruz, Senator Flake and Senator Hirono. AndWe’ve been fortunate to have three new members of this committee, Senator Cruz, Senator Flake and Senator Hirono. And

you, Senator, have the last word.you, Senator, have the last word.

HIRONO: Are you saving the best for last, is that it?HIRONO: Are you saving the best for last, is that it?

LEAHY: Well, I was just saying you get the last word.LEAHY: Well, I was just saying you get the last word.

You’re gonna have to prove whether it’s the best, but I -- I would note that both you and Senator Flake -- I occupied the badYou’re gonna have to prove whether it’s the best, but I -- I would note that both you and Senator Flake -- I occupied the bad

seed so you are very patient in waiting. So I thank Senator Blumenthal for bringing the -- representing so well the feelings ofseed so you are very patient in waiting. So I thank Senator Blumenthal for bringing the -- representing so well the feelings of

the people in Connecticut.the people in Connecticut.

Senator Hirono?Senator Hirono?

HIRONO: Thank you so much, Mr. Chairman.HIRONO: Thank you so much, Mr. Chairman.

I would like to thank the panel for this very lively discussion on what is a highly emotional subject.I would like to thank the panel for this very lively discussion on what is a highly emotional subject.

HIRONO: And, Captain Kelly, I would like to thank you for being here because Gabby and I were elected to the House ofHIRONO: And, Captain Kelly, I would like to thank you for being here because Gabby and I were elected to the House of

Representatives in the same year and her courage continues to inspire us. And I certainly take to heart her testimony todayRepresentatives in the same year and her courage continues to inspire us. And I certainly take to heart her testimony today

asking us to do something now to reduce gun violence in our country.asking us to do something now to reduce gun violence in our country.

And, Chief Johnson, you are, literally, in the trenches. You’re on the firing line and I -- and I certainly give much credence toAnd, Chief Johnson, you are, literally, in the trenches. You’re on the firing line and I -- and I certainly give much credence to

your testimony.your testimony.

We have a lot of hunters in Hawaii, so I certainly understand their perspective. And this -- to me, this issue is not aboutWe have a lot of hunters in Hawaii, so I certainly understand their perspective. And this -- to me, this issue is not about

abrogating Second Amendment rights. It is about reasonable limits on those rights.abrogating Second Amendment rights. It is about reasonable limits on those rights.

And one of those areas that has already been deemed reasonable is the requirement for background checks.And one of those areas that has already been deemed reasonable is the requirement for background checks.

And so, what many of us are saying is what has already been deemed reasonable should be a reasonable requirement whenAnd so, what many of us are saying is what has already been deemed reasonable should be a reasonable requirement when

guns are sold regardless of how or where they are sold.guns are sold regardless of how or where they are sold.

So I -- I hope that we can reach bipartisan agreement on the reasonable limit of requiring background checks when guns areSo I -- I hope that we can reach bipartisan agreement on the reasonable limit of requiring background checks when guns are

sold.sold.

And, Captain Kelly, I do appreciate your starting your testimony today by saying that there is no perfect solution. I know thereAnd, Captain Kelly, I do appreciate your starting your testimony today by saying that there is no perfect solution. I know there

are all kinds of antecedent environmental issues and -- and community issues that lead to gun violence, but I believe weare all kinds of antecedent environmental issues and -- and community issues that lead to gun violence, but I believe we

should do that which is reasonable. so nothing is perfect.should do that which is reasonable. so nothing is perfect.

I believe that one of the areas of focus for your organization, Americans for Responsible Solutions, is the mental health part ofI believe that one of the areas of focus for your organization, Americans for Responsible Solutions, is the mental health part of
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what we ought to be addressing that leads to gun violence.what we ought to be addressing that leads to gun violence.

Do you have some key suggestions that Congress can take to help address the mental illness problem?Do you have some key suggestions that Congress can take to help address the mental illness problem?

KELLY: Well, thank you, Senator.KELLY: Well, thank you, Senator.

Well, you know, first of all, compelling states to share with the federal government the records, the appropriate records, ofWell, you know, first of all, compelling states to share with the federal government the records, the appropriate records, of

adjudicated mental illness and criminal records as well, also within the federal government.adjudicated mental illness and criminal records as well, also within the federal government.

I had a conversation with the vice president, who talked specifically about, you know, intergovernment agencies and why --I had a conversation with the vice president, who talked specifically about, you know, intergovernment agencies and why --

that there has also been, you know, some issues in certain federal government agencies at times getting the records into thethat there has also been, you know, some issues in certain federal government agencies at times getting the records into the

background check system.background check system.

So if we could improve the system, close the gun-show loophole, require background checks for private sellers, I think we willSo if we could improve the system, close the gun-show loophole, require background checks for private sellers, I think we will

go a long way to preventing many of these murders and mass shootings in this country.go a long way to preventing many of these murders and mass shootings in this country.

We’re not going to stop all of them, but there is certainly a reason that we have 20 times the murder rate -- 20 times theWe’re not going to stop all of them, but there is certainly a reason that we have 20 times the murder rate -- 20 times the

murder rate -- of other developed countries. And I think that’s unacceptable.murder rate -- of other developed countries. And I think that’s unacceptable.

But like -- you know, like you said, we -- you know, as an organization, I certainly think Congress can come together on thisBut like -- you know, like you said, we -- you know, as an organization, I certainly think Congress can come together on this

issue. We realize there’s a problem, and it certainly can be solved.issue. We realize there’s a problem, and it certainly can be solved.

HIRONO: Captain Kelly, it’s one thing when someone has already been deemed to show signs of mental illness, and certainlyHIRONO: Captain Kelly, it’s one thing when someone has already been deemed to show signs of mental illness, and certainly

if there’s been any kind of an adjudication, that -- that identification is much easier and therefore that information should getif there’s been any kind of an adjudication, that -- that identification is much easier and therefore that information should get

into our system.into our system.

It becomes a lot harder when you’re trying to determine whether someone is suffering from mental illness and needs help. AndIt becomes a lot harder when you’re trying to determine whether someone is suffering from mental illness and needs help. And

often these kinds of signs manifest themselves certainly in the home, but in the schools. And we don’t have a lot ofoften these kinds of signs manifest themselves certainly in the home, but in the schools. And we don’t have a lot of

psychologists, therapists in our schools.psychologists, therapists in our schools.

Would you also support more of those kinds of personnel in our schools so we can help these individuals?Would you also support more of those kinds of personnel in our schools so we can help these individuals?

KELLY: You know, absolutely. In the case of Jared Loughner in Tucson, Pima Community College was well aware of -- youKELLY: You know, absolutely. In the case of Jared Loughner in Tucson, Pima Community College was well aware of -- you

know, that he had some form of mental illness. They expelled him over it. Multiple cases of very erratic and disruptiveknow, that he had some form of mental illness. They expelled him over it. Multiple cases of very erratic and disruptive

behavior in the classroom and outside the classroom.behavior in the classroom and outside the classroom.

But, for some reason, he was not referred, as far as I know, to an appropriate mental health authority for an evaluation. And IBut, for some reason, he was not referred, as far as I know, to an appropriate mental health authority for an evaluation. And I

know often those need to be voluntary, but his parents, as well.know often those need to be voluntary, but his parents, as well.

KELLY: I mean, there seems, in this case, that there was a lack of education within the community to get him some effectiveKELLY: I mean, there seems, in this case, that there was a lack of education within the community to get him some effective
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treatment. And it’s really -- it’s actually really sad. Because in his case, as I know in many other cases, often you’ll see a mantreatment. And it’s really -- it’s actually really sad. Because in his case, as I know in many other cases, often you’ll see a man

who is paranoid schizophrenic that commits some of these horrific crimes.who is paranoid schizophrenic that commits some of these horrific crimes.

But with treatment, they would never have done these things. So, absolutely. I mean, we are going to work -- at Americans ForBut with treatment, they would never have done these things. So, absolutely. I mean, we are going to work -- at Americans For

Responsible Solutions, we’re going to work to help fix the mental health aspect of this, too.Responsible Solutions, we’re going to work to help fix the mental health aspect of this, too.

It is a big part of it. I agree with Mr. LaPierre on that matter. I mean, that is a major issue, but so is a comprehensive,It is a big part of it. I agree with Mr. LaPierre on that matter. I mean, that is a major issue, but so is a comprehensive,

universal, a good background check without a loophole, without holes in it, and getting the data into the system. Those areuniversal, a good background check without a loophole, without holes in it, and getting the data into the system. Those are

critical things that can make our communities much safer.critical things that can make our communities much safer.

HIRONO: Thank you.HIRONO: Thank you.

I -- I do have one question for Chief Johnson. This is an area that has not been raised today so far. It has to do with anI -- I do have one question for Chief Johnson. This is an area that has not been raised today so far. It has to do with an

environment that allows bullying to occur in our schools. And sometimes bullying can lead to violent situations. I’m sure it’senvironment that allows bullying to occur in our schools. And sometimes bullying can lead to violent situations. I’m sure it’s

happened in Baltimore and just recently in Hawaii, we had a situation in our -- in our schools where bullying led to fights andhappened in Baltimore and just recently in Hawaii, we had a situation in our -- in our schools where bullying led to fights and

the school had to be closed.the school had to be closed.

So, I think that one of the ways that we prevent escalation of violent behavior is to put in place programs that will address theSo, I think that one of the ways that we prevent escalation of violent behavior is to put in place programs that will address the

issue of bullying, which takes place in just about -- in every state. Would you -- do you have any thoughts on -- on that?issue of bullying, which takes place in just about -- in every state. Would you -- do you have any thoughts on -- on that?

J. JOHNSON: Yes. The president’s plan calls for not only funding and an announcement for additional police officers. And IJ. JOHNSON: Yes. The president’s plan calls for not only funding and an announcement for additional police officers. And I

believe Congress should support these plans. They also call for funding to support additional counselors and psychologicalbelieve Congress should support these plans. They also call for funding to support additional counselors and psychological

service providers as well in the schools.service providers as well in the schools.

Certainly, in my particular case and in many jurisdictions across America, we have police officers in all the high schools, andCertainly, in my particular case and in many jurisdictions across America, we have police officers in all the high schools, and

frankly, the middle schools, costing my jurisdiction nearly $8 million a year. And they have a place, but certainly we believefrankly, the middle schools, costing my jurisdiction nearly $8 million a year. And they have a place, but certainly we believe

that more needs to be done in this area. In my two school shootings, in both shootings, bullying was alleged to be a factor.that more needs to be done in this area. In my two school shootings, in both shootings, bullying was alleged to be a factor.

HIRONO: Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.HIRONO: Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

LEAHY: Thank you very much.LEAHY: Thank you very much.

I want to thank all the witnesses who came here. This was a lengthy hearing. It’s the first of others we will have. I think whatI want to thank all the witnesses who came here. This was a lengthy hearing. It’s the first of others we will have. I think what

we’re trying to do, and I hope people realize, on this committee we’re trying to write laws to protect the public. And I cherishwe’re trying to do, and I hope people realize, on this committee we’re trying to write laws to protect the public. And I cherish

and exercise my Second Amendment rights as I do all my rights under the Constitution.and exercise my Second Amendment rights as I do all my rights under the Constitution.

But I don’t think individual rights include weapons of war like landmines or tanks or machine guns or rocket-propelledBut I don’t think individual rights include weapons of war like landmines or tanks or machine guns or rocket-propelled

grenades. And where do we go as we step back from those levels? I came here to have a discussion, hope to build consensus.grenades. And where do we go as we step back from those levels? I came here to have a discussion, hope to build consensus.

Obviously, there’s more work that needs to be done.Obviously, there’s more work that needs to be done.
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I think there is one consensus. We all want to do what we can to prevent future tragedies and put an end to the violence thatI think there is one consensus. We all want to do what we can to prevent future tragedies and put an end to the violence that

breaks all our hearts. You know, I live an hour’s drive from another country, Canada. I don’t see the same kind of problembreaks all our hearts. You know, I live an hour’s drive from another country, Canada. I don’t see the same kind of problem

there. I want to find out how we can stop what is happening. I believe there should be some areas of agreement, and I hope thethere. I want to find out how we can stop what is happening. I believe there should be some areas of agreement, and I hope the

committee can get together to mark up legislation next month -- this month is virtually over -- and then take it to the floor.committee can get together to mark up legislation next month -- this month is virtually over -- and then take it to the floor.

We will respect the diversity of viewpoints represented today. We will have hearings that have other viewpoints. We have toWe will respect the diversity of viewpoints represented today. We will have hearings that have other viewpoints. We have to

listen to one another. If we start with a basic thing that we abhor the kind of violence we see and the violence I saw years agolisten to one another. If we start with a basic thing that we abhor the kind of violence we see and the violence I saw years ago

as a prosecutor, then let’s find which steps (inaudible) for it.as a prosecutor, then let’s find which steps (inaudible) for it.

So thank you all -- all five of you -- very, very much.So thank you all -- all five of you -- very, very much.

We stand in recess.We stand in recess.

ENDEND
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Brady Center-to Prevent Gun Violence · 
Before the Council of the District of Columbia 

October 1, 2008 

Thank you, Chairman Mendelson and other members of the Council, for inviting the 
Brady Center to Prevent Gun Violence to speak at this important committee hearing. 

The Brady Center to Prevent Gun Violence and the Brady Campaign to Prevent Gun 
Violence are the nation's largest organizations working for sensible gun policies. The Legal 
Action Project of the Brady Center represents victims of gun violence and defends gun laws in 
the courts. 

In addition to the other measures being suggested here today, which we support, the 
Brady Center and Brady Campaign strongly urge the Council to pass an assault weapons ban, a 
ban on .50 caliber sniper rifles, and retain its recently-passed ban on high-capacity ammunition 
magazines, as part of its process of strengthening the District's gun laws in light of the Heller· 
decision. 

The Need for An Assault Weapons Ban 

As5ault weapons had been banned for more than 30 years under the broader D.C. ban on 
all semiautomatic weapons. However, now that that ban has been repealed, an assault weapon 
ban is needed to protect the people of the District, visitors, and law enforcement from these 
particularly dangerous weapons. An assault weapons ban would continue to allow law-abiding 
citizens to have common pistols in their homes for self-defense, and would remain in compliance 
with the Heller decision. We believe it is imperative for the Council, now that it has. legalized 
common semiautomatic pistols, to restore a ban on military-style assault weapons. 

Assault Weapons Are "Mass Produced Mayhem" 

Assault weapons are semiautomatic versions of fully automatic guns designed for 
military use. Even semiautomatic assault weapons unleash extraordinary firepower. · When San 
Jose, California, police test-fired an UZI, a 30-round magazine was emptied in slightly less than 
two seconds on full automatic, while the same magazine was emptied in just five seconds on 
semiautomatic. 

The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives ("ATF") has described assault 
weapons in stark terms. . 
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Assault weapons were designed for rapid fire, close quarter shooting at human 
beings. That is why they were put together the way they were. You will not find 
these guns in a duck blind or at the Olympics. They are mass produced 
mayhem.1 

Assault weapons have distinct features that separate them from sporting firearms. 2 While 
hunting rifles are designed to be fired from the shoulder and depend upon the accuracy of a 
precisely aimed projectile, the military features of semiautOmatic assault weapons are designed 
to enhance their capacity to shoot multiple human targets very rapidly. Assault weapons are 
generally equipped with large--capacity ammunition magazines that allow the shooter to fire 20, 
50, or even more than 100 rounds without having to reload. Pistol grips on assault rifles and 
shotguns help stabilize the weapon during rapid fire and allow the shooter to spray-fire from the 
hip position. Barrel shrouds on assault pistols protect the shooter's bands from the heat 
generated by firing many rounds in rapid succession. Far from being simply "cosmetic," these 
fea,tures all contribute to the unique function of any assault weapon to deliver extraordinary 
firepower. They are uniquely military features, with no sporting purpose whatsoever. 

Accordingly, A TF has concluded that assault weapons ''are not generally recognized as 
particularly suitable for or readily adaptable to sporting purposes" and instead "are attractive to 
certain criminals . .,J, A 1F' s analysis of guns traced to crime showed that assault weapons "are 
preferred by criminals over law abiding citizens eight to one.... Access to them shifts the 
balance of power to the lawless.'t4 

It is no accident that when a madman, Gian Luigi Ferri, decided to assault the law offices 
at 101 California Street in San Francisco, he armed himself with two TEC-9 assault w~ns 
with 50 round magazines, which enabled him to kill eight people and wound six others. Or that 
the Columbine high school shooters who killed 12 students and a teacher included a TEC-9 
assault weapon in their arsenal. Or that James Huberty used an UZI assault pistol and a shotgun 
to kill21 people and wound 19 others at a McDonald's in Sao Ysidro, Califomia.6 Or that 
Patrick Purdy used an AK.-47 assault rifle to kill five children and wound 29 others and a teacher 
at an elementary School in Stockton, California. Equipped with a 75-round "drum'' magazine, 
Purdy was able to shoot 106 rounds in less than two minutes. 7 The list goes on. 

1 
ATF, Assault Weapons Profile 19 (1994) (emphasis added). 

2 /d. at 20. 
3 

DEP'T OF TREAsURY, Study on the Sporting Suitability of Modified Semiautomatic Assault Rifles 38 (1998). 
4 

A TF, Assault Weapons Profile, supra note 1, at 19-20. 
5 

Ferri Used Guns That California Ban Does Not Forbid, SAN FRANCISCO ExAMINER, July 4, 1993. 
6 

Satellite College Campus Helps to Heal the Scars at San Ysidro Massacre, Los ANGELES TIMES, Mar. 30, 1989; 
A 77-Minute Moment in History That Will Never BeForgotten, Los ANGELES TIMES, July 16, 1989. 
7 

The Kinds of Guns School Killer Used, SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE, Jan. 19, 1989; Michael Taylor & Leslie 
Guevarra, Myterious &rawlings and Slogans, School Killer's Last Days, Toy Anny in his Room, SAN FRANCISCO 
CHRONICLE, Jan. 19, 1989. . 

2 
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AsSault Weapons Threaten Law Enforcement 

Law enforcement officers are at particular risk from these weapons because of their high 
firepower, which often leaves them outgunned by criminals. A researcher for the Department of 
Justice found that 

assault weapons account for a larger· share of guns used in mass· murders and 
murders of police, crimes for which weapons with greater firepower would seem 
particularly useful. 8 

Assault weapons have even been used in a brazen attack at D.C. Police Headquarters. On 
November 22, 1994, a man armed with a MAC-11 assault pistol walked into Metropolitan Police 
headquarters and shot and killed Sergeant Henry Daly and FBI ·Agents Mike Miller and Martha 
Martinez. The shooter seriously wounded FBI Agent John Kuchta and shot at couches, walls, 
computers, and desks before shooting and killing himself with Agent Martinez's gun.9 

In addition, numerous law enforcement officers have been killed with high-firepower 
assault weapons. Here are a few recent examples: 

• Philadelphi~ P A. May 3, 2008. Officer Stephen Liczbinski was shot and killed by an 
assault rifle as he was responding to a robbery at a Bank of America branch. Three men 
robbed the bank and were fleeing when Officer Liczbinski stopped their car and exited his 
patrol car. At that time, one of the bank robbers opened fire with an SKS assault rifle, 
striking Liczbinski numerous times. One suspect was eventually shot and killed by police 
and the other two suspects were arrested and charged with murder. 10 

• Miami, Florida. September 13, 2007. Police spotted a vehicle driving erratically and 
followed it until it stopped in a residential complex. The suspect got out and hopped a fence 
to the rear of the home; the officers exited their patrol car and went to the front of the home 
and were granted permission to search by a female resident. The suspect grabbed a high
powered, military-grade rifle and fired at the police officers through a window, killing 
Officer Jose Somohano. The suspect then exited the house and shot three other officers as he 
escaped. The shooter was caught later that day but would not relinquish his assault rifle so 
he was shot and killed by police officers. 11 

8 
Christopher S. Koper, Updated Assessment of the Federal Assault Weapons Ban: Impacts on Gun Markets and 

Gun Violence, 1994-2003, U. Penn. Jeny Lee Center of Criminology 87 (June 2004). 
9 

Brian Reilly, Cop killers' guns similar; handgun converted to fiercer weapon, THE WASHINGTON TIMEs, May 1, 
1995. 
10 

Joseph A. Gambardello, Liczbinski suspect's girlfriend to stand trial, PHII.ADELPHIA INQUIRER, July 17, 2008; 
Officer shot, killed after bank robbery, NBC IO.COM, May 3, 2008; Sergeant Stephen Liczhinski, www.odmp.org, 
available at: http://www.odmp.org/officer/19359-sergeant-stephen-liczbinski (last visited Sept 30, 2008). 
11 

David Ovalle et al., The murder and the manhunt started in a South Miami-Dade townhouse; zigzagged ... , MIAMI 
HERALD, Sept. 15, 2007. 
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• Chantilly, Virginia. May 8, 2006. A teenager with an AK-47 and 5 handguns engaged in a 
firefight at a police station in suburban Virginia, killing Detective Vicky Armel immediately 
and wounding two other officers, one of whom, Officer Michael Garbarino, died nine days 
later from his injuries.12 

The threat posed to law enforcement is one reason why major law enforcement 
organizations are united in supporting bans on assault weapons. 

Assault Weapons Threaten Civilians 

Assault weapons have also been used to massacre and terrorize civilians. Who can forget 
the nightmare we lived through in the District of Columbia and surrounding communities during 
the attacks committed by the D.C. snipers. Their weapon of choice? A Bushmaster XM-15 
assault rifle. 

There have been hundreds of other shootings committed with semiautomatic assault 
weapons. Here, we list just a few recent examples: · 

• Arvada & Colorado Springs, Colorado. December 9, 2007. One man with an assault rifle 
attacked a missionary training center in Arvada and a church in Colorado Springs. He killed 
two people and injured two others in Arvada, and killed two and injured tbree others, 
including two teenage sisters, in Colorado Springs. He died after being shot by a security 
guard and then shooting himself.13 

• Omaha, Nebraska. December 5, 2007. Nine people were shot to death and five others 
were injured after a 20-year-old shooter, armed with a mi~tary-style assault rifle; attacked 
shoppers in a department store in a Nebraska mall. 14 

• Indianapolis, Indiana. June 2, 2006. Seven family members, four adults and three 
children, were shot and killed in their home by a robber anned with an assault rifle. Nearly 
30 shell casings were found. 15 

• Tyler, Texas. February 25, 2005. A gunman with a history of domestic violence and a 
felony conviction, who was reportedly fighting with his ex-wife over child support for their 
two youngest child.r(m, shot over 50 rounds from an SK.S assault rifle on the steps ofhis local 
courthouse when his ex-wife exited the building. His ex-wife was killed along with a 
bystander who tried to shoot the gunman. The shooter's 23-year-old son and three law 
enforcement officers were wounded during the shooting, including a 28-year-old deputy who 

12 
Ian Urbina, Fatal police station attach shocks tranquil community, NEW YORK TIMEs, May 10, 2006; Officer 

Killed, BOSTON GLOBE, May 18, 2006. 
13 

Erin Emery, Report details church shooting, the document chronicles the days leading up to the Dec. 9 deaths of 
four young people, DENVER POST, Mar. 13, 2008. 
14 

The American Way, REGISTER-GUARD, Dec. 17, 2007. 
15 

Ashley M. Heber, Suspect in slaying of7 family members surrenders I Indianapolis polic~ say he had nowhere 
else to go, HOUSTON CHRONICLE, June 4, 2006. 
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was in grave condition. The gunman fled the scene but was pursued and shot by police when 
he exited his car and shot toward officers. 16 

• Akron, Ohio. February 24, 2005.· A man shot and killed his girlfriend and her seven-year 
old son using an AR-15 assault weapon, then fired more than one hundred rounds at a dozen 
law enforcement officers as he fled the murder scene. The gunman was arreSted the next 
morning inside the apartment of a Kent State University student, who he also murdered with 
the AR -15 assault weapon. Police subsequently seized 21 weapons kept by the suspect, 
including an Uzi and an AK-47.17 

Assault Weapons Threaten Homeland Security 

These weapons pose particular and severe risks for homeland security here in the 
Nation's Capital. The extraordinary firepower of these weapons could wreak havoc at any 
number of high-profile sites or events that occur in Washington, or victimize any number of 
high-profile targets, from government officials to foreign dignitaries. 

And make no mistake: these weapons have great appeal for terrorists. The oft-seen file 
footage of Osama Bin Laden, aiming his AK-47 at an unknown target, is now a familiar 
reminder of the incontrovertible connection between terrorism and assault weapons. 

The Chicago Tribune has reported that, found among the mounds of rubble at a training 
facility in Kabul for a radical Pakistan-based Islamic terrorist organization, was a manual entitled 
"How Can I Train Myself for Jihad" containing an entire section on ''Firearms Training.''18 

Tellingly, the manual singles out the United States for its easy availability of firearms and 
stipulates that al-Qaeda members living in the United States "obtain an assault weapon legally, 
preferably AK.-47 or variations." 

Terrorists have used assault weapons in numerous attacks. I am going to mention just 
one that is close to home. 

• Langley, Virginia, January 25, 1993. Pakistani national Mir Ainial Kasi killed two. CIA 
employees and wounded three others outside the entrance to CIA headquarters in Langley, 
Virginia. Kasi used a Chinese-made semiautomatic AK.-47 assault rifle equipped with a 30-
round magazine purchased from a Northern Virginia gun store.19

. After fleeing the country, 
he was arrested in Pakistan in 1997.20 

16 
Bill Hanna & Jack Douglas Jr., Rampage in Tyler leaves three dead, four wounded, FoRT WORTII STAR

TELEGRAM, Feb. 25, 2005; Jack Douglas Jr. & Bill Hanna, Police order emergency trace on weapon used in 
shootings, FORT WORTII STAR-TELEGRAM, FEB. 26,2005. 
17 

Ed Meyer, Police eye semiautomatic rifles, Brimfield officials want to be prepared after recent shooting rampage 
that killed 3 people, AKRON BEACON JOURNAL, Feb. 24, 2005. 
18 

Paul Salopek, A Chilling Look into Terror's Lair, CHICAGO TRIBUNE, Nov. 18, 2001. 
19 

CIA Killings Prompt Sc'rutiny on 2 Fronts: Fairfax Loophole Expedited Gun Purchase, WASHINGTON POST, Feb. 
11, 1993. 
20 

Robert O'Harrow, Jr., Kansi's Shadowy Stay in US. Leaves a Hazy Portrait, WASHINGTON POST,Mar. 3, 1993. 
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.50 Caliber Sniper Rifles Pose Serious Dangers 

Fifty caliber sniper rifles also pose an extraordinary risk in the District. In 1987, Barrett 
Firearms Manufacturing Inc., patented its self-described "armor-penetrating'' .50 caliber BMG 
sniper rifle.21 Capable of destroying armored personnel carriers, aircraft and bulk fuel and 
ammunition sites, the .50 caliber sniper rifle is now proliferating in the civilian market. 22 

Accurate at up to 2,000 yards, it can inflict effective damage to targets over four miles away.23 

With more power on impact then any other semi-automatic rifle legally available on the civilian 
marlc.et,24 the .50 caliber represents a serious threat to local law enforcement and national 
security. A 2004 report on airport security at Los Angeles International Airport warned that 
terrorists could use.50-caliber sniper rifles to target parked and taxiing airplanes "firing over 50 
shots in five minutes."25 The Council should take action to proluoit the possession of these 
weapons in civilian hands .. 

Uigh..Capacity Magazines Increase Firepower 

The threat posed by military-style assault weapons is increased significantly if they can 
be equipped with high-capacity ammunition magazines, defined as those accepting more than ten 
rounds. The 1994-2004 federal ban on assault weapons also banned these magazines. By 
permitting a shooter to fire more than ten rounds without reloading, they greatly increase the 
firepower of mass shooters. For example, the shooter at Virginia Tech equipped himselfwith 
numerous high-capacity magazines of up to 30 rounds, which enabled him to get off nearly 200 
rounds in his attack. In self-defense situations, too much firepower is a hazard, because the 
tendency is for defenders to keep fi.ririg until all bullets have been expended, which poses grave 
risks to others in the household, passersby, and bystanders. 

Assault Weapons Bans Already In Place 

Six states currently ban assault weapons. Those include California, which passed the 
nation's first statewide ban in May 1989, as well as New Jersey (1990), Hawaii (1991), 
Connecticut (1993), Maryland (1994), Massachusetts (1998), and New York (2000). California 
expanded its ban in 2000 to include all semiautomatic rifles or pistols that have the ability to 
accept a detachable magazine and contain any one of a series ofmilitary-style features. We 
strongly support that legislation as a model for the District of Columbia. 

21 Carolyn Marshall, California Bans Large Caliber Guns, and the Battle is on, NEW YORK TIMES, Jan. 4, 2005. 
22 

See. Government Accounting Office for U.S. House of Representatives, Committee on Government Reform, Long 
Range 50 Caliber Sniper Weapons 4 (May 3, 1999). 
23 ld. 
24 /d. at 3. 
25 

Donald Stevens, Near Term Options for Improving Security at Los Angeles International Auf,ort, RAND (2004 ). 
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In addition, from 1994-2004, there was a federal ban on assault weapons. Plus, as 
mentioned above, ATF currently bans assault weapons from being imported into this country 
because they are not weapons suitable for sporting purposes. 

Banning Assault Weapons and Sniper Rifles Is Consistent with Heller 

A ban on assault weapons and .50 caliber sniper rifles would be constitutional and 
consistent with the Supreme Court's decision in District ofColumbia v. Heller. In D.C. v. 
Heller, the Supreme Court narrowly defined the Second Amendment as protecting the right of 
law-abiding citizens to keep and use guns in the home for self-defense. At the same time, the 
Court indicated that the right to keep and bear arms is limited in a nmnber of ways. The Court 
made clear that the Second Amendment does not entitle citizens to any and all guns. Certainly, 
military-style assault weapons and .50 caliber sniper rifles are not a part oftbis right. The Court 
held that not all "anns" are protected. 

We also recognize another important limitation on the right to keep and carry 
arms. [US. v.] Miller said, as we have explained, that the sorts of weapons 
protected were those "in common use at the time." We think that limitation is 
fairly supported by the historical tradition of prohibiting carrying of "dangerous 
and unusual weapons.',26 

Assault weapons and .50 caliber sniper rifles are certainly .. dangerous and unusual 
weapons" according to any reasonable analysis of that phrase. They are military-style'offensive 
weapons designed to slaughter human beings. This differentiates them from all hunting rifles 
and shotguns, as well as common handguns, which are often used in crime but have also been 
used in self-defense. , 

Moreover, assault weapons and .50 caliber sniper rifles are not "'in common use." As 
semiautomatic versions of machine gwu; developed for use during the World Wars of the 20th 
Century, assault weapons are a relatively recent invention. Plus, A TF has twice concluded, after 
thorough analyses in 1989 and 199~, that assault weapons have no sporting purpose. And the 
Barrett .50 cahber sniper rifles was patented a mere twenty-one years ago, and was made for 
military, not civilian use. · 

Finally, assault weapon bans have been challenged in court, but have never been struck 
down as unconstitutional under the Second Amendment or under right to bear arms proviSions in 
state constitutions.27 

Conclusion 

Outside of the military or law enforcement, assault weapons and .50 caliber sniper rifles 
have no place in civilized society. We would urge the D.C. Council to adopt a ban on these 
weapons. Thank you. 

26 
District of Columbia v. Heller, 128 S.Ct. 2783 (2008). 

27 
See. e.g., Benjamin v. Bailey, 662 A.2d 1226 {Conn. 1995); Robertson v. Denver, 874 P.2d 325 (Colo. 1994); 

Arnold v. City of Cleveland, 616 N.E.2d (Ohio 1993). 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF CONNECTICUT 

JUNE SHEW, et al.       : No. 3:13-CV-0739 (AVC) 
Plaintiffs, :

:
          v. :

:
DANNEL P. MALLOY, et al.       : 

Defendants.       : SEPTEMBER 30, 2013 

AFFIDAVIT OF CHRISTOPHER S. KOPER 

1. My name is Christopher S. Koper.  I am over eighteen years of age and I believe in the
obligations of an oath.

2. I have read the Plaintiffs’ First Amended Complaint in the above captioned matter, and
am familiar with the claims set forth therein.

3. I am an Associate Professor for the Department of Criminology, Law and Society at
George Mason University, in Fairfax, Virginia, and a senior fellow at George Mason’s
Center for Evidence-Based Crime Policy.  A copy of my curriculum vitae is attached to
the Defendants’ motion as Exhibit 27.

4. I have been studying firearms issues since 1994.  My primary areas of focus are firearms
policy and policing issues.

5. In 1997, my colleague Jeffrey Roth and I conducted a study on the impact of Title XI,
Subtitle A of the Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994 (hereinafter
the “federal assault weapons ban” or the “federal ban”), for the United States Department
of Justice and the United States Congress.1  I updated our original 1997 study in 2004,2

and briefly revisited the issue again by re-examining my 2004 report in 2013.3  My 2004

1 Jeffrey A. Roth & Christopher S. Koper, Impact Evaluation of the Public Safety and 
Recreational Firearms Use Protection Act of 1994: Final Report (1997), attached to Defendants’ 
motion as Exhibit 28 (hereinafter, “Koper 1997”). 
2 Christopher S. Koper, An Updated Assessment of the Federal Assault Weapons Ban: 
Impacts on Gun Markets and Gun Violence, 1994-2003 (2004), attached to Defendants’ motion 
as Exhibit 29 (hereinafter, “Koper 2004”). 
3 Christopher S. Koper, America’s Experience with the Federal Assault Weapons Ban, 
1994-2004: Key Findings and Implications, ch. 12, pp. 157-71 in Reducing Gun Violence in 
America: Informing Policy with Evidence and Analysis (Daniel S. Webster & Jon S. Vernick 
eds. 2013), attached to Defendants’ motion as Exhibit 30 (hereinafter “Koper 2013”). 
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and 2013 reports are the best resources for understanding my analysis of the impact of the 
federal ban.  My 1997 report was based on limited data, especially with regard to the 
criminal use of large capacity magazines.  As a result, my conclusions on the impact of 
the federal ban are most accurately and completely set forth in my 2004 and 2013 reports. 
 

6. To my knowledge, the reports I authored are the only published academic studies to have 
examined the impacts of the federal bans on assault weapons and ammunition feeding 
devices holding more than ten rounds of ammunition (hereinafter referred to as “large-
capacity magazines” or “LCMs”).4   

 
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

 
7. Based on my research, I found, among other things, that assault pistols are used 

disproportionately in crime in general, and that assault weapons more broadly were 
disproportionately used in murder and other serious crimes in some jurisdictions for 
which there was data.  I also found that assault weapons and other firearms with large 
capacity magazines are used in a higher share of mass public shootings and killings of 
law enforcement officers.   
 

8. The evidence also suggests that gun attacks with semiautomatics—especially assault 
weapons and other guns equipped with large capacity magazines—tend to result in more 
shots fired, more persons wounded, and more wounds per victim, than do gun attacks 
with other firearms.  There is evidence that victims who receive more than one gunshot 
wound are substantially more likely to die than victims who receive only one wound.  
Thus, it appears that crimes committed with these weapons are likely to result in more 
injuries, and more lethal injuries, than crimes committed with other firearms.   
 

9. In addition, there is some evidence to suggest that assault weapons are more attractive to 
criminals, due to the weapons’ military-style features and particularly large magazines. 
 

10. Based on these and other findings in my studies discussed below, it is my considered 
opinion that Connecticut’s recently strengthened ban on assault weapons and newly 
enacted ban on large capacity magazines,5 and in particular its ban on LCMs which is in 
some ways stronger than the federal ban that I studied, is likely to advance Connecticut’s 

                                                           
4  As discussed below, there have been some additional studies about the impact and 
efficacy of the federal assault weapons ban conducted by non-academic institutions.  In 2011, for 
example, the Washington Post published the results of its own investigation into the federal 
ban’s impact on the criminal use of LCMs in Virginia.  See ¶¶57, 74, 81, infra.  I also am aware 
of gun tracing analyses conducted by the federal Bureau of Alcohol Tobacco and Firearms (2003 
Congressional Q&A memo provided to the author) and the Brady Center to Prevent Gun 
Violence (2004).  These analyses are consistent with the findings of my studies regarding the 
decline in assault weapons as a percentage of crime gun traces between the pre-ban and post-ban 
periods. 
5  See generally Public Act 13-3, An Act Concerning Gun Violence Prevention And 
Children’s Safety (hereinafter, “the Act”). 
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interest in protecting public safety.  Specifically, it has the potential to: (1) reduce the 
number of crimes committed with assault weapons and other firearms with large capacity 
magazines; (2) reduce the number of shots fired in gun crimes; (3) reduce the number of 
gunshot victims in such crimes; (4) reduce the number of wounds per gunshot victim; (5) 
reduce the lethality of gunshot injuries when they do occur; and (6) reduce the substantial 
societal costs that flow from shootings. 

 
I.  Criminal Uses and Dangers of Assault Weapons and LCMs 
 

11. The precise definition of “assault weapon” varies among the different federal, state, and 
local jurisdictions that have adopted bans on such weapons, although there is substantial 
overlap.  Assault weapons are usually defined as a subset of semiautomatic weapons,6 
and generally include semiautomatic pistols, rifles, and shotguns with military features 
that are conducive to military and potential criminal applications, but that are 
unnecessary in shooting sports or for self-defense. 
 

12. The ability to accept a detachable magazine, including large capacity magazines, is a 
common feature in most assault weapon definitions, including Connecticut’s.  However, 
LCMs can be and frequently are used with guns that fall outside of the definition of 
assault weapon.   
 

13. One of the core rationales for banning or otherwise limiting the availability of both 
assault weapons and LCMs is that they are particularly dangerous, insofar as they are 
capable of and facilitate the wounding and killing of larger numbers of people because of 
their capacity for rapid firing of high numbers of rounds in a short period of time.  The 
evidence supports this rationale.  As discussed more fully below, attacks with 
semiautomatics—especially assault weapons and other guns with LCMs—generally 
result in more shots fired, persons wounded, and wounds per victim than do other gun 
attacks.  See Koper 2004, p. 97.  The rapid fire capability of these weapons thus increases 
the number and lethality of injuries from gun violence in which they are used.   
 

14. Likely due to these characteristics, assault weapons and LCMs have been frequently and 
disproportionately used in mass public shootings and murders of law enforcement 
officers, crimes for which firearms with greater firepower would seem to be particularly 
desirable and effective.  See Koper 2004, pp. 14-19, 87. 
 

15. During the 1980s and early 1990s, for example, assault weapons and other semiautomatic 
firearms equipped with LCMs were involved in a number of highly publicized mass 

                                                           
6  A semiautomatic weapon is a gun that fires one bullet for each pull of the trigger and, 
after each round of ammunition is fired, automatically loads the next round and cocks itself for 
the next shot.  This semiautomatic firing action permits a faster rate of fire relative to non-
semiautomatic firearms.  Semiautomatics, however, are not to be confused with fully automatic 
weapons (i.e., machine guns), which fire continuously so long as the trigger is depressed.  Fully 
automatic weapons have been illegal to own in the United States without a federal permit since 
1934.  See Koper 2004, p. 4 n.l. 
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shootings.  These incidents heightened public concern about the accessibility of high 
powered, military-style weaponry, and other guns capable of discharging high numbers 
of rounds in a short period of time.  Such incidents include: 

 
• On July 18, 1984, James Huberty killed 21 persons and wounded nineteen 

others in a San Ysidro, California McDonald’s restaurant, using an Uzi 
carbine, a shotgun, and another semiautomatic handgun equipped with a 25-
round LCM; 

• On January 17, 1989, Patrick Purdy used a civilian version of the AK-47 
military rifle and a 75-round LCM to open fire in a schoolyard in Stockton, 
California, killing five children and wounding twenty nine other persons; 

• On September 14, 1989, Joseph Wesbecker, armed with an AK-47 rifle, two 
MAC-11 handguns, a number of other firearms, and multiple 30-round 
magazines, killed seven and wounded fifteen people at his former workplace 
in Louisville, Kentucky; 

• On October 16, 1991, George Hennard, armed with two semiautomatic 
handguns with LCMs (and reportedly a supply of extra LCMs), killed twenty 
two people and wounded another twenty three in Killgren, Texas; and 

• On December 7, 1993, Colin Ferguson, armed with a handgun and multiple 
LCMs, opened fire on commuters on a Long Island Rail Road train, killing six 
and wounding nineteen. 
 

See Koper 2004, p. 14.7 
 

16. More recently, in the years since the expiration of the federal ban in 2004, there have 
been numerous other mass shooting incidents involving previously banned assault 
weapons and/or LCMs.  Since 2007, for example, there have been at least fifteen 
incidents in which offenders using assault-type weapons or other semiautomatics with 
LCMs have wounded and/or killed eight or more people.8  Some of the more notorious of 
these incidents, both nationally and in Connecticut, include:  
 

                                                           
7  Additional details regarding these incidents were obtained from: Violence Policy Center, 
Mass Shootings in the United States Involving High-Capacity Ammunition Magazines 
(Washington, D.C. 2012) (hereinafter, “Violence Policy Center 2012”); Mark Follman, Gavin 
Aronsen & Deanna Pan, US Mass Shootings, 1982-2012: Data from Mother Jones’ Investigation 
(updated Feb. 27, 2013), available at http://www.motherjones.com/politics/2012/12/mass-
shootings-mother-jones-full-data (hereinafter, “Follman, Aronsen & Pan 2013”); and Mark 
Follman, Gavin Aronsen & Jaeah Lee, More Than Half of Mass Shooters Used Assault Weapons 
and High-Capacity Magazines (Feb. 27, 2013), available at 
http://www.motherjones.com/politics/2013/02/assault-weapons-high-capacity-magazines-mass-
shootings-feinstein (hereinafter, “Follman, Aronsen & Lee 2013”). 
8  See Violence Policy Center 2012; Follman, Aronsen & Pan 2013; Follman, Aronsen & 
Lee 2013.  The reference above to 15 cases is based on a tabulation from these sources. 
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• Blacksburg, Virginia, April 16, 2007: Student Seung-Hui Cho killed thirty 
three (including himself) and wounded seventeen on the campus of Virginia 
Tech., armed with a handgun and multiple LCMs; 

• Binghamton, New York, April 3, 2009: Jiverly Wong killed fourteen 
(including himself) and wounded four at the American Civic Association 
immigration center, armed with two handguns and a 30-round LCM;  

• Tucson, Arizona, January 8, 2011: Jared Loughner, armed with a handgun and 
multiple LCMs, killed six and wounded thirteen, including Congresswoman 
Gabrielle Giffords and a federal judge; 

• Aurora, Colorado, July 20, 2012: James Holmes killed twelve and wounded 
fifty eight in a movie theater, armed with a Smith & Wesson M&P15 assault 
rifle, 100-round LCMs, and other firearms; and  

• Newtown, Connecticut, December 14, 2012: Adam Lanza killed twenty six 
(twenty of whom were young children) and wounded two at Sandy Hook 
Elementary School, armed with a Bushmaster AR-15-style assault rifle, two 
handguns, and multiple LCMs.9 

 
See Koper 2013, p. 157-58. 

 
A. Assault Weapons 

 
17. Though estimates are imprecise, assault weapons represented only a small percentage of 

the gun stock in this country when the federal ban was enacted, accounting for less than 
1% of the gun stock around 1990 and about 2.5% of guns produced domestically between 
1989 and 1993. This suggests that they likely accounted for 1% or less of the civilian gun 
stock at the time of the ban.  Numerous studies suggest, however, that assault weapons 
accounted for up to 8% of guns used in crime overall before the federal ban, with most 
studies suggesting they accounted for about 2%.  Further, evidence from studies of gun 
buyers suggests that assault pistols are at higher risk of being used in crime than other 
types of handguns. 
 

18. In addition, there is some evidence that assault weapons are used more disproportionately 
in certain kinds of serious crime—in particular mass public shootings and killing of law 
enforcement officers—relative to their market presence.   
 

19. Several local and national police data sources that my colleagues and I analyzed indicate 
that, before the ban went into effect, the most common assault weapons prohibited by the 
federal ban accounted for up to 6% of murders, up to 9% of murders of law enforcement 
officers, up to 13% of all mass shootings in which four or more people died (figures 
discussed below show that assault weapons are more heavily represented in mass public 
shootings and mass shootings involving particularly high numbers of victims), and up to 
4% of other serious crimes.  See Koper 2004, p. 15.  
 

                                                           
9  Additional details regarding these incidents were obtained from: Violence Policy Center 
2012; Follman, Aronsen & Pan 2013; and Follman, Aronsen & Lee 2013. 
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20. While the evidence suggests that assault weapons are used in a small share of gun crimes 
overall, these weapons pose particular dangers in connection with two very visible and 
destructive aspects of crime and violence: mass shootings and murders of police.  See 
Koper 2004, pp. 14-19, 87. 
 

21. For example, evidence from before the federal ban indicates that assault weapons and 
other semiautomatics with LCMs were involved in 40% of mass shooting incidents that 
occurred between 1984 and 1993 in which six or more persons were killed or a total of 12 
or more were wounded. See Koper 2004, p. 14.10 
 

22. More recently, a media investigation by Mother Jones magazine analyzed and compiled 
data on sixty two public mass shooting incidents that involved the death of four or more 
people between 1982 and 2012.11  That study indicates that 42% of the incidents involved 
an assault weapon, and more than half of the perpetrators possessed assault weapons, 
LCMs, or both. 
 

23. Working under my direction, a graduate student at George Mason University recently 
analyzed the Mother Jones data for his Master’s thesis, and compared the number of 
deaths and fatalities across cases that involved assault weapons and large capacity 
magazines, and those that did not.  With regard to assault weapons, although he found no 
difference in the average number of fatalities, he did find an increase in gunshot 
victimization.  Specifically, he found that an average of 11.04 people were shot in public 
mass shootings involving assault weapons, compared to 5.75 people shot in non-assault 
weapon cases.  This is a statistically significant finding, meaning that it was not likely 
due to chance.  As a result, the total average number of people killed and injured in 
assault weapon cases was 19.27, compared to 14.06 in non-assault weapon cases.12 
 

24. Assault weapons also appear to be used in a disproportionately high number of shootings 
of law enforcement officers.  Specifically, although prior to the federal ban they 
represented less than 5% of crime guns in most data sources my colleagues and I 
analyzed, they were involved in 7% to 9% of gun murders of police from 1992 to 1994, 
and as many as 16% of gun murders of police in 1994 (the same year that the ban went 
into effect).  See Koper 2004, p. 15 & n.l2; Koper 1997, pp. 98-100. 
 

25. This disproportionate use of assault weapons in these crimes is consistent with other data 
suggesting that the military features and large ammunition capacity of assault weapons 

                                                           
10  These figures are based on tabulations that I and my research team did using data 
reported in Gary Kleck, Targeting Guns: Firearms and Their Control (1997), pp. 124-26, 144. 
11  This investigation and compilation of data on mass shootings was done by reporters at 
Mother Jones magazine. See Follman, Aronsen & Pan 2013; Follman Aronsen & Lee 2013; 
Mark Follman, Gavin Aronsen & Deanna Pan, A Guide to Mass Shootings in America (updated 
Feb. 27, 2013), available at http://www.motherjones.com/politics/2012/07/mass-shootings-map. 
12  See Dillon, Luke. (2013). Mass Shootings in the United States: An Exploratory Study of 
the Trends from 1982 to 2012. Master’s thesis. Fairfax, VA: Department of Criminology, Law 
and Society, George Mason University.   
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make them more attractive to criminals overall, and in particular to offenders with serious 
criminal histories, than to non-criminal gun owners.  Perhaps the best evidence of this 
comes from a study of young adult handgun buyers in California that found buyers with 
minor criminal histories (i.e., arrests or misdemeanor convictions that did not disqualify 
them from purchasing firearms) were more than twice as likely to purchase assault pistols 
than were buyers with no criminal history (4.6% to 2%, respectively).  Those with more 
serious criminal histories were even more likely to purchase assault pistols: 6.6% of those 
who had been charged with a gun offense bought assault pistols, as did 10% of those who 
had been charged with two or more serious violent offenses.  The study also found that 
assault pistol purchasers were more likely to be arrested subsequent to their purchases 
than were other gun purchasers.  Among handgun purchasers with prior histories of 
violence, those who purchased assault-type pistols were three times as likely as other 
handgun purchasers to be subsequently charged with a new offense involving guns or 
violence.  See Koper 2004, pp. 17-18. 
 

26. Although less reliable, some survey studies have indicated even higher ownership of 
assault weapons among criminals and other high-risk individuals, particularly urban gang 
members.  See Koper 2004, p. 16. 
 

B.  LCMs 
 

27. LCMs appear to present even greater dangers to crime and violence than assault weapons 
alone, in part because they are more prevalent and can be and are used as ammunition 
feeding devices in both assault weapons and non-assault weapons. 
 

28. Prior to the federal assault weapon and LCM bans, for example, guns with LCMs were 
used in roughly 13-26% of gun crimes.  See Koper 2004, pp. 15, 18-19; Koper 2013, pp. 
161-62. 
 

29. And, in New York City, the New York State Division of Criminal Justice Services 
reported that, in 1993, at least 16%, and as many as 25%, of guns recovered in murder 
investigations were equipped with LCMs.  See Koper 2004, p. 18.13  
 

30. Like assault weapons, it also appears that firearms (assault and non-assault) with LCMs 
have been used disproportionately in killings of law enforcement officers. The available 
data indicates that LCMs were used in somewhere between 31% and 41% of gun murders 
of police before enactment of the federal ban.  See Koper 2004, p. 18; Koper 2013, p. 
162. 
 

31. The evidence of public safety threat posed by LCMs is even stronger in the context of 
public mass shootings.  Prior to the federal ban semiautomatics with LCMs (including 
assault weapons) were involved in 40% of the mass shooting incidents that occurred 

                                                           
13  The minimum estimate is based on cases in which discharged firearms were recovered, 
while the maximum estimate is based on cases in which recovered firearms were positively 
linked to the case with ballistics evidence.  See Koper 2004, p. 18 n.15. 
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between 1984 and 1993 in which six or more persons were killed or a total of 12 or more 
were wounded.  See Koper 2004, p. 14; Koper 2013, p. 161.  And the recent Mother 
Jones investigative report shows that, since 1982, half of all public mass shooters who 
killed four or more persons possessed LCMs when carrying out their attacks.14 
 

32. Firearms with LCMs, both assault-type and non-assault-type, also are more destructive 
and cause more death and injury in gun crime.  
 

33. As discussed above, for example, a graduate student at George Mason University, 
working at my direction, recently analyzed the Mother Jones data as part of his Master’s 
thesis.  He compared cases where an LCM was known to have been used (or at least 
possessed by the shooter) against cases where either an LCM was not used or known to 
have been used.   He found that the LCM cases (which included assault weapons) had 
significantly higher numbers of fatalities and casualties; an average of 10.19 fatalities in 
LCM cases compared to 6.35 fatalities in non-LCM/unknown cases.   He found an 
average of 12.39 people were shot but not killed in public mass shooting involving 
LCMs, compared to just 3.55 people shot in the non-LCM/unknown LCM shootings.  
These findings reflect a total victim differential of 22.58 killed or wounded in the LCM 
cases compared to 9.9 in the non-LCM/unknown LCM cases.15  All of these differences 
were statistically significant and not a result of mere chance. 
 

34. In my own studies, I similarly found that from 1984 through 1993, offenders who clearly 
possessed assault weapons or other semiautomatics with LCMs on average wounded or 
killed more than twice as many victims compared to offenders who used other kinds of 
weapons (an average of twenty nine victims compared to thirteen) in mass shooting 
incidents that resulted in at least six deaths or at least twelve total gunshot victims.  See 
Koper 2004, pp. 85-86; Koper 2013, p. 167.   
 

35. Localized studies of gunshot victimizations also corroborate this conclusion.  Between 
1992 and 1995, gun homicide victims in Milwaukee who were killed by guns with LCMs 
had 55% more wounds than those victims killed by non-LCM firearms.  See Koper 2004, 
p. 86. 
 

36. In Jersey City in the 1990s, criminals who used semiautomatic pistols fired roughly 23% 
to 61% more shots and wounded 15% more people than did those who used revolvers.  
Although only 2.5% of those attackers fired more than ten shots, those incidents had a 
100% injury rate and accounted for nearly 5% of all gunshot victims. Koper 2004, p. 84-
85, 90-91; Koper 2013, p. 167. 
 

                                                           
14  See Follman, Aronsen & Lee 2013. 
15  See Dillon, Luke. (2013). Mass Shootings in the United States: An Exploratory Study of 
the Trends from 1982 to 2012. Master’s thesis. Fairfax, VA: Department of Criminology, Law 
and Society, George Mason University.  The patterns were also very similar when comparing the 
LCM cases against just those cases in which it was clear that an LCM was not used (though this 
was a very small number). 
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37. The trend in more lethal and injurious outcomes of crimes committed with LCMs 
repeated itself in Baltimore.  In an analysis I conducted of guns recovered by police in 
that city, I found, among other things, that guns used in incidents where a victim was shot 
were 17% to 26% more likely to have LCMs than guns used in gunfire cases with no 
wounded victims.  Similarly, guns linked to murders were 8% to 17% more likely to have 
LCMs than guns linked to non-fatal gunshot victimizations. See Koper 2004, p. 87. 
 

38. In short, while tentative, the available evidence suggests that, more often than not, attacks 
with semiautomatics—particularly those equipped with LCMs—result in more shots 
fired, more victims, and more wounds per victim.  Increased numbers of shots fired in a 
gunfire incident is significant because it increases the number of gunshot victims, and 
because gunshot victims who are shot more than once are 63% more likely to die than 
victims who receive only one wound.  See Koper 2004, p. 87. 

 
II.  The 1994 Federal Assault Weapons Ban  
 

A.  Provisions of the Federal Assault Weapons Ban 
 

39. The federal assault weapons ban, which was enacted on September 13, 1994, prohibited 
and restricted the manufacture, transfer, and possession of certain semiautomatic firearms 
designated as assault weapons and certain LCMs.  Pub. L. No. 103-322, tit. XI, subtit. A, 
108 Stat. 1796, 1996-2010 (1994). 
 

40. The federal assault weapons ban expired on September 13, 2004 by operation of the 
statute, and was not renewed by Congress.  Id. § 1101 05(2).   

 
Banned assault weapons and features 

 
41. The federal ban was not a prohibition on all semiautomatic firearms; rather, it was 

directed against those semiautomatics firearms having features that are useful in military 
and criminal applications, but that are unnecessary or unsuitable in shooting sports or for 
self-defense. 
 

42. Banned firearms were identified under the federal law in two ways.  First, the federal ban 
specifically prohibited eighteen models and variations of semiautomatic weapons by 
name (e.g., the Intratec TEC-9 pistol and the Colt AR-15 rifle), as well as revolving 
cylinder shotguns.  The list also included a number of foreign rifles that the federal 
government had banned from importation into the country beginning in 1989 (e.g., the 
Avtomat Kalashnikov models).  Several of the weapons banned by name were civilian 
copies of military weapons that accepted ammunition magazines made for those military 
weapons.16  
 

                                                           
16  A list of the weapons banned by name in the 1994 law is set forth in Table 2-1 of Koper 
2004, p. 5. 
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43. Second, the federal ban contained a “features test” provision that generally prohibited 
other semiautomatic weapons having two or more military-style features.  Examples of 
such features include pistol grips on rifles, flash suppressors, folding rifle stocks, 
threaded barrels for attaching silencers, and the ability to accept detachable magazines.17  
 

Banned LCMs 
 

44. The federal ban also prohibited most ammunition feeding devices that could hold more 
than ten rounds of ammunition, which I have referred to herein as “large capacity 
magazines” or “LCMs.”  The federal ban extended to LCMs or similar devices that had 
the capacity to accept more than ten rounds of ammunition, or that could be “readily 
restored or converted or to accept” more than ten rounds of ammunition.18 

 
Exemptions and limitations to the federal ban 

 
45. The federal ban contained several broad exemptions that delayed its impact.  See Koper 

2004, pp. 10-11.  First, assault weapons and LCMs manufactured before the effective 
date of the ban were “grandfathered” in, and thus remained legal to not only own but also 
to transfer.  Estimates suggest that there may have been upward of 1.5 million assault 
weapons and 25 to 50 million LCMs exempted from the federal ban.  The statute also 
allowed the importation of an additional 4.8 million pre-ban LCMs into the country from 
1994 through 2000, and an additional 42 million pre-ban LCMs from 2000-2004.  See 
Koper 2004, p. 10; Koper 2013, pp. 160-61. 
 

46. Furthermore, although the federal ban prohibited “copies or duplicates” of the assault 
weapons enumerated in the act, federal authorities applied this prohibition only to exact 
copies in enforcing this provision.  The federal ban also did not apply to a semiautomatic 
weapon possessing only one military-style feature.19  Thus, many civilian rifles patterned 
after military weapons were legal under the ban with only slight modifications.  See 
Koper 2004, pp. 10-11.20  

 

                                                           
17  The “features test” of the federal assault weapon ban is described more fully in Table 2-2 
of Koper 2004, p. 6, and in Table 12-1 of Koper 2013, p. 160. 
18  The federal ban exempted attached tubular devices capable of operating only with .22 
caliber rimfire ammunition. 
19  Notwithstanding these “grandfathering” exemptions, any firearms imported into the 
country still must meet the “sporting purposes test” established under the federal Gun Control 
Act of 1968.  In 1989, ATF determined that foreign semiautomatic rifles having any one of a 
number of named military features (including those listed in the features test of the federal ban) 
fail the sporting purposes test and cannot be imported into the country.  In 1998, ATF added the 
ability to accept a LCM made for a military rifle to the list of disqualifying features.  
Consequently, it was possible for foreign rifles to pass the features test of the federal assault 
weapons ban but not meet the sporting purposes test for imports.  See Koper 2004, p. 10 n.7.  
20  Examples of some of these modified, legal versions of banned guns are listed in Table 2-
1 of  Koper 2004, p. 5. 
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B.  Impact of the Federal Assault Weapons Ban 
 

Assault weapons 
 

47. Prior to the federal ban, the best estimates suggest that there were approximately 1.5 
million privately owned assault weapons in the United States as of 1993, and they likely 
accounted for 1% or less of the total civilian gun stock.  See Koper 2013, pp. 160-61; 
Koper 2004, p. 10. 
 

48. Manufacturers increased production and sale of assault weapons during the 
Congressional debate about the federal ban that was ultimately enacted in 1994.  This 
surge in demand helped drive up the prices for many assault weapons (notably assault 
pistols) and appeared to make them less accessible and affordable to criminal users.  See 
Koper 2013, pp. 162-63; Koper 2004, pp. 25-38. 

 
49. After the federal assault weapons ban was enacted in 1994, crimes with assault weapons 

declined.  In particular, across six major cities (Baltimore, Miami, Milwaukee, Boston, 
St. Louis, and Anchorage), the share of gun crimes involving assault weapons declined 
by 17% to 72%, based on data covering all or portions of the 1995-2003 post-ban period.  
See Koper 2004, pp. 2, 46-60; Koper 2013, p. 163. 
 

50. The pattern from these six major cities is consistent with that found in the national data 
on guns recovered by law enforcement and reported to the federal Bureau of Alcohol, 
Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (“ATF”) for investigative gun tracing.21  Specifically, 
although the interpretation is complicated by changes in tracing practices that occurred 
during this time, the national gun tracing data suggests that use of assault weapons in 
crime declined after 1994 because the percentage of gun trace requests submitted to ATF 
involving assault weapons fell 70% between 1992/93 and 2001/02 (from 5.4% to 1.6%).  
And, notably, this downward trend did not begin until 1994, the year the federal ban 
became effective.  See Koper 2004, pp. 2, 39-46, 51-52; Koper 2013, p. 163.22 
 

51. In short, my research and analysis indicates that the criminal use of assault weapons 
declined after the federal assault weapons ban was implemented in 1994, independently 
of trends in gun crime.  See Koper 2004, pp. 51-52; Koper 2013, p. 163. 
 

52. The reduction in the use of assault pistols in crime was the biggest factor in criminal use 
of assault weapons.  Assessment of trends in the use of assault rifles was complicated by 

                                                           
21  A gun trace is an investigation that typically tracks a gun from its manufacture to its first 
point of sale by a licensed dealer.  It is undertaken by the ATF, upon request by a law 
enforcement agency.  The trace is generally initiated when the requesting law enforcement 
agency provides ATF with a trace request including identifying information about the firearm, 
such as make, model and serial number.  For the full discussion of the use of ATF gun tracing 
data, see section 6.2 of Koper 2004, pp. 40-46. 
22  These findings are consistent with other tracing analyses conducted by ATF and the 
Brady Center to Prevent Gun Violence. See Koper 2004, p. 44 n.43. 
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the rarity of crimes with such rifles and by the substitution in some cases of post-ban 
rifles that were very similar to the banned models, but remained legal with slight 
modification.  See ¶46, supra.  The decline in assault weapon use was not completely 
offset by use of substitution assault weapon-type models.  Even counting these substitute 
models, the share of crime guns that were assault weapons fell 24% to 60% across most 
of the local jurisdictions studied.  Patterns in the local data sources also suggested that 
crimes with assault weapons were becoming increasingly rare as the years passed.  See 
Koper 2004, pp. 46-52; Koper 2013, pp. 163-64. 
 

53. Arriving at a nationwide estimate of the number of assault weapons crimes prevented due 
to the federal ban is made more complicated by the range of estimates of assault weapon 
use and changes therein derived from different data sources.  Notwithstanding these 
complexities, it is my opinion based on my review of multiple data sources that the 
federal ban prevented a few thousand crimes with assault weapons annually.  For 
example, using 2% as the best estimate of the percentage of gun crimes involving assault 
weapons prior to the ban, and 40% as a reasonable estimate of the post-ban drop in this 
figure, implies that almost 2,900 murders, robberies, and assaults with assault weapons 
were prevented in 2002 as a result of the federal ban.  See Koper 2004, p. 52 n.61.23 
 

LCMs 
 

54. Assessing trends in LCM use is much more difficult because there was, and is, no 
national data source on crimes with LCMs, and few local jurisdictions maintain this sort 
of information.  Also LCMs, unlike firearms, do not have serial numbers and therefore 
are not always uniquely identifiable. 
 

55. It was nevertheless possible to examine trends in the use of guns with LCMs in four 
jurisdictions: Baltimore, Milwaukee, Anchorage, and Louisville.  In all four jurisdictions, 
the overall share of crime guns equipped with LCMs rose or remained steady through at 
least the late 1990s.  This failure to reduce overall LCM use for at least several years after 
the federal ban was likely attributable to the immense stock of exempted pre-ban LCMs, 
which, as noted, was enhanced by post-ban imports.  See Koper 2004, pp. 68-79; Koper 
2013, p. 164.  
 

56. Notwithstanding that initial increase, the criminal use of LCMs may have been starting to 
drop by the early 2000s.  See Koper 2013, p. 164; Koper 2004, pp. 68-79.  Although the 
data in the four cities I investigated were too limited and inconsistent to draw any clear 
overall conclusions in this regard, such a deferred decline in LCM use would make sense 
because of the grandfathering provision in the federal law, which delayed the 

                                                           
23  It is likely that many of these crimes still were committed with other guns that the 
perpetrator substituted for the banned assault weapon.  Even if that is the case, however, for the 
reasons discussed it is likely that the number of victims per shooting incident, and the number of 
wounds inflicted per victim, was diminished in some of those instances in which an assault 
weapon or LCM was no longer available to the assailant.   
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effectiveness of the ban by requiring more time for grandfathered LCMs to be taken out 
of circulation.  
 

57. A later investigative study by the Washington Post in January 2011 provides some 
additional evidence that the ban may have reduced crimes with LCMs by the time it 
expired in 2004.  In its study, the Washington Post analyzed data maintained by the 
Virginia State Police about guns recovered in crimes by local law enforcement officers 
across the state.  Those data indicated that between 1994 and 2004, the period the federal 
ban was in effect, the share of crime guns with LCMs declined by roughly 31% to 44%, 
and then rebounded after the ban was allowed to expire.  Specifically, although the 
percentage of recovered crime guns with LCMs generally ranged between 13% and 16% 
from 1994 through 2000, by the time the ban had a chance to run its full course through 
2004 that percentage fell to 9% of crime guns recovered.  Following expiration of the 
federal ban in 2004, the share of Virginia crime guns with an LCM rose again to 20% of 
recovered crime guns by 2010. See Koper 2013, p. 165.24   
 

58. Although it is difficult to extrapolate the Virginia data to the nation as a whole, these data 
do suggest that the federal ban may have been reducing the use of LCMs in gun crime by 
the time it expired in 2004, and that it could have had an even stronger impact had it 
remained in effect. 

 
Results of the Federal Assault Weapons Ban  

 
59. The federal ban’s exemption of millions of pre-ban assault weapons and LCMs meant 

that the effects of the law would occur only gradually, and that those effects were 
growing when the ban expired in 2004.  Nevertheless, while the ban did not appear to 
have a measurable effect on overall gun crime in terms of crimes committed (due to 
criminals’ ability to substitute other guns in their crimes), the evidence does suggest a 
significant impact on the number of gun crimes involving assault weapons.  Had it 
remained in effect over the long-term, moreover, it could have had a potentially 
significant impact on the number of crimes involving LCMs.   
 

                                                           
24  The results of the Washington Post’s original investigation (which are conveyed in Koper 
2013, p. 165) are reported in David S. Fallis & James V. Grimaldi, Va. Data Show Drop in 
Criminal Firepower During Assault Gun Ban, Wash. Post, Jan. 23, 2011, available at 
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2011/01/22/AR2011012203452.html.  
Earlier this year, the Post updated this analysis and slightly revised the figures it reported by 
identifying and excluding from its counts more than one thousand .22-caliber rifles with large-
capacity tubular magazines, which were not subject to the federal ban (and which are similarly 
not subject to Connecticut’s ban).  See David S. Fallis, Data Indicate Drop in High-Capacity 
Magazines During Federal Gun Ban, Wash. Post, Jan. 10, 2013, available at 
http://www.washingtonpost.com/investigations/data-point-to-drop-in-highcapacity-magazines-
during-federal-gun-ban/2013/01/l0/d56d3bb6-4b91-11e2-a6a6-aabac85e8036_story.html.  This 
updated data, is reported above. 
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60. These implications are important.  By reducing the number of crimes in which assault 
weapons and LCMs are used and forcing criminals to use less lethal weapons and 
magazines, the federal ban could have potentially prevented hundreds of gunshot 
victimizations annually.  It also could have reduced the lethality and injuriousness of 
those gunshot victimizations that do occur by reducing the number of wounds per victim.  
See Koper 2004, p. 87.  
 

61. Using the Jersey City data as a tentative guide, it is possible that the federal ban 
eventually could have reduced gunshot victimizations by up to 5% if it had remained in 
effect long enough to meaningfully reduce the number of LCMs in circulation.  See 
Koper 2013, p. 167.  Although that may be a small percentage, based on 2010 statistics 
from the Center for Disease Control and Prevention it would correlate to 3,241 fewer 
people being wounded or killed as a result of gun crime on an annual basis.  See id.  Even 
if the federal ban’s effect would not have been that substantial, however, a smaller 
reduction in the number and lethality of gunshot victimizations could still have yielded 
significant societal benefits.   
 

62. In addition to the inherent benefits of such reductions, the federal ban also potentially 
could have produced millions of dollars of cost savings per year in medical care alone.  
Some studies have shown, for example, that the lifetime medical costs for gunshot 
injuries are about $28,894 (adjusted for inflation).  Even if the federal ban would have 
been able to reduce gunshot victimizations by only 1%, that would result in roughly 
$18,781,100 in lifetime medical cost savings from the shootings prevented each year.25  
See Koper 2013, pp. 166-67; see also Koper 2004, p. 100 n.118.  
 

63. The cost savings potentially could have been substantially higher if one looks beyond just 
medical costs.  For example, some estimates suggest that the full societal costs of gun 
violence—including medical, criminal justice, and other government and private costs 
(both tangible and intangible)—could be as high as $1 million per shooting.  Based on 
those estimates, even a 1% decrease in shootings could result in roughly $650 million in 
cost savings to society from shootings prevented each year.  See Koper 2013, pp. 166-67. 
 

III.  The Act Concerning Gun Violence Prevention And Children’s Safety 
 

64. As noted above, the State of Connecticut recently enacted the Act Concerning Gun 
Violence Prevention And Children’s Safety (“the Act”). Among other things, the Act 
strengthened Connecticut’s existing ban on assault weapons, which was similar to the 
standards set forth in the 1994 federal assault weapons ban.  It also imposed a new ban on 
LCMs.  I examine these prohibitions and restrictions on assault weapons and large-
capacity magazines, and opine as to their potential impact and likely efficacy, below.26  

                                                           
25  These savings calculations are based on a report by the federal Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention which indicated that there were 64,816 gun homicides and other non-
fatal assault-related shootings in the United States in 2010.  See Koper 2013, pp. 166-67. 
26  The Act is a comprehensive law that contains many other provisions, including new 
regulations on long guns, ammunition, firearm storage, mental health, and school safety.  It also 
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A.  Connecticut’s Assault Weapons Ban  

 
65. In the Act, Connecticut strengthened its existing assault weapons ban by updating the list 

of enumerated weapons and the military features test to make it more stringent, and more 
consistent with modern assault weapon features.  Like the 1994 federal ban, 
Connecticut’s previous ban consisted of both a list of specifically prohibited firearms, 
and a “features test” that generally prohibited semiautomatic weapons having two or 
more military-style features and, for rifles, that also had a detachable magazine.   
 

66. The Act broadens the assault weapon ban by including a number of additional 
specifically identified semiautomatic centerfire rifles, semiautomatic pistols, and 
semiautomatic shotguns.  It also prohibits any semiautomatic centerfire rifle or 
semiautomatic pistol that has a fixed magazine with the ability to accept more than ten 
rounds of ammunition, and any semiautomatic shotgun that has the ability to accept a 
detachable magazine or a revolving cylinder.  P.A. 13-3, § 25(1)(B)-(D); id., § 
25(1)(E)(ii), (v), (vii), (viii). 
 

67. It also provides that any semiautomatic centerfire rifle or semiautomatic pistol that has an 
ability to accept a detachable magazine need only have one of the listed enumerated 
military-style features to qualify as an assault weapon (instead of the two feature 
requirement that existed previously).  It also amended the number and type of those 
prohibited features.  Id., § 25(1)(E)(i), (iv).  
 

68. The Act does not ban any weapons that were lawfully possessed prior to its effective 
date.  Thus, those who lawfully possessed assault weapons at that time may continue to 
do so as long as they obtain a certificate of possession for it and possess it in compliance 
with all applicable state laws and regulations.  Id., § 28(a), (f)  

 
B.  Connecticut’s LCM Ban 

 
69. The Act also imposed a ban on LCMs which, as noted, largely mirrors the 1994 federal 

ban.  P.A. 13-3, § 23.  As with assault weapons, the Act does not ban any LCMs that 
were lawfully possessed prior to its effective date.  Those who lawfully possessed an 
LCM at that time may continue to do so as long as they declare it to the Department of 
Emergency Services and Public Protection, and possess it in compliance with all 
applicable state laws and regulations.  Id., § 23(e)(3), § 24(a), (f).   
 

70. One important difference between the Connecticut and federal LCM ban is that, unlike 
the federal ban, the Act prohibits any individual who possesses a grandfathered LCM 
from selling or transferring it to another individual.  Importantly, moreover, LCMs 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
establishes a deadly weapon offender registry, and increases the penalties for certain gun-related 
offenses.  I limit my analysis here to Connecticut’s bans on assault weapons and large-capacity 
magazines. 
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generally may not be imported into the state after the Act’s effective date, including those 
produced before the effective date of the Act.  Id., § 23(b), (d), (f). 
 

C.  The Potential Impact and Efficacy of Connecticut’s Bans 
 

71. The Act was only recently passed and not all of its provisions have gone into effect, and I 
have not undertaken any study or analysis of its effects.  Nevertheless, it is my considered 
opinion that, based on the similarities of the Act to the federal ban, the impacts of the 
federal ban and the ways in which the Act address some of the weaknesses of the federal 
ban, the Act is likely to advance Connecticut’s interest in protecting public safety. 
 

72. First, the Act strengthens the assault weapons ban by moving it to a “one-feature” test 
rather than the “two-feature” test that existed under the federal ban and Connecticut’s 
original ban.  This change is likely to substantially limit—if not eliminate—the ability of 
gun manufacturers to quickly adopt minor cosmetic changes to their firearms that make 
them technically legal but that circumvent the purpose and effect of the law to remove 
military style assault weapons from civilian use.  In doing so, the Act is likely to 
meaningfully limit the number of weapons with military-style characteristics considered 
conducive to criminal applications in Connecticut, and to further reduce the use of such 
weapons in crime.     
 

73. Second, Connecticut’s LCM ban is more robust than the expired federal ban, and may be 
more effective more quickly.  Unlike the grandfather provision in the federal ban, the 
grandfathered LCMs in Connecticut may not be sold or transferred after the effective date 
of the Act.  Unlike the experience under the federal ban, moreover, banned LCMs in 
Connecticut may not be imported into the state after the Act’s effective date.  Although 
these changes will not eliminate the lag in effectiveness created by the grandfather 
provision, they likely will minimize it and thereby reduce the time it otherwise would 
take for the benefits of the LCM ban to take hold. 
 

74. Even with the grandfather provision, it is my opinion that Connecticut’s LCM ban is 
likely to have a meaningful impact on gun crime if allowed to operate over the long-run.  
As discussed, the analogous grandfather provision in the federal ban and the immense 
stock of pre-ban LCMs that existed in this country delayed any impact that the federal 
LCM ban could have had on the use of such weapons in crime.  The Washington Post 
study found, however, that the number of recovered crime guns with LCMs in Virginia 
nevertheless was beginning to substantially decline just as the ban expired.  This suggests 
that, had the federal ban been renewed by Congress in 2004 and not allowed to expire, it 
could have had a meaningful impact on the use of such weapons in crime.  That impact 
likely would have increased the longer the ban remained in effect.  Thus, although 
Connecticut’s LCM ban contains an analogous grandfather provision, it is reasonable to 
assume that it likewise would have a meaningful impact on the use of LCMs in crime if 
allowed to operate over the long-term. 
 

75. If that is the case, it is likely that the Act could have a meaningful impact on public 
safety.  As discussed above, see ¶¶8, 32-38, supra, the available evidence suggests that 
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attacks with semiautomatics, particularly assault weapons and other semiautomatics 
equipped with LCMs, result in more shots being fired, leading to both more injuries and 
injuries of greater severity.  If the Act is allowed to operate over the long-term, it should 
reduce the number of LCMs in circulation and thereby reduce the number and lethality of 
gunshot victimizations.  The potential benefits to victims and their families is obvious, 
and may well reduce the associated medical costs and overall costs to society.  See Koper 
2004, pp. 83-91, 100 n.118. 
 

76. While the Act’s provisions prohibiting and restricting assault weapons and large-capacity 
magazines certainly will not be a panacea for the gun violence epidemic in Connecticut 
or the United States more broadly, they appear to be reasonable and well-constructed 
measures that, like federal restrictions on fully automatic weapons and armor-piercing 
ammunition, will help prevent the spread of particularly dangerous weaponry. 
 

77. In sum, therefore, it is my considered opinion, based on my nineteen years as a 
criminologist studying firearms generally and my detailed study of the federal assault 
weapon ban in particular, that Connecticut’s bans on assault weapons and large-capacity 
magazines, and particularly its ban on LCMs, have the potential to prevent and limit 
shootings in the state over the long-run.  In doing so, the Act is likely to advance 
Connecticut’s interest in reducing the harms caused by gun violence. 

 
IV. Plaintiffs’ and Amici’s Reliance On My Reports  
 

78. I have read the Plaintiffs’ brief in support of their motion for preliminary injunction 
(Document No. 15), their brief submitted in support of their motion for summary 
judgment (Document No. 62), and their Local Rule 56(a)(1) statement (Document No, 
61).  I also have read the briefs submitted by the amici in support of the Plaintiffs’ motion 
(Document Nos. 33, 34, and 36).  I hereby respond to those parties’ reliance on, and 
characterizations of, the findings and conclusions in my reports. 
 

79. As a general matter, the Plaintiffs and amici frequently cherry pick isolated statements 
from my studies and take them out of context.  While the majority of their references to 
my works accurately quote from my reports, in most instances they do not reflect the 
totality of my discussion or the conclusions that I actually reached.  The Plaintiffs and 
amici also rely heavily on my 1997 report which, as discussed above, was for the most 
part superseded by the more complete and up to date evidence contained in my 2004 and 
2013 reports.  I respond to some specific representations made by the Plaintiffs and amici 
below. 
 

80. First, in the amicus brief filed by Pink Pistols, that group states that my reports support 
the conclusion that “this kind of legislation has no discernible impact on firearms 
violence.”  (Doc. 36 at 27).  Specifically, they quote a variety of statements in my 1997 
and 2004 reports to the effect that there is little evidence that such bans will have an 
impact on the lethality and injuriousness of gun violence based on indicators such as the 
number of victims per gun homicide incident, the number of gunshot wounds per victim, 
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or the proportion of gunshot victims with multiple wounds.  (Id. at 27-28 and n.71).  In 
doing so, Pink Pistols does not fully convey the conclusions in my reports. 
 

81. My research revealed that gun crimes involving assault weapons and other guns with 
LCMs do result in more shots fired, more victims shot, more gunshots per victim, and 
more lethal injuries.  Although it is true that my research team and I cannot clearly credit 
the federal ban with decreasing gunshot victimizations during the time it was in effect, as 
explained in my report, that is due in large part to the delay in the ban’s effectiveness 
caused by its grandfather provision and the large stock of pre-ban LCMs that remained in 
circulation.27  In other words, had the federal ban remained in effect long enough to 
reduce the stock of those pre-ban LCMs—which the Washington Post study suggests it 
may have begun to do just as it expired in 2004—it is more likely that we would have 
seen a corresponding drop in the gun violence lethality indicators discussed above.28  
 

82. Pink Pistols also quotes my 2004 report for the proposition that, “[s]hould it be renewed, 
the ban’s effects on gun violence are likely to be small at best and perhaps too small for 
reliable measurement”, that “the evidence is not strong enough for us to conclude that 
there was any meaningful effect [on gun violence] (i.e., that the effect was different from 
zero)”, and that “there is not a clear rationale for expecting the ban to reduce assaults and 

                                                           
27  Pink Pistols cites my 1997 report for the proposition that “in fact, both ‘victims per 
incident’ and ‘the average number of gunshot wounds per victim’ actually increased under the 
Ban—although not by a statistically significant margin.”  (Document 36 at 28 n.71, citing Koper 
1997 at 85-86, 88, 91).  Notably, the increase to which I referred in my 1997 report occurred 
during a period in which we also saw an increase in the use of LCMs in gun crime due to the 
federal ban’s grandfathering provision and the large numbers of LCMs being imported into the 
country.  See ¶¶55-58, supra.  If anything, therefore, that finding corroborates the link between 
LCMs and increased lethality of gunshot victimizations. 
28  Pink Pistols contends that I concluded in my 2013 report that the Washington Post study 
nevertheless “showed no discernible reduction in the lethality or injuriousness of gun violence 
during the post-ban years.”  (Doc. 36 at 29 n.75, quoting Koper 2013, p. 165).  That is incorrect.  
My research team and I did not examine the Washington Post data to determine whether the drop 
in LCM use in Virginia during the last years of the federal ban correlated to a drop in the 
lethality or injuriousness of gun crime in that jurisdiction.  Rather, our examination of the 
lethality of gun crime in the 2004 report was based on national data and data from a selected 
number of localities outside of Virginia.  Further, the analyses in the 2004 report were limited to 
the first several years of the federal ban (they covered different portions of the 1995-2002 period, 
and most extended only through the late 1990s or through 2001), during which time we had not 
yet observed a reduction in the use of LCMs in crime.  The Washington Post data suggests that 
LCM use may have declined more appreciably by 2004, but this was beyond the period I had 
studied for the 2004 report to the U.S. Department of Justice.  Consequently, my conclusion that 
there was “no discernible reduction in the lethality or injuriousness of gun violence” during 
earlier portions of the ban when we had not seen a drop in LCM use in gun crime has no bearing 
on whether there would be such a reduction once the number of LCMs used in crime began to 
drop. 
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robberies with guns.”  (Doc. 36 at 27-29).  While those are accurate quotes, they do not 
fully reflect the conclusions in my report on the efficacy of this kind of legislation. 
 

83. Because criminals and mass shooters will be able to substitute legal firearms for the 
banned assault weapons and LCMs, it is true that this kind of legislation is unlikely to 
substantially reduce overall gun violence in terms of the number or rate of crimes 
committed.  One should not conclude from that, however, that such bans will have no 
effect on public safety.  As discussed above, if allowed to operate over the long-run, such 
bans can potentially reduce the number and lethality of gunshot victimizations by forcing 
criminals to substitute assault weapons and other weapons with LCMs with less 
destructive firearms.  The effects on gun deaths and injuries overall would likely be small 
in percentage terms (and thus they could be difficult to measure reliably), but, as 
discussed above, even small reductions in gunshot victimizations could produce 
significant societal benefits.  
 

84. Pink Pistols similarly cites my 2004 report for the proposition that “[s]tudies of state-law 
bans on AWs and LCMs likewise found that such bans ‘have not reduced crime.’”  
(Document 36 at 28 and n.73, quoting Koper 2004, p. 81 n.95).  That, again, does not 
accurately reflect my conclusions in the 2004 report.  In discussing the effect of state 
assault weapons bans, I noted that there are a few studies that have suggested that such 
bans have not reduced crime.  I specifically noted, however, that it is hard to draw 
definitive conclusions from these studies for the following reasons: (1) there is little 
evidence on how state assault weapon bans affect the availability and use of assault 
weapons; (2) studies have not always examined the effects of these laws on gun 
homicides and shootings, the crimes that are arguably most likely to be affected by 
assault weapon bans; and (3) the state assault weapon bans that were passed prior to the 
federal ban (those in California, New Jersey, Hawaii, Connecticut, and Maryland) were in 
effect for only three months to five years (two years or less in most cases) before the 
imposition of the federal ban, after which they became largely redundant with the federal 
legislation and their effects more difficult to predict and estimate.  Perhaps more 
importantly, most of these state laws either lacked LCM bans or had LCM bans that were 
less restrictive than that of the federal ban or Connecticut’s ban.  Pink Pistols ignores 
these important qualifications that undermine the usefulness of the cited studies.   
 

85. Second, both the National Rifle Association (“NRA”) and the Law Enforcement Legal 
Defense Fund (“LELDF”) argue that banning large capacity magazines will not advance 
public safety.  In support of that conclusion they cite the findings in my reports that 
assailants fire an average of less than four shots in gun crimes, and rarely fire more than 
ten shots.  (Doc. 33 at 19; Doc. 34 at 9-10).  While those references to my studies are 
correct, they also do not fully reflect my conclusions. 
 

86. Based on my study with Darin Reedy of handgun attacks in Jersey City, NJ, I found that 
assailants fired more than ten shots in 2.5% to 3% of gunfire incidents.  As discussed 
above, however, my report specifically explains that those incidents had a 100% injury 
rate, and were responsible for 4.7% of the gunshot victimizations in our sample.  The 
amici ignore this crucial piece of data, which was the whole point of that aspect of my 
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discussion in the report.  It shows that, while rare, incidents in which more than ten shots 
are fired are especially lethal and injurious.  They produce a disproportionate share of 
gunshot victimizations and are more likely to result in gunshot injuries or deaths.  See 
Koper 2004, pp. 3, 90-91. 
 

87. In addition to taking that data out of context, the amici completely ignore one of my 
central conclusions: gun crimes involving assault weapons and other weapons with 
LCMs tend to result in more victims wounded, more wounds per victim, and more lethal 
injuries than do gun crimes committed with other weapons.  They likewise ignore the 
evidence that both assault weapons and other guns with LCMs are used 
disproportionately in mass killings and murders of law enforcement officers.   
 

88. Third, the amici argue that assault weapons bans are not likely to reduce overall gun 
violence based on the finding in my reports that such weapons are only used in between 
2% and 8% of gun crimes.  (Doc. 33 at 14; Doc. 34 at 9; Doc. 36 at 27 and n. 69, 70).  
While these selective references to my studies technically are correct, they are again 
misleading.  It ignores the fact that assault weapons were used more frequently and 
disproportionately in mass murders and killings of law enforcement officers.  It also 
ignores the fact that gun crimes involving semiautomatics—including assault weapons 
and other firearms with LCMs—generally result in more shots fired, more victims, and 
more wounds per victim.  Thus, although reducing the number of such weapons may not 
reduce the overall number of gun crimes due to the weapon substitution effect, it could 
reduce the number and lethality of gunshot victimizations in crimes in which such 
weapons otherwise would have been used.  Any such reduction in gun crime or gun crime 
lethality—even if difficult to measure precisely relative to the overall level of gun 
violence in the nation—would have a meaningful impact for the victims of such crimes, 
and for society more broadly. 
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The foregoing is true and accurate to the best of my knowledge and belief. 

FURTHER AFFIANT SA YETH NOT. 

STATE OF VIRGINIA 

coUNTYOF lou~ 
, Virginia 

Subscribed and sworn to before me, this 3 0 day of September, 2013. 

21 

~~ 
~ic 
Commissioner of the Superior Court 

SARAH YORK CONRAD 
NOTARY PUBLIC 

Commonwealth of Virginia 
Reg. #7365612 

My Commission Expires Nov. 30,2014 
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CERTIFICATION 
 

I hereby certify that on this 11th day of October, 2013, a copy of the foregoing Affidavit 
of Christopher S. Koper was filed electronically.  Notice of this filing will be sent by e-mail to 
all parties by operation of the Court’s electronic filing system.  Parties may access this filing 
through the Court’s system.  
 

_/s/ Maura Murphy Osborne_____ 
Assistant Attorney General 
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SAN FRANCISCO

(May 16, 2017) —

City Attorney

Dennis Herrera

today announced

that five online

gun equipment

suppliers have

agreed to a

stringent 10-year,

court-imposed

injunction

prohibiting them

from selling or

advertising large-

capacity firearm

magazines or

magazine repair kits to customers in California. The

agreement is part of a settlement where the defendants

will also face a number of other court-ordered restrictions

on their business practices to help ensure that their

products do not enter the state. 

 

Herrera sued the suppliers on Feb. 9, 2017 for violating

California’s prohibition on the sale and advertisement of

large-capacity magazines — military-style ammunition

holders that can allow shooters to fire dozens of bullets

without reloading. Some magazines hold more than 100

rounds of ammunition. According to the lawsuit, the

suppliers had been flouting both state and San Francisco

law by selling complete but disassembled large-capacity

magazines as “repair” or “rebuild” kits to customers in

California and San Francisco. The lawsuit was brought on

“Californians have spoken clearly. We don’t want

these weapons in our communities,” said City

Attorney Dennis Herrera on securing a court order

prohibiting five online gun equipment suppliers

from selling high-capacity ammo ‘repair kits’ into

state.
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behalf of the People of the State of California.

 

Large-capacity magazines make guns significantly more

lethal and have been used in high-profile mass shootings

across the country, including the 2016 Orlando nightclub

massacre, which killed 49 people, and the 2015 San

Bernardino attack, which killed 14. California has

prohibited their sale, manufacture or import since Jan. 1,

2000 to limit the danger they pose to public safety. State

law defines large-capacity magazines as those holding

more than 10 rounds of ammunition.

 

“Californians have spoken clearly. We don’t want these

weapons in our communities,” Herrera said. “I have zero

tolerance for gun sellers who try to skirt the law, and we

will bring statewide enforcement action when needed. I’m

glad we were able to get a tough, enforceable court order

against these companies that were flouting the law. ”

 

The settlement agreements were finalized earlier this

month, and the court is expected to endorse them in a final

judgment today. The defendants have agreed to submit to a

stringent, statewide, 10-year injunction that requires them

to stop violating the law and to notify California residents

that large-capacity magazines may not legally be sold into

California. Among other things, defendants have agreed to:
cease selling large-capacity magazines or repair kits into

California;

notify customers on their websites that these products

may not be purchased in California;

remove California as a billing or shipping option for

these items on their websites;

permanently delete from their sites any suggestion that
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these magazines or kits may legally be shipped to

California; and

produce affidavits to the San Francisco City Attorney’s

Office annually certifying that they have complied with

the injunction, and with San Francisco and California

law. 

The defendants will also collectively pay $22,500 to cover

the City Attorney’s investigative costs.

 

“I would like to thank the San Francisco Police Department

for their support and cooperation on this case, particularly

Officer Joseph Emanuel, who provided compelling expert

testimony regarding large-capacity firearms,” Herrera said.

 

The settlement was reached with all of the online retailers

that Herrera had sued in February: Badger Mountain

Supply, located in Washington; 7.62 Precision in Alaska;

Shooters Plus, located in Mississippi; LAK Supply of

Wyoming; and Buymilsurp.com, located in Florida.

 

The companies had falsely represented that California and

San Francisco consumers may lawfully purchase

disassembled large-capacity magazines as “repair kits.” 7.62

Precision, for example, marketed a disassembled magazine

as a “California Magazine Rebuild Kit,” saying “these parts

kits are intended for California customers only.” Badger

Mountain Supply falsely represented to customers on its

website that shipping disassembled magazines in two

separate packages was permissible under California law.

Shooters Plus’ website referenced “ban States such as

California” and instructed consumers to “simply click on

the magazine/s you need, then click on the checkbox under

each magazine that reads ‘Convert to Rebuild Kit,” which
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enabled a customer to purchase a 30-round magazine and

convert it to a rebuild kit for $2, for example. 

 

After California’s 2000 statewide ban, a number of

companies tried to skirt the law by selling these so-called

magazine repair kits to California residents. In 2013, Herrera

sued four companies over the practice, and the state

Legislature strengthened the existing law to specifically

outlaw the sale or purchase of such “kits.” San Francisco

took further action in 2014, enacting a ban on possessing

large-capacity magazines, not just buying or selling them.

Similarly, state voters in November overwhelmingly

approved Prop. 63, which, among other safety steps, will

outlaw the possession of large-capacity magazines

statewide starting July 1, 2017, with very narrow exceptions.

 

The case is: The People of the State of California v. Badger

Mountain Supply, Inc., et al, San Francisco Superior Court,

Case No. CGC 17-557010, filed Feb. 9, 2017.  Complete

documentation on the case is available on the City

Attorney’s website at www.sfcityattorney.org
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                           BILL ANALYSIS                                                                                                    

           -----------------------------------------------------------------  
          |SENATE RULES COMMITTEE            |                        SB 396| 
          |Office of Senate Floor Analyses   |                              | 
          |1020 N Street, Suite 524          |                              | 
          |(916) 651-1520         Fax: (916) |                              | 
          |327-4478                          |                              | 
           -----------------------------------------------------------------  

                                    THIRD READING 

          Bill No:  SB 396 
          Author:   Hancock (D) and Steinberg (D), et al. 
          Amended:  5/15/13 
          Vote:     21 

           SENATE PUBLIC SAFETY COMMITTEE  :  5-2, 4/16/13 
          AYES:  Hancock, Block, De León, Liu, Steinberg 
          NOES:  Anderson, Knight 

           SENATE APPROPRIATIONS COMMITTEE  : 5-2, 05/23/13 
          AYES: De León, Hill, Lara, Padilla, Steinberg 
          NOES: Walters, Gaines 

           SUBJECT  :    Firearms:  magazine capacity 

           SOURCE  :     Author 

           DIGEST  :    This bill prohibits, beginning July 1, 2014,   
          possession of any ammunition magazine that is capable of holding   
          more than 10 rounds of ammunition, except as specified, and   
          amends the definition of large-capacity magazine. 

           ANALYSIS  :     

          Existing law: 

          1. Defines a "large-capacity magazine" as "any ammunition   
             feeding device with the capacity to accept more than 10   
             rounds, but shall not be construed to include any of the   
             following:  
                                                                CONTINUED 

                                                                     SB 396 
                                                                     Page   
          2 

             A.    A feeding device that has been permanently altered so   
                that it cannot accommodate more than 10 rounds.  

             B.    A .22 caliber tube ammunition feeding device.  

             C.    A tubular magazine that is contained in a lever-action   
                firearm. 

          2. Provides that, except as specified, commencing January 1,   
             2000, any person in this state who manufactures or causes to   
             be manufactured, imports into the state, keeps for sale, or   
             offers or exposes for sale, or who gives, or lends, any   
             large-capacity magazine is punishable by imprisonment in a   
             county jail not exceeding one year or imprisonment for 16   
             months, two or three years.  

          3. Provides that, upon a showing that good cause exists, the   
             Department of Justice may issue permits for the possession,   
             transportation, or sale between a licensed firearms dealer   
             and an out-of-state client, of large-capacity magazines.   

          4. Provides that, except as specified, any large-capacity   
             magazine is a nuisance and is subject to an injunction   
             against its possession, manufacture or sale, and is subject   
             to confiscation and summary destruction.   

          This bill: 

          1. Prohibits, beginning July 1, 2014, possession of any   
             ammunition magazine that is capable of holding more than 10   
             rounds of ammunition, except as specified. 

          2. Amends the definition of large-capacity magazine to include a   
             feeding device that had a capacity of more than 10 rounds but   
             has been permanently modified to hold no more than 10 rounds   
             of ammunition. 

Page 1 of 4SB 396 Senate Bill - Bill Analysis

6/14/2017http://www.leginfo.ca.gov/pub/13-14/bill/sen/sb_0351-0400/sb_396_cfa_20130524_18524...
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          3. Requires that any person who, prior to July 1, 2014, legally   
             possesses a large-capacity magazine dispose of that magazine   
             by removing it from the state, selling the large-capacity   
             magazine to a licensed firearms dealer before July 1, 2014,   
             destroying it, or surrendering it to a law enforcement agency   
             for destruction. 

                                                                CONTINUED 

                                                                     SB 396 
                                                                     Page   
          3 

           FISCAL EFFECT  :    Appropriation:  No   Fiscal Com.:  Yes     
          Local:  Yes 

          According to the Senate Appropriations Committee: 

             Unknown, potential increase in annual state incarceration   
             costs (General Fund) to the extent additional felony   
             convictions for unlawful possession of a large-capacity   
             magazine to individuals with a prior serious or violent   
             offense are sentenced to state prison.  For every 50   
             additional felony convictions, increased annual incarceration   
             costs of $1.4 million to $3 million (General Fund),   
             compounding to $2.8 to $6 million for overlapping sentences   
             assuming the middle term of the sentencing triad.  

             Increased annual local incarceration costs (Local) for   
             unlawful possession of a large-capacity magazine as either a   
             misdemeanor offense or a felony offense with no serious or   
             violent prior conviction. 

             Potentially significant costs to local law enforcement   
             agencies to destroy large-capacity magazines that are   
             surrendered, as authorized under the provisions of this bill. 

           SUPPORT  :   (Verified  5/23/13) 

          AAUW of California 
          ADL - Anti-Defamation League 
          Alameda County District Attorney Nancy E. O'Malley 
          Alameda Police Department 
          American Academy of Pediatrics 
          Auburn Area Democratic Club 
          Bend the Arc: Jewish Partnership for Justice  
          California American College of Emergency Physicians 
          California Chapters of the Brady Campaign to Prevent Gun   
          Violence  
            (Individual Chapters of the Brady Campaign from the following   
            Counties and regions: Antelope Valley, Contra Costa, Long   
            Beach, Los Angeles, Marin, Napa, Nevada, Oakland, Orange   
            County, Pomona, San Joaquin, Sacramento Valley, San Diego, San   
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            Fernando Valley, San Francisco, San Mateo, Santa Barbara,   
            Santa Clara, Santa Cruz, Solano, Sonoma, South Bay LA, Tri   
            City Alameda County, Ventura and Yolo) 
          California Church Impact  
          California Federation of Teachers 
          California Partnership to End Domestic Violence 
          California State Parent Teachers Association  
          Chula Vista Police Department 
          Christy Lynn Foundation of Orange County 
          City of Chula Vista 
          City of Oakland 
          City of San Leandro Police Department 
          CLUE California 
          Coalition Against Gun Violence 
          Contra Costa County Supervisor John Gioia 
          County of Los Angeles Sheriff Lee Baca 
          County of Santa Barbara District Attorney Joyce E. Dudley 
          Courage Campaign 
          Credo Action 
          Democratic Women of Santa Barbara County 
          Doctors for America 
          El Cerrito Police Department  
          Emeryville Police Department 
          Friends Committee on Legislation of California  
          Hercules City Council Member Sherry McCoy 
          Laguna Woods Democratic Club, Orange County 
          Law Center to Prevent Gun Violence 
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          Livermore Police Department 
          Los Angeles Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa 
          Los Angeles Police Chief Charlie Beck 
          Moms Demand Action for Gun Sense in America, San Francisco 
              Bay Area Chapter 
          National Council of Jewish Women 
          Neighbors United to Protect Our Communities 
          Oakland Police Department 
          PICO California 
          Piedmont Police Department 
          South County Citizens against Gun Violence of Orange County 
          St. Stephens Church 
          Tri-Cities Democratic Forum 
          City of Hercules, Vice-Mayor Myrna de Vera 
          Violence Prevention Coalition of Orange County 
          Women for: Orange County 
          Youth Alive! 
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           OPPOSITION  :    (Verified  5/23/13) 

          Calguns Foundation 
          California Association of Federal Firearms Licensees  
          California Public Defenders Association 
          California Right to Carry  
          California Rifle and Pistol Association, Inc. 
          California Sportsman's Lobby, Inc. 
          California State Sheriffs' Association 
          National Rifle Association  
          Outdoor Sportsmen's Coalition of California 
          Safari Club International 
          Sheriff of Shasta County, Tom Bosenko 
          Sheriff of San Bernardino County, John McMahon 

           ARGUMENTS IN SUPPORT  :    The California Chapters of the Brady   
          Campaign to Prevent Gun Violence states: 

             Since January 2000, California law has prohibited the   
             manufacture, importation, sale, gift, or loan of any large   
             capacity ammunition magazine capable of holding more than   
             ten rounds. SB 396 would add a prohibition on possessing   
             large capacity magazines, regardless of the date the   
             magazine was acquired.   

             Recent mass shootings involving large capacity magazines   
             have demonstrated the tragic carnage caused by these   
             magazines.  The shooters in Fort Hood, Tucson, Aurora, and   
             Newtown were able to injure or kill large numbers of   
             people very quickly because of their ability to shoot a   
             large number of bullets in a very short period of time.    
             Jared Loughner, who was able to rapidly fire 31 bullets in   
             15 seconds without reloading, killed six people and   
             wounded thirteen others in Tucson.  The shooting ended   
             when bystanders tackled the gunman while he was reloading.   
              Nine year old Christina-Taylor Green was shot by the   
             thirteenth bullet - had there been a magazine limit of ten   
             rounds, she might be alive today.   

             With average use, magazines typically last about twelve   
             years.   It is now time to end the grandfathering of large   
             capacity magazines and exploitation of the law by   
             prohibiting the possession of these magazines.   Serious   
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             hunters do not use large capacity magazines.  A   
             prohibition on the sale, transfer, and possession of large   
             capacity magazines clearly furthers public safety.   

           ARGUMENTS IN OPPOSITION  :    The Shasta County Sheriff states: 

             I am strongly opposed to Senate Bill 396.  Existing law   
             defines firearm magazine capacity.  This bill would add   
             that the magazine be only of a sufficient length to   
             accommodate 10 rounds.  This bill would also prohibit the   
             possession, sale, lending, offering, giving, etc. of any   
             current or existing large capacity magazine.  This bill   
             not only restricts magazines but would render certain   
             firearms such as semi-automatic handguns inoperable due to   
             grip and magazine design. 

             Currently, there are literally millions of magazines with   
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             capacity greater than 10 rounds.  Existing law exempts or   
             grandfathers in such magazines.  This law would make   
             current law abiding citizens who possess such magazines   
             into criminals.  If citizens would be required to turn in   
             high capacity magazines, they would need to be compensated   
             for them at fair market value.  This would cost the state   
             hundreds of millions to reimburse citizens, all at a time   
             when the state should be saving money. 

             This bill improperly and unreasonably places unfounded   
             mandates on local agencies, such mandates need to be   
             properly funded.  This bill does nothing to address the   
             causes of gun violence, such as criminal behavior, mental   
             illness, or substance abuse.  There are plenty of gun   
             related laws, enforce them.  Strict enforcement, vigorous   
             prosecution, and harsh sentences will address criminals,   
             reduce violence, and save lives. 

          JG:d  5/24/13   Senate Floor Analyses  

                           SUPPORT/OPPOSITION:  SEE ABOVE 

                                   ****  END  **** 
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          Date of Hearing:  August 13, 2013 
          Counsel:       Stella Choe 

                         ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC SAFETY 
                                 Tom Ammiano, Chair 

                     SB 396 (Hancock) - As Amended:  May 15, 2013 

           SUMMARY  :  Prohibits the possession of any large-capacity   
          magazine with specified exemptions.  Specifically,  this bill  : 

          1)Amends the current definition of "capacity to accept more than   
            10 rounds" to mean capable of holding more than 10 rounds, and   
            specifies that the term does not apply to a feeding device   
            that has been permanently altered so that it cannot hold more   
            than 10 rounds. 

          2)Includes within the definition of a "large-capacity magazine"   
            a feeding device that had a capacity of more than 10 rounds   
            but has been permanently modified to hold no more than 10   
            rounds of ammunition. 

          3)States that a "large-capacity magazine" does not include a   
            magazine that is only of sufficient length to hold no more   
            than 10 rounds of ammunition.  

          4)Makes it a crime, commencing July 1, 2014, for any person in   
            California to possess any large-capacity magazine, regardless   
            of the date the magazine was acquired, punishable by   
            imprisonment in a county jail not exceeding one year or   
            imprisonment pursuant to realignment. 

          5)Provides that any person who, prior to July 1, 2014, legally   
            possesses a large-capacity magazine shall dispose of that   
            magazine by any of the following means: 

             a)   Remove the large-capacity magazine from California; 

             b)   Prior to July 1, 2014, sell the large-capacity magazine   
               to a licensed firearms dealer;  

             c)   Destroy the large-capacity magazine; or, 
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             d)   Surrender the large-capacity magazine to a law   
               enforcement agency for destruction. 

          6)Exempts the possession of a large-capacity magazine by:  

             a)   Any federal, state, county, city and county, or city   
               agency that is charged with the enforcement of any law, for   
               use by agency employees in the discharge of their official   
               duties, whether on or off duty, and where the use is   
               authorized by the agency and is within the course and scope   
               of their duties; 

             b)   A sworn peace officer, as defined, who is authorized to   
               carry a firearm in the course and scope of that officer's   
               duties; 

             c)   Any entity that operates an armored vehicle business   
               pursuant to the laws of California; 

             d)   Authorized employees, while in the course and scope of   
               employment for purposes that pertain to the entity's   
               armored vehicle business; and, 

             e)   The holder of a special weapons permit for use as a prop   
               for a motion picture for specified purposes. 

           EXISTING LAW  :  

          1)Defines a "large-capacity magazine" as any ammunition feeding   
            device with the capacity to accept more than 10 rounds, but   
            shall not be construed to include any of the following: 

             a)   A feeding device that has been permanently altered so   
               that it cannot accommodate more than 10 rounds; 

             b)   A .22 caliber tube ammunition feeding device; or, 
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             c)   A tubular magazine that is contained in a lever-action   
               firearm.  (Penal Code Section 16740.) 

          2)States, except as provided, commencing January 1, 2000, any   
            person in California who manufactures or causes to be   
            manufactured, imports into the state, keeps for sale, or   
            offers or exposes for sale, or who gives, or lends, any   
            large-capacity magazine is punishable by imprisonment in a   
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            county jail not exceeding one year or imprisonment pursuant to   
            realignment.  (Penal Code Section 32310.) 

          3)Allows a person who lawfully possessed a large-capacity   
            magazine in California prior to January 1, 2000, and lawfully   
            took it out of the state, to return to the state with the same   
            large-capacity magazine without violating the prohibition   
            against importing a large-capacity magazine into California.    
            (Penal Code Section 32420.) 

          4)Provides the following exceptions to the prohibition against   
            manufacturing or causing to be manufactured, importing into   
            the state, keeping for sale, or offering or exposing for sale,   
            or giving, or lending, any large-capacity magazine: 

             a)   Government agency charged with law enforcement (Penal   
               Code Section 32400); 

             b)   Sworn peace officer (Penal Code Section 32405); 

             c)   Sale or purchase by licensed person (Penal Code Section   
               32410); 

             d)   Loan under specified circumstances (Penal Code Section   
               32415); 

             e)   Importation by person in legal possessions prior to   
               January 1, 2000 (Penal Code Section 32420); 

             f)   Delivery to gun smith (Penal Code Section 32425); 

             g)   Person with permit and registration (Penal Code Section   
               32430); 

             h)   Entity that operates armored vehicle business (Penal   
               Code Section 32435); 

             i)   Manufacture for government agency (Penal Code Section   
               32440); 

             j)   Use as prop (Penal Code Section 32445); or, 

             aa)  Purchase for use as prop (Penal Code Section 32450). 

          5)Provides that the Attorney General, district attorney, or city   
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            attorney may bring an action to enjoin the manufacture of,   
            importation of, keeping for sale of, offering or exposing for   
            sale, giving, lending, or possession of, any item that   
            constitutes a nuisance under any of the specified code   
            sections, including the code section relating to   
            large-capacity magazines.  [Penal Code Section 18010(a).] 

          6)States that the weapons listed in the specified code sections   
            constituting a nuisance shall be subject to confiscation and   
            summary destruction whenever found within California.  [Penal   
            Code Section 18010(b).] 

           FEDERAL LAW  :  The federal assault weapons law (Violent Crime   
          Control and Law Enforcement Act, H.R. 3355, Pub.L. 103-322),   
          became effective on September 13, 1994, and banned the   
          possession of "assault weapons" and "large-capacity ammunition   
          feeding devices," defined as a magazine capable of holding more   
          than 10 rounds of ammunition, manufactured after that date.  The   
          federal assault ban contained a grandfather clause which stated   
          that the ban shall not apply to the possession of a large   
          capacity ammunition feeding device otherwise lawfully possessed   
          within the United States on or before the date of the enactment   
          of the law.  The federal assault weapons law expired in 2004 and   
          has not been reenacted.   
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          FISCAL EFFECT  :   Unknown 

           COMMENTS  :    

          1)Author's Statement  :  According to the author, "In 1999, the   
            Legislature passed SB 23 (Perata) which prohibited the   
            possession of assault weapons, such as the AK-47 and created a   
            generic definition of an assault weapon.  As part of that   
            legislation, the importation, manufacture and sale of large   
            capacity ammunition magazines was strictly prohibited.    
            However, the possession of high capacity magazines was not   
            prohibited. 

          "Federal law also outlawed possession of high capacity magazines   
            as part of the 1994 federal assault weapons ban but allowed   
            current owners to keep them under a 'grandfathering'   
            provision.  The federal assault weapons ban was allowed to   
            expire in 2004.  Research has shown that, prior to the   
            implementation of the federal assault weapons ban, these high   
            capacity magazines were used in between 14 and 26% of guns   
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            used in crime.   

          "High capacity magazines are ammunition feeding devices that   
            hold more than ten rounds of ammunition.  These mega-magazines   
            can hold upwards of 100 rounds of ammunition and allow a   
            shooter to rapidly fire without reloading. 

          "High capacity magazines are not designed for hunting or target   
            shooting.  High capacity magazines are military designed   
            devices.  They are designed for one purpose only - to allow a   
            shooter to fire a large number of bullets in a short period of   
            time.   

          "This bill will make clear that possession of these   
            'mega-magazines' is also prohibited.  Law enforcement officers   
            have told us that, because the Penal Code currently fails to   
            specifically prohibit possession, the law is very difficult to   
            enforce.  This needs to be fixed and this measure addresses   
            that by prohibiting the possession. 

          "Prohibiting possession of these high capacity magazines is just   
            one important part of the comprehensive strategy being   
            proposed today to reduce gun violence in California."   

          2)Background  :  Many rifles and handguns that use a detachable   
            ammunition magazine can accept a large-capacity magazine,   
            meaning a magazine that can hold more than 10 rounds of   
            ammunition.  On a semiautomatic handgun or rifle, one bullet   
            is fired per trigger-pull. The effect of attaching a   
            large-capacity magazine is to allow the shooter to rapidly   
            fire as many rounds as the magazine holds, as fast as they can   
            pull the trigger.  A large-capacity magazine typically holds   
            30 rounds but some have been designed to hold as many as 100   
            rounds.  Since January 1, 2000, California has banned the   
            importation, manufacture or sale of high capacity magazines.    
            (Penal Code Sections 32310 and 32390.)  These magazines have   
            also been deemed a public nuisance and are, therefore, subject   
            to confiscation and destruction, although this requires a   
            prosecutor to obtain a civil injunction.  (Penal Code Section   
            18010.)  The Department of Justice states that sellers are   
            currently circumventing the ban on sale of these magazines in   
            California by selling all the parts necessary to construct   
            them as "repair kits," which are then easily assembled in a   
            matter of minutes.  Once the magazine is assembled, law   
            enforcement is unable to take action on the mere possession of   
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            the large capacity magazine.  

           3)Current Law on Large-Capacity Magazines  :  Current law   
            prohibits the manufacture, importation, keeping for sale,   
            offering or exposing for sale, giving or lending any   
            ammunition magazine with a capacity greater than 10 rounds.    
            (Penal Code Section 32310.)  The criminal penalty for   
            violating these prohibitions is an alternate   
            misdemeanor/felony.  Exemptions are given to law enforcement   
            agencies, permit holders, peace officers, and other specified   
            persons or entities from the purchase prohibitions on   
            large-capacity magazines.  (Penal Code Sections 32315,   
            32400-32450.)  This bill expands the large-capacity magazine   
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            prohibitions to include the possession of large-capacity   
            magazines, regardless of when the magazine was acquired, and   
            imposes the same criminal penalties for possession of   
            high-capacity magazines as currently exist for their   
            importation, manufacture or sale in California.  

           4)Second Amendment  :  The Second Amendment to the federal   
            Constitution provides, "A well regulated militia being   
            necessary to the security of a free state, the right of the   
            people to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed."  In   
            District of Columbia v. Heller (2008) 554 U.S. 570, the United   
            States Supreme Court held that the Second Amendment protects   
            an individual's right to possess and carry weapons in case of   
            confrontation.  The Court struck down a law banning possession   
            of handguns in the home.   

            Subsequently, in McDonald v. City of Chicago (2010) 561 U.S.   
            3025, 130 S.Ct. 3020, the Court held that Second Amendment   
            rights are applicable to the states.  The majority found the   
            individual right to bear arms, particularly for self-defense   
            was fundamental.   

            However, the Second Amendment does not afford an unlimited   
            right to own a weapon.  "It is not a right to keep and carry   
            any weapon whatsoever in any manner whatsoever and for   
            whatever purpose. . . ."  (Heller, supra, 554 U.S. at p. 646.)   
              As the Court explained in Heller, the right "to keep and   
            carry arms" is limited to weapons "in common use."  (Id. at p.   
            627.)  Moreover, in Heller, the United States Supreme Court   
            did not strike down neutral licensing and registration as a   
            condition of possession and the Court also enumerated examples   
            of presumptively valid government regulation of firearms.   
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            While it can be argued that a ban on large-capacity magazines   
            could infringe on a person's right to bear arms as protected   
            by the Second Amendment, this argument would likely be   
            unsuccessful because the ban, unlike the one challenged in   
            Heller, does not ban handgun possession outright.   Rather, a   
            ban on large-capacity magazines regulates the type of firearm   
            that can be possessed, which under the Heller ruling, is   
            constitutionally permissible.   

           5)Fifth Amendment Takings Issues  :  Both the Federal Government   
            and the states have the authority to take private property   
            when necessary for government activities.  But there is a   
            limitation on this power.  The Fifth Amendment to the federal   
            constitution states "nor shall private property be taken for   
            public use without just compensation."  For a legal analysis   
            under the takings clause one must consider the following:  Is   
            there a taking of property; if so, is it for public use; if   
            so, is "just compensation" paid? 

            A possessory taking occurs when the government confiscates,   
            physically occupies property or deprives a property owner of   
            all beneficial use of the property.  While the takings clause   
            is often discussed in the context of land and real estate, it   
            also applies to personal property.   

            In Silveira v. Lockyer (9th Cir. 2002), 312 F.3d 1052, the   
            plaintiffs challenged the constitutionality of the California   
            Assault Weapons Control Act (AWCA) which banned the possession   
            of assault weapons by individuals but contained a grandfather   
            clause allowing the retention of previously owned assault   
            weapons by the owners, provided that the owners register them   
            with the state.  The court rejected the plaintiffs' claim that   
            the AWCA violates the takings clause of the Fifth Amendment   
            based on the reasoning that "a government may enact   
            regulations pursuant to its broad powers to promote the   
            general welfare that diminish the value of private property,   
            yet do not constitute a taking requiring compensation, so long   
            as a reasonable use of the regulated property exists. . . .   
            Here, plaintiffs who owned assault weapons prior to the   
            enactment of the AWCA are protected by a grandfather clause   
            that permits them to use the weapons in a number of reasonable   
            ways so long as they register them with the state."  (Id. at   
            pg. 1092; citations omitted.)  Unlike the AWCA, this bill   
            creates a ban on large-capacity magazines that does not   
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            contain a grandfather clause for those who legally possessed   
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            the large-capacity magazines prior to the ban.  Under the   
            rationale used by Silveira, this bill would constitute a   
            taking because it is total ban that deprives the owner of any   
            reasonable use of the property. 

            The next question to consider is whether the taking is for   
            public use.  The Supreme Court has expansively defined "public   
            use" so that almost any taking will meet this requirement.    
            The "government does not itself have to use property to   
            legitimate the taking; it is only the taking's purpose, and   
            not its mechanics, that must pass scrutiny under the Public   
            Use Clause."  [Hawaii Housing Authority v. Midkiff (1984) 467   
            U.S. 229, 244.]  Thus, a taking is for public use so long as   
            the government is taking property to achieve a legitimate   
            government purpose and the taking is a reasonable way to   
            achieve this goal.  The intent to stop the use of   
            large-capacity magazines in mass shootings in order to reduce   
            the potential number of victims would appear to be a   
            legitimate government purpose, and restrictions on possession   
            of those magazines may be a reasonable means of achieving this   
            goal.   

            If it is determined that a taking has occurred, and the taking   
            is for public use, one must consider the issue of just   
            compensation.  This bill does not include a provision   
            requiring compensation for owners who must dispose of their   
            large-capacity magazines.  Thus, some potential takings issues   
            presented by this bill may be alleviated by providing that   
            individuals must be compensated or by adding a grandfather   
            clause. 

            If the takings issue were to be litigated, the state may argue   
            that the prohibitions in this bill do not require just   
            compensation because it is a valid exercise of police powers.    
            One district court has found that a ban on dangerous weapons   
            is a valid exercise of police powers.  In Fesjian v. Jefferson   
            (D.C. 1979) 399 A.2d 861, plaintiffs challenged a District of   
            Columbia statute that banned the registration of new handguns   
            and machine guns, with a grandfather clause for handguns   
            possessed prior to the ban.  Any handguns or machine guns that   
            could not be registered would have to be surrendered to the   
            chief of police, lawfully removed from the District, or   
            lawfully disposed.  (Id. at pg. 865.)  With regard to the   
            takings clause issue, the court held that, assuming that the   
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            statute authorized a taking, such a taking was an exercise of   
            legislative police power to prevent a perceived harm, rather   
            than an exercise eminent domain for public use.  Accordingly,   
            the government did not have to provide just compensation.    
            (Id. at pg. 866.)   

            However, Fesjian is not binding on California.  At least one   
            court in California has analyzed the issue of police powers   
            differently from Fesjian.  In American Sav. & Loan Asso. v.   
            County of Marin (9th Cir. 1981) 653 F.2d 364, 368, the court   
            held "if the regulation is a valid exercise of the police   
            power, it is not a taking if a reasonable use of the property   
            remains."  Unlike Fesjian, the American Sav. & Loan case did   
            not find that a valid exercise of police power preempts the   
            need for compensation.  Instead, the court looked at whether a   
            reasonable use of the property remained to determine whether   
            the action was a taking requiring compensation.  If the court   
            applies the reasonable use test, this bill would constitute a   
            taking requiring just compensation regardless of whether it is   
            an exercise of police powers because no reasonable use of the   
            large capacity magazine would remain.  If the court applies   
            the reasoning used in Fesjian, and assuming the banning of   
            large-capacity magazines is a valid exercise of police powers,   
            compensation would not be required. 

           6)Arguments in Support  :   

             a)   According to the  Friends Committee on Legislation of   
               California (FCLCA)  , "The U.S. Supreme Court has repeatedly   
               held that the right to bear arms is not an absolute right   
               that cannot be regulated under the Second Amendment to the   
               U.S. Constitution.  For example, citizens are prohibited   
               from owning machine guns and other military weapons, and   
               FCLCA supports the reasonable regulation of firearms. 

             "FCLCA is fully aware that regulating firearms in and of   
               itself does not take the place of other constructive   
               measures to reduce crime and social disorganization, but   
               the use of military-style large capacity magazines are   
               capable of devastating lethality.  These devices in the   
               hands of civilians serves no legitimate purpose - to the   
               contrary, they are a means to violent ends.  Prohibiting   
               their possession is an important step towards reducing gun   
               violence." 
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             b)   The  Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department  states,   
               "High capacity ammunition magazines can hold upwards of 100   
               rounds of ammunition and allow a shooter to rapidly fire   
               without reloading.  The ability to fire a large number of   
               bullets in a short period of time escalates the number of   
               victims and lethality in any shooting incident.  As   
               demonstrated in 2011 when Jared Lee Loughner killed six   
               people and wounded 13 others, including U.S. representative   
               Gabrielle Giffords in Arizona, bystanders were able to   
               intervene when the gunman stopped to reload.  Likewise,   
               eleven children were able to escape from one of the   
               classrooms at Sandy Hook Elementary last December when the   
               shooter stopped to reload. 

             "California has prohibited the importation, manufacture and   
               sale of large capacity ammunition magazines since the year   
               2000.  This law is difficult to enforce since the date of   
               acquisition is nearly impossible to prove.  Magazines   
               acquired before the ban, or illegally purchased in other   
               states since the ban, are usually indistinguishable.  A ban   
               on the possession of high capacity magazines will help   
               address this issue." 

           7)Arguments in Opposition  :   

             a)   The  National Rifle Association  writes, "The provisions   
               of SB 396 would ban the simple possession of ammunition   
               feeding devices/magazines that are capable of holding more   
               than 10 cartridges.  There are hundreds of thousands of   
               Californians that possess millions of these ammunition   
               feeding devices/magazines, the possession of which was   
               'grandfathered' in the various versions of this legislation   
               that sought to regulate so called 'assault weapons.' 

               "The requirements of Senate Bill 396 would require that   
                                                                               Californians surrender the ammunition feeding   
               devices/magazines or face criminal penalties and   
               confiscation of their property.  Many Californians will not   
               be aware of the passage of the new law and be unaware that   
               the ammunition feeding devices/magazines that have been   
               owned for generations have now become contraband. " 

             b)   The  California State Sheriffs Association  argues,   
               "California has some of the strictest gun laws in the   
               nation, yet incidents of gun violence continue to plague   
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               our state.  We must continue to take steps to keep guns out   
               of the hands of criminals and other prohibited persons.    
               Unfortunately, this measure would have little impact on the   
               ability of criminals or other prohibited persons from   
               obtaining large-capacity magazines.  On January 1, 2000,   
               California banned the manufacturing, importation, sale,   
               giving, and lending of any large-capacity magazine, but   
               allowed the continued possession of existing magazines.  We   
               are concerned that by expanding existing law this measure   
               would unintentionally turn many law abiding citizens into   
               criminals, subject to felony prosecution, for failing to   
               sell or destroy their lawfully obtained property.  If   
               someone has lawfully possessed a large-capacity magazine   
               for over 13 years without incident, it is troubling that   
               the state would mandate its destruction now without   
               compensation.  For handguns that are designed to use larger   
               magazines, it is equally troubling that this measure would   
               render such firearms inoperable.  Finally, we are concerned   
               about the unfunded mandate this measure would create by   
               requiring law enforcement agencies to destroy any magazines   
               obtained." 

           8)Related Legislation  :  

             a)   AB 48 (Skinner) expands provisions limiting   
               large-capacity magazines by revising the definition of   
               "large-capacity magazine."  AB 48 is pending hearing by the   
               Senate Appropriations Committee. 

             b)   SB 47 (Yee) amends the definition of an "assault weapon"   
               to include those weapons that do not have a detachable   
               magazine and one of specified features, and requires   
               registration of weapons which now fall under the new   
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               definition but which previously did not require   
               registration.  SB 47 will be heard by this Committee today. 

             c)   SB 374 (Steinberg) redefines an assault weapon by   
               creating a new test to determine if a semi-automatic pistol   
               or centerfire rifle is an assault weapon.  SB 374 also   
               defines "fixed magazine" and "detachable magazine" in   
               statute.  SB 374 will be heard by this Committee today. 

             d)   SB 396 (Hancock) prohibits the possession of   
               large-capacity magazines.  SB 396 will be heard by this   
               Committee today. 

                                                                  SB 396 
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             e)   SB 567 (Jackson) redefines an assault shotgun to include   
               a shotgun with a rifled bore and a rotating ammunition   
               cylinder.  SB 567 will be heard by this Committee today. 

           9)Prior Legislation  :   

             a)   SB 249 (Yee), of the 2011-12 Legislative Session, would   
               have prohibited any person from importing, making, selling,   
               loaning, transferring or possessing any conversion kit   
               designed to convert certain firearms with a fixed magazine   
               into firearms with a detachable magazine.  SB 249 was held   
               on the Appropriations Committee's Suspense File. 

             b)   SB 776 (Hancock), of the 2009-10 Legislative Session,   
               among other provisions, would have prohibited the   
               possession of large-capacity magazines commencing January   
               1, 2011, with specified exceptions, and would have required   
               registration for large-capacity magazines that are subject   
               to those exceptions.  SB 776 was never heard by the Senate   
               Committee on Public Safety. 

             c)   AB 2728 (Klehs), Chapter 793, Statutes of 2006, made the   
               possession of unregistered assault weapons and .50 BMG   
               rifles in violation of the Penal Code a nuisance, allowing   
               for their destruction. 

             d)   SB 626 (Perata), Chapter 937, Statutes of 2001, exempts   
               the manufacture of a large-capacity magazine for certain   
               law enforcement agents, peace officers, government   
               agencies, the military, or for export, and specifies   
               additional magazines that are not included within the   
               definition of "large-capacity magazine." 

             e)   SB 23 (Perata), Chapter 129, Statutes of 1999, made it   
               an alternate felony/misdemeanor, commencing January 1,   
               2000, for any person to manufacture or cause to be   
               manufactured, import into California, keep for sale, offer   
               or expose for sale, give away, or lend any large-capacity   
               magazine with specified exceptions. 

             f)   SB 1483 (Perata), of the 1999-2000 Legislative Session,   
               would have exempted tubular magazines contained in   
               lever-action firearms from the "large-capacity magazine"   
               restrictions, and exempts the manufacture of   
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               "large-capacity magazines" for use by specific law   
               enforcement agencies, peace officers, and firearm   
               licensees.  SB 1483 passed this Committee, but was later   
               amended and became a vehicle for an unrelated matter. 

             g)   AB 357 (Roos), Chapter 19, Statutes of 1989, established   
               the Roberti-Roos Assault Weapons Control Act of 1989 which   
               prohibited the manufacture in California of any of the   
               semi-automatic weapons specified in the statute, or the   
               possession, sale, transfer, or importation into the state   
               of such weapons without a permit.  AB 357 contained a   
               grandfather clause that permits the ownership of assault   
               weapons by individuals who lawfully purchased them before   
               its enactment, so long as the owners register the weapons   
               with the Department of Justice. 

           REGISTERED SUPPORT / OPPOSITION  :    

           Support  

          California Chapters of the Brady Campaign (Co-Sponsor) 
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          Courage Campaign (Co-Sponsor) 
          Alameda County District Attorney's Office 
          Alameda Police Department 
          American Academy of Pediatrics, California 
          American Association of University Women, Santa Barbara-Goleta   
          Valley Branch 
          American Association of University Women, Santa Maria Branch 
          Antelope Valley Chapter of the Brady Campaign to Prevent Gun   
          Violence 
          Anti-Defamation League 
          Antonio R. Villaraigosa, former Los Angeles Mayor 
          Auburn Area Democratic Club 
          Bend the Arc, Jewish Partnership for Justice 
          Burbank Police Department 
          California Chapter on the American College of Emergency   
          Physicians 
          California Church Impact 
          California Federation of Teachers 
          California Medical Association 
          California State PTA 
          Chief of Police, Chula Vista Police Department 
          City of San Leandro 
          City of Santa Monica 
          CLUE California 
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          Coalition Against Gun Violence, Santa Barbara Coalition 
          Coalition to Stop Gun Violence 
          Contra Costa County Chapter of the Brady Campaign to Prevent Gun   
          Violence 
          CREDO Action  
          Diablo Valley Democratic Club 
          Doctors for America 
          El Cerrito Police Department 
          Friends Committee on Legislation of California 
          Jean Quan, Oakland Mayor 
          Laguna Woods Democratic Club 
          Law Center to Prevent Gun Violence 
          League of Women Voters of California 
          Livermore Police Department 
          Long Beach Chapter of the Brady Campaign to Prevent Gun Violence 
          Los Angeles Chapter of the Brady Campaign to Prevent Gun   
          Violence 
          Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department 
          Marin County Chapter of the Brady Campaign to Prevent Gun   
          Violence 
          Moms Demand Action for Gun Sense in America 
          Moms Demand Action for Gun Violence in America, Orange County   
          Chapter 
          Myrna De Vera, Vice-Mayor, City of Hercules 
          Napa Chapter of the Brady Campaign to Prevent Gun Violence 
          Neighbors United to Protect Our Communities 
          Nevada County Chapter of the Brady Campaign to Prevent Gun   
          Violence 
          Nevada County Democratic Women's Club 
          Oakland/Alameda County Chapter of the Brady Campaign to Prevent   
          Gun Violence 
          Orange County Chapter of the Brady Campaign to Prevent Gun   
          Violence 
          Orange County Democrats 
          Pam O'Connor, Mayor , City of Santa Monica 
          PICO California 
          Piedmont Police Department 
          Pomona Valley Chapter of the Brady Campaign to Prevent Gun   
          Violence 
          Sacramento Valley Chapter of the Brady Campaign to Prevent Gun   
          Violence 
          San Diego County Chapter of the Brady Campaign to Prevent Gun   
          Violence 
          San Fernando Valley Chapter of the Brady Campaign to Prevent Gun   
          Violence 
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          San Francisco Chapter of the Brady Campaign to Prevent Gun   
          Violence 
          San Joaquin Valley Chapter of the Brady Campaign to Prevent Gun   
          Violence 
          San Mateo County Chapter of the Brady Campaign to Prevent Gun   
          Violence 
          Santa Barbara County Chapter of the Brady Campaign to Prevent   
          Gun Violence 
          Santa Barbara County District Attorney's Office 
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          Santa Barbara Police Department 
          Santa Barbara Rape Crisis Center 
          Santa Clara County Chapter of the Brady Campaign to Prevent Gun   
          Violence 
          Santa Cruz Chapter of the Brady Campaign to Prevent Gun Violence 
          Sisters of St. Joseph of Orange 
          Solano County Chapter of the Brady Campaign to Prevent Gun   
          Violence 
          Sonoma County Chapter of the Brady Campaign to Prevent Gun   
          Violence 
          South Bay LA Chapter of the Brady Campaign to Prevent Gun   
          Violence 
          South County Citizens Against Gun Violence 
          St. Stephens Church 
          Tri-Cities Democratic Forum 
          Tri-City Alameda County Chapter of the Brady Campaign to Prevent   
          Gun Violence 
          Tri-City Interfaith Council 
          Ventura County Chapter of the Brady Campaign to Prevent Gun   
          Violence 
          Violence Policy Center 
          Violence Prevention Coalition of Greater Los Angeles 
          Violence Prevention Coalition of Orange County 
          Women Against Gun Violence 
          Women For: Orange County 
          Yolo County Chapter of the Brady Campaign to Prevent Gun   
          Violence 
          Youth ALIVE! 
          52 private individual 

           Opposition  

          Association for Los Angeles Deputy Sheriffs 
          CalGuns Foundation 
          California Association of Federal Firearms Licensees 
          California Chapters of Safari Club International 
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          California Coalition of Law Enforcement Associations 
          California Public Defenders Association 
          California Rifle and Pistol Association, Inc. 
          California Sportsman's Lobby 
          California State Sheriffs' Association 
          Gun Owners of California 
          L.A. County Probation Officers Union 
          Lassen County Sheriff's Office 
          Long Beach Police Officers Association 
          National Rifle Association of America 
          Outdoor Sportsmen's Coalition of California 
          Riverside County Sheriff's Office 
          Riverside Sheriffs' Association 
          Safari Club International 
          San Bernardino County Sheriff's Department 
          Shasta County Sheriff's Office 
          14 private individuals 

          Analysis Prepared by  :    Stella Choe / PUB. S. / (916) 319-3744  
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For Immediate Release: March 2, 2011 
Contact: Ashley Cannon, 212.608.4700  
 

NYC & LA CITY COUNCILS  
INTRODUCE REZO FOR FEDERAL BAN ON  

LARGE CAPACITY AMMUNITION MAGAZINES 
 

LAPD Chief calls on congress to pass the ban, Villaraigosa signs Council resolution 
  

1,808% increase in large capacity ammunition magazines  
recovered in LA after ban’s lapse 

 
NEW YORK –City Councils in New York and Los Angeles introduced simultaneous 
resolutions in support of federal legislation to ban large capacity ammunition magazines 
(HR308/S32), such as the type used in the tragic shooting in Tucson, AZ, that left 6 dead 
and 13 wounded. 
 
“This is common sense legislation which aims to protect innocent people from violence. 
There is no need for the average citizen to possess a weapon which can hold more than 
ten rounds of ammunition. Large capacity ammunition magazines are a serious threat to 
American citizens, and a federal ban is the only way to ensure that these dangerous 
weapons stay off of our streets. I urge Congress to support this legislation before we 
experience yet another tragedy, such as those witnessed in Arizona and Virginia Tech,” 
said New York City Council Member Gale A. Brewer who authored Resolution 686.  
  
In LA, City Council President Eric Garcetti, City Councilmember Paul Koretz, and City 
Attorney Carmen Trutanich joined with LAPD Chief Charlie Beck, to call on Congress to 
pass the ban:  
 
“As the third largest police department in the nation, the LAPD is responsible for 
patrolling 470 square miles and protecting a population of nearly 4 million people,” said 
LAPD Chief Charlie Beck.  “Even as crime has declined significantly in the city over the 
past several years, large capacity ammunition magazines are still being used by violent 
street gangs. Common sense restrictions on these magazines would help LAPD officers 
better protect the public and themselves.”   
 
Large capacity ammunition magazines (defined as 10 or more rounds of ammunition) 
were made illegal as part of the Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of 
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1994, commonly known as the federal assault weapons ban, but Congress failed to renew 
the ban when it expired in 2004.  A large capacity ammunition magazine was used to 
carry out the recent shooting in Tucson, allowing the gunman to fire more than 30 bullets 
in 15 seconds.   
 
 “Large capacity ammunition magazines carry far more bullets than any civilian could 
possibly ever use.  Common sense restrictions provide law enforcement with a tactical 
advantage over criminals, making us all safer,” said Richard M. Aborn, President of the 
Citizens Crime Commission of New York City.  As the former President of the Brady 
Campaign, Aborn is credited as the principal strategist behind the original ban on large 
capacity ammunition magazines. 
 
“There is no reason for anyone to have more firepower than our law enforcement officials 
who have pledged to protect our communities.  Banning large capacity ammunition 
magazines is a sensible step to take in order to reduce gun violence and save lives” said 
Colin Weaver, Deputy Director of New Yorkers Against Gun Violence. 
 
"Large capacity ammunition magazines have no business being on our streets," 
Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa said. "H.R. 308 is a step forward in our efforts to 
curb gun violence and keep dangerous weapons out of the hands of criminals." 
 
"As law enforcement officials, it is our duty to be thoughtful and take a big picture 
approach in our shared desire to protect the public from criminals using these large 
capacity killing machines," said City Attorney Carmen Trutanich. "I believe that only a 
comprehensive, nation-wide federal restriction on these potentially dangerous weapons 
will ultimately aid our law enforcement partners in maintaining peace on our streets." 
 
Since the ban’s sunset in 2004, the Los Angeles Police Department’s Gun Unit has seen a 
significant increase in the number of large capacity ammunition magazines recovered. In 
2004, the City recovered 725 large capacity ammunition magazines compared to 38 in 
2003, a 1,808% increase. 
 

Year Magazines Recovered % Change 
2003 38 N/A 
2004 725 1,808 
2005 940 30 
2006 151 -84 
2007 398 164 
2008 870 119 
2009 156 -82 
2010 326 109 

 
“We all pay a high price for the toll that gun violence takes on our communities.  We 
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want to make it as difficult as possible for criminals to have access to large capacity 
firepower, and we definitely don’t want to see our law enforcement officers outgunned by 
criminals,” said Council President Garcetti, who authored the Council resolution that 
established the city’s official support of H.R. 308. 
 
Since 2004, lethal large capacity ammunition magazines have been used in several mass 
shootings in the United States.  Examples include: 
 

• 2007 Virginia Tech:  32 dead, 17 wounded, 15-round magazines, hundreds of 
shots fired  

• 2008 Northern Illinois University:  6 dead, 21 wounded, 33- and 15- round 
magazines, 55 shots fired 

• 2009 Binghamton, NY: 13 dead, 4 wounded, 30-round magazine , 99 rounds fired  
• 2010 Connecticut Beer Distributor:  8 dead, 2 wounded, large capacity magazines 

 
 

### 
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CALIFORNIA POLICE CHIEFS ASSOCIATION  
POSITION PAPER 

 
May 31, 2013 

          
 
 
SUBJECT: GUN VIOLENCE AND THE REGULATION OF FIREARMS 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The California Police Chiefs Association has long recognized that gun violence is a threat 
to the safety and well-being of the communities we serve and the officers committed to the 
protection of those communities. The Association is dedicated to its leadership role in 
identifying and implementing strategies to reduce gun violence. The Association’s position 
is that while the right to bear arms is clearly articulated under the Second Amendment, 
reasonable regulations of firearms protect those rights. It is entirely appropriate to take 
reasonable steps that ensure responsible ownership while removing firearms from those 
who are prohibited by law from possessing them or who are intent on threatening the 
safety of our communities.   
 
California has some of the strictest firearms regulations in the nation. These regulations 
have served law-abiding Californians well and clearly have not interfered with firearms 
ownership by responsible Californians. However, regulations prove ineffective unless 
those who are intent on threatening the safety of our communities are arrested, 
prosecuted, and sentenced to the fullest extent possible. Additionally, California’s 
regulations are undermined if the ability of our federal law enforcement partners to 
effectively perform their designed function is restricted.  
 
We cannot escape the fact that many firearm-related deaths and injuries do not occur as a 
result of intentional criminal misconduct. Far too often, gun related deaths and injuries 
occur between family, friends, unintended victims, and children. Therefore, it is the 
Association’s position that responsible ownership, which includes safe storage and 
handling of firearms, is imperative as a means of reducing these tragic incidents. 
 
Gun violence is a complex issue with a multitude of causative factors that must be 
addressed if we are to be successful in reducing gun violence in our communities. These 
factors include: 
 

• Examining mental health issues, including how to eliminate the ability of 
those who are mentally incompetent from purchasing or possessing a 
firearm. 

 
• Straw Purchases: the purchase of a firearm by someone legally capable for 

an individual who is prohibited from purchasing or possessing a firearm. 
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• Armed and Prohibited Individuals:  prosecuting and proactively removing 
firearms and ammunition from individuals who are prohibited from owning 
and possessing them. 

 
• Universal background checks:  It is estimated that over 40% of all firearm 

sales occur without background checks. Weapons acquired through such 
sales are finding their way into the hands of individuals who are prohibited 
from possessing them or who are intent on affecting the safety of our 
communities 

 
• Ammunition –The Association recommends the addition of a registration 

component, similar to the Dealer Record of Sale (DROS), to track 
ammunition sales. This would assist in the investigation of crimes committed 
with a firearm, ammunition straw purchases, and purchases by those 
prohibited from owning or possessing firearms or ammunition. 

 
**Possession of armor piercing ammunition, which threatens the safety of 
police officers, should be made illegal.  

 
• Concealed Weapons: the Association advocates that the ability to issue 

concealed weapons permits should remain at the discretion of the local chief 
or sheriff. 

  
• High Capacity Magazines: Recognizing that justifiable reasons exist for 

limiting magazine capacity, we propose that no firearm magazine be lawfully 
possessed if it has a capacity of more than ten rounds of ammunition.  
 

• The ability of the Federal Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms (ATF) to 
track purchases and provide information to local law enforcement agencies 
across the country should be strengthened. 
 

• Direct the Center for Disease Control (CDC) to conduct research for the 
purpose of determining the scope of the deaths and injuries which occur as a 
consequence of firearms. 

 
 
CONCLUSION 
     
The California Police Chiefs Association’s position recognizes and supports the Second 
Amendment and the right of gun ownership provided to law abiding citizens. The 
Association also recognizes that delving into the mental health aspects of individuals 
associated with gun violence may conflict with currently enacted health and privacy laws, 
but if we are to have any impact on reducing gun violence, we must be a strong voice in 
addressing these issues that threaten the safety of our communities.  
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